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SCIENCE, MATTER, AND
IMMORTALITY

CHAPTER I

THE FABRIC OF MATTER THE ATOMIC THEORY
IN ITS FIRST BEGINNINGS

Probably the coarsely convoluted brain within a

Neanderthal skull had no very definite and clear-

cut sense of personal identity, nor of the modern
distinctions between mind and matter—between

the living and the dead. Ideas of personal identity,

definitions of the living and the dead, are really very

complex mental operations, and " Nature's insur-

gent son," chipping his flinty eolith at the side of a

glacier, took much more interest in mammoths and

woolly rhinoceroses than in questions of physics

or metaphysics. For thousands and thousands

of years, getting food and begetting progeny

were man's chief concerns ; and he had so little

idea of the nexus between body and mind, and of

the criteria of life and death, that the dawn, and
I
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the night, and stars, and the sea, and all moving

objects were to him living and thinking beings.

For thousands and thousands of years, man was

a most practical creature.

Then suddenly in certain corners of the globe

his brain acquired new cells, or new creases, and

he began to think in quite new ways, and to

wonder where he was, and what he was, and why

he was. Such an awakening took place about

twenty-five centuries ago in a little country called

Greece (then including Ionia in Asia Minor).

Why did the brain develop ; why did thought flare

up there and then } It was not a case of gradual

growth, due to selection and survival of the fittest.

Brains had then no particular survival-value, and

certainly in respect of brains there could be no

very stringent selective process. To what, then,

was this awakening due ^ The question is difficult

to answer ; but it is suggestive that the brain-

wave culminated where East meets West, and just

about the time the Egyptian ports were opened to

the Greeks, and when there was great activity in

Greek commerce, and correspondingly active inter-

course with all parts of the world. On the shores

and isles of Greece met and married fair-haired bar-

barians from the North, land-measuring Egyptians,

star-gazing Babylonians, sea-going Phoenicians

—

on this little ragged piece of land, with its adjacent
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islands, met and married Europeans, Asiatics,

Africans. Probably never before in the history of

the world had there been such a clash of ideas,

such an intermarrying of nations ; and surely it is

permissible, and in accordance both with the laws

of biology and ethics, to suppose that such inter-

national promiscuity would result at once in mental

quickening and in moral deterioration ; and this

supposition would explain at once the suddenness

of the intellectual ascent and the quickness of the

decadence. Mongrels have often brains and

vitality, and are rich in remarkable variations, but

in accordance with the laws of heredity they do

not breed true. We see something of the same

kind in towns like Chicago and New York—great

intellectual activity, combined with moral deteriora-

tion, and qualities that appear in one generation to

disappear in the next.

We suggest, then, that the great fertility of the

Greek mind at this period was due chiefly to race

admixture. It was simply an instance of natural

eugenics—a case of germinal variations resulting

in a crop of geniuses.

Yet the awakening was not quite so sudden

as it might seem. The Greek brain was ready for

the quickening : the Greek language and Greek

mythology presuppose an intellect already highly

developed. And it must be remembered, too,
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that the Egyptians and Babylonians were richly

endowed peoples who had already some consider-

able knowledge of geometry and astronomy.

Anyhow, whatever the cause, in Greece, twenty-

five centuries ago, there arose geniuses with brains

as big, and active, and speculative, with an intel-

lectual appetency as keen, as the world has ever

known. With wide-open eyes they gazed around

them, and saw, and wondered. No longer were

there mammoths, and woolly rhinoceroses to slay
;

and they had not only brains, but leisure to use

them.

All the old civilisations—Babylonia, Egypt, Peru

—arose, as was natural, where climatic conditions

were favourable ; and these Greek thinkers, born

in a beautiful land, with a beautiful climate, had

" shelter to grow ripe and leisure to grow wise."

The old explanations of things would not fit their

larger horizons : the old categories would not

contain their larger facts : the old gods failed to

satisfy their new appetite for truth. They gazed

around : the islands gleamed in the blue ocean,

they saw men with brawny limbs, and women with

rounded bosoms, and in their souls was born a sense

of beauty, so that they carved wonderful statues

and made great poems ; and lo ! there appeared a

Homer, or a Phidias, or a Euripides, or a Sophocles.

They gazed around : and they saw above them the
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moon and stars ; they saw behind them Birth, and

before them Death ; and reahsing the mystery

of existence, they propounded new creeds and

philosophies, and lo ! there appeared a Plato, or

a Socrates, or a Democritus, or a Heraclitus.

It was simply a case of harp and hand. For

150,000 years the brain had been there ; for

150,000 years the stars and the seas had been

waiting to play upon it, but only now was the

instrument ready for the musician. Palaeolithic

Man had no doubt his art, for bisons and reindeer,

and mammoths, carved on antlers and tusks, have

often been found ; but yet Palaeolithic Man did

not, could not, produce a Plato or a Phidias. The
Greek brain of 600 b.c. was something quite new
in the world.

The modern man goes to his business day after

day, and in many respects his brain is very much
alert and alive ; but he is usually quite incurious

of the stars ; he knows enough about them to

satisfy his feeble curiosity, and he feels that the

mechanism of the world is no concern of his.

Not so the Greek philosopher. To him the world

was new, and strange, and full of problems, and

he was afire with divine curiosity.

One of the earliest problems that engaged the

awakened Greek mind was the nature of the

objective—of that changing something we call matter^
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which forms the material universe. At the very

first, perhaps, man conceived the material merely

as the sensuous ; and having not yet reached " that

invention of the human intellect, spoliated and

passive matter," he drew no distinction between

substance and its properties, or between the ob-

jective and subjective ; but by and by arose the

conception of matter as a duality of substance and

properties,—of matter as something outside the

mind. Whether this later conception be correct

and final, or acceptable to the most highly developed

intellects, we cannot here discuss ; but it is a

conception now well-nigh universal, and it was the

conception of matter current in the golden centuries

of Greek philosophy.

What, then, was this matter^ a thing outside and

separate from the mind, that composed stones, and

trees, and stars, and men ? What was the world ^

Had it existed from all time } Or was it made ^

No longer satisfied with beautiful myths, the great

thinkers tried to construct new cosmogonies.

Thales, for instance, inspired no doubt by Egyptian

philosophy, derived all things from water. His

pupil Anaximander, with more mystical tendencies,

maintained that the material cause and first element

of things was the Infinite. Theophrastus in his

Opinions writes :
" Anaximander of Miletus, son

of Praxiades, a fellow-citizen and associate of
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Thales, said that the material cause and first element

of things was the Infinite, he being the first to

introduce this name for the material cause. He
says it is neither water nor any other of what are

now called the elements, but a substance different

from them, which is infinite, from which arise all

the heavens and the world within them." This is

an interesting anticipation of the modern theory

of an " Urstoff " or primordial element.

Diogenes of Apollonia (not the Cynic) and

Anaximenes of Miletus considered air the origin

of all things—a doctrine that influenced physiology

down even till the time of Harvey. Theophrastus

gives Diogenes' theory as follows :
" He, too, says

that the primordial substance of the Universe is

Air, infinite and eternal, from which, by rarefaction,

condensation, and change of state, everything else

arises."

Heraclitus, again, found mfire^ and Pythagoras

in number^ the source of all things ; while

Empedocles propounded the view that all things

were made of fire^ air^ earthy and water—a view

that persisted till comparatively recent times.

These views may seem very foolish now, but

they are not so foolish as they seem, and they were

often based on very subtle, sound, and suggestive

philosophical reasoning. That number could, be the

source of the world may seem absurd ; but in this
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twentieth century, the labours of mathematicians

have reduced matter and the laws of matter to

little more than mathematical equations. That

fire could be the source of all things may also seem

absurd, yet we must not forget that it is just from

fire—from the fiery nebula—that modern science

has derived the solar system ; that the relationship

between heat and energy is one of the great

mysteries of science. Moreover, if we follow the

reasoning of Heraclitus, we find it astonishingly

strong and acute. His views are given thus by

Edward Clodd {Pioneers of Evolution) :
" Flux

or movement, says Heraclitus, is the all-pervad-

ing law of things, and in opposition of forces, by

which things are kept going, there is underlying

harmony. Still on the quest after primary sub-

stance, whose manifestations are so various, he

found it in fire^ since ' the quantity of it in a flame

burning steadily appears to remain the same ; the

flame seems to be what we call a thing.' And
yet the substance of it is continually changing.

It is always passing away in smoke, and its place

is always being taken by fresh matter from the fuel

that feeds it. This is just what we want. If we

regard the world as an everliving fire—this order

which is the same in all things, and which no-one

of gods or men has made—we can understand how

fire is always becoming all things, while all things
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are always returning to it." This is surely acute,

subtle, and suggestive.

Let us hear how Diogenes makes out his case

for air.

" My view," he says, " is, to sum it up briefly,

that all things are differentiations of the same thing,

and are the same thing. And this is obvious, for

if the things which are now in the world—earth,

and water, and air, and fire, and the other things

which we see existing in this world—if any of these

things, I say, were different from any other, differ-

ent, that is, by having a substance peculiar to itself,

and if it were not the same thing that is often

changed and differentiated, then things could not

in any way mix with one another, nor could they

do one another good or harm. Neither could a

plant grow out of the earth, nor any plant or

animal come into being, unless things were com-

posed in such a way as to be the same. But all

these things arise from the same thing ; they are

differentiated, and take different forms at different

times, and return again to the same thing. But

this, too, appears to me to be obvious, that it is

both great, and mighty, and eternal, and undying,

and of great knowledge. For it would not be

possible for it to be divided as it is without in-

telligence, so as to keep the measures of all things,

of winter and summer, and day and night, of rains,
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and winds, and fair weather. And anyone who
cares to reflect will find that everything else is

disposed in the best possible manner."

This also is surely acute, subtle, and suggestive,

and sets forth a very logical case forja prima materia.

Not only the question of the origin of matter en-

gaged the Greek mind, but also the question of its

nature, and especially the question of its continuity.

The question of the continuity of matter may
seem, at first sight, a question purely philosophic

and dialectic
;
yet it has most important practical

issues, and on its solution depended almost all

modern scientific achievement.

The obvious answer to the question is, that

matter is homogeneous and continuous, and not

discrete and particulate in its ultimate constitution
;

for the eye sees no ultimate particles and granules,

and the mind conceives of matter as infinitely and

indefinitely divisible, and deems all its finer divisions

as equally artificial. Yet, strange to say, Greek

Philosophy leant, on the whole, towards the theory

that matter was built up of minute invisible in-

divisible particles with empty spaces between, and

in most of the doctrines of matter of the early

Greek philosophers there was implied some sort

of atomic theory.

"When Anaximander," says Gomperz, "ex-

plained the changes in the form of his primary
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matter by condensation and rarefaction, when he

taught that its fundamental form proceeded intact

from each successive variation, the thought must

plainly have dawned on him that minute impercep-

tible particles were there at work, now coming

closer together, and now departing from one an-

other. Again, when Heraclitus proclaimed his

doctrine of the ceaseless transformation of things,

and declared the uninjured existence of an in-

dividual object to be a mere delusion brought about

by the constant accession of fresh particles in the

place of those that had been severed, he was obvi-

ously assuming the presence of invisible particles

of matter as well as of their invisible movements.

And finally, when Anaxagoras complained of the

' weakness ' of our senses, when he combined in

every corporeal structure an infinite number of

' seeds ' or of the minutest primary particles, and

made the appearance of the structure depend on

the predominance of one sort of those particles, he

was stating, in unambiguous words, the very

doctrine which inference alone enables us to

attribute to his two predecessors."

The atomic theory was, however, only implied

by these philosophers, and it was left to Leucippus

and Democritus explicitly to formulate it. Aristotle

states :
" Democritus and Leucippus say that all

things are composed of indivisible bodies, and
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that they are infinite both in number and in their

forms, and that the differences between things are

due to the elements of which they are composed, and

to the position and arrangement of these elements."

Theophrastus, in his opinions, gives Leucippus'

views rather more fully :
" He assumed innumer-

able and ever-moving elements, namely, the atoms.

And he made their forms infinite in number, since

there was no reason why they should be of one

kind rather than another, and because he saw that

there was unceasing becoming and change in

things. He held further that what is, is no more

real than what is not^ and that both are alike causes

of the things that come into being ; for he laid

down that the substance of the atoms was compact

and full, and he called them what is, while they

moved in the void which he called what is not, but

affirmed to be just as real as what is'' How like

this is the modern view of ether and its vibrations !

Leucippus was probably the originator of the

atomic theory, but only these fragmentary accounts

of sayings of his are extant, and the theory is usu-

ally associated with the name of Democritus, who
propounded his views at considerable length. His

fundamental propositions are given by Mendeleef

as follows :

—

"(i) Nothing can proceed from nothing, no-

thing that exists (and hence matter) can disappear
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or be destroyed, and every change consists only

of a combination or separation.

" (2) Nothing is accidental ; there is a reason

and necessity for everything.

"
(3) All except atoms and vacua is reason, and

not existence.

"
(4) The atoms, which are infinite in number

and form, constitute the visible universe by their

motion, impact, and consequent revolving motion.

"(5) The variety of objects depends only on a

difference in the number, form, and order of the

atoms of which they are formed, and not upon

a qualitative difference of their atoms, which only

act upon each by pressure and impact.

" (6) The spirit, like fire, consists of minute,

spherical, smooth, and very mobile and all-

penetrating atoms, whose motion forms the

phenomenon of life."

Much the most important of these propositions

are the fourth and fifth. Though quite empiric

and intuitive, they yet were a forecast of the

principles and hypotheses on which modern science

is based, and they have influenced scientific thought

for over two thousand years, and have become only

more firmly established and more illuminating with

the progress of scientific discovery and the develop-

ment of scientific method. Only, indeed, in quite

recent years has their full philosophic meaning
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been demonstrated. They amount, In fact, to an

enunciation of the truth that science is only now
reaching—that differences in matter are due not to

different primordial elements, but to differences of

shape, and position, and movement, and number,

in elements essentially identical.

" Atomism," says Gomperz, " may be super-

seded ; the theory of cognition in its progress has

already weakened the distinction between primary

and secondary qualities ; but the attempt to cor-

relate all qualitative differences with differences of

size, and shape, and situation is destined to survive

all changes of opinion and thought. The exact

knowledge of nature rests entirely on this attempt to

reduce qualities to quantities, or, to speak more pre-

cisely, to establish fixed relations between the two."

Two thousand years later the great Galileo had

the same great intuition, and wrote : "I do not

believe that anything else is required than magni-

tudes, shapes, quantities, and slow movements or

swift, to produce in us tastes, smells, sounds "
;

while, later, Huyghens assumed that bodies were

made of homogeneous matter, " in which no

qualities were distinguished, but only magnitudes,

shapes, and movements."

And now, in modern days, as we have said, as

we shall see, this same hypothesis is the very pivot

of modern science. " Corporeal movements "

—
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to quote Gomperz again—" as an element that

can be quantitatively determined, are the ' Open
Sesame ' that has unlocked countless secrets in the

system of nature, and that will unlock countless

more." " If," says Huxley, " there is one thing

clear about the progress of modern science, it is

the tendency to reduce all scientific problems,

except those that are purely mathematical, to

problems in molecular physics—that is to say,

to attractions, repulsions, motions and co-ordina-

tions of the ultimate particles of matter."

Democritus not only laid down these broad and

fruitful propositions, he also worked out his theory

in detail with great ingenuity, and anticipated

some of the ideas of modern chemistry. Thus he

pictured groups of atoms, and imagined them fixed

together by links, and hooks and eyes, and

mortises, and dovetailings. He also drew a dis-

tinction between atoms that were sociable and

readily linked together, and those that were un-

sociable and did not easily combine, or—as we
should say in modern terminology—between ele-

ments inert and elements chemically active. He
even had an idea that some atoms had one point of

attachment and others several, and may almost be

said to have suggested modern stereo-chemistry.

After Democritus came Empedocles (the phi-

losopher of Mount Etna), in his golden girdle and
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crown, who suggested that the motions, the

combinations and separations, of the atoms were

determined by the love and strife, even as we still

talk, of affinities ; and who went so far as to con-

ceive that there was a struggle for existence among

primitive organisms, with a survival of the fittest.

Most interesting is his picture of the unfit forms

that perished. " It (Love) made many heads

spring up without necks, and arms wandered bare

and bereft of shoulders. Eyes strayed up and

down in want of foreheads. . . . Many creatures

with faces and breasts looking in different direc-

tions were born ; some offspring of oxen with faces

of men, while others, again, arose as offspring of

men with heads of oxen."

But most interesting of all to us is this theory

of immortality based on the indestructibihty of the

atoms :
"And I shall tell thee another thing. There

is no coming into being of aught that perishes, nor

any end for it in baneful death ; but only mingling

and separation of what has been mingled.

" Coming into being is but a name given to

these by men. . . . But when the elements have

been mingled in the fashion of a man, and come

to the light of day, either in the fashion of the

race of wild beasts, or plants, or birds, then men

say that these came into being ; and when they are

separated, they call that, as is the custom, woful
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death. I, too, follow the custom, and call it

so myself. . . . Fools !—for they have no far-

reaching thoughts who deem that what before

was not comes into being, or that aught can perish

or be utterly destroyed, for it cannot be that aught

can arise from what in no way is, and it is im-

possible and unheard of that what is should perish
;

for it will always be, wherever one may keep put-

ting it. ... A man who is wise in such matters

would never surmise in his heart that so long as

mortals live what men choose to call their life,

they are, and suffer good and ill ; while before

they were formed, and after they have been

dissolved, they are, it seems, nothing at all."

Surely these are words of wisdom !

Epicurus may also be mentioned as one of the

Atomic School. He taught that there was an

infinite number of atoms falling perpendicularly

down an infinite space. Some of these atoms, he

suggested, deviated from a straight path, and

stuck together and formed the world.

But the ancient apostle/)^r excellence of the atoms

was Epicurus' disciple, the great Roman poet

Lucretius, who made a most scientific use of his

imagination, and propounded the atomic theory

" in harmonious and beautiful verse, swayed by a

fervour that is akin to religious emotion."

To Lucretius we must give a separate chapter.

2



CHAPTER II

LUCRETIUS

Lucretius lived in the decadent days of Caesar and

Cicero, when Rome stood between two worlds,

" one dead, the other powerless to be born." No
longer did thinkers believe in the old gods.

Cicero, though hoping in immortality, was an

agnostic. Caesar, even when Pontifex Maximus,

dared to assert, in the consecrated Temple of

Concord, that the nations were ruled by the

caprice of fortune

—

Fortuna cujus libido gentibus

moderatur. The unlettered mob, who did still

in some sort believe, were dupes of the priests,

slaves of superstition, and an easy prey to exor-

cisers, diviners, soothsayers. Corrupt in her

creeds, Rome was equally corrupt in her morals.

Agriculture was neglected ; civil war devastated

the land ; vice was rampant ; brutality was a

commonplace, and six thousand slaves on crosses

on the road to Capua were signs of the times to

every passer-by.

i8
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" Sitting aloof, holding no form of creed, but

contemplating all," Lucretius surveyed the pain-

ful panorama of life. He saw that the pride of

Roman imperialism was false and foolish : he saw

that wealth and power were as dust under the feet

of Death.

"All that nature demands is freedom from

care and fear ; but neither wealth nor power will

deliver thee from these, nor yet from sickness

.... What avails it all unless, then, thou findest

that superstitious fears are scared away, and fly

panic-stricken from thy mind. Nor does it avail

thee ought to see thy fleet swarm forth, and

spread far and wide over the sea, unless then the

fear of death leaves thy breast untenanted and free

from care.'*

How, then, Lucretius asked, are men to escape

from fear and care ? In the gods he could find no

hope. If gods there were, they were cruel and

careless to allow such a world—to allow vice and

disease, and these six thousand slaves rotting on

the crosses. Far better no gods than such gods,

he maintained ; far better believe that the world

was the creation of blind atoms, than the plaything

of capricious deities. And so he tried to prove

that man was at the mercy of lawful atoms, and

not of lawless powers, and that death ended all.

It was a pessimistic creed, and yet his genius gave
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it some sort of beauty and nobility, and, as John

Masson {Lucretius^ Epicurean and Poet) remarks :

" There was more true faith in Lucretius's denial

of a Divine Providence at such an era than there

is in the self-complacent creed of many a modern

optimist with whom, if things go well with himself,

all is well, and this world the best that can be."

To free men from superstition, and cant, and fear,

is the next best thing to leading them to a fair

faith. How great the emancipation, it is difficult

now to realise ; for it is difficult to realise how
completely most men of that day were under the

dominion of superstitions of every kind, and how
much the limbs of truth were hampered by the

fetters of fear. To look facts in the face, and to

have the courage to study the nature of things,

was a great step on the way to wisdom.

Hundreds of years before Lucretius, there had,

as we have seen, been atomists ; and Lucretius, in

working out his atomic philosophy, chose as his

master Epicurus, whom he praises as the first

man to withstand religion openly. Indeed, it is

probable that Lucretius merely gave a luminous

and logical exposition of the doctrines adumbrated

by Epicurus. " Thee I follow, thou glory of the

Greek race," says Lucretius, "and now fix my
steps firmly in thy footprints and tread in them."

However that may be, the fact remains that
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Lucretius has given us the most consistent and

systematic atomic theory of ancient times, and it

will repay us to look at its main features.

Plunging at once in medias reSy the poet explains

the purpose of his poem. " I will unfold the

atoms whence Nature forms, and increases, and

feeds all things that are, and into which she dis-

solves them again after their destruction."

The sun, the moon, he says, are moved not by

the caprices of the gods, but by natural inevitable

mechanical laws, and, indeed, by natural inevitable

mechanical laws all things are made and moved.
" It is absolutely decreed," he asserts, " what each

thing can do, and what it cannot do, according to

the conditions of Nature."

" Unde refert nobis victor quid possit oriri

Quid nequeat, finita potestas denique cuique

Quanam sit ratione atque alte terminus haerens.

Quare religio pedibus subjecta vicissim

Opteritur, nos exaequat victoria coelo."

He holds that the universe consists of atoms

and a void ; and, given atoms and a void, he is

prepared to show how the universe came into

being. He argues that matter is built up of atoms,

and that the atoms are impenetrable, indivisible, and

indestructible—" solida pollentia simplicitate." If

destructible, he says, there would not be the uni-

formity in objects which now obtains ; for as the
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atoms become chipped and broken and worn, the

objects they formed would alter, " nor could the

generations so often reproduce, each after its

kind, the nature, habits, ways of life, and motions

of the parents."

It is interesting to find that, many centuries later,

Newton employed almost exactly the same reason-

ing. " While the same particles continue entire,

they may compose bodies of one and the same

texture in all ages ; but should they wear away or

break in pieces, the nature of things depending on

them would be changed. Water and earth com-

posed of old worn-out particles would not be of

the same nature and texture now with water and

earth composed of entire particles in the beginning.

And, therefore, that Nature may be lasting, the

changes of corporeal things are to be placed only

in various separations, and new associations, and

motions of these permanent particles."

Lucretius supposes, further, that atoms vary in

size, shape, and weight, but that the varieties are

finite in number. If not finite, he points out,

some would be infinitely large ; and further, there

would be an infinite variety of things, and fresh

things would be always forming. Though he had

probably no conception of the ultra-microscopic

dimensions of the atom of modern chemists, he yet

pictured the average atoms as invisibly small ; and
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again, though he had no conception of the modern
philosophical division of qualities into primary and

secondary, he denied to the atoms all secondary

qualities, such as colour, warmth, scent. The
sensible secondary qualities of objects, however,

he imagined to depend on the shape and size of

the atoms, and on the way in which they are fixed

together. Thus light is formed of very, very

small atoms—so small that they can pass through

horn. < Liquids are usually formed of round,

smooth atoms. Things which are hard or tough,

like diamonds, are formed of atoms tightly hooked

together, or united together by many branches.

A thunderbolt is formed of particles especially

minute and ready to move 1 The mind is composed

of very tiny smooth round atoms. All the atoms

are very hard, so that they are not crunched even

by the teeth of death. !

" Nam quid in oppressu valido durabit eorum,

Ut mortem efFugiat, led sub dentibus ipsis ?
"

Perhaps the most extraordinary thing about the

Lucretian atomic theory is the manner in which

it anticipated the modern theory of molecular

motion. To the ordinary unscientific eye, matter,

even if conceived as particulate, seems to consist

of coherent and motionless particles. Yet Lucretius

taught that the particles of matter were not coherent
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—"Nam certe non inter se stipata cohaeret materies

"

—but discrete and in constant movement. Even in

iron and stone, and such hard substances, his eye

could see the atoms throb and seethe. Surely such

scientific imagination and such prescience were most

remarkable ! More remarkable still, Lucretius

actually anticipated the modern scientific and philo-

sophic theory which reduces all material phenomena

to motion, or to mass and motion. "It matters

much," he insists, " with what others and in what

position the same atoms are severally held in union,

and what motion they mutually give and receive."

The objection that matter seems stationary is seen

by Lucretius to have no great weight. " One
thing," he says, " you need not marvel at : why,

seeing that the first beginnings of things (atoms)

are all in motion, still the sun appears to stand in

perfect rest " ; and he points out that experience

is full of similar contradictions : that a flock of

sheep playing about on a distant slope appears to

be "a white spot standing on a green hill," and

that a gleaming army seen afar may seem only a

bright patch.

His theory of chemical combination was also

sound. " There are certain bodies {i.e. atoms)

possessed of such a nature that if they have haply

produced fire, the same may, after a few have

been taken away and a few added on, and their
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order and motion changed, produce air ; and all

other things may in this way interchange with one

another." Illustrating this by the case of the

letters of the alphabet, he explains :
" It matters

much with what other letters and in what order

the several letters are placed. If all the letters

are not entirely alike, still by far the greatest part

are ; but the words which they compose differ

through the position of these letters. Thus in

material things as well : when the clashings,

motions, arrangement, position, and shapes of mat-

ter change about, the things must change too."

The weakest point about the atomic theory of

Lucretius is its failure to account for the con-

course and combination of the atoms. According

to theory, the atoms rain straight down through

the void. Raining straight down, they would never

clash, and meet, and combine ; so Lucretius has

to postulate that they occasionally swerve from a

straight line, and so collide. " This point of the

subject we desire you to apprehend, that when
atoms are borne straight downwards through the

void by their own weights, at quite uncertain times

and uncertain places they push themselves a little

from their course, only just so much that you can

call it a change of inclination. If they were not

wont to swerve thus, they would fall down like

drops of rain through the deep void, and no
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clashing could have been begotten, nor any

collision produced among the first beginnings :

thus Nature never would have produced anything."

It has been pointed out that a force almost in-

finitesimally small, acting at right angles on a falling

body, would suffice to deflect it from its perpen-

dicular course, and that in the case of a rain of

infinite atoms the swerving of a single atom would

be sufficient to initiate an infinite series of collisions.

Yet even the swerving of a single atom requires a

cause ; and in order to account for the deflection of

atoms, Lucretius supposes each endowed with a

sort of QmhTyomc free-will. This supposition both

accounts for the deflection of the atoms and gives

an atomic explanation of the origin of the free-will

in man in which the Epicureans firmly believed.

Yet even granting free-will in atoms, resulting in

deflection and collisions, what then ? Could a

series of atomic collisions produce the universe

and all that therein is ; would it not, as Plutarch

objected, produce " no incorporation or coalition,

but only percussions and repercussions "—only

" a confusion and combat of atoms " } Given

sufficient time, says Lucretius, and the atoms

will eventually combine into the forms of matter

we know. " Truly not by design nor by sage

consideration have the first beginnings of things

(atoms) stationed themselves each in their proper
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places, nor have they made agreement what motions

they should each assume. Not so in truth ; the

cause isj that they are many in number, and have

shifted, in changes many, all the universe over.

They have been driven together and tormented

by constant shocks from all eternity. After trying

in this way motions and unions of every kind, they

fall at length into the arrangements out of which

this world of ours has been formed, and by which,

too, it has been preserved in being through many
cycles when once it has been thrown into the fitting

motions." Again, " this world has been made by

Nature just as the seeds of things have chanced

to clash, entirely of their own accord, after being

driven together in many ways without purpose,

without foresight, without result, and at last such

seeds have filtered through as, when suddenly

thrown together, might become the germs of great

things of earth, sea, heaven, and of the race of

living things." At first no substance could be

seen like our substances, " but a kind of strange

storm and medley made of atoms of every kind,

whose lack of harmony caused a conflict and

disordered their interplaces, passages, connections,

weights, blows, clashings, motions, because, by

reason of their unlike forms and different shapes,

they could not all remain thus joined together, nor

unite in harmonious motions."
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Thus we see that Lucretius explained the first

forms of matter much as Chfford explained the first

living molecule, saying they were " produced by

a coincidence and preserved by natural selection."

But Lucretius realises that something more is

still wanted—not merely free-will of sorts to cause

collision, and not merely natural selection of the

combinations so produced, but also preferential

affinities between atoms, which he denotes by the

term concilium.

Finally, Lucretius adumbrated the law of con-

servation of energy. " Nor was the store of

matter ever more dense or ever separated by larger

intervals than now ; for nothing is either added

to it or lost from it. Wherefore, in whatsoever

motion the bodies of the first-beginnings now
move, in the same way they moved in time gone

by, and in like manner they will always be borne

along hereafter. . . . No force can alter the sum
of things ; for there is no Beyond into which either

any kind of matter can escape out of the universe,

or out of which a new force can arise and burst in

and change all the nature of things and disturb its

motions."

Such, then, in brief, was the Atomic Theory of

Epicurus and Lucretius. Such, then, were the

first theories of matter. They were crude, wild,

and empiric, yet not without both scientific and
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philosophic value. In order fully to understand

them, we must divest our minds of preconceptions,

and must approach the problems with the same

scientific equipment and with the same young
curiosity as these ancient philosophers. It is

difficult to do : we see the world with the eyes of

the twentieth century ; we see it through telescopes

and microscopes. Yet, difficult though it be, it is

worth doing. To realise the world as it seemed

two thousand years ago is to widen our horizon by

twenty centuries ; and it is as necessary for culture

to understand ancient views of matter as ancient

views of Gfi. Indeed, the sun of Truth can be

rightly viewed only by means of the parallax

obtained at the extremes of Time.



CHAPTER III

THE GROWTH OF THE MODERN MECHANIC
CONCEPTION OF MATTER

There is nothing more interesting in the history

of human thought than the endeavours of the

human mind to get to the bottom of the mystery

of matter. Some of these endeavours we have

already discussed in tracing the beginnings of the

atomic theory ; but the mystery is many-sided
;

and in order fully to understand modern views of

matter, we shall now require to look at their growth

through the centuries. We cannot see any beliefs

in their true character and context unless our

horizon includes their embryology and infancy.

We shall now try, briefly, to trace the evolution

of the conception of matter as something active

and energetic.

As we have said, the conception of matter as some-

thing passive and dead was not pristine and aborigi-

nal, and at what time it arose it is difficult to say.

Probably the conception of inorganic matter as dead

30
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gv&^ paripassu with the idea of a spiritual principle

of life in organic moving matter ; and this idea, again,

must be almost as old as the observation that breath

was necessary to maintain the activities of animals.

The distinction between animate and inanimate

matter must be at least as old as the conception of

breath as spirit, or even as the raw material of spirit.

Even as the psycho-physiological doctrine of the

manufacture of spirit from breath was developed

by Plato and by the early physiologists, its corollary,

dead matter, must have coincidently established

its place in the creed of thinking men ; but it must

be recognised that there is nothing inevitable in

the distinction between dead and living matter
;

and that, except for the doctrine of soul^ there is

really not much reason why a star should be con-

sidered deader than a tree. Passive and spoliated

matter is, as Bacon said, " an invention of the

human intellect." A star moves, a star shines : a

star acts upon mind by its light. And, in early days,

as we have before suggested, no clear distinction

between dead and living was drawn ; and the stars,

and the seas, and all great aggregates of inorganic

nature were considered as living bodies. Hence,

no doubt, Tithonus, Ceres, Neptune, and all the

mythical personages of the Greek and Latin religions.

All along—even in the days of philosophy and

physiology—there seems to have been some re-
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pugnance in the human mind to the doctrine of dead

matter ; and all along, the mystery of matter, and

especially its formative power, seems to have com-

pelled many ancient thinkers to endow it or associate

it with some sort of life, or soul, or sensibility.

Plato had a World-Soul to mould matter into

archetypal forms. Anaxagoras had his Nous.

Empedocles moved his atoms by Love and Hate
;

and Lucretius, as we said, found it necessary to

endow his atoms with a species oi free-will^ in order

to account for their swerving motion, and with

concilium^ in order to account for their chemical

affinities. Anaxagoras was cast into prison for

asserting that the sun and moon were made of

earth and stone ; and we find that even Aristotle

considered the stars to be passionless beings, worthy

of worship, and that Zeno and Strato deemed the

world a living being.

Moreover, though the distinction between the

living organic and the dead inorganic world, once

drawn, became gradually, century by century, more

hard and fast, and ultimately so firmly rooted as

to be almost ineradicable, yet it never quite

satisfied the human mind ; and at all times there

was a counter-tendency to take a more imaginative

view of so-called dead matter. Thus we find

Moses Maemonides, as late as the twelfth century,

writing as follows :
" Know that this universe in
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its entirety is nothing else but one individual

being ; that is to say, the outermost heavenly sphere,

together with all included therein, is, as regards

individuality, beyond all question, a single being,

like Said and Omar. The variety of its substances

—I mean the substances of that sphere and of all

its component parts—is like the variety of the

substances of a human being
;
just as Said is one

individual, consisting of various solid substances,

such as flesh, bones, sinews, various humours,

various spiritual elements."

The more men thought, the more men knew,

the more mysterious appeared the properties of

dead matter ; and the more philosophers and

scientists strove to simplify and explain it, the

more it seemed necessary to endow it again with

life and motion, or to dematerialise it in some way.

Look at the philosophical theories of the last few

hundreds of years ! Have not they all recognised

the dynamical character of matter } Have not

most of them attached to matter some psychical

significance, or put matter under some psychical

control, or found in matter some inner mystery

beyond bodily vision } Giordano Bruno, that

brave monk who was burned alive in the sixteenth

century, felt it necessary to conceive of matter

as made of Monads—ultimate spherical points,

regarded as possessing both spiritual and material

3
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characteristics. Van Helmont, in the next century,

preached the same doctrine. Leibnitz, too, had

his Monads of matter ; and though their activity

was regulated by " pre-established harmony," yet

he gave them " appetition," and talked of " petites

perceptions," which combined and increased into

" apperceptions," and thus gave a continuity to all

souls, " from the soul of a pebble to that of an

angel." Matter, to Leibnitz, was alive in every

atom. " Whence it appears that in the smallest

particle of matter there is a world of creatures, liv-

ing beings, animals, entelechies, souls." " Each por-

tion of matter may be conceived as a garden full of

plants, and like a pond full of fishes." " Thus there

is nothing sterile and nothing dead in the universe."

The exact significance of Leibnitz's terms

" appetition " and " perception " it is not easy to

discover. Professor Latta puts it thus :
" As

representative or symbolic of the whole, the part

in Leibnitz's terminology has Perception^ while in so

far as in the part the potential whole tends to realise

itself, the partis said to have Appetition." What-

ever the exact meaning of the term, the fact

remains that Leibnitz gave matter some rudiment

of sensibility.

This tendency, however, to revert to a soul of

matter, never overcame the other tendency to con-

sider matter dead, and to explain it on mechanical
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principles ; and the most important feature of Leib-

nitz's philosophy was its theory of the mechanical

nature of physical processes—a theory that has

become more and more dominant in science ever

since. " Everything in nature," he said, " is effected

mechanically." Let us give one instance of his

mechanical theory. " Thus the organic body," he

writes, " of each living being is a kind of divine

machine, or natural automaton which infinitely sur-

passes all artificial automata. For a machine made
by the skill of man is not a machine in each of its

parts. For instance, the tooth of a brass wheel

has parts and fragments, which for us are not

artificial products, and which do not have the special

characteristics of the machine, for they give no in-

dication of the machine ; whereas the machines of

nature, namely, living bodies, are still machines in

their smallest parts ad infinitum. It is this that

constitutes the difference between nature and art,

that is to say, between the divine art and ours."

A still greater apostle of the mechanic was

Descartes. To him matter meant merely the ex-

tended in space ; and from extension and motion

he was prepared to construct the universe. " The
nature," he says, " of matter or of body, considered

generally, does not consist in a thing being hard, or

heavy, or coloured, but only in its being extended

in length, breadth, or depth." " All variations of
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matter, or all diversities of its forms, depend," he

affirms, " on motion "
; and " the matter which

exists in the world is everywhere one and the

same." Here we have the idea of motion in

matter becoming prominent.

Coming on to the eighteenth century, we

find Boscovitch bringing forward his famous theory

that matter has no extension, and consists simply

of mathematical points endowed with attractive

and repulsive forces.

In the nineteenth century, Schopenhauer was

representative of an idealistic counter-tendency,

and analysed matter into /F/7/ and Idea, thus giving

it a purely immaterial foundation. He expresses

his theorem in various ways. " Pure matter ....
is causality itself thought objectively, consequently

in space, and therefore filling it. Accordingly, the

whole being of matter consists in acting. Only thus

does it occupy space and last in time. It is through

and through pure causality." " For what is material

is that which acts (the actual) in general, and regarded

apart from the specific nature of its action. Hence

also matter, merely as such, is not an object of per-

ception, but only of thought, and thus is really an

abstraction." " Matter is causality itself bound up

with space and time, hence objectified, i.e. conceived

as that which fills space." " Accordingly matter is

that whereby the will which constitutes the inner
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nature of things becomes capable of being appre-

hended, perceptible, visible. In this sense, then,

matter is simply the visibility of the will, or the

bond between the world as will and the world as

idea." " The essence of matter is acting ; it is act-

ing itself in the abstract ; thus acting in general

apart from all difference of the kind of action ; it is

through and through causality. On this account

it is itself, as regards its existence, not subject to

the law of causality, and thus has neither come

into being nor passes away, for otherwise the law of

causality would be applied to itself. Since, now,

causality is known to us a priori^ the conception of

matter as the indestructible basis of all that exists

can so far take its place in the knowledge we
possess a priori^ inasmuch as it is only the realisa-

tion of an a priori form of our knowledge. For

as soon as we see anything that acts or is causally

efficient, it presents itself eo ipso as material ; and

conversely, anything material presents itself as

necessarily active or causally efficient. They are, in

fact, interchangeable conceptions. Therefore the

word actual is used as synonymous with material."

We quote Schopenhauer at such length because,

as we shall see later, he reached a metaphysical

conception of matter which is being daily cor-

roborated by scientific discovery.

Towards the end of the nineteenth century the
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scientific view of matter became again less meta-

physical and more atomical and mechanical. In

1874 Tyndall, in his famous Belfast Address, stated

that he could discern " in matter which we, in our

ignorance, and notwithstanding our professed rever-

ence for its Creator, have hitherto covered with

opprobrium, the promise and potency of every form

and quality of life "
; and it was almost universally

held that all the manifestations of matter, including

life, were merely the result of ordinary mechanical

law. Matter was considered as a wonderful and

potent piece of machinery. More and more, too,

the idea gained strength that the qualities of matter

were not due to fundamental differences in atoms,

but to different motions of atoms really qualitatively

alike. " Chemistry," wrote Professor Wundt in

1875, "still attributes the varying qualities of

matter to an original difference in atomic quality.

But now the whole tendency of atomic physics is

to derive all the properties of matter from the

movements of the atoms. The atoms themselves

remain necessarily as elements lacking all qualities."

" It is conceivable," wrote Thomas Graham,
" that the various kinds of matter now recognised as

different elementary substances may possess one

and the same ultimate or atomic molecule existing

in different conditions of movement." " The
tendency of physico-chemical science," said Huxley,
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" is clearly towards the reduction of the problem

of the world of the infinitely little, as it already has

reduced those of the infinitely great, to questions

of mechanics."

Berthelot, the great French chemist, also desired

" ramener la chimie tout entiere .... aux meme
principes mecanique qui regissent deja les diverse

branches de la physique."

Mendeleef, in his Principles of Chemistry^ asserts :

" In the present condition of science, either the

atomic or dynamical hypothesis is inevitably

obliged to admit the existence of an invisible,

imperceptible motion in matter, without which it

is impossible to understand either light, heat, or

gaseous pressure, or any of the mechanical,

physical, or chemical phenomena. The ancients

saw vital motion in animals only, but to us the

smallest particle of matter endowed with vis viva

or energy, in some degree or other, is incompre-

hensible without self-existent motion."

The mechanical theory, as it grew, naturally left

little room for any psychical motive power, or for

any metaphysical conception of matter ; but yet

even the most advanced of the mechanic school

could not quite explain things on purely

mechanical principles, and were obliged betimes to

admit " Mens agitat molem et magno se corpore

miscet." Thus we find Haeckel writing, quite
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after the style of Anaximenes or Schopenhauer,

" matter and aether are not dead, and moved only

by extrinsic force, but they are endowed with

sensation and will ; they experience an inclination

for condensation, and dislike for strain ; they strive

after the one, and struggle against the other." , And
W. K. Clifford, who had a theory that matter was

caused by bends, twists, and wrinkles in space, and

would cease to be if these were smoothed out, writes :

" A moving molecule of inorganic matter does not

possess mind or consciousness, but it possesses a

small piece of mind-stuff. When molecules are so

combined together as to form the film on the under

side of a jellyfish, the elements of mind-stuff are so

combined as to form the faint beginnings of Senti-

ence." Even Tyndall declares, " The very molecules

appear inspired with the desire for union and growth."

Thus, up to the time of the vacuum-tube,

scientific opinion had drifted to and fro between

the mechanic conception of matter as mass and

motion, and the more or less metaphysical con-

ception which found it necessary to endow

matter with something like rudimentary mind, or

to analyse it into a conceptual figment. In the

main, however, opinion developed along mechanic,

atomic lines ; and in the following chapter we will

deal with the nature of the atom as conceived by

the modern atomic school.



CHAPTER IV

ATOMS AND MOLECULES

Perhaps no other inchoate conception had ever

such vitaHty as the atomic theory. Crude and

empiric though it were in its first beginnings, it

yet persisted through the centuries, waiting for

Dalton to complete what Democritus had begun.

Dalton it was who, a hundred years ago, gave

to the atom a crown of " indivisible supremacy."

Dalton it was who made the atom a fact—a fact

to be admitted, and a fact to be used. Dalton it

was who brought down the atom from the clouds

to the laboratory and the factory. The atoms of

the Greeks, even the atoms of Lucretius, were

vague and elusive ; the atoms of Dalton were as

undeniable as the bricks in a wall—were indeed

" the foundation-stones of the universe." Higgins,

Richter, and one or two others hinted the atom,

but Dalton led it forth into the light of day ; and

since then " its properties and faculties, its attrac-

41
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tionSj repulsions, motions, and co-ordinations,"

have been the chief concern of science.

Dalton showed that the constant and definite

proportions in which the elements combined could

be best explained by assuming that the elements

consisted of certain indivisible ultimate particles

which had various definite weights ; and this hypo-

thesis unified, and simplified, and correlated so

many facts, that it has become the fundamental

fulcrum of practical science, and the physicist may
believe " that though he cannot handle or see

them^ the atoms and molecules are as real as the

ice-crystals in the cirrus clouds that he cannot

reach—as real as the unseen members of a

meteoric swarm whose death-glow is lost in the

sunshine, or which sweep past us unentangled in

the night "—that the atoms are in fact " not

merely helps to puzzled mathematicians, but

physical realities." ^

The discoveries to which the atomic theory has

led are legion ; and it has led not merely to dis-

coveries, but to creations ; for by its means

chemists have created substances which had never

appeared in the universe before.

Let us try, now, to illustrate the modern concep-

tion of the atom. If we take a drop of mercury

and divide and subdivide it indefinitely, we get

mercury, and only mercury. If we had skill, we
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might divide it into a particle so small as to be

quite invisible to the most potent microscope, yet

it would still be a particle of mercury. Eventually,

if we continued dividing, we would reach a particle

which could be no further divided ; and even this

final particle would still be mercury. Substances

of this kind, which can be divided and divided

without change of character down to a final in-

divisible, invisible particle (as contrasted with a

substance like water or salt, which can be divided

into diflferent constituent substances), are known

as elements^ and the ultimate indivisible particles are

known as atoms. Further, the atoms of diflferent

elements have been shown to have different

weights, known as their atomic weights. The
lightest atom is the atom of the gas, known as

hydrogen, and with it the weight of all other atoms

is compared. Thus the atom of sulphur, which

is twelve times as heavy as an atom of hydrogen,

is said to have an atomic weight of 12.

The process of reasoning by which we reach

these facts need not be detailed here. Suffice it to

say that the facts are fully established, and that

there are known to be about eighty elements, each

with atoms of a particular atomic weight.

Atoms have a strong aversion to single life
;

in fact they never remain single, and are always

found in twos or threes, or occasionally in hundreds
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or thousands, joined together in complexes known
as molecules.

Now, what sort of thing are these atoms and

molecules ? How big are they ? The smallest

object that can be seen by the naked human
eye is 250 i^ch in diameter. A good microscope

reveals objects g^^^^^ inch in diameter ; and the

smallest object that, even theoretically, a perfect

microscope could show must measure at least

^^Jqqq inch in diameter. Yet these magnitudes

are colossal compared with the size of an atom,

even compared with the size of the conglomera-

tions of atoms, known as molecules.

The average diameter of the molecule of an

element was estimated by the late Lord Kelvin

and by Professor O. E. Meyer as about two-tenths

of a micro-micron, i.e. about 125,000.000 ^^ ^^

inch.

Professor J. J. Thomson has calculated that in

a cubic centimetre of gas at atmospheric pres-

sure {i.e. in as much gas as might be held

in a little box | inch square) there are about

20,000000,000000,000000 molecules ; and, of

course, in the same volume of a liquid or solid,

the molecules, being more closely packed, are

even more numerous. If closely packed, about

2,000000,000000,000000,000000 could be con-

tained in a little box an inch square. Even such
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a minute object as a blood corpuscle contains,

according to Wismann, about 3,625,000,000 large

molecules ; and it is calculated that no living germ

can contain fewer than 100,000,000 large molecules.

So light are molecules, too, that it requires

1,000000,000000,000000 molecules to affect a

delicate balance.

Figures such as these convey very little to the

mind, and efforts are often made to express the

multitude and minimissitude of molecules in some

comprehensible way. Thus Sir Oliver Lodge

explains that " a portion of substance consisting of

a billion (a million million) atoms is only barely

visible with the highest power of a microscope
;

and a speck or granule, in order to be visible to

the naked eye, like a grain of " lycopodium-dust,

must be a million times bigger still." Kelvin,

again, tries to give an idea of the smallness of the

atom by an estimate that if a drop of water were

magnified up to the size of the earth, the atoms

would be larger than pellets of shot, and smaller

than cricket-balls. Others have pointed out that

we know dimensions small enough to be compar-

able to molecules—that the thinnest part of a soap-

bubble is only about twenty or thirty molecules

thick, and that gold-leaf and films of oil may be

prepared only about seven or even fewer molecules

thick. (It might also be safely asserted that a
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molecule on the point of a needle would be like a

midge on the summit of the Matterhorn ; and

that the molecules in a tear would exceed the

population of the world.

All these illustrations are interesting ; but the

most imaginative picture of the smallness of mole-

cules we know is that given by Sir William Crookes

in his essay on Radiant Matter. He points out

that a vacuum bulb (the glass bulb used in the pro-

duction of X-rays) holds a quadrillion molecules,

and that even when apparently exhausted it still

contains a trillion. What trillion and quadrillion

mean he explains :
" To suggest some idea of this

vast number, I take the exhausted bulb and perfor-

ate it by a spark from the induction coil. The

spark produces a hole of microscopic fineness, yet

sufficient to allow molecules to penetrate and to

destroy the vacuum. The inrush of air impinges

against the vanes and sets them rotating after the

manner of a windmill. Let us suppose the mole-

cules to be of such a size that at every second of

time a hundred millions could enter. How long,

think you, would it take for this small vessel to

get full of air ? An hour ? A day ? A year }

A century ? Nay, almost an eternity ! A time so

enormous that imagination itself cannot grasp the

reality. Supposing this glass bulb, indued with

indestructibility, had been pierced at the birth of
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the solar system ; supposing it to have been present

when the earth was without form and void ; sup-

posing it to have borne witness to all the stupendous

changes during the full cycles of geologic time, to

have seen the first living creature appear and the

last man disappear ; supposing it to survive until

the fulfilment of the mathematician's prediction that

the sun, the source of energy, four million centuries

from its formation, will ultimately become a burnt-

out cinder—supposing all this, at the rate of filling

I have described—one hundred million molecules

a second—this little bulb even then would scarcely

have admitted its full quadrillion of molecules.

" And what will you say if I tell you that all

these molecules, this quadrillion of molecules, will

enter through the microscopic hole before you
leave this room. The hole being unaltered in

size, the number of molecules undiminished, this

apparent paradox can only be explained by again

supposing the size of the molecules to be diminished

almost infinitely—so that instead of entering at

the rate of one hundred million every second,

they troop in at the rate of something like three

hundred trillions a second."

Since matter is made up of such millions of minute

particles, its atoms, when disparted, are capable of

populating comparatively enormous areas. Thus,

as Carl Synder {New Conceptions of Science) points
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out :
" a single grain of indigo, the weight, say,

of a small pin, gives a distinct coloration to a ton

of water. In order to produce this reaction, the

indigo must have been divided up into enough

parts to be present in large numbers in every drop

of water ; it must have been broken up into

millions and millions of parts."

Even more remarkable is the ubiquitous emigra-

tions of the molecules of the substance known as

fluorescein. Fluorescein added to water causes the

water to fluoresce, and a single grain will cause

fluorescence in a hundred tons of water.

Now, these minute atoms and molecules are

not passive, inert things ; they are in constant

movement. The molecules of the air of the room

in which I sit are darting hither and thither with

incredible speed. The nitrogen molecules are

dashing about at a rate of nearly a quarter a mile

a second, the oxygen molecules are rather slower,

and the heavier carbonic acid molecules are slower

still. If hydrogen be present, its molecules out-

strip all the rest, for it darts at the rate of more

than a mile a second. It is a case, however, of

the more haste the less speed, for the molecules

constantly collide, so constantly indeed that a

molecule of hydrogen can proceed only ^^q^qqq

of an inch without collision, i,e. coUides about

1 6,000,000,000 times a second ; while if it be
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heated, its progress is still more rapid and more
interrupted. Some of the lighter gases of the air

fly with such velocity that they succeed in escaping

from the atmosphere altogether. And the mole-

cules of gases not only constantly fly about, they

are also in a state of constant vibration ; and it has

been calculated that a molecule of hydrogen

vibrates four hundred and fifty million million

times a second, representing a distance in to-and-fro

movement of about one mile.

We have instanced the molecules of air, which

is of course a gas, but the molecules of liquids

and solids are equally restless. The paper on

which I write is really seething like a sea. Carl

Synder says that " a drop of water would resemble

a thick swarm of bees pounding against each other

in their flight with tremendous force. Even the

crystalline diamond would seem like pyramids of

billiard-balls, hung wide apart by invisible springs,

and gyrating intensely." " We ought," says Le
Bon, " to picture to ourselves any body whatever,

such as a block of steel or a rigid fragment of rock,

as being composed of isolated elements in motion,

but never in contact."

Cliffbrd gives a very picturesque and vivid

account of the varied behaviour of molecules in

gases, liquids, and solids. In the case of gases, he

says the molecules " do not fly far in one direction,

4
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but any particular molecule, after going over an

incredibly short distance—the measure of which

has been made—meets another, not exactly plump,

but a little on one side, so that they behave to

one another somewhat in the same way as two

people do who are dancing Sir Roger de Coverley :

they join hands, swing round, and then fly away

in different directions." " In the case of a liquid,

it is believed that the state of things is quite

different. We said that in the gas the molecules

are moved in straight lines, and that it is only

during a small portion of their movement that

they are deflected by the other molecules ; but in

a liquid we may say that the molecules go about

as if they were dancing the grand chain in the

Lancers. Every molecule, after parting company

with one, finds another, and so is constantly going

about in a curved path, and never sent quite clear

away from the sphere of action of the surround-

ing molecules. In the case of a solid, quite a

different thing takes place. In a solid, every

molecule has a place which it keeps ; that is to say,

it is not at rest any more than a molecule of a

liquid or a gas, but it has a certain mean position

which it is always vibrating about and keeping

fairly near to, and it is kept from losing that

position by the action of the surrounding

molecules."
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Dalton's definition of a solid body is of interest.

He defines it thus :
" A solid body is one the

particles of which are in a state of equilibrium

betwixt two great powers, attraction and repulsion,

but in such a manner that no change can be made

in their distances without considerable force. If an

approximation of the particles is attempted, then

the heat resists it ; if a separation, then the attrac-

tion resists it."

It is a little difficult to believe that the molecules

of hard substances are in constant motion, but

even in the hardest substances the motion takes

place. Sir Roberts Austen placed pieces of lead

and gold in contact at atmospheric temperatures,

and found after four years that the gold had

travelled into the lead to such an extent that

appreciable quantities of the gold were detected

at more than five millimetres from the common
surface.

If the molecules are far apart we have a gas ; if

nearer together, a liquid ; if still nearer together, a

solid. By means of heat we can cause a separation

of molecules, and thus can convert a solid into a

liquid, a liquid into a gas. By means of cold, again,

we can convert a gas into a liquid, a liquid into a

solid ; and the contraction of the molecules may
be assisted by pressure. By means of combined

cold and pressure, Sir James Dewar succeeded in
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crushing together the molecules of air into a liquid

—liquid air. By means of heating water we obtain

steam ; by cooling steam we obtain water.

The difference between the molecular distances

in the case of a liquid and gas may be very great
;

thus water vapour occupies hundreds of times the

space occupied by the same weight of water. It is

the violent separation of the water molecules in

steam that makes steam such a tremendous energy.

The infinitesimal water molecules charging about,

hustling and colliding, trying to get away from

each other, lift a colossal piston ; then, catching a

chill, lose all energy, and fall in a heap like dew.

It is strange to think how molecules of water,

scourged apart by heat, carry men over continents

and seas ; and how molecules of petrol, driven

apart by a tiny spark, whizz the throbbing motor

car along the dusty road. It is strange also to think

how molecules of dynamite, separated or broken,

may leap apart with force sufficient to destroy a

city, and how a few grains of the molecules of the

active substance of tetanus might kill every man
in London. Roscoe states that if we could convert

the whole of the heat which can be obtained from

a pound of coal into mechanical energy it would

suffice to pitch the coal two thousand miles high.

Infinitesimally small as atoms and molecules are,

they yet are capable of tremendous violence and
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have tremendous destructive force—a force, it

must be remembered, which is always there, though

not in disruptive form.

(But the most wonderful thing about atoms and

molecules is not their power of destroying, but

their power of creating. They themselves choose

their partners, and their partnerships have made
the world as we know it.

With gross matter man can work miracles.

He can mix colours on a palette and spread them

on canvas and make a Sistine Madonna. He can

put blocks of marble together and make a Milan

Cathedral. Of the macroscopic he is undisputed lord.

But the microscopic elements of matter are only

partially in the control of man : they create with-

out his fiat^ and their simplest improvisations far

surpass his most elaborate compositions. Where
is the loom that can weave a lily-leaf } " Consider

the lilies of the field how they grow, they toil not,

neither do they spin, and yet I say unto you that

even Solomon in all his glory was not arrayed like

one of these."

Even the most materialistic and unemotional

scientist talks about atomic affinities. And no

wonder ! CThe atoms and molecules, by their

aggregation and arrangement, by their weddings

and partnerships, make everything. We put a

packet of molecules, known as a seed, into the
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ground, and they attract other molecules from the

air and soil—molecules of carbonic acid, and lime,

and potassium, and so on, and lo ! a lily, or a

pine tree. Without mistake they carry out their

complicated architecture, though there is more

machinery in each molecular brick than in a chrono-

meter, and more molecular bricks in each leaflet

than in a cathedral.

All living things are built of cells, and cells

have a particularly complicated molecular structure.

It has been computed that a liver-cell contains

300,000000,000000 atoms, of varying size and

quality, grouped together in almost infinite variety,

into 64,000,000,000 molecules. There is more

going on there than in the busiest factory in the

world. It has also been computed that the head

of a sperm-cell 2^ of a millimetre in diameter

contains 2,500,000,000 molecules, each composed

of several atoms ; that in a germ-cell there are

1,728,000000,000000 molecules, composed of

8,640,000,000000,000000 atoms. And all these

molecules are marrying, and dancing, and vibrat-

ing, and building up some living thing ! It is

prodigious !

It must be noted that molecules mo\e not only

in space, but that they also expand and contract

like a beating heart. It is this throbbing or

vibrating that causes light. It is the throbbing of
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the hot molecules in the sun that causes the ether

waves which we know as light and heat ; and we
get some idea of the rapidity of the throbbing

when we remember that the ether-ripples beat on

the eye at the rate of from 450 to 750 million

millions per second.

A very interesting fact may be mentioned in

connection with this. It has been found that

r molecules of different elements throb in different

ways, and thus produce different light waves, which,

when analysed by a spectroscope (an instrument

that spreads out and separates waves of light on

the principle of a prism), give definite characteristic

colours. ^

Each substance has its own " spectrum," or alterna-

tions of light and shade ; and "s^ can discover what

any substance is simply by heating it so as to agitate

its molecules, and then analysing, by a spectro-

scope, the ripples of light caused by the throbbing

molecules. In this way we may be said to be

able to tell any substance by feeling its pulse^ or by

listening to its heart, and the spectroscope may be

compared to a stethoscope. But a spectroscope is

far more wonderful than a stethoscope ; it is more

delicate, and it reaches farther. Sir Henry Roscoe,

in his Elementary Chemistry^ states that a portion

of sodium salt less than ^§0, 000. 000 P^^^ °^ ^

grain, and that a portion of lithium ^o'ooTo^ P^^^
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of a grain, can be detected. Not only so, but it

matters not at all how far off the throbbing heart

of the molecule may be. However far off, the

spectroscope can record and read and interpret

the ether waves produced by the throbbing mole-

cules. The molecules—the tiny fierce molecules

—throbbing in the sun 92,000,000 of miles away,

have been made to write their name in ripples
;

and we know now that in the sun are hydrogen,

sodium, iron, copper, magnesium, zinc, calcium,

and about thirty other elements. Stranger still, the

spectroscope discovered in the sun an element then

unknown on earth, which the discoverers called

helium ; and some years later this very element was

discovered in a mineral called clevite ; and, a few

years later still, it was found (as we shall relate in

another chapter) in very interesting association

with the new metal radium. And we can find

out not only the constitution of our own sun, but

the constitution of alien suns millions of millions

of miles away—all told by the throbbing mole-

cules 1 Nor is this all ; it is possible by the

same means, through consideration of certain

details, to measure the velocity and masses of

double stars. Well may Sir Robert Ball ask

:

" Could anything show more wonderfully how the

different branches of science have become inter-

woven than the fact, that by looking at a beam of
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light through a prism we have been able to weigh

the star from which the light has come ?

"

Some people find it difficult to understand how
matter can be particulate and yet continuous

—

how it can be in motion and yet appear at rest.

There is no real difficulty in the conception. Each

molecule moves so fast that it is a host in itself

and seems ubiquitous. We have a recollection of

a small army that put a large army to flight by

scattering itself, and by making such a tumult that

it seemed a mighty host. And that is what

happens in the case of the molecules ; their activity

is so intense that they seem to be everywhere at

once, and give the impression of solidity and

stolidity. In just the same way, the air driven

before an avalanche may wipe a village away as

we might blow a fly off our hand. In just the

same way, falling stars are smashed on the atmos-

phere as on an avil. In just the same way, a

column of water " only 2 centimetres in diameter,

falling through a tube of the height of 500 metres,

cannot be broken into by a violent blow from a

sabre. The arm is stopped as if by a wall when
it arrives at the surface of the liquid. Professor

Bernard Brunhes, who witnessed this experiment,

is persuaded that if the velocity of the liquid

column were sufficient, a cannon-ball would not go

through it. A layer of water a few centimetres
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thick, animated by a sufficient velocity, would be

as impenetrable to shells as the steel plates of an

ironclad." On the same principle, a piece of tallow

candle can be shot through an inch plank, and a

rapidly revolving soft disc of iron will cut through

the hardest steel. On the same principle, too, if

soft leaf be laid on a piece of iron, if then gun-

cotton be placed upon the leaf and exploded, an

impress of the leaf will be left on the iron.

C Atoms and molecules have been weighed ; they

have been proved to dance, they have been per-

suaded to wed, and yet their shape is still unknown.

The atoms were pictured by Democritus as various

in shape, with hooks and handles ; they were

pictured by Descartes as tourbillons, and by Kelvin

as vortices in the ether ; but no eye has ever seen

atoms, and even theory cannot quite depict them.)



CHAPTER V

ELECTRONS

From earliest times a belief in the indestructibility

and indivisibility of the atom was a cardinal article

in the creed of the atomic school. The atoms of

Democritus were indestructible and indivisible.

Lucretius held that " the principles of matter, the

elements of the great whole, are solid and eternal :

no foreign action can change them. The atom is

the smallest body in nature .... it represents the

last term of the division." In more modern times

the same doctrine prevailed. Newton wrote :
" It

seems probable to me that God in the beginning

formed matter in solid, massy, hard, impenetrable

particles, of such sizes and figures, and with such

other properties, and in such proportions to space,

as most conduced to the end for which he formed

them ; and that these primitive particles, being solids,

are incomparably harder than any porous bodies

compounded of them, even so very hard as never

to wear or to break in pieces, no ordinary power

59
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being able to divide what God himself made in

the first creation." Sir John Herschell was of the

same opinion, and stated that the atoms bore " the

stamp of the manufactured article/' Dalton held

that "we might as well attempt to introduce a

new element into the solar system as to create or

destroy a particle of hydrogen." More emphatic

still, Clerk-Maxwell, in a lecture at Bradford in

1873, declared: "Natural causes, as we know,

are at work which tend to modify, if they do not

at length destroy, all the arrangements and dimen-

sions of the earth and the whole solar system.

But though in the course of ages catastrophes have

occurred and may yet occur in the heavens, though

ancient systems may be dissolved, and new systems

evolved out of their ruins, the molecules out of

which these systems are built—the foundation-

stones of the material universe—remain unbroken

and unworn."

That was the creed of the atomists, and it grew

stronger as chemical knowledge increased.

No wonder the belief in the " indivisible suprem-

acy " of the atoms was so firmly held. Chemists

crushed substances, dissolved them in acids, changed

them from gas to liquid, from liquid to solid, forced

them into unnatural combinations, tore them

asunder from each other with explosive violence,

and still the atoms remained intact and un-
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damaged. When, in the combination of the two

gases hydrogen and oxygen, the fluid water is

formed, it almost seems that the atoms of the

gases are lost and gone for ever ; but by a simple

process the water can be decomposed, and the

atoms come forth again quite unchanged and as

dry as a bone. In a clear lotion of perchloride of

mercury, the silvery mercury atoms seem com-

pletely abolished, but they are in the clear fluid all

the same, giving it weight and certain mercurial

characters ; and by suitable means they can easily

be produced again. There does not seem to be

much black carbon in the bottle of aerated water,

and yet it can be demonstrated by ordinary

chemical analysis.

Everything, in fact, seemed to prove the inde-

structibility of Dalton's atoms, and of material

substance. " Do with it what we please," wrote

Professors Stewart and Tait, " we cannot make

our senses indicate to us an increase or diminution

in a given quantity of what we call matter. We
find it so far amenable to our control that we

can alter its arrangement, form, density, state of

aggregation, temperature, etc. ; nay, by so approxi-

mating it to other matter as to produce a chemical

combination, we may entirely transform its appear-

ance and properties

—

all hut one^ its mass or quantity

is completely beyond our control. (Measure it by
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what process we please, by the * muscular sense,' by-

weight, anyhow, there it is, altogether independent

of us, laughing our efforts to scorn." )

It must be noted that there were really origin-

ally two atomic creeds. Both schools believed

in indestructible atoms, but one believed in atoms

all a/ike, and the other believed in a variety of

atoms.

The latter school, supported by the apparently

invulnerable evidence of Dalton, eventually won
the day ; but nevertheless the Daltonian con-

clusions did not satisfy all thinkers. Side by side

with the unwavering faith of such scientists as

Clerk-Maxwell there was a strong spirit of scepti-

cism. The idea of eighty or so elemental substances

was repugnant to a certain intuition in the human
mind which demands a single primaeval " urstoff."

The instinct to unify—to trace back heterogeneity

to homogeneity, to be economical with causes—is

one of the strongest of intellectual instincts : we
see it active from Democritus to Kelvin. Even
as the intellect refuses to believe in numerous gods,

so it refuses to believe in primary complexity, and

affirms that the complex must originally have been

simple. Tkis^ most of the old Greeks realised.

The atoms of Leucippus, and Democritus, and

Lucretius were all of the same material—" solida

pollentia simpiicitate "—and differed merely in
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their architectural features or kinetic properties.

The IVater of Thales, the Infinite of Anaximander,

the Fire of Heraclitus were all inspired by this

instinctive craving to trace diversity back to unity.

Other schools, loo, besides the atomist schools,

were led by the same instinct to premise a materia

prima—a simple first substance, from which all

other substances were derived. Aristotle had his

TrpwTrj v\rj (raw Stuff) and his gct^ty] v\t] (finished

stuff). Diogenes of Apollonia had a surprisingly

clear grasp of a materia prima. His opinions we
have already quoted. Among the philosophers of

the Middle Ages the doctrine still survived.

Moses Maimonides (1135), the great Jewish

philosopher, gives the views of the Jewish school of

philosophy as follows :
" Also the body of the

heaven, the body of the angels, the body of the

Divine Throne—such as it is assumed to be—the

body of anything creeping on the earth, and the

body of any plant, have one and the same substance
;

they only differ in the peculiarity of the accidents,

and in nothing else ; the substance of all things is

made up of equal atoms." Among the alchemists

the same idea of an urstoff was ever dominant.

Though they still clung to the Earth, Fire, Air, and

Water of Empedocles, yet they believed that these

elements had a common ancestor

—

2i materia prima

^

almost abstract in its character—and that substances
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could be transmuted. Albertus Magnus taught

that the birth of one element was in some way the

result of the corruption and death of another.

The great Roger Bacon taught that there was an

immaterial essence of matter or " yle " (a word

obviously derived from Aristotle's vXt]). In his

De Arte Chymiae he lays down the law as follows :

" Elementa sunt quatuor, ignis, aqua, aer, terra,

modi id est proprietates, sunt quatuor, calor

frigiditas, siccitas et humiditas, at yle est res in

qua non est calor nee siccitas, nee humiditas et

non est corpus. Et elementa sunt facta de yle et

unumquodque elementorum convertitur in natur-

am alterius element! et omnis res in quamlibet."

Boyle, in his Sceptical Chymist^ shows that he had

a very shrewd conception of a prima materia.

" Now," he writes, " if it be true, as 'tis probable,

that compound bodies differ from one another in

nothing but various textures, resulting from the

magnitude, shape, motion, and arrangement of

their small parts, it will not be irrational to

conceive that one and the same particle of uni-

versal matter may by various alterations and

contextures be brought to deserve the name some-

times of a sulphureous (gaseous), a terrestrial, or

aqueous body." Geber taught that nature could

transmute metals, although man could not.

Descartes, though not an atomist, declared that " the
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matter which exists in the world is everywhere one

and the same "—" materia itaque in toto universo

una et eadem existit." " I do not believe,"

affirmed Galileo, " that anything else is required

than magnitudes, shapes, quantities, and slow move-

ments or swift to produce in us tastes, smells,

sounds." Huyghens supposed bodies formed of

homogeneous matter in which no qualities were dis-

tinguished, but only different magnitudes, shapes,

and movements.

Perhaps the most prescient of all was the great

chemist Faraday, who, in 1 8 1 6, when only twenty-

four years old, wrote as follows :
" I may now

notice a curious progression in physical properties

accompanying changes of form, and which is perhaps

sufficient to induce in the inventive and sanguine

philosopher a considerable degree of belief in the

association of the radiant form with the others in

the set of changes I have mentioned. As we

ascend from the solid to the fluid and gaseous

state, physical properties diminish in number and

variety, each state losing some of those which

belonged to the preceding state. When solids are

converted into fluids, all the variations of hardness

and softness are necessarily lost. Crystalline and

other shapes are destroyed. Opacity and colour

frequently give way to a colourless transparency,

and a general mobility of particles is conferred.

5
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" Passing onward to the gaseous state, still more

of the evident characters of bodies are annihilated.

The immense differences in their weight almost

disappear ; the remains of difference in colour

that were left are lost. Transparency becomes

universal, and they are all elastic. They now form

but one set of substances, and the varieties of

density, hardness, opacity, colour, elasticity, and

form, which render the number of solids and fluids

almost indefinite, are now supplied by a few slight

variations in weight and some unimportant shades

of colour.

" To those, therefore, who admit the radiant

form of matter, no difficulty exists in the simplicity

of the properties it possesses, but rather an argu-

ment in their favour. Those persons show you

a regular resignation of properties in the matter

we can appreciate as the matter ascends in the scale

of form, and they would be surprised if that effect

were to cease at the gaseous state. They point

out the greater exertions which Nature makes at

each step of the change, and think that, consistently,

it ought to be greatest in the passage from the

gaseous to the radiant form.

" If we conceive a change as far beyond vapori-

sation as that is above fluidity, and then take into

account also the proportional increased extent of

alteration as the changes rise, we shall perhaps, if
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we form any conception at all, not fall far short

of Radiant Matter ; and as in the last conversion

many qualities were lost, so here also many more

would disappear."

This seems to me one of the most wonderful

forecasts ever made, and within fifty years proof

of its correctness began to appear.

In 1865 Flacker and Hittorf discovered that

certain elementary substances, when subjected to

great heat, furnished spectra simpler than and

quite unlike the spectra obtained at ordinary

temperatures ; and it was soon found, moreover,

that similar abnormal spectra were furnished by

elements in the chromosphere of the sun and in

the stars. Now, since the spectrum of an element

certainly depends on its fundamental constitution,

it follows that a radical change in the spectrum of

an element certainly indicates a radical change in

the element itself ; and thus a fair presumption

was established that, under certain conditions,

matter may undergo a constitutional alteration, and

pass from the gaseous into a more primitive or

radiant state. Prout and Lockyer maintained

that this more primitive matter consisted of

dissociated atoms^ and was the materia prima so

long sought.

In 1872 Herbert Spencer affirmed: "the

properties of the different elements result from
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differences of arrangement, arising by the com-

pounding and recompounding of ultimate homo-

geneous units."

Still, science as a whole suspended judgment
;

and the state of scientific opinion in 1873 ^^Y
be well shown by a quotation from Professor

F. W. Clarke of Cincinnati, who in that year

wrote as follows :
" We do not know but that

the evolution of one element from another may
be possible, under circumstances over which we

have as yet no mastery ; indeed, such a view

would have many points of probability about it.

Although unsupported, it is quite strongly sug-

gested by evidence. The demonstrated unity of

force leads us, by analogy, to expect a similar unity

of matter ; and the many strange and hitherto

unexplained relations between the elements tend

to encourage our expectations. These elements

which seem to-day so diverse in character, may
be, after all, one in essence. This idea is philo-

sophically strong, but waits for experimental

evidence to support it. At present it can neither

be discarded as false nor accepted as true. But

what an addition the proof of such a doctrine

would bring to the philosophy of evolution ! . . .

It is plain that the nebular hypothesis would be

doubled in importance and our views of the

universe greatly expanded if it could be shown
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that an evolution of complex from simple forms

of matter accompanied the development of planets

from the nebulae. Evolution could look for no

grander triumph."

At that point, indeed, the doctrine of unity of

matter could neither be discarded as false nor

accepted as true.

A few years later, however. Sir William Crookes

brought forward convincing evidence of Radiant

Matter—of matter neither solid, nor liquid, nor

gaseous, but apparently in the fourth state which

Faraday had foreseen. This was the first step

towards the demonstration of a materia prima.

It came about thus. Hittorf had been investi-

gating the result of passing an electric current

through a glass bulb almost exhausted of air, and

Sir William Crookes continued the same experi-

ments. We have already explained that the

molecules of the air dart about with tremendous

rapidity ; but that, owing to collisions with each

other—thousands of millions in a second—their

progress is very interrupted. When, however,

a bulb is exhausted of air, the remaining particles

have much more room to rush about, and do not

jostle each other so much.

By ingenious technique. Sir William Crookes

succeeded in producing a more complete vacuum

than had ever been produced before ; and on
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studying the behaviour of the flying particles in

the vacuum, he came to the conclusion that they

had properties not possessed by ordinary matter.

Here are his words :
" In these highly exhausted

vessels, the molecules of the gaseous residue are

able to dart across the tube with comparatively

few collisions, and, radiating from the pole with

enormous velocity, they assume properties so

novel and so characteristic as to entirely justify

the application of the term borrowed from Faraday,

that of Radiant Matter. . .
." " In studying this

Fourth state of Matter, we seem at length to have

within our grasp, and obedient to our control, the

little indivisible particles which with good warrant

are supposed to constitute the physical basis of

the universe. We have seen that in some of its

properties Radiant Matter is as material as this

table, whilst in other properties it almost assumes

the character of Radiant Energy. We have

actually touched the borderland where Matter and

Force seem to merge into one another, the shadowy

realm between the known and the unknown, which

for me has always had peculiar temptations."

Lenard, J. J. Thomson, and others made a

special study of the flying particles, and their

special characteristics are now well established.

They are deflected in a magnetic field ; they can

penetrate thin plates of metal ; they can affect
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photographic plates ; they can discharge insulated

electrical bodies ; they have a definite momentum,
and they carry a fixed electric charge. Finally,

they are exactly the same in size and character

whatever the nature of the gas in the vacuum and

whatever the metal used for the electrodes^ and they

have an apparent mass of only about yoqo ^f ^^^

hydrogen atom. Since the particles are projected

from the negative electrode or " cathode," they

are often called " cathode " rays.

In 1895 Rontgen's discovery of the X-rays

attracted still more attention to the phenomena of

vacuum tubes; and in 1896 the famous French

savant, Henri Becquerel, undertook a series of

experiments with the object of investigating the re-

lationship between the phosphorescence of vacuum

tubes under the influence of " cathode " rays, and

the phosphorescence of various substances under

the influence of light or pressure.

In the course of his experiments Becquerel

made the striking discovery that salts of uranium

have the power of spontaneously emitting invisible

radiations, which affect photographic paper, which

pass through metals and other substances opaque

to ordinary light, and which discharge electrified

bodies. Obviously these radiations were closely

akin to the cathode rays produced in a vacuum

tube.
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In 1898 Monsieur and Madame Curie noticed

that pitch-blende, an ore of uranium, had more

power of emitting radiations—more radio-activity^

as it is called—than had the salts of uranium ; and

after infinite pains they succeeded in obtaining

from the ore the substance named radium^ which is

about two million times as radio-active as uranium.

The radio-activity of radium was carefully and

ingeniously investigated, and it was found that

the radiations consisted of rays of three kinds :

(i) Alpha (a) rays, so-called, consisting of particles

about twice the size of a hydrogen atom, charged

with positive electricity, and projected at the rate

of about 20,000 miles a second
; (2) Beta

(fi)
rays,

so-called, identical with the " cathode " rays of a

vacuum tube, and consisting of particles about

Y^ the size of a hydrogen atom, charged with

negative electricity, and projected at the rate of

75,000 to 150,000 miles a second
; (3) Gama (7)

rays, so-called, which resemble the X-rays used

in X-ray photography, and which have the power

of penetrating matter generally considered opaque,

e.g. lead, iron.

Besides uranium and radium, three other mark-

edly radio-active substances, thorium, polonium,

and actinium, have been discovered.

Thus, within a hundred years of Faraday's great

prophecy, the existence of radiant matter, consisting
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of particles much finer than the smallest atom, was

proved.

It seems also to be proved that the radiations

are due to the breaking up of atoms, and that

radium and other radio-active substances are under-

going spontaneous decomposition. It seems also

possible that all matter can be broken up into

identical particles by means of heat, electricity, sun-

light, etc., and that all over the universe the atoms

are slowly decaying.

It is now commonly regarded as an established

fact that atoms are made up of infinitesimally small

corpuscles, and that, no matter what the kind of

atom, the particles are always exactly the same in

material and size. A diamond, a daisy, a star, a

man are all made of the same urstoff.

" All things the world that fill,

Of but one stuff are spun."

In the ancient, wild, hot, fire-mist days, all the

primordial particles were free : it was a case of

" liberty, equality, fraternity "—the first, last, and

only case ; but as the fire-mist cooled, the corpuscles

felt that it was not good to be alone, and so they

grouped themselves in the little systems known as

atoms, and these, again, formed associations called

molecules, and the molecules, again, formed gases,

and liquids, and solids—the great corporations we
know as suns and stars. In the hottest stars, such
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as Zeta Puppis^ Gamma Argus^ Algol Sirius^ ArcluruSy

Epsilon Ononis^ certain atoms are seen by the

spectroscope to be even now in a dissociated,

dissolute condition ; and the cooler the stars the

more numerous the elements.

It is very difficult to believe that a thin, light

gas like hydrogen, and a heavy liquid metal like

mercury, and a solid substance like a diamond, are

all made of precisely the same primordial substance,

but so it is. The particles are probably precisely

the same in every instance ; and the difference in

the atom is merely a question of the number,

arrangement, and movement of the corpuscles.

After all, there is nothing more incredible in this

than in many miracles we see performed every day.

We see two gases, hydrogen and oxygen, made into

water ; we see solid, heavy metals, like lead, and

silver, and gold, vanish into clear liquid.

An atom, then, as now conceived, is not a solid,

stolid thing—not merely a conglomeration of dead

dust— not merely a dust-heap. The atom of

hydrogen contains a thousand " /8
" corpuscles :

the atom of mercury a hundred thousand ; and

every one of the corpuscles is " intensely, won-

drously alive," and gyrates and rotates like a

dancing dervish. But " dancing dervish " is a

simile unworthy of the occasion. One of the

ancient philosophers considered man an epitome
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of the universe, and talked of him as a microcosm
;

and the atom is in very truth a microcosm, or at

least a miniature solar system. Probably in the

centre of the atom there is a corpuscle like a sun, and

round this central sun the other corpuscles whirl.

The velocity with which the corpuscles gyrate and

rotate is enormous, and the power developed

correspondingly colossal. When the forces within

the atom are in equilibrium they are known only

as apparently passive matter ; but when this

equilibrium is disturbed, and when the corpuscles

become dissociated, as occurs in radium, then the

intra-atomic energy becomes more apparent.

The case of radium is especially interesting. It

has a large, and therefore presumably unstable,

atom ; and the a particles it emits seem identical

with helium (an element which was discovered in

the sun before it was discovered upon earth), while

the residue of the radium atom left after the emis-

sion of sundry a, /3, and 7 rays seems identical with

lead. Thus helium and lead are products of the

decomposition of a larger atom, the atom of radium ;

and thus, again, we have a verification of the dream

of the alchemists with regard to the transmutation

of elements, and a verification, too, of the doctrine

of Albertus Magnus, that the birth of one element

is in some way due to the corruption and death of

another. Could anything be more amazing } Not
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only the disruption of an atom, but its transfor-

mation into other atoms !

It maybe remarked that various unstable residues

are formed before the stable residue, lead ; and that

the breaking down of the radium is so slow that it

takes more than fourteen hundred years to convert

half of any given quantity of radium into lead.

Another very remarkable fact has been recently

discovered with regard to the transmutation of

radium. It has been found that when the radium

emanation (one of the intermediate products of

radium) is dissolved in water, not helium, but

another gas, neoUy is formed ; and that when the

emanation is dissolved in a copper solution, still a

third gas, argon^ is formed.

It would seem, accordingly, that not only are

atoms evolved, but that various atoms are formed,

of which only the fittest survive, and that the atom

evolved depends to some extent on environment.



CHAPTER VI

MORE ABOUT ELECTRONS

Let us now consider in more detail the character

and behaviour of the fi particles (commonly called

" electrons " or " corpuscles "
), which seem to be the

final product of the disruption of atoms, and the

prima materia of matter.

Whether they are found in a vacuum tube,

whether emitted from radium, whether ejected

by glowing carbon—whatever, in fact, their origin

—the electrons always carry the same charge of

negative electricity ; they always fly with incred-

ible speed ; and they have always an apparent mass

of aboutYoVo °^ ^ hydrogen atom. We have already

shown how infinitesmal atoms are, yet a corpuscle

compared to an atom is as a comma to a cathedral.

The relationship between corpuscle and atom

has been illustrated thus :
" If we imagine an

ordinary church to be an atom of hydrogen, the

corpuscles constituting it will be represented by

about one thousand grains of sand, each of the size

77
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of a period, dashing in all directions inside, and

rotating with inconceivable velocity, and filling the

whole interior of the church with their tumultuous

motion." Again :
" If an electron be represented

by a sphere an inch in diameter, the diameter of an

atom of matter on the same scale is a mile and a

half. . .
."

'
" An atom is not a large thing ; but if it

is composed of electrons, the spaces between them

are enormous compared with their size—as great

relatively as are the spaces between the planets in

the solar system."

According to this new conception of the atom,

it is a miniature solar system, with a certain number

of negative corpuscles rotating and gyrating like

planets round a nucleus, or within a sphere of

positive electricity. These negative corpuscles

move in definite orbits round the central nucleus

or within the sphere, and also spin with tremendous

velocity round their own axes ; and the stability

of the atom depends on an 'equilibrium of forces.

Each element has an atom with a particular number

of corpuscles proceeding in definite orbits.

The hydrogen atom is generally supposed to

have a thousand corpuscles, and some of the larger

atoms may have two hundred thousand or more.

" We ought therefore," writes Le Bon, " to picture

to ourselves any body whatever, such as a block of

steel or a rigid fragment of rock, as being com-
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posed of isolated elements in motion, but never in

contact. The atoms, of which each molecule is

formed, themselves contain thousands of elements,

which describe, round one or more centres, curves

as regular as those of celestial bodies."

Lord Kelvin supposed a radio-active atom might

be composed of " concentric layers of positive and

negative electricity, disposed in such a way that

its external action is nil, and that nevertheless the

force emanated from the centre may be repellent

for certain values when the electron is within it."

Sir Oliver Lodge says ;
" The electron has been

shown to possess in kind, though not in degree, the

fundamental properties of the original atom of

which it had formed a part ; and it becomes a

reasonable hypothesis to surmise that the whole of

the atom may be built up of positive and negative

electrons interleaved together, and of nothing else,

an active or charged ion having one electron in

excess or defect, but the neutral atom having an

exact number of pairs."

The atomic sidereal systems are more or less

stable ; the larger systems, such as radium, thorium,

polonium, which contain thousands of corpuscles,

are naturally less stable than the smaller systems

with fewer corpuscles. Radium, indeed, has been

aptly compared by Sir Oliver Lodge to a contract-

ing nebula. " Roughly," he says, " the process
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may be likened in some respects to the condensa-

tion and contraction of a nebula. The particles

constituting a whirling nebula fall together until

the centrifugal force of the peripheral portions

exceeds the gravitative pull of the central mass,

and then they are shrunk off and left behind,

afterwards agglomerating into a planet, while the

residue goes on shrinking and evolving fresh

bodies and generating heat. A nebula is not hot,

but it has an immense store of potential energy,

some of which it can turn into heat, and so form a

hot central nucleus or sun. A radium atom is

not hot ; but it, too, has a great store of potential

energy, immense in proportion to its mass, for it is

controlled by electrical, not by gravitational forces
;

and just as the falling together of the solar

material generates heats, so that a shrinkage of a

few yards per century can account for all its

tremendous emission, so it has been calculated

that the collapsing of the electrical constituents of

a radium atom by so little as one per cent, of their

distance apart can supply the whole of the energy

of the observed radiation—large though that is

—

for something like thirty thousand years."

This is a most interesting comparison, and

numerous other astronomical comparisons may be

made. Thus it has been found possible to perturb

the orbits of the corpuscles in atoms.
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"Electrons in orbital motion," says Sir Oliver

Lodge, " have been shown to constitute the mech-

anism by which atoms are able to radiate light

;

and a great mass of semi-astronomical facts concern-

ing these orbits and their perturbations have been

obtained by immersing the source of light in a

strong magnetic field, and observing the minute

but very definite changes of spectra thereby

produced."

So far has scientific imagination ventured that

models have been made to illustrate the architec-

ture of an atom, and even the laws that govern

the number of the corpuscles in their several solar

systems. Professor Mayer thrust magnetised

needles through pieces of cork and floated therri

so that their negative poles projected above the

water. The negative poles, in accordance with

the laws of electricity, repel each other, just as the

corpuscles charged with negative electricity must

do. In order, however, to complete the atom, the

positive electricity must be represented, and

Professor Mayer represented it by suspending

over the needles the positive pole of a magnet.

The needles thus repelled by each other and

attracted by the magnet give a fair picture of

atomic conditions ; and by studying such arrange-

ments and by mathematical calculations. Professor

T. T. Thomson and others have succeeded in
•^

6
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showing how corpuscles must group themselves

in different atoms,* and have proved that the

corpuscles in the atom probably revolve in their

orbits, either in concentric rings or in concentric

shells. In the same way it has been shown that

the relationship between atomic weight and other

atomic characters is a dynamical necessity, and also

that the abstraction of a single corpuscle may
break down the whole atom.

The illustration of the floating needles, however,

is not quite correct, since the equilibrium of the

atomic corpuscles depends largely on their velocity,

even as the equilibrium of a top depends on the

rate at which it is spinning. On this more com-

plex conception, we may think of an atom as a

sphere of positive electricity, enclosing a number of

negatively electrified corpuscles, maintained in a

condition of equilibrium by forces of attraction,

and repulsion, and kinetic energy ; and a radio-

active substance may be defined as one wherein

the velocity of the constituent particles of its

atoms has fallen so low that equilibrium has been

destroyed, and disruption and rearrangement of

the corpuscles is in process. In the case of every

atom, the velocity of the atomic corpuscles must

decrease as energy is radiated away, and ultimately

a time must come when every atom will break up

and show the phenomenon of radio-activity. But
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the atoms are more stable even than solar systems,

and will maintain equihbrium for millions of

millions of centuries.

It is difficult to believe that bodies as small as

corpuscles can make the apparent plenum of an

atom, which is as large in comparison with them

as a cathedral in comparison with a comma
;
yet

when we remember that the infinitesimal corpuscles

are moving in their infinitesimal orbits at such a

pace that they would reach the moon in a second

or two, their apparent ubiquity is explained. It

is simply a case of kinematographic continuity.

Granted that the corpuscles move with such speed,

an atom may well appear single and solid. A
single grain of dust flying about with such velocity

within a church would make it as impenetrable as

a rock of granite.

It is not even necessary that the atoms should

be hard. More and more modern science leans

to the strange idea that hardness is simply softness

in motion. " It is probable," says a French

scientist, " that matter owes its rigidity only to the

rapidity of the rotary motion of its elements, and

that if this movement stopped it would instan-

taneously vanish into ether without leaving a trace

behind. Gaseous vortices animated by a rapidity of

rotation of the order of that of the cathode rays

would in all probability become as hard as steel."
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The question may be asked—What reason have

we to believe in this amazing agility of corpuscles ?

The belief is founded on just such a basis as our

belief in the movement of the earth and planets.

The belief explains and unifies various facts

which without it are inexplicable and incoherent.

Especially does it explain the extraordinary facts

of radio-activity, and the tremendous energy

displayed by the corpuscles. How could the

corpuscles start from " scratch," so to speak, with

a velocity of 20,000 to 1 50,000 miles a second ?

It is inconceivable. But if we consider that the

corpuscles have been spinning with tremendous

velocity in definite orbits, it is easy to understand

how orbital might be converted into tangential

velocity. " To explain the phenomena of radia-

tion it is necessary^'' says W. C. D. Whetham,
" to suppose that the electrified corpuscles—the

electrons— are in rapid orbital and oscillatory

motion within the atom ; that, for example, the

electrons whirl round their orbits as the planets

swing round the sun."

Certainly the energy and velocity of the atomic

dust requires some explanation. Infinitesimal par-

ticles flying ofF from decaying atoms may seem

very insignificant things, but they are tokens of

an energy so great as to be almost incredible.

When an atom dissociates, the corpuscles are
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shot forth with a velocity that, according to the

calculations of Le Bon, could be equalled by a

bullet only if it had one million three hundred

and forty thousand barrels of gunpowder behind

it. Le Bon further calculates that corpuscles

could flash from the earth to the moon in four

seconds (a cannon-ball would take five days), and

that there is enough intra-atomic energy in a

copper one-centime piece " to work a goods train

along a horizontal line equal in length to a little

over four times and a quarter the circumference

of the earth,"—as much energy, that is to say, as

would be produced by about three million kilo-

grammes of coal, costing about seventy thousand

francs. Sir Oliver Lodge, in his usual picturesque

way, says that electrons are as much faster than a

cannon-ball as a cannon is faster than a snail, and

that they are a hundred times faster than the

fastest flying star.

J. J. Thomson gives another picture of intra-

atomic force by estimating that a few grains

weight of hydrogen has within it sufficient force

to raise a million tons to a height of more than

three hundred feet.

Rutherford estimates the energy of the a

particles of thorium at six hundred million times

that of a rifle-ball.

Max Abraham calculates that one gramme
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weight of corpuscles contains energy equal to

80,000,000,000 horse-power per second. A
gramme of radium in a little more than a year

gives out enough heat to raise the temperature

of 900,000 grammes of water by 1° C. ; and

Professor R. K. Duncan declares that " the heat

evolved by the radium emanation is over three

million five hundred thousand times greater than

that let loose by any known chemical reaction."

And Whetham calculates that it may possibly be

ten million times greater.

Measured by its electrical potency, the intra-

atomic energy is equally prodigious ; one gramme

of hydrogen contains an electric charge of 96,000

coulombs—enough to charge the whole surface of

the globe to a potential of 6000 volts, and Le Bon

computes that the best static machines would have

to work unceasingly " for a little over thirty years

to give the quantity of electricity contained within

the atoms of one gramme of hydrogen."

Such concentration of energy is almost incred-

ible ; but energy is mainly a question of velocity :

a gramme or fifteen grains of matter, says Sir

William Crookes, moving with the speed of light,

would have energy enough to lift the British navy

to the top of Ben Nevis ; and, as Le Bon points

out, the head of a pin spinning with sufficient

speed might have a mechanical power equal to
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several thousands of locomotives. The speed of

the corpuscles is so tremendous that, despite their

smallness, they are able to develop tremendous

energy.

Now, such energy cannot be generated de novo

from nothing ; and there seems no way of explain-

ing it unless we believe that the corpuscles in the

intact atom are not at rest, but in a state of

whirling equilibrium. The energy developed

when gunpowder explodes is just the same energy

which holds the atoms and molecules of the

powder together ; the energy developed by the

exploding atom is j ust the same energy that held

it together into a miniature solar system, with a

central sun and spinning planets. The force that

holds together the corpuscles—the intra-atomic

energy—is enormously much greater than the

force that holds atoms and molecules together,

and its disruptive power is accordingly correspond-

ingly greater.

We may picture the situation in a simple way
by imagining molecules, atoms, corpuscles pulled

together by bands of elastic. The bands of

elastic between the atoms are stronger than those

between the molecules, and the bands of elastic

between the corpuscles stronger than those

between the atoms. Consequently, when the

elastic band between the corpuscles is severed
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they fly apart with greater force than do mole-

cules or atoms when the bands between these are

severed. Undoubtedly a great deal of the poten-

tial energy of the electrons is due to their electric

charge. We have already pointed out the

numbers of coulombs in a gramme of hydrogen,

and it has been calculated by Le Cornu that " il

it were possible to concentrate a charge of one

coulomb on a very small sphere, and to bring it

within one centimetre of another sphere likewise

having a charge of one coulomb, the force created

by this repulsion would equal about nine billions

of kilogrammes— i,e, one thousand million of

horse-power—per second.**

We are not yet able to utilise intra-atomic

energy to any extent. The intra-atomic energy

made manifest in radium is only very, very slowly

developed—so slowly that it takes centuries to

evolve. Could we disrupt only a few grains of

matter instantaneously we should be able to acquire

enormous energy. With a teaspoonful of salt we
might destroy a city, and we could keep in a

thimble enough concentrated fuel to take many
Mauretanias across the Atlantic. Nay, we might

be able to make a plaything of the moon and to

harness the stars. It is merely a question of con-

version, of redirection, of liberation of energy.

The energy is already there, holding the electrons
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together, and impelling that at a terrific speed in

infinitesimal orbits. We can widen the orbits by

means of heat, and thus obtain the energy of a

gas ; we can perturb the orbits by means of

magnetism ; and the day will come, perhaps, when
we shall be able to turn the whole enormous

rotational energy of the electrons into useful

translational form.

" The scholar," says Le Bon, " who discovers

the way to liberate economically the forces which

matter contains will almost instantaneously change

the face of the world. If an unlimited supply of

energy were gratuitously placed at the disposal of

man, he would no longer have to procure it at the

cost of arduous labour. The poor would then be

on a level with the rich, and there would be an

end of social questions."



CHAPTER VII

ELECTRONS AND THE AURORA BOREALIS

The theory of the part probably played by electrons

in the production of the phenomenon known as the

aurora borealis is one of the most interesting of

scientific hypotheses. Regarded in the light of

this theory, the aurora borealis may be considered

a beautiful demonstration on a large scale of the

unity of natural law—indeed, it may be deemed

the magnificent luminous signature of the sun to

the balance-sheet of the laboratory.

According to latest scientific theory, the explana-

tion of the aurora borealis is as follows :

—

The spectrum of the aurora borealis shows

that it is largely produced by the vibrating mole-

cules of argon, krypton, xenon, neon, and other

rare gases of the air, which, for reasons into which

we need not now enter, are likely to collect in the

upper layers of the atmosphere. By putting these

gases in a Crookes tube and passing an electric

current through them we can produce a very

90
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good imitation aurora borealis on a small scale,

with beautiful rosy and green tints, due to the

gases called "neon" and "krypton." The pre-

sumption is therefore very strong that the aurora

borealis is caused by electric discharges—dis-

charges of electrons through the upper layers of

the atmosphere. But where do the electrons come
from ? It has been proved that all hot bodies,

and especially glowing carbon, give off electrons.

Now, the sun is a hot body, and its photosphere

contains enormous quantities of glowing carbon.

Accordingly—the hypothesis is as plausible as it

is audacious—the electrons probably come ninety-

three million miles from the sun. At the rate they

travel—twenty miles or so a second—it won't take

them long.

But ninety-three million miles is a considerable

way to come, and one may well ask for some particu-

lars of the journey. Electrons, or minute particles

containing negative electricity, are certainly emitted

by the sun, but would they not be drawn back

again by gravitation and by the sun's positive

electricity ? Under ordinary circumstances the

positive electricity and gravitation would hold the

negative particles ; but there is another factor to

be reckoned with, namely, the mechanical pressure

of light. That light has mechanical pressure was

proved mathematically by Clerk-Maxwell in 1873,
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and experimentally by Peter Lebedew in 1901.

The pressure is small : the light pressure on the

whole earth is only 70,000 tons, but even a slight

pressure would be sufficient to repel these small

electrons. We have, thus, gravity and positive

electricity attracting the electrons, and light

pressure repelling them. In the case of such

small bodies, which are almost all surface, it is

certain that the light pressure would be stronger

than gravitation, and the only question is—Would
it be strong enough to overcome the attractive

force of the positive electricity ? To this final

question there can be but one answer : that un-

doubtedly at times, when the sun blazes up and

the sun-spots enlarge, the light pressure is sufficient

to destroy the equilibrium between the negative

and positive electricity, and to hurl the electrons

across the ninety-three million miles between the

sun and the earth. Long before the relationship

was understood it was noted that there was " an

almost perfect parallelism " between the intensity

of auroral phenomena and the abundance of sun-

spots, and that any flare-up of the sun was followed

by splendid auroras. When the electrons reach

the magnetic field of the earth (the earth is, of

course, a magnet), they are conducted by the mag-

netic lines of force, in a series of spirals, toward the

poles, and on their way through the outer atmos-
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phere they electrify the molecules of the gases neon,

argon, etc., and cause them to phosphoresce and

produce the light known as the aurora borealis.

In brief, the aurora borealis is due to the

bombardment of the rarefied gases of the outer

atmosphere by electrons ejected by the sun, and

borne across space by light pressure.

The theory is surely beautiful. We believed

that the light gases were probably at the top of

the atmosphere, but no one had ever been there to

see, and lo ! we find that the sun pelts them with

electrons across ninety-three million miles of space,

and compels them to sign their names through

Lockyer's spectroscope. We had reason to believe

that electrons were emitted by the sun ; we had

reason, from Clerk-Maxwell's calculations, and

from Peter Lebedew's experiments, to believe that

the electrons of the sun would be carried across

space by the pressure of light ; but we had no

proofs of the correctness of our beliefs, and lo ! we
find in the red and green of the Northern Lights

proofs almost indubitable. Again, we had every

reason to believe that the earth is a great magnet,

with lines of force curving through space ; but

what proof of it have we here when we see the

electrons arranged by its lines of force, even as

iron filings are arranged according to the lines of

force of an ordinary little magnet !
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It is a small universe after all when the aurora

borealis and the phosphorescence in a vacuum tube

are akin ; and when the toy magnet of the child

and the great world spinning through space exercise

attractive powers different only in degree.

It is a strange world when we think that the

prima materia which mankind had so vainly sought

had all the time been battering away at the boun-

daries of the atmosphere !

Finally, we may mention that Arrhenius makes

the audacious suggestion that the life upon our

globe was brought to it from interstellar space by

this corpuscular rain.

" Yet all these were when no Man did them know,

Yet have from wisest Ages hidden beene.

And later Times thinges more unknowne shall show
;

Why, then, should witless Man so much misweene

That nothing is but that which he hath seene ?
"



CHAPTER VIII

MATTER AND ITS DEMATERIALISATION

We have told in previous chapters how the atoms,

formerly thought so impenetrable and indestruc-

tible, are soft and breakable, and really consist of

whirling particles. We have told how certain

atoms in the process of breaking down become

transformed into other atoms {e.g. radium into

helium and lead), and how, thus, the dream of the

alchemists has come true. We have described,

further, the enormous velocity of the /5 corpuscles

and the heat and power they can develop. We have

shown that, no matter what the kind of atom, the

electrons are always the same in mass and general

character, and that, therefore, they must form the

urstoff., the prima materia^ the protyle of all kinds of

atoms—whether oxygen or gold. All these are

astounding and amazing facts, but there is a story

stranger still to tell. It seems that the electrons,

the splinters of the atoms, are not radiant matter,

are not a " fourth form of matter," are not matter

95
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at all ; for their whole mass and inertia—really

the only material property they retain—can be ex-

plained as the result of an electrical charge in

motion. Matter in solid form, " en masse^' has

weight, shape, colour, temperature, and other

material properties. In liquid form, its material

properties are fewer. In gaseous form, its mate-

rial properties are fewer still ; and finally, these

atomic fragments, called " corpuscles " or " elec-

trons," have no material properties at all, and

seem simply disembodied electrical charges. Thus
the prophecy of Faraday, that there must be a

fourth form of matter, has been more than fulfilled.

The dust of atoms is seemingly not matter at all.

They may have been matter ; but, as isolated

particles, they seem to have lost material qualities.

It is very extraordinary, it is almost incredible,

that this should be so ! Yet so it is : there seems

no way out of it.

The most characteristic and essential property

of matter is its mass or inertia—its power to resist

change of motion—as is seen in turning a grind-

stone, for instance ; but the mass and inertia of

the electrons seems almost certainly to be nothing

but the mass or inertia of the electric charge.

In his work on Radio-active Transformations,

Professor Rutherford, one of the most dis-

tinguished investigators of radio-activity, puts the
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situation thus :
" By comparison of theory with

experiment, it was found that the mass of the

electron was purely electrical in origin, and that

there was no necessity to assume that the charge

was distributed over a material nucleus. We thus

arrive at the remarkable conclusion that the particles

of the cathode stream {i.e. the negative corpuscles

or electrons) and the /3 particles of radium are

not matter at all in the ordinary sense, but dis-

embodied electrical charges, whose motion confers

on them the properties of ordinary mass."

" It is probable," writes Whetham, " that the

whole of the observed mass of the corpuscle is in

reality an effect due to the electro-magnetic inertia

of its electric charge. Representing the atoms of

ordinary matter as made up of corpuscles, and

identifying the corpuscles with electrons, or isolated

electric charge units, it becomes possible to explain

their mass by the electro-magnetic properties of a

moving charge."

This may be considered equivalent to the

assertion that all mass is electrical in essence ; and

Professor R. K. Duncan, in his book The New
Knowledge^ asserts :

" we are therefore entitled to

believe, if we like, that the whole mass of the

corpuscle arises from its electric charge. But the

corpuscle we deem to be the constituent of an

atom is itself the constituent of a molecule, and a

7
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molecule is the constituent of a mass of matter,

such as a table or chair. Hence, on this view, the

inertia of any material body, or the mass of it

measured by the inertia, is due simply to electrical

charges in motion."

Professor J. J. Thomson declares :
" In fact, all

mass is mass of the ether ; all momentum,
momentum of the ether ; and all kinetic energy,

kinetic energy of the ether."

Accordingly, matter is merely electricity in

motion. When we sit on a chair we are sitting

on little whirling systems of electricity ; when we

eat our dinner we are munching molecules of

electricity ; and when the notorious Count Mattei

sold his little phials of coloured water and called

them green and blue electricity, he was telling the

truth, though he probably did not know it.

We may, however, here point out that the

identification of electrons with electricity does

not necessarily mean the identification of matter

" en masse " with electricity. It may be that

matter is transformed by the mere fact of division,

and that electrons and electricity are not identical

with matter ^^ en massed' but are simply products

or by-products of its disruption. Thus carbon

and oxygen are not identical with water, but

products of its disruption. Certainly, when

negative and positive electricity join, electricity
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as electrical force seems to vanish ; and if it

appear in matter in the form of vibrations,

giving rise to sound and colour, etc., who shall

venture to call it still electricity ?

Still, leaving aside the question of the electrical

character of matter " en masse^' the fact remains that

by various means it can be broken up into what

are called electric charges.

The cursory and desultory survey of scientific

and philosophic theories in Chapter III. will show

that, from all time, both science and philosophy

had been inclined to regard motion as essential to

the explanation of the phenomena of matter ; and

that, therefore, the analysis of matter into electrical

charges in motion came as no surprise, and was

quite in accordance with the anticipations of hypo-

thesis. The discovery could easily be made to fit

Boscovitch's points of force, for instance, or even

Kelvin's vortex-rings of Leibnitz's monads ; and

though it finally destroyed the conception of matter

as passive and inert, that was merely slaying the

slain.

Nor had the discovery been unforeseen. In

1875 W- ^- Clifford declared: "Now there is

great reason to believe that every material atom

carries upon it a small electric current, // it does

not wholly consist of this current^ Again :
" The

position is this. We know with great probability
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that wherever there is an atom there is a small

electric current. Very many of the properties

of atoms are explained by means of this current :

we have vague hopes that all the rest will be

likewise explained." Ten years later Karl Pearson

went a step further. " I have no objection," he

asserted, " to calling the moving things matter
;

but we must bear in mind that the moving

things may be the last things in the world

which accord with the popular conception of

matter ; they may even be its negation. What
if the ultimate atom upon which we build up the

substantial realities of the external world be an

absolute vacuum ? Or what if matter be only

non-matter in motion ? I do not say that the

moving thing is of this kind, because nobody as

yet knows what it really is, but let us endeavour

to imagine something of the kind."

In 1890 Preston wrote: "The present tend-

ency of physical science is to regard all the

phenomena of Nature, and even matter itself,

as manifestations of energy stored in the ether."

Nay, as far back as 1708, Newton had hinted that

matter was ethereal in nature. "Perhaps," he

suggested, " the whole frame of nature may be

nothing but various contextures of some certain

ethereal spirits and vapours condensed, as it were,

by precipitation, and, after condensation, wrought
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into various forms, at first by the immediate hand

of the Creator, and ever after by the power of

Nature." (And what is this, again, but the " rare-

factions " and " condensations " of Anaximenes

and Diogenes ?)

New or old, the proposition had new and start-

ling implications. For if matter consist merely of

electricity in motion, or if it may be decomposed

into electrical charges, then it is surely on the

brink of destruction ; for who shall say, who can

believe, that an electric charge, which is nothing

more than a perturbation of the ether, is eternal ?

Of course, the same force which perturbed the

ether once may perturb it again, and even now
new electrons and new strange atoms may be in

process of formation ; but the electrons—the ether

ripples—into which matter dissociates will almost

certainly die away into the nothingness of ethereal

calm.

" The cloud-capped towers, the gorgeous palaces.

The solemn temples, the great globe itself.

And all which it inherit shall dissolve,

And like this unsubstantial pageant faded

Leave not a rack behind.''''

"There is no reason," said W. K. Clifford long

ago, "why vibratory motion of the ether should

not be transformed into other kinds of ethereal

motion ; in fact, there is no reason why it should
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not go to the making of atoms "
; but, on the other

hand, when once the equilibrium of the intricate

ether whirls which make an atom is destroyed

—

when once it is simpRfied into electric atoms— it

can never be restored again, and the ultimate

ripples of ether will surely die away. Le Bon

puts the matter very clearly :
" These vibrations

of the ether, ever the companions of the electric

atoms, most likely represent the form under which

these vanish by the radiation of all their energy.

The electric particle, with an individuality of its

own, of a defined and constant magnitude, would

thus constitute the last stage but one of the

disappearance of matter. The last of all would

be represented by the vibrations of the ether,

vibrations which possess no more durable indi-

viduality than do the waves formed in water

when a stone is thrown into it, and which soon

disappear.

" How can the electric atoms proceeding from

the dematerialisation of matter preserve their in-

dividuality and transform themselves into vibra-

tions of the ether ?

" All modern research leads us to consider these

particles as constituted by whirls, analogous to

gyroscopes, formed in the bosom of the ether

and connected with their lines of force. The

question, therefore, reduces itself to this : How
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can a vortex formed in a fluid disappear into this

fluid by causing vibrations in it ?

" Stated in this form, the solution of the problem

presents no serious difficulties. It can be easily-

seen, in fact, how a vortex generated at the expense

of a liquid can, when its equilibrium is disturbed,

vanish by radiating away the energy it contains

under the form of vibrations of the medium in

which it is plunged. In this way, for example, a

waterspout formed by a whirl of liquid loses its

individuality and disappears in the ocean.

" It is, no doubt, the same with the vibrations

of the ether. They represent the last stage of the

dematerialisation of matter, the one preceding its

final disappearance. After these ephemeral vibra-

tions, the ether returns to its repose and matter has

definitely disappeared. It has returned to the

primitive ether from which hundreds and milHons

of ages and forces unknown to us caused it to

emerge, as it emerged in the far-off^ ages when the

first traces of our universe were outlined on

chaos."

The great mathematician Larmor has reached

the same conclusion by mathematical processes,

and declares that the atom is a whirl in the ether

rotating with tremendous velocity. " The material

molecule," he writes, " is entirely formed of ether,

and of nothing else."
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In terms of ether, says W. C. D. Whetham,
" Matter is a persistent strain-form flitting

through a universal sea of ether." And according

to Sir Oliver Lodge, an electron " is only a

peculiarity or singularity of some kind in the ether

which is of perfectly uniform density everywhere.

What we sense as matter is an aggregate or group-

ing of an enormous number of such units."

Such, then, is the belief of modern science with

regard to the nature of matter—a temporary whirl

or strain in the ether. But what is ether ? To a

consideration of that question we will devote the

next chapter.



CHAPTER IX

THE ETHER

It may well be asked, " What is the ether, and

why is the ether ? " Yet no questions are more

difficult to answer. The ether seems at once

everything and nothing ; it is so pervasive that it

fills infinitude, and it is so evasive that Lord

Salisbury once said that it was nothing more than

the nominative case of the verb to undulate. It

is essentially that which undulates ; and according

to the nature of the undulations it appears in our

consciousness as the phenomena light, heat,

electricity. These phenomena appear to have

periodicity in space and time, like waves in a fluid ;

and therefore it has been assumed that they are

waves of somethings and this something is called

ether, and is given various properties to account

for the particular behaviour of its undulations.

Of late years ether has also been used to account

for gravitation, on hydrodynamical principles. But

scientists have found a good deal of difficulty in

105
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making ether do all it is supposed to do without

endowing it with contradictory properties.

Still, it is a working hypothesis of great value
;

and all the greatest physicists of the day use it to

unify and explain physical facts, and to many it

appears to have a more real existence than matter

itself. If it verily be the medium of light, and

heat, and electricity, and gravitation, its impor-

tance cannot be overestimated. Without it—on

this hypothesis—we should be in a dark, dead

world ; nay, there would be no world at all ; for

matter, if there be matter apart from it, would be

dissipated into infinite space.

How did the hypothesis originate '^ Someone

remarked that it was " made in England "
; and

Sir Oliver Lodge supplements the remark with

the suggestion that it was largely constructed in

the Royal Institution. No doubt the idea had

floated about for many centuries ; but it was

Newton and Hooke who gave it force and fixity,

and brought it " through the Horn Gate of

dreamland into the region of reality."

Newton had shown that throughout the whole

universe all particles of matter attracted each other

in accordance with a fixed law. The earth attracts

the falling apple ; the sun attracts the earth ; and

so on ad infinitum across the millions and millions

of miles of empty space. Now the question
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naturally arose, could matter attract matter across

space unless there was some substance between

connecting them ? Newton thought it could not.

In his famous third letter to Bentley he wrote :

" It is inconceivable that inanimate brute matter

should, without the mediation of something else

which is not material, operate upon and affect other

matter without mutual contact, as it must do if

gravitation, in the sense of Epicurus, be essential

and inherent in it. And this is the reason why I

desired you would not ascribe innate gravity to me.

That gravity should be innate^ inherent and essential

to matter^ so that one body may act upon another at a

distance through a vacuum without the mediation of

anything else by and through which their action may

be conveyed from one to another^ is so great an

absurdity that I believe no man who has in philosophic

matters a competent faculty of thinking can ever fall

into itr

The impossibility, then, of conceiving " actio in

distans," of believing that one body can act on

another body at a distance without material media-

tion, gave origin to the hypothesis of ether.

Philosophically, the basis of the hypothesis might

be contested. When Carlyle was asked to assent

to the principle that a body cannot act where it

is not, he answered :
" With all my heart ; but,

pray, where is it
.? " And it may be quite well
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argued, in accordance with Leibnitz's axiom " quod

non agit non existit," that a body is where it acts.

Even more than gravitation, the undulatory

characteristics of light have seemed to require

an undulating medium with wonderful elastic

properties ; and Clerk-Maxwell, in an address on

" Action at a Distance," gives a very picturesque

description of the ether as light-bearer :
" The

vast interplanetary and interstellar regions will

no longer be regarded as waste places in the

Universe, which the Creator has not seen fit to

fill with the symbols of the manifold order of his

kingdom. We shall find them to be already full

of this wonderful medium ; so full that no human

power can remove it from the smallest portion of

space, or produce the slightest flaw in its infinite

continuity. It extends unbroken from star to

star ; and when a molecule of hydrogen vibrates

in the Dog-star, the medium receives the impulses

of these vibrations, and after carrying them in

its immense bosom for several years, delivers them

in due course, regular order, and full tale into

the spectroscope of Mr Huggins at Tulse Hill."

If the ether is to be the medium of gravitation

and light, it must extend through space to the

smallest star ; if it is to be the medium which

brings the smallest particles of matter into touchy it

must also permeate all matter ; and, of course, if
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the electronic theory of matter be correct, it not

merely penetrates matter, but is matter.

The properties of ether are, of course, wholly

inferential ; and, as we said before, mathematicians

have found it very difficult to make these con-

sistent inter se. It was at first conceived as a

fluid, but it is certainly not a fluid, nor a solid,

nor a gas, nor radiant matter ; and different

physicists picture it in different ways. Maxwell

supposed it to be formed of tiny spheres, rapidly

rotating. Mendeleef reached the conclusion that

it is an inert gas with an atomic weight a million

times less than hydrogen, and with a velocity of

2250 kilometres per second. Others, again, have

pictured it as a homogeneous elastic jelly ; others

have , suggested that it may be " fibrous, like a

bundle of hay." Professor Osborne Reynolds, a

well-known mathematician, who has worked at the

subject for years, claims that "there is one, and

only one, purely mechanical system capable of

accounting for all the physical evidence, as we

know it, of the universe. The system is neither

more nor less than an arrangement of indefinite

extent, of uniform spherical grains, generally in

normal piling so close that the grains cannot

change their neighbours although continually in

relative motion with each other, the grains being

of changeless shape and size." The grains he
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requires for his ether are infinitesimally small

—

smaller even than electrons ; and the pressure in

the medium is tremendous—about 10,000 tons

per square centimetre. According to this theory,

matter is simply areas of diminished density in

the ether, which is something very like the direct

opposite of the ordinary ideas of matter and ether.

Dr Larmor, again, thinks that the ether is "a

rotationally elastic medium," and is pervaded by
" a structure of tangled or interlaced vortex

filaments which might resist deformation by

forming a stable configuration."

It is evident, accordingly, that there is much

difference of opinion with regard to the constitu-

tion of the ether. With regard to its general

characters there is less doubt. There are certain

characters it must have. The light undulations in it

are so small that there are 40,000 to 69,000 in one

inch, yet light travels at the rate of 186,000 miles

a second, which means that for the smaller waves

the ether must vibrate about 5,900,000000,000000

times in a second, or far more times in a second

than there are individual letters in all the books

in the British Museum. Any medium which can

do this must be extraordinarily elastic and dense.

Sir Oliver Lodge says that the ether is " so dense

that matter by comparison is like gossamer, or a

filmy imperceptible mist, or a milky way." And
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yet it is imponderable, and it permits the planets

to pass through it without friction. Personally,

we must admit such a medium is beyond the

wildest stretch of our imagination ; and when Sir

Oliver Lodge mentions that the intrinsic energy

of the constitution of the ether is so incredibly,

portentously great that every cubic millimetre of

space possesses what, if it were matter, would be

a mass of a thousand tons, and energy equivalent

to the output of a million-horse-power station for

forty million years, we are not inclined to contest

his calculations.

We can well believe that the atomic miniature

solar systems are only strains in this marvellous

medium
; and even, as Sir Oliver Lodge and Clerk-

Maxwell suggest, that it may " constitute the

organism of beings exercising functions of life as

high or higher than ours are at present."



CHAPTER X

COSMOGONIES

" Where wast thou when I laid the foundations

of the earth ? declare, if thou hast understand-

ing. Who hath laid the measures thereof, if thou

knowest ? or who hath stretched the line upon

it ? Whereupon are the foundations thereof

fastened ? or who laid the corner stone thereof
;

when the morning stars sang together, and all the

sons of God shouted for joy ?
"

The mind of man is curious, not only concern-

ing the nature and origin of matter qua matter,

but also concerning the nature and origin of the

world, qua world, on which he lives. Very soon,

then, he began to ask what was this solid, stolid

earth, standing steady amid the stars ; and very

curious were some of his primitive theories. A
Hindu theory, for instance, held that the earth

was borne by a gigantic elephant which stood on

an immense tortoise, and was borne over a shore-

less sea of milk as boundless as infinity. A
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Brahmin legend, again, taught that the earth

floated like a full-blown lotus on the surface of

mighty water. " The two peninsulas of the

Ganges and the other Asiatic countries are the

expanded flower, the isles scattered over the ocean

are the half-open buds, distant lands are the softly-

spreading leaves. The Ghauts and the Neil-

gherries are the stamens of the immense flower,

while in the centre culminates the lofty Himalayas,

the sacred pistil, in which are organised the seeds

of the world. Man, like the tiny insect which

sees infinity in a rose, builds his imperceptible

cities near the honey-cup of the flower, and some-

times spreads his wings to glide over the sea, from

the corolla of the Indies to that of Ornuez and

Socotra. The stalk of the plant disappears in the

depth of the ocean, and descending from abyss to

abyss, at last buries itself in the very heart of

Brahma."

—

(The Earthy Reclus.)

We need not recapitulate here more of these

primitive cosmologies : they were based on im-

agination, not on reason, and have no genetic

relation with the later and more scientific attempts

to solve the riddle of the universe. On such

fanciful cosmology only fanciful cosmogonies

could be founded. Not till astronomy became

a science—not, at least, till men realised that

the world did not end at the Pillars of Hercules,
8
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but that it was a globe whirling round the sun

—

had thinkers sufficient straw to make bricks.

The Adipones and Esquimaux, we are told,

" refuse to trouble themselves with questions of

origins, on the ground that the hard facts of life

leave no ground for otiose discussions "
; and it is

not surprising to find that astronomy flourished

chiefly in Egypt and Chaldaea, where the skies

were clear and the fields fertile, and the facts of

life less hard. Yet even in Egypt and Chaldaea

astronomy was cultivated chiefly for practical

purposes—in order to read fate in the stars, or to

know when the Nile might be expected to over-

flow—and any cosmological applications were

chiefly an afterthought.

In the Middle Ages, astronomy made consider-

able progress in Europe. In 1536 Copernicus

propounded his heliocentric theory. Not long

afterwards, Bruno published his work on the

Plurality of Worlds, in which he taught that

every star might be a sun, with planets revolving

round it. In 1622 Kepler pubhshed his work

Epitome of the Copernican Astronomy. In 1632

GaHleo published his work. The System of the

Worlds and in 1686 Newton pubhshed his

Principia.

But progress in astronomy was not necessarily

progress in cosmogony. For cosmogonies the
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time was not yet ripe. Bruno was burnt at the

stake for his speculations, and Galileo almost

shared the same fate ; and though Kepler for-

mulated a theory that the sun exercised a magnetic

influence, and that the planets were made to re-

volve by a whirling medium, and Descartes

brought forward his theory of "tourbillons" or

vortices, which was afterwards borrowed by

Swedenborg, not till the time of Kant can there

be said to have been a really successful attempt

to construct a cosmogony.

With Kant the science of cosmogony may be

said to have started.

Kant was a follower of Democritus and Epicurus,

and he tried to construct the cosmos, or at least the

solar system, from the motion of atoms and mole-

cules ; but he had Kepler's and Newton's laws to

guide him, and he brought to the task much more

mechanical and astronomical knowledge than were

possessed by the two Greek philosophers. He
postulated merely atoms, gravitation, and molecular

repulsion, and with these he attempted to make the

solar system. Under the influence of gravitation

and molecular repulsion, the atoms would rush to-

wards the centre and clash with each other, and,

according to his views, the collisions and jostlings

would cause the whole mass to revolve, and the

revolution, again, would throw off by centrifugal
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force the planets which had formed peripherally by-

fortuitous accretion of clashing atoms.

Kant's mechanics were at fault in various respects.

Particles falling centrally by gravitative attraction

would never cause rotatory movement ; and if

rotatory movement did occur, and if the planets

formed by accretion were thrown off, they would

rotate in exactly the opposite direction to that in

which the planets do rotate. These flaws are

fatal to his theory, but it was a brilliant attempt at

cosmogony.

Equally brilliant and more correct was Kant's

discovery of the cosmogonical fact that the tidal

friction between the earth and the moon must retard

the motion both of the moon and of the earth.

It is interesting to know that Kant was inspired

in his brilliant speculations by a summary in a

Hamburg paper of a" New Theoryof the Universe"

by one Thomas Wright, son of a Durham carpenter.

In 1796 Pierre Simon Laplace brought forward

his famous nebular hypothesis of a fire-mist which

once stretched from the centre of the sun to at

least as far as the outermost planet of our system,

and which, as it cooled and contracted, threw off

the planets as nebulous equatorial rings (such as

are still seen in Saturn's Belt), which rings, again,

eventually coalesced into globular masses and

formed planets. According to a well-known law
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of mechanics—the law of conservation of moment
of momentum—the spinning body must spin faster

as it contracts, and thus at intervals, enough centri-

fugal force would be acquired to shed an equatorial

ring. The first ring would be thrown off where

Neptune spins in its outer orbit, the next would

account for Uranus, the next for Saturn, and so

on. By assuming the mist coherent so as to spin
" en masscy' Laplace was able to arrange that the

planets would spin on their axis in the right direc-

tion, not in the wrong direction, as Kant's planets

must have done. Unlike Kant, too, he did not

try to account for the initial rotation, but wisely

postulated it.

It was a beautiful and plausible hypothesis,

beautiful in its simplicity, plausible in its explana-

tion, and to this day it has held the imagination of

mankind. What bolder and braver vision could

one have than the vision of this fiery mist rotating

in space and flinging off from its fringes the

flaming planets and the molten world ! What
could be more fascinating than the picture of the

beginning of the world as a belt round the waist

of the whirling sun !

But unfortunately the hypothesis is not mechani-

cally sound. If the sun and the planets were dis-

persed into space so as to fill an area bounded

by Neptune's orbit, they would form a gas so
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attenuated that all coherence would be out of the

question.

Not only, accordingly, would centrifugal force

fail to give the planets the right spin, but it would

fail to form planets at all. Miss Agnes M. Clerke,

in Modern Cosmogonies^ puts the matter very

clearly :
" We know perfectly that a rotating globe

of matter, thousands of times less compact than air,

would intermittently disintegrate at the surface

with the progress of acceleration. The disturbance

and restoration of equilibrium would be virtually

simultaneous. There would be no accumulation

of internal stress, and consequently no definitely

separated epochs of instability. At the first solicita-

tion, at the first instant that centrifugal velocity

gained the upper hand over gravity, nebulous wisps

would have become detached, and their detachment

would have gone on without pause. Space would

have been strewn with the debris of condens-

ing nebula, and there should have resulted a vast

cloud of cosmic dust, not a majestic array of revolv-

ing spheres."

Moreover, by the " law of areas " the rate of

rotation of the fire-mist must have been extremely

slow when it occupied the enormous area measured

by Neptune's orbit, so that really gravitation would

have more than counterbalanced centrifugal force,

until the whole mass had shrunk to the size of the
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orbit of Mercury. Further, the several planets do

not move at relative rates proportionate to the rate

of rotation of the fire-mist at the time of their origin,

and this, according to the laws of mechanics, they

ought to do. And there are many other facts that

have almost completely overthrown belief in the

nebular hypothesis as formulated by Laplace, nor

have any means been found to patch it up into a

consistent and credible theory, though notable

attempts have been made by Roche, Kirkwood,

Faye, and other physicists.

Further attempts have been made by M. du

Ligondes, Sir Robert Ball, Arrhenius, Chamberlin,

Moulton, Lockyer and others to formulate a con-

sistent hypothesis, but none of these have been

entirely successful.

The tendency of the more recent hypotheses

has been to start with a nebula of low temperature,

and, in accordance with thermo-dynamic principles,

to derive any necessary heat from the contraction

of the nebular constituents under the influence of

gravitation.

Perhaps the most famous of modern theories

is the meteoric hypothesis, first proposed by

Chadli as far back as 1794, and resuscitated and

developed by R. A. Procter in 1870 and by Sir

Norman Lockyer in 1887.

It is a well-known fact that the earth, as she spins
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through space, is picking up millions of meteorites ;

and the meteoric hypothesis supposes that the

solar system was formed in bygone ages by the

accretion of meteoric swarms, and that the nebulae

at present seen in the heavens are meteoric swarms,

which are growing into stars and planets. " A
meteoric swarm," says Miss Agnes Clerke, " may

be defined as a rudely globular aggregation of small

cosmical masses revolving, under the influence of

their mutual attraction, round their common centre

of gravity." They would circulate in aU planes

and would constantly collide, with the result that

certain of them would be brought to a standstill

and would condense as a central nucleus, which,

owing to the heat produced by gravitation and

collision, would be in a liquid or gaseous state,

whilst others, compelled by collision and elimination

into orbits with the same direction, v/ould revolve

as satellites round the central mass. The formation

of planets would seem to require original inequalities

in the density of the swarm ; but once their nuclei

were formed, they might easily increase in size by

a process of accretion, for they would attract, as

does the earth, meteoric material.

According to this form of the theory, the outer

planets would be the larger, because they would

attract most material, while the inner ones would

be smaller, because the sun would, so to speak,
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take the bread out of their mouths. According

to this form of the theory, the planets would be

heated by collision and contraction and by the

impact of meteoric particles.

The theory, however, takes many forms. Sir

Norman Lockyer supposed that the meteoric

stones banging about in an atmosphere of

hydrogen would be volatilised by the heat of

their mutual impacts, and would eventually form

such a gaseous mass as Laplace postulated. Pro-

fessor Darwin, on the other hand, prefers to hold

that the meteoric particles behave under impact

like colossal molecules, and thus are not volatilised,

but give rise to " fluid pressure."

One of the most striking of recent hypotheses

has been brought forward by Professor J. H. Jeans.

He postulates a hot spherical nebula of gas or

meteorites which revolves slowly. Such a nebula,

he points out, would cool unequally, since the

outer portion would cool more quickly than the

central, and this inequality of temperature, together

with the increasing velocity of rotation consequent

upon the contraction due to cooling, would produce

instability of the nebula and cause it to take a

pear-shaped form. Eventually, he suggests, the

pear-shaped end would be flung oflF and form a

planet or satellite. The impact of a meteorite, or

the attraction of some other body, would favour
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the separation of the pear-shaped end, and might

cause the obliquity so often found in the orbits of

planets. The formation of a pear-shape and the

separation of its pointed end might be frequently

repeated.

Chamberlin and Moulton have another theory

still, and suppose that the planets have been

formed by the accretion of meteorites moving

in various elliptical orbits.

So many different opinions are a proof that the

meteoric hypothesis is still in an inchoate and

unsatisfactory condition.

The spectroscope is rather against the meteoric

hypothesis, since it finds in the nebulae no metallic

elements such as compose meteorites, but princi-

pally an unknown gas named " nebulium," whose

spectroscopic signature is a green line.



CHAPTER XI

NEBULA

Of late years the nebulae have been studied with

particular care ; and though their dynamics are not

yet fully understood, and though, as we have said,

no nebular hypothesis is quite satisfactory and

consistent, yet " there is good reason to believe

that they are really the material out of which stars

are made, and that in their forms, aggregations,

and condensations we can trace the very process

of evolution of stars and suns."

Nebulae are nearly all invisible to the naked

eye. Seen through the telescope, they appear like

faint luminous clouds, but, unlike clouds, they do

not change their shape, and they are many millions

of miles away, and of tremendous size. The
smallest nebulae we know are much larger than the

sun, while some of the largest are so huge as to

stagger imagination. " The earth," says Sir Robert

Ball, " sweeps around the sun in a mighty path,

whose diameter is not less than 185,400,000 miles.

123
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Let us imagine a sphere so mighty that the circle

would form just a girdle round its equator, and

let this gigantic globe be the measure wherewith

to compare the bulk of the vast nebula of Orion.

It can be demonstrated that a million of these

mighty globes rolled into one would not equal the

great nebula in bulk, though how much greater

than this the nebula may really be we have no

means of ascertaining." And yet such a nebula is

little more than a shred of the great nebular

system of the Milky Way, from which probably

it sprung.

Some of the nebulae consist entirely of gases
;

others seem to consist entirely of clusters of minute

stellar points ; others, again, of gases and stars.

The spectrum of a gaseous nebula is composed

of seven bright lines : three of these indicate

hydrogen ; the other four lines correspond with

no gas we yet know. The spectrum of a stellar

nebula is the ordinary continuous band of colour

crossed with dark lines, and such a nebula, accord-

ingly, is often known as white nebula. There are

scores of gaseous nebulae, but the white number

tens of thousands.

It is generally thought that the gaseous nebulae

are the earlier stages of the white, and that the

general tendency of nebulae is to end in star-

clusters ; but this is not certain, and the relation-
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ship between the gases and the stars has yet to be

decided.

In shape, nebulae vary : some are more or less

spherical ; some annular ; but the greater majority

are spiral, often with two spiral arms, and usually

with stars following the curves of the spiral. The
cause of the shape of nebulae, and especially the

cause of the spiral formation, is a question that

has been much debated. Arrhenius holds that

the nebulae are the result of collisions, and that

the shape depends on the character of the collision.

When direct face to face, an elliptic or more or

less spherical nebula would be produced ; while

what may be called a half-hall-cannon collision

would result in a rotating spiral nebula with two

arms—a shape frequently seen. " At the collision,

matter will have been ejected from both these

celestial bodies, at right angles to the relative direc-

tions of their motions, in two powerful torrents,

which would be situated in the plane in which the

two bodies were approaching each other."

The double arm seen in most well-developed

spiral nebulae is explained in a somewhat similar

way by Chamberlin. He holds that such nebulae

are formed, not by actual colHsion, but by tidal

disruption. When two bodies in space, of stellar

size, pass within a certain distance of each other,

the smaller is apt to be not only tidally deformed
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and elongated by the larger, but strained to such

an extent that it bursts into fragments. The
fragments of the elongated rotating mass will

necessarily take on a whirling or spiral motion, and
" when the explosive eruption occurs the two pro-

tuberances or elongations of the body will fly

apart, and having also a rapid rotatory movement,

the resulting spiral will necessarily be a double

one."

The mere formation of a spiral is easy to account

for. Almost any collision, says A. R. Wallace,

between unequal masses of diffused matter would,

in the absence of any massive central body round

which they would be forced to revolve, lead to

spiral motions.

Sir Robert Ball explains the spiral thus. On
ordinary mechanic principles, any globular collec-

tion of promiscuously revolving particles will tend

to flatten down into a disc, with particles all re-

volving in one direction ; and since the central

mass would revolve more rapidly, the general

circulation of the particles would come to have a

spiral direction.

But it is not sufficient to account for the spiral,

we must also account for its two-armed structure,

and these can only be " the outcome of long-

continued, oppositely-directed eruptions."

The manner in which the nebulae are converted
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into stars (if so converted) is, of course, quite un-

known ; but if such conversion take place, it

probably takes place in some such way as is sur-

mised by the various nebular hypotheses.

When we come to the post-natal character of

stars we are on surer but still rather speculative

ground.

The spectroscope shows that stars have varying

degrees of heat, and that, according to the heat,

the chemical constitution of the star varies.

The hottest stars (which, upon one nebular

hypothesis, may be supposed to be stars new-born

from the nebula) are known as " gaseous " stars
;

these give a very long spectrum, and consist

almost entirely of hydrogen and helium and some
unknown gases. A group of stars less hot, known
as metallic stars, give a spectrum of medium length,

which shows that they contain, besides gases, cer-

tain metals, e.g, calcium or magnesium, in a semi-

dissociated form. And a third group of stars less

hot still have a short spectrum, which shows fewer

gases, and metals now in the condition in which

they exist at the comparatively low temperature

of the electric arc. (It should be explained,

perhaps, that many elements, when exposed to great

heat, give spectra varying with the degree of heat.

Thus iron has a flame spectrum, an arc spectrum,

and a spark spectrum, all distinct.)
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Since heat causes the dissociation of elements

—

really partial disintegration into electrons— we

find in the hotter stars the fewer metals, and only

in the cooler stars elements as numerous as in

our world.

So far all is plain sailing ; but when we come to

try to find the relationship of the hotter and cooler

stars to each other, and to the nebulae from which

they were presumably evolved, we find many
difficulties and many differences of opinion.

We may consider, with Sir Norman Lockyer,

that nebulae begin as clouds of cold meteoric

stones, which gradually gain heat as the stones

clash together, until they are converted into gases,

and then gradually cool again by radiation until

they are as dead as the moon. On this hypothesis,

which begins with cold and ends with cold, the

cooler stars are either newly-born or senile, and

the hottest stars are in the prime of life. Sir

Norman Lockyer claims to be able to tell by

spectroscopic appearances whether a metallic star

is beginning or ending its career.

On the other hand, if we accept a hypothesis

which postulates a hot gaseous nebula, then the

hotter and more gaseous the star the younger it is.

None of the hypotheses, however, so far, have

taken into account the electron theory of matter.

Since the electron is the ultimate and simplest
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element of matter, it is probable that all forms and

congeries of matter commenced as electrons, and

that the elementary architecture of the cosmos

was conditioned, not by heat, but by the properties

and capacities of electrons— properties and

capacities of which we know very little. In the

light of the electronic theory of matter, a nebula

may be considered simply as a storm in the ether,

giving rise to vortices which take atomic shape,

and form, in the first place, simpler atoms such as

hydrogen and helium, and afterwards, under the

stress of conflicting forces, the larger and more

compHcated metallic elements. The atoms so

formed would, like atoms in a vacuum tube, be

rendered incandescent and hot by the impact of

free electrons ; and under the action of gravitation,

the heavier would sink to the centre with the

further production of heat. In view of the fact

that atoms are dissociated by heat, the synthesis

of atoms from electrons would take place at a low

temperature, and the heat certainly found in stars

and planets, at certain stages of their career, would

be the result of gravitation, and of the interplay

of electrons and atoms. It seems to us that the

key of cosmogony is to be found in the micro-

cosmogony of the atom. Until we can understand

how the corpuscles of the atoms are sent spinning

with such terrific speed and force in their little

9
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orbits, it is useless to speculate how the atoms

themselves are built into stars and worlds. Cos-

mogony is a function of the ether : its first

phenomenon is an electric charge ; its second

phenomenon is the conjunction of electric charges

in certain orbits to form atoms ; and only its third

phenomenon, the impact and conjunction of atoms

with the production of these vibrations, we know
as heat. Ether has no heat ; electrons have no

heat : heat is atomic vibration.

It is quite possible that meteoric stones might

make a star, as watch-wheels might make a watch
;

but we want to know how the stones were formed

in the first instance. Meteoric stones need ex-

planation quite as much as watch-wheels, and it is

as necessary to account for the rotation of electrons

as for the rotation of planets.

In fine, our knowledge of nebulae is very nebu-

lous, and more in the region of poetry and imagina-

tion than in the region of the mathematical sciences
;

and if we are to explain the cosmos, we must begin

with the ultimate structural energies of matter.

" We can, however," says Miss Clerke, " gather

one sufficiently definite piece of information regard-

ing the history of the cosmios. All the inmates of

the heavens, stellar and nebular, represent quite

evidently the debris of a primitive rotating spheroid.

Its equator is still marked by the galactic annulus
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(i.e. the ring of the Milky Way), its poles by a

double canopy of white nebulae. The gyrating

movement which it once possessed as a whole

doubtless survives in its parts, but ages must

elapse before the fundamental sidereal drift can

be elicited."

With all due deference to Miss Gierke, the in-

formation is not " sufficiently definite," but still the

idea is surely magnificent enough to be true.

<}. One thing is certain, that space is full of

millions and millions of shining suns, wherever

they came from and however they were evolved,

and that there are millions and millions more of

dead, dark stars we cannot see. One is apt to forget

the dead, dark stars ; but they far outnumber those

that shine—so much so that Sir Robert Ball says

that luminous stars are but the glowworms and

fireflies of the universe as compared with the

myriads of other animals. ^



CHAPTER XII

THE EARTH

If the enormous nebulae of space are but specks of

foam on the mighty ocean of the ether, our world

is less than a bubble of the foam. And yet the

world is large enough for us, and in some respects

it is an epitome of the Cosmos. We have scoured

space for millions, and millions, and millions of

miles, yet, if we except one or two unknown
nebular gases, we have found no atom that is un-

represented in the Earth. The law of gravitation

is exemplified as well by the Earth's orbit as by the

orbit of the most colossal star, and no doubt the

general process of cosmogony is seen as well in the

Earth's development as in the evolution of some

gigantic nebula. Anyhow, the Earth is to us the

most interesting of all the spheres, and we have

found out a good deal about it since the days when

it was supposed to be upborne by an elephant on

a tortoise, and since the days when it was believed

132
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by the Greeks and Romans to end at the Pillars of

Hercules.

For centuries the world was considered flat ; for

centuries it was considered the hub of the universe,

and crystal spheres and other machinery were in-

vented to carry the Sun and the planets round it.

It was only natural ; and the first men who allowed

their reason to give the lie to their senses and to

their common-sense, and to assert that the Earth

spun on its axis like a top and whirled round the

Sun, must have had almost incredible mental force

and courage.

Even after the heliocentric idea had been pro-

mulgated, even after Pythagoras and Archimedes

and Ptolemy had adumbrated the truth, conserva-

tive mankind still clung to its old belief, and not

for many hundreds of years did the heliocentric

doctrine become the belief of thinking men. Not

till Copernicus, in 1 543, published his famous work,

in which he taught that the Earth spun on its axis

and revolved round the Sun—not till then had the

doctrine any grip on the mind of man. Even then

it had to fight for its existence. Lord Bacon would

have none of it, and to the Church it was anathema.

On March 5th, 1616, the Church decreed : "And
whereas it hath also come to the knowledge of the

said Holy Congregation that the false Pythagorean

doctrine of the mobility of the earth and the im-
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mobility of the sun, entirely opposed to Holy

writ, which is taught by Nicholas Copernicus, is

now published abroad and received by many : In

order that this opinion may not further spread,

to the damage of Catholic truth, it is ordered

that this and all other books teaching the like

doctrine be suspended, and by this decree they

are all respectively suspended, forbidden, and

condemned."

Later, as is well known, Galileo Galilei was

compelled to recant and curse his abominable

heretical doctrine that the Earth moved ; and even

as late as 1751 the great naturalist Buffon had to

publicly declare :
" I abandon everything in my

book respecting the formation of the earth, and

generally everything which may be contrary to the

narrative of Moses."

In this twentieth century, however, the move-

ment of the Earth and its position among the

other planets is a matter of common knowledge.

We will now give a brief sketch of what is at

this time known or believed about the Earth.

The Earth is now known to be one of a group of

planets which spin on their axes and revolve round

the Sun, and which are named collectively the

Solar System. All the planets of the system

revolve more or less in the same plane, and there

is little doubt that millions of years ago they were
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once mingled in a nebula, and were evolved

according to some one of the nebular hypotheses

we have already described. The principal

members of the solar system are Mercury, Mars,

the Earth, Venus, Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus, and

Neptune. The innermost planet is Mercury and

the outermost Neptune, and the others come in

succession in the order in which we have named
them, the Earth accordingly spinning round the

Sun between Mars and Venus.

The Earth is about 8000 miles in diameter : it

is larger than Mercury and Mars, and about the

same size as Venus ; but compared with the outer

four planets it is only a pigmy, and compared

with the Sun it is a midge to a football. Jupiter

is more than a thousand times, and the Sun more

than a million times the size of the Earth ; and

we may mention, en passant^ that there are many
stars in space much larger than our Sun. The
Earth cannot, therefore, claim to be very big, and

is hardly big enough to be the hub of the universe.

But it has a good deal of pace ; it not only spins

on its axis, but it yearly runs 583,000,000 miles

round the Sun, at the rate of eighteen miles a

second—that is to say it moves almost a hundred

times as fast as a bullet from a rifle, and more

than a thousand times as fast as an express train.

That is certainly a good pace, yet Mercury and
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Venus both outstrip it ; and though Neptune does

not go nearly so fast, it describes an orbit twenty-

seven or twenty-eight times as long.

A remarkable thing about the solar system is its

isolation in space. " Our solar system," says Sir

Robert Ball, " forms a little island group, situated

at almost incomprehensible distances from the

stars. The solar system is isolated from its

neighbours just as a rock a few yards square in

the middle of the Atlantic would be isolated from

the coasts of Europe and America."

Yet the solar system is not fixed like a rock :

the Sun and its retinue of planets are constantly

moving through space to a certain point in the

constellation of Hercules. Every two days it is

about a million miles nearer this point, and at

the present rate of progress we shall reach the

constellation of Hercules in about a million years.

So much for the Earth in its social relations
;

we will now consider for a moment its individual

characters and its life history. When was it

born ? What has it done since birth ? How old

is it ? How was it shapen ? What is to become

of it ?

The manner of its birth we have already

considered ; but when was it born ? We do not

now believe that it was born in the year 4004

B.C., but the date of its birth we do not know.
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Certainly it had a separate existence millions of

years ago. It has been calculated by Professor

G. H. Darwin that it is at least fifty-six million

years since the Earth bore her only child, the

Moon. ^

At the time the Earth bore the Moon it was a

molten mass, probably pear-shaped, for reasons we

have already explained, and surging with great

tidal waves produced by the attraction of the Sun
;

and the theory is that eventually the tugging of

the Sun tore away a great piece of molten metal

twenty-seven miles in depth, which since then has

rotated round the Earth as the Moon. The Earth

was spinning at a tremendous pace then, six or

twelve times as fast as now ; and since the Moon
revolved round it every three or four hours, and

was only ten or twenty thousand miles away, the

tides in the molten masses of the Earth and Moon
must have been very great.

Soon after bearing the Moon, the Earth acquired

a solid crust, which must at first have had a

temperature of 1200° C. At this stage all the

water now on the face of the Earth may have

existed as a deep, dense atmosphere of a steam,

which must have exercised great pressure on the

thin crust of the Earth, and may have helped with

the Moon to form the beds for the coming oceans.

When the temperature of the crust fell to 370° C.
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the steam would begin to condense, and soon the

surface of the world would show lakes and seas of

hot water. Dr Osmond Fisher has suggested

that the bed of the Pacific Ocean is the scar left

where the Moon was torn off.

All this time the Earth must have been the

scene of continual cataclysms. Think of the

molten mass seething and surging as it spun !

How often must its incipient crust have been

cracked and broken by the volcanoes below, by

the tugging of the Moon and Sun above, by the

tidal waves of the turbulent ocean of steam !

Think, later on, of the hot rain, of the wild steam-

ing seas, of the continual earthquakes in the con-

tracting, crumpling, unstable crust ! It must have

been a pandemonium !

Reclus {The Earth) gives the following vigor-

ous description of the beginnings of ocean and

atmosphere :
" When the temperature was lowered

sufficiently to enable them to pass from a

gaseous to a liquid state, metals and other sub-

stances would fall down in a fiery rain on the

terrestrial lava. Next, the steam, confined entirely

to the higher regions of the gaseous mass, would

be condensed into an immense layer of clouds,

incessantly furrowed by lightning. Drops of

water, the commencement of the atmospheric

ocean, would begin to fall down towards the
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ground, but only to volatilise on their way and

again ascend. Finally, these little drops reached the

surface of the terrestrial scoria, the temperature of

the water much exceeding 100°, owing to the enor-

mous pressure exercised by the heavy air of these

ages ; and the first pool, the rudiment of a great

sea, was collected in some fissure of the lava. This

pool was constantly increased by fresh falls of

water, and ultimately surrounded nearly the whole

of the terrestrial crust with a liquid covering ; but

at the same time it brought with it fresh elements

for the constitution of future continents. The

numerous substances which the water held in

solution formed various combinations with the

metals and solids of its bed ; the currents and

tempests which agitated it destroyed its shores,

only to form new ones ; the sediment deposited at

the bottom of the water commenced the series of

rock and strata which follow one another above

the primitive crust.

"Henceforward the igneous planet was exter-

nally clothed with a triple covering, solid, liquid,

gaseous ; it might therefore become the theatre of

life."

Yet still the moulding of the planet by fire, and

water, and ice, went steadily on, and sedimentary

rocks fifty miles deep seem to prove that the sea

has been at work for over twenty-six million years,
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probably very much more—some have estimated

it at a thousand million.

And now the Earth has attained to a placid,

rotund respectability, it has driven the Moon
264,000 miles away ; its waters are cool, its

crust is solid, it takes twenty-four hours to turn

round, and only occasional little earthquakes and

volcanoes serve to remind it that it has had a

past. Yet still its heart is hot, and the crust

between us and cauldrons of molten metal is only

about fifty miles thick—not thicker, in proportion,

than the skin of an apple.

It is usually assumed that the sea was at one

time in the form of an atmosphere around the

world, and that when it condensed the present

atmosphere was left behind ; but to the writer

both assumptions seem rather rash. The nitrogen

of the atmosphere may quite well be considered a

by-product left over from the chemical combina-

tions of molten mass of the world ; but how about

oxygen, carbonic acid, and water ? How did they

escape occlusion in the cooling slag of the Earth's

crust, or how did they fail to enter into chemical

combination with the rocks of the Earth ? How
did these gases escape from the heavy, dense

vapours and rains of iron ? How was water

formed in such quantities ? Do we find water or

vapour in the other young atmospheres, e.g. of
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white nebulae ? These and many other questions

seem to require answer before we can rest satisfied

with the ordinary theory of the production of the

atmosphere. To us it seems much more likely

that the water and carbonic acid were a gradual

product of volcanic action, and that a great part

of the oxygen was later in origin, and was formed

by the chemical action of plant-life.

Wherever there are volcanoes, hydrogen is

ejected and steam is formed ; and it is at least

suggestive to find that the great seas are ringed

with volcanoes. No doubt, too, the ocean-beds,

where the crust of the Earth would be thinner,

were also sites of volcanic eruption ; and such a

multitude of volcanoes in full action for a few

million years could easily account for most of the

water in the sea. It is very likely that in the early

days of the Earth volcanoes were much more

plentiful and active than now. We find in the

Moon twenty thousand or thirty thousand extinct

volcanoes (some with craters 1 5,000 feet high), and

it is quite possible that at one time the Earth had

volcanoes as numerous and vigorous. It is true

that the usual theory supposes that the steam of

volcanoes is caused by a leakage from the sea into

the hot crust of the Earth ; but considering the

pressure and heat of the crust, such leakage is

surely unlikely.
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The ejection of carbonic acid by volcanoes is a

phenomenon still better known, and even from

springs and from the craters of dead volcanoes

considerable amounts of carbonic acid are given

off. The Grotto of Dogs at Solfatara is well

known ; and there is a valley in Java named the

Valley of Death because of the amount of carbonic

acid which arises in a certain deep bosky hollow.

The carbonic acid issues so copiously that tigers,

deer, and wild-boar are frequently suffocated. In

Western America there is a similar dell called

Death Golch, where grizzly bears, elk, squirrels,

and other animals frequently perish. On the

shores of the Laacher See there is a spot equally

perilous. And no doubt all over the world

carbonic acid is excreted in large quantities. Even

mineral springs represent a large output. Dr

Phipson calculated that a small chalybeate spring

near Naubau, in the principality of Waldeck, dis-

charged about half a hundredweight in twenty-

four hours, and there are thousands of such

springs.

There can be no difficulty at all, then, in believ-

ing that a large part of the atmosphere and of the

ocean was not residual but excretory in origin, and

there can be little doubt at all that in the Car-

boniferous period the atmosphere was much

richer in carbonic acid, and that the carbonic acid
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acted like the glass of a hothouse and increased

the Sun's heat.

The thickness of the Earth's crust is supposed

to be only about fifty miles, yet the tension of

the globe is so great that the whole mass is more

rigid than steel. The nature and condition of

the material within the crust is unknown, but it

is certainly intensely hot. Not only have we

volcanoes to prove this, but experiments with

borings show that the temperature of the Earth

increases about 1° F. for each 70 or 80 feet we
penetrate it. This fact would make us suppose

that the centre is fluid, but there are other facts

that make such fluidity doubtful. We do not

really know what would happen to hot matter at

the enormous pressure existing in the centre of

the Earth, and it is quite possible that at such

pressures even intensely hot matter might remain

solid, and melt only with reduction of the

pressure.

Sartorius von Waltershausen and Hopkins

think that there "are no actual central fires, but

only internal seas of red-hot molten matter

scattered about in various parts of the inside of

our planet, situated not far from the surface of the

Earth, and separated from one another by masses

of solid strata."

Attempts have often been made to estimate the
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age of the Earth by the amount of heat it has lost,

but the discovery of radium in the crust of the

Earth has quite destroyed the value of these

calculations, and Lord Kelvin's estimate that it is

only about twenty million years since the solidifica-

tion of the Earth is no longer accepted.

The discovery of radium has also greatly altered

the prospects of the Earth's life. The Earth must

depend for life on the heat of the Sun ; and on

looking into the question of the Sun's expenditure

of heat, physicists found it difficult to understand

how it had radiated heat so long, and came to the

conclusion that it could not continue to do so

much longer. It was calculated that even if it

consisted of pure carbon it would burn out in

four thousand years. Mayer suggested that

swarms of meteorites rushing into the Sun might

have helped to maintain the heat of the Sun in the

past, and might help to maintain it in the future
;

but further consideration of this theory showed

that it could not be correct, and that even if it

were, an incredibly huge supply of meteorites

would be necessary, for even if the Earth itself ran

into the Sun, the Sun's life would not be greatly

lengthened. Helmholtz made a more satisfactory

suggestion, namely, that the Sun's heat was

augmented by the continual contraction of its

mass ; but even so, it would have little heating
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power at the end of seventeen million years, and

could not have been effectual for more than ten

million years back. Now, geologists required at

least twenty-six million, and possibly as much as

a thousand million, years to account for the sedi-

mentary strata. Accordingly, there must have

been some other source of heat, and this other

source of heat is now believed to be explosive

compounds or atoms in the Sun, which explode

with a force comparable to the energy of decom-

position of radium. " We may therefore imagine,"

says Arrhenius, " the interior of the Sun charged

with compounds which, brought to the surface

of the Sun, would dissociate with an enormous

evolution of heat and an enormous increase of

volume. These compounds have to be regarded

as the most powerful blasting agents, in comparison

with which dynamite and gun-cotton would appear

like toys. ... It thus becomes conceivable that

the solar energy—instead of holding out for four

thousand years, as it would if it depended upon
the combustion of a solar sphere made out of

carbon—will last for something like four thousand

million years. Perhaps we may further extend

this period to several billions." Even in four

thousand million years a good deal may happen.

As soon as the Earth obtained a suitable crust,

a suitable atmosphere, and a suitable temperature,

10
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animal and vegetable life became possible
;
probably

both soon appeared. The beginning of organic

life on the Earth is usually dated about forty million

years ago. The first forms of life were low marine

forms—foraminifera, amoebae, sponges, and such-

like, and only a hundred thousand, or at most

three hundred thousand, years ago man appeared.

Between the appearance of foraminifera and the

appearance of man many strange creatures lived.

For about six million years the ichthyosaurus,

dinosaurus, plesiosaurus, and such-like monstros-

ities flourished ; and even within the last three

hundred thousand years mammoths and woolly

rhinoceroses trotted about Europe.

The development of organic life is the most

wonderful feature of the Earth. Probably on

none of the other planets of our system are there

trees and flowers, and birds and beasts. Even

the Moon, daughter of the Earth, has no organic

life. So many are the conditions required for

organic life, as we know it, that some hold that

only on the world does animal and vegetable life

exist, and it is quite possible that that is so. Still,

when we think of the millions and millions of

planets in space, and when we remember that they

have been made by the same processes as the Earth,

out of the same atoms, it is strange if none of

them have been given conditions so similar to the
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conditions of the world as to result in similar organic

life. Even if the conditions are far from identical,

yet they may favour some kind of conscious or

unconscious molecular growth and activity compar-

able to the animals and plants of the world.

On a question so speculative there are naturally

different opinions.

" Supposing," wrote Tyndall, " a planet carved

from the Sun, set spinning round an axis and re-

volving round the Sun at a distance from him
equal to that of our Earth, would one of the con-

sequences of its refrigeration be the development

of inorganic forms ? I lean to the affirmative."

Dr H. H. Turner, Professor of Astronomy in

the University of Oxford, stated in a lecture at

the Royal Institute : To the question. Are the

planets inhabited ? his answer would be that, in

the absence of evidence, he did not know, but that he

felt pretty sure they were, because they were so like

the Earth in so many particulars that they might

be supposed to be Hke it in this one.

M. Camille Flammarion wrote in Knowledge :

" Yes, life is universal and eternal, for time is

one of its factors. Yesterday the Moon, to-day

the Earth, to-morrow Jupiter. In space there are

both cradles and tombs." '

*

On the other hand, Dr A. Russell Wallace,

who has made a special study of the question.
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is strongly of the opinion that it would be almost

impossible for such a consilience of factors favour-

able to life as are formed on the Earth to be

repeated on any other planet. He says, in his

work, Mans Place in the Universe :
" The combina-

tions of causes which lead to this result (life) are

so varied, and in several cases dependent on such

exceptional peculiarities of physical constitution,

that it seems in the highest degree improbable

that they can all be found again combined either

in the solar system or even in the stellar universe"
;

and he points out that the various factors that

render life possible are interrelated in a very com-

plicated and delicate way.



CHAPTER XIII

LIFE

What is life ? That is the question of questions.

Is life a form of energy quite distinct from those

forms of energy we see in chemical mixtures, in

heat, and electricity, or is it simply a particular

manifestation of these energies ? Is the distinction

between the living and the dead a real or only an

apparent difference ?

In early times, as we have seen, the distinction

was not nearly so firmly drawn, and in all times

there has been an instinct to attribute to matter some

sort of life or sensation. The atoms of Lucretius

had " free-will " ; the monads of Leibnitz had

perception and apperception. To Schopenhauer

matter was will made perceptible and visible.

Haeckel endowed his atoms with sensation and

will, and W. K. Clifford considered them bits of

mind-stuff.

What are the meaning of the distinctions drawn

149
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between the living and the dead, and of this instinct,

nevertheless, which attributes life to dead matter ?

What has the modern atomist to say ? What light

have recent discoveries thrown on the question ?

Certainly no one believes in " that invention of

the human intellect, passive and spoliated matter."

Certainly, matter is as active as an ant-hill ; but how
about life ? But has matter in all its shapes some

amount of these particular activities which we have

been accustomed to attribute only to its special forms

—plants and animals ? And can it from atomic

energy produce these functions we have been ac-

customed to call vital^ and to consider superadded ?

In the first place, is there such a gulf between the

organic and the inorganic, between the living and

the dead, and are any atoms dead ? Can any atoms

be considered dead which contain such prodigious,

almost infinite, energy ? Can atoms be considered

dead when each atom is a solar system, whose

members move with almost the velocity of light,

and are capable of penetrating some inches of steel ?

To call them dead s^tvas a misuse of language. Is

not their activity the very essence of life ^

When the atoms were considered dense, inert

particles, it was difficult to see how even they

could originate life ; but now that we know that a

door-nail is not altogether dead, but, in a sense at

least, very much alive, there is little difficulty in
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believing that atomic and vital energies are akin

—

there is little difficulty in believing that the func-

tions of life may be produced by the energies of

the common or garden atom.

Archimedes, more than two thousand years ago,

said, " Give me matter and I will build the world."

Newton, with true prophetic prescience, wrote

in his Principia :
" Would that the rest of the

phenomena of nature could be deduced by a like

kind of reasoning from mechanical principles, for

many circumstances lead me to suspect that all

these phenomena may depend upon certain forces,

in virtue of which the particles of bodies, by causes

not yet known, are mutually impelled against one

another, and cohere into regular figures, and repel

and recede from each other."

So thought Archimedes and Newton, and shall

we who have seen the beating heart of the atom

have less faith .?

Let us look into the matter. What is life "^ No
definition is entirely satisfactory. Herbert Spencer's

definition "Life is the continuous adjustment of

internal relations to external relations " is one of

the best. Taking this definition, it may be said

that the molecules of dead matter, so called, do

not react to external stimuli, and that there is thus

a great gulf between living and dead matter.

But the molecules of dead matter do react to
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stimuli. Many so-called dead substances are as

sensitive to touch as the human skin, and as mobile

as the human muscles. We measure heat and

cold by the movements of the molecules of mercury

and alcohol ; and though we may not be able to see

the movement of a more solid metal under slight

changes of temperature, e par si muove. " The
sensitiveness of matter is such that a variation in

temperature of one millionth of a degree suffices

to modify its electric resistance in a fashion ap-

preciable by experiment." And metals are sensi-

tive not only to changes of temperature, but also

to electric changes. If a steel wire be touched with

the tip of a finger, its molecules are altered by an

electric current ; and if the faintest ray of light fall

upon a delicate platinum wire known as a bolometer^

a change is at once produced in the molecular

structure of the wire. Even such a complex vital

phenomena as the electrical response of the retina

to light can be reproduced in an artificial metallic

retina, while in wireless telegraphy the response of

steel filings to Hertzian electric waves started

hundreds of miles away surely indicates a sensi-

tiveness which no living sense-organ can surpass.

Matter must thus be admitted to be " endowed

with an unconscious sensibility which cannot be

approached by the conscious sensibility of any

living being."
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Not only so, but metals may be poisoned, or

fatigued, or depressed, or stimulated, just like

living organisms. A scientist, who has specially

investigated the subject, has shown that sodium

carbonate has a stimulating action and potassium

bromide a depressant action on certain metals
;

and he has also shown that the electrical excita-

bility of metals may be diminished by such poisons

as veratrine, and abolished by such poisons as

oxalic acid, and that fatigue in metals runs the

same course as fatigue in living tissues. In fact,

there is a complete parallelism between the

phenomena of response in the organic and in-

organic.

" Living response is found to be only a repetition

of responses seen in the inorganic. . . . Nowhere
in the entire range of these response phenomena

—

inclusive as that is of metals, plants, and animals

—

do we detect any breach of continuity .... there

is no necessity for the assumption of vital force

.... these things are determined, not by the play

of an unknowable and arbitrary vital force, but by

the working of laws that know no change, acting

equally and uniformly throughout the organic and

the inorganic worlds."

And we find in dead matter many other qualities

and characters suggestive of life.

Take crystals, for instance. They have definite
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characteristic forms, and if they are broken they

have power to repair themselves. Moreover, it

has been shown that crystals show a cycle of

growth, and evolve like living tissues. At first they

have a cellular-like structure, then they become

fibrous, and finally clear and crystalline. More
wonderful still, it is found in some instances that

crystals will not form in a solution unless a formed

crystal be added to the fluid, to act, so to speak,

as a parent of the new crystals.

Not even ferments serve to differentiate the

living from the dead. Ferments are extraordinary

albuminous substances formed by living bodies

which have the power of breaking up compound

substances without themselves undergoing any ap-

parent change. The ferment amylopsiUy for instance,

formed in the sweetbread gland, has the power of

breaking up starch, and the ferment pepsin formed

in the glands of the stomach has the power of

breaking up proteids. Even in this province of

ferments, dead matter competes and compares.

The molecular structure of matter is, as we have

said, really very mobile. The same element may

appear either in a liquid, or a gaseous, or a solid

form ; water may be either steam, or water, or

ice, or snow ; carbon may be either a lump of

charcoal or a diamond. A metal may assume,

among other forms, an anomalous form known as
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colloidal. By dipping the metallic poles of an in-

duction coil in distilled water and passing sparks

between them, the water becomes coloured and

acquires special properties due to the presence of

the particular metal in what is called its colloid

state. A colloid metal cannot be seen, and its

properties in nowise resemble those of the metal

in its ordinary state, but partake much more of

the nature of ferments formed by living organisms.

Thus colloid platinum decomposes oxygenated

water, as do certain ferments of the blood, and

transforms alcohol into acetic acid, as does the

mycoderma aceti. Colloidal iridium, again, de-

composes formiate of lime into carbonate of lime,

carbonic acid, and hydrogen, as do certain bacteria.

More curious still, bodies which, like prussic acid,

iodine, etc., poison acid, iodine, etc., poison organic

ferments, " paralyse or destroy in the same manner

the action of colloidal metals." The colloidal

ferments, in fact, may be chloroformed or poisoned

just like living germs.

And the atoms not only have such vital qualities,

they even, as we have seen, evolve^ and evolve (as

Democritus and Lucretius maintained) apparently

in accordance with the law of the survival of

the fittest. We have seen how radium has been

caught in the act of breaking down and changing

into other elements, and this is nothing less than
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an instance in the inorganic world of the extinction

of the unfit. The corpuscles, the ultimate

particles of matter, have tried the combination

radium ; the combination proves unstable, and the

atom changes form till a form helium appears,

which is fitted to survive. Other atoms are found

to be in the same state of unstable experimental

evolution ; and one, thorium^ is found to pass

through half-a-dozen forms before it reaches a

form fitted to survive. No doubt there are as

many extinct atoms as extinct animals ; and the

eighty or so elements now existent have been

produced by the ordinary evolutionary law of the

survival of the fittest. Nay, more ; Professor J. J.

Thomson has lately shown that it is possible to

modify the evolution of an unstable atom by

varying its environment, so that the atom, like

the animal, is a product of heredity, variation,

and environment, and can, like domestic animals,

be artificially bred.

We cannot, therefore, find any division between

the functions of the so-called living and the so-

called dead.

As long ago as 1849 Mulder, in his Chemistry

of Vegetable and Animal Physiology^ declared :
" If

anyone fancies that it is more easy to conceive

of the production of a crystal than of a texture

composed of fibres, globules, and cells, that is, of
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any organ—of the origin of a precipitate than of

a primary fibre—of the state in which crystallised

sugar exists in solution than of the rudiments of

organs in the embryo—he egregiously errs."

" I try," says Professor William Keith Brooks,

of the Johns Hopkins University, " to treat all

living things, plants as well as animals, as if they

may have some part of a sensitive life like my
own, although I know nothing about the presence

or absence of sense in most living things, and am
no more prepared to make a negative than a

positive statement. While it is nonsense to regard

trees and rocks and lakes as endowed with mind,

it is nonsense because we know nothing about it,

and not because it is untrue ; for it is no less

nonsense to assert that stones are unconscious

than to assert that they are conscious."

"The chemical processes of life," says Carl

Synder, " are no whit more mysterious than the

chemical processes which produce salt, or sugar, or

glass, or result in the burning of coal in the grate."

" To-day," says Jacques Loeb, " everybody who
is familiar with the field of chemical biology

acknowledges the fact that the chemistry of living

matter is not specifically different from the

chemistry of the laboratory. ... A measure-

ment of the quantity of CO formed and the

amount of heat produced gives approximately
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identical results in the case of a burning candle

and a living guinea-pig."

" The magnet," says Haeckel, " that attracts

iron filings, the powder that explodes, the steam

that drives the locomotive are living inorganics
;

they act by living force as much as does the

sensitive mimosa when it contracts its leaves at

touch, or the venerable amphioxus that buries

itself in the sand of the sea, or man when he

thinks."



CHAPTER XIV

THE ORIGIN OF LIFE " NATURA NON
FECIT SALTUM

"

It cannot, thus, be held that between living beings

and dead matter there is a great gulf fixed. Both

are made of the same urstoff \ both are responsive

to external stimuli, and both participate in activities

commonly called vital.

Still, between the living and the dead there is a

difference. Plants and animals reproduce their

kind
;

plants and animals assimilate, i.e. change

other substances into the substances of their

tissues ; and this is the case even in the very lowest

forms of vegetable and animal life. There is

another difference too—a difference of the greatest

importance—plants and animals, in the twinkling

of an eye, and under a stimulus apparently

completely inadequate, completely change their

chemical and mechanical characters and become, as

we say, dead^ while the chemical and mechanical

properties of the inorganic know no such cataclysms.
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And the question is—Can matter with these vital

qualities be produced, by ordinary molecular and

atomic laws, from ordinary so-called dead atoms
;

or are these special qualities of life, qualities quite

beyond the potentialities of atoms and molecules

and the laws of matter ?

In view of the corpuscular, atomic, and func-

tional relationships we have already shown—in

view of the enormous intra-atomic energy—in

view of the continuity of nature—there is surely a

strong presumption that life in its plant and animal

manifestations was produced by a process of

gradual evolution from the inorganic, under the

influence of the ordinary laws of matter ; but have

we any proofs of the evolution ? Where and

when did life begin, and how ? What molecules

were the first to reproduce their like, and to exist

in a constant state of breaking down and building

up ? If life can be produced by the dead organic

or inorganic, is it still evolved, or was it evolved

only under conditions no longer present ?

These are difficult questions, and science has not

quite succeeded in answering any of them.

The question whether life can be evolved at the

present day, under present cosmic conditions,

from dead matter, has been a question of debate

for thousands of years.

Thales, the first Greek philosopher, thought that
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life originated in water. Anaximander thought

that mud, " the moist element," as it was evapor-

ated by the sun, was the source of organic life.

Aristotle, in the true Aristotelian manner, affirmed

that " every dry body becoming moist, and every

moist body becoming dry, engenders animals."

All down the centuries, a belief in the sponta-

neous generation of life persisted in a gross, some-

times in a subtle, form.

In the sixteenth century the belief assumed

wild forms. A learned Italian Jesuit, Philippe

Buonanni, for instance, taught that when certain

timber wood rotted in the sea it produced worms
;

which, again, produced butterflies ; which, again,

produced birds. And Van Helmont, a very

eminent physicist, gives the following recipe for

producing scorpions :

—

" Scoop out a hole in a brick. Put into it some

sweet basil, crushed. Lay a second brick upon

the first so that the hole may be perfectly covered.

Expose the two bricks to the sun, and at the end

of a few days the smell of the sweet basil, acting

as a ferment, will change the herb into real

scorpions."

In the eighteenth century, after Redi had shown

that maggots were not developed in meat unless

flies were allowed to deposit their eggs in the

tissues, the belief in spontaneous generation began
II
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to be shaken, and was held in a more qualified form.

Buffon, for instance, held that there were certain

primitive and incorruptible particles common to

animals and to vegetables which could mould

themselves into various organic forms. When
death occurred these particles became free, and,

"ever active, they worked the putrefied matter,

appropriating to themselves some raw particles, and

forming, by their reunion, a multitude of little

organised bodies, of which some, like earthworms

and fungi, seem to be fair-sized animals or

vegetables, but of which others, in almost infinite

numbers, can be seen only through a microscope."

And something like this was the common belief

of the time.

In the middle decades of the nineteenth century

the controversy over the question of the origin of

life became acute ; and finally, after many battles,

the authority and brilliant experimental genius of

Pasteur convinced almost the whole scientific

world that life, nowadays at least, never arises

save from preceding life. In 1864 Pasteur,

lecturing at the Sorbonne before a large and

distinguished audience, spoke the following dra-

matic words :

—

"And therefore, gentlemen, I could point to

that liquid and say to you, ' I have taken my drop

of water from the immensity of creation, and I
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have taken it full of the elements suited for the

development of inferior beings. And I wait, I

watch, I question it, begging it to recommence

for me the beautiful spectacle of the first creation.

But it is dumb, dumb ever since these experiments

were begun several years ago ; it is dumb because I

have kept from it the only thing man cannot pro-

duce from the germs which float in the air—from

Life ; for life is a germ, and a germ life.' Never

will the doctrine of spontaneous generation recover

from the mortal blow of this simple experiment."

Such was the weight of Pasteur's authority

that from that day to this very few have ventured

to suggest that life still can and does arise from

dead matter. Darwin, Huxley, Tyndall, Spencer

all believed that life must at one time have origin-

ated from dead matter—that it was the product of

" the free play of the forces of atoms and mole-

cules," but under conditions which are no longer

existent, and which cannot be reproduced ; and

most thinkers of recent years have held the same

opinion.

Still the question is not settled, and there may
be said to be still three theories in the field :

—

(i) That life has originated, and still does

originate^ from dead matter.

(2) That life did, aeons ago, originate from dead

matter, but that it no longer can do so.
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(3) That life was brought to the world from

another planet.

The great exponent of the first theory, that life

has originated and still does originate from dead

matter, is Dr Bastian, who has been working for

thirty years at the problem of the origin of life.

Dr Bastian claims that life may originate in

organic and even in inorganic fluids without ante-

cedent life. His experiments with inorganic saline

solutions are particularly interesting. He used

solutions of sodium silicate, ammonium phosphate,

dilute phosphoric acid, with distilled water, or of

sodium silicate, and liquor of pernitrate of iron,

with distilled water. He heated these saline solu-

tions in hermetically sealed tubes to over 250° F.,

and yet thereafter found that numerous organisms,

bacteria, yeast-cells, etc., appeared in the tubes. In

his book. The Evolution of Life^ he says :

—

" But, as we have seen, such bodies, as well as

vibriones, cocci, streptococci, torulae, and other

germs of fungi, have appeared within our experi-

mental vessels when they have been heated for

from ten to twenty minutes to temperatures rang-

ing from 115° to 130° C. (239° to 266° F.).

These organisms which we have seen to be living

—which developed and multiplied—must, there-

fore, have been evolved de novo. What other

answer is it possible to give }
"
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No one can read Dr Bastian's works carefully

and impartially without being struck by the logical

and scientific strength of his arguments, and it is

very astonishing that results so remarkable,

obtained by a worker at once a scientist and a

thinker, should have attracted so little attention.

When Butler Burke, a few years ago, declared that

living organisms were produced in soup by the

action of radium, his statement caused quite a

sensation, and yet Dr Bastian's results, which

are equally startling, have passed almost un-

noticed. Yet, till his results have been put to

the test of independent experiment, the question

must be considered open, and we are quite at

liberty to believe, if we choose, that the spon-

taneous production of life from inorganic materials

" may be taking place on the earth without cease,

let us say, under the tremendous pressures

existent at the bottom of the sea, or in warm
springs of peculiar chemical content," and that

" in forty or fifty years a Berthellot or a Fischer

may be producing endless varieties as readily as

they do new chemical varieties of sugar now."

The theory that life did originate, aeons ago,

from dead matter, but can no longer do so, is the

theory now held by most scientists. How or

when they do not pretend to say, more than that

when the world cooled down sufficiently to make life
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possible, certain atoms of carbon, hydrogen, oxygen,

and nitrogen leapt together, and, in the conjunction,

acquired the special energies and activities that we
call life. In the early days, when the atoms

clashed together, when the enormous intra-atomic

energy was unfettered and unconfined, there is

no saying what may have happened. "If," says

Huxley, " it were given to me to look beyond

the abyss of geologically recorded time to the still

more remote period when the earth was passing

through physical and chemical conditions, which

it can no more see again than a man can recall

his infancy, I should expect to be a witness of the

evolution of living protoplasm from non-living

matter." " Who," asks Tyndall, " will set limits

to the possible play of molecules in a cooling

planet ? " Doubtless, physical conditions were

very different then, when the world was cooling

;

and it is quite possible to hold that life originated

then, and ceased to originate when the conditions

altered. Spencer held it likely that life began
" at a time when the heat of the earth's surface

was falling through those ranges of temperature

at which the higher organic compounds are un-

stable" ; and he, Huxley, Darwin, and Tyndall all

considered themselves "justified in supposing that

natural causes are now no longer able independ-

ently to initiate this living matter, or protoplasm,
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as it is termed." Dr Saleeby considers this

supposition of former more favourable conditions

not only unjustifiable, but unwarrantable. "Now
it happens to be true," he says, " that every differ-

ence between past and present conditions which

physics and geology and chemistry can assert tends

to the probability that if spontaneous generation

is impossible now, it must have been a hundredfold

more impossible a hundred million years ago.

Yet, for some three decades, the great majority of

biologists have been content to believe that spon-

taneous generation is impossible now, even though

land, and sea, and sky are packed with organic

matter under the very conditions which obviously

favour life, as the all but omnipresence of life

abundant to-day demonstrates, but that spontaneous

generation was possible in the past when, by the

hypothesis, there was no organic matter present at

all, and when life had to arise in the union and

architecture of such simple substances as inorganic

carbonates."

This criticism seems fair, and yet life un-

doubtedly did arise from the inorganic ; and if it

did^ and if it does not do so now, there must have

been some favourable condition present then which

is not present now, and of which we know nothing.

It is quite true that we sterilise by heat, but it is

also true that we incubate by heat ; and what the
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chemical effects may be of a heat of 6000° C. or

so we do not know, further than that it would

cause a certain amount of corpuscular disintegra-

tion, and that some compounds, e.g, compounds of

nitrogen and oxygen, both constituents of living

tissues, are formed at very high temperatures.

It is not difficult to regard heat as vis a tergo^

and to believe that, at a certain stage in the

chemical combinations that took place pari passu

with the cooling of the molten mass of the world,

nitrogen, oxygen, hydrogen, and carbon leapt

together, according to the ordinary laws of chemical

affinity, into new combinations, with new far away

mechanical consequences. We see every day the

so-called dead atoms of our food put into new
partnerships in our hearts and livers, and perform-

ing there functions quite different from those they

performed in the meat and bread.

The atoms, however, were not supplied by meat

or bread in the beginning, they were all in in-

organic form ; and it may be asked where the

atoms and molecules came from which went to the

making of protoplasm. There seems some reason

to believe that they were in solution in the warm
water of the circumpolar seas.

It is an interesting and suggestive fact that the

salts in solution in the blood are almost identical

with the salts of sea-water. As long ago as 1802
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Lamarck wrote : "In the waters of the ancient

world and at the present time very small masses

of mucilaginous matter were collected. Under

the influence of light, certain elements, caloric

and electric, entered these little bodies. These

corpuscles became capable of taking in and ex-

haling gases, vital movement began, and thus an

elemental plant or animal sprang into existence."

As long ago as 1809 O^^^ speculated that every

organic thing had risen out of sea-slime. " Every

organic thing," he wrote, "has risen out of slime,

and is nothing but slime in different forms. This

organic slime originated in the sea, from inorganic

matter in the course of planetary evolution. The
origin of life ' generatio originaria ' occurred upon

the shores where water, air, and earth were joined."

Again :
" All life is from the sea ; the whole sea

is alive. Love rose out of the sea- foam . . .
."

" Man also is the offspring of some warm and

gentle seashore, and probably rose in India, where

the first peaks appeared above the water. A
certain mingling of water, of blood-warmth, and of

atmosphere must have conjoined for his produc-

tion, and this may have happened only once and

at one spot."

Bastian claims, as we have said, to have found

living germs produced in various inorganic solu-

tions simply by a synthesis of the necessary atoms.
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And there is nothing inherently improbable in

this. Living molecules can certainly feed on in-

organic salts, and by inorganic salts can be

repaired ; and the same worsted that can darn a

stocking can make one.

It is usually assumed that the first life must

have been vegetable life, because only plants can

assimilate nitrogen and carbon in inorganic form
;

but plants can assimilate only after they are made,

and by virtue of their make^ so that the difficulty

of the first formation of living matter is not

diminished by calling it vegetable. The first

combination of nitrogen, oxygen, carbon, and

hydrogen, able to build itself up again as it broke

down, was probably able to obtain its carbon with-

out the aid of that very complex substance called

chlorophyll. It is probable, too, that first molecules

were not grouped in the structural complexity

now seen in cells, but in much simpler formation.

That, then, is the second theory, which may be

held, of course, in conjunction with the third.

The third and last theory, that life was brought

to the world from another planet—from " the

moss-grown ruins of another world "—suggested

by Sales, Guyon de Montlivault, H. E. Richter, and

Ferdinand Cohn, was propounded in particular by

two great men. Lord Kelvin and von Helmholtz.

The theory suggested that meteors had been the
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messengers of life—that germs of life had been

brought to earth tucked away in the interstices of

meteoric stones. At first the objection was made

that any living germs in the pores of the meteor

would be destroyed by the great heat generated as

the meteor flashed through the earth's atmosphere,

but the objection is not valid, since it has been

found that only the surface of the meteor is fused,

and that its interior is comparatively cool. Granted

that life began at an earlier date on another planet,

granted that meteors are fragments of planets, it is

quite possible that life was brought to earth in the

womb of a meteor. But even if we accept this

theory of the origin of life, we only shift the

problem to another planet.

Kelvin held that " Dead matter cannot become

living without coming under the influence of

matter previously alive. This seems to me as

sure a teaching of science as the law of gravita-

tion." Since, then, it was quite evident that hfe

had at one time been unknown on the world, it

followed that it could never have appeared unless

created by a miracle or imported. Kelvin chose

the alternative of importation, and, in a presidential

address to the British Association in Edinburgh in

1 87 1, he declared his creed thus :

—

" When two great masses come into collision in

space, it is certain that a large part of each is
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melted ; but it seems also quite certain that in

many cases a large quantity of debris must be shot

forth in all directions, much of which may have

experienced no greater violence than individual

pieces of rock experience in a landslip or in blast-

ing by gunpowder. Should the time when this

earth comes into collision with another body,

comparable in dimensions to itself, be when it is

still clothed as at present with vegetation, many
great and small fragments carrying seed, and

living plants, and animals would undoubtedly be

scattered through space. Hence, and because we
all confidently believe that there are at present,

and have been from time immemorial, many
worlds of life besides our own, we must regard it

as probable in the highest degree that there are

countless seed-bearing meteoric stones moving

about in space. If at the present instant no life

existed upon this earth, one such stone falling

upon it might, by what we blindly call natural

causes, lead to its becoming covered with vegeta-

tion."

Arrhenius has suggested a modification of this

meteoric theory. He suggests that living particles,

the molecular combinations that exhibit the

phenomena of life, are drifting about everywhere

in space, under the pressure of solar radiation.

He supposes that such light germs of life would
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be carried by the winds of a fertile planet of any-

solar system to the upper strata of its atmosphere,

where they would meet with electrons (the same
electrons which, as we have seen, cause the aurora

borealis), and be charged with sufficient electricity

to cause their repulsion into the realms of space.

In space they would be driven by solar radiation

towards the outer planets, or, meeting with streams

of larger particles going towards the sun, might

alight on an inner planet. (It is evident that if

there are cosmic particles of life, they might
easily be caught up by meteors, and thus Kelvin^s

and Arrhenius' theories are quite compatible.)

The objections to this theory, as Arrhenius

himself sees, are many. In the first place, the

germs would have to face the intense cold and
desiccating dryness of space and the unimpeded
ultra-violet solar rays ; and even if they did

happen to hit a planet, the chances are a million to

one that it would not be a suitable planet or a

suitable time—" never the place and the time and
the loved one altogether." "It may take one

million or several million years," Arrhenius admits,

" from the age at which a planet could possibly

begin to sustain life to the time when the first seed

falls upon it and germinates, and when organic

life is thus originated." But he explains :
" This

period is of little significance in comparison with
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the time during which life will afterwards flourish

on the planet." Yes, but another comparison

still must be made. The time on which life can

flourish on a planet is very insignificant compared

with the aeons when it cannot—a mere momentary-

episode in its thermal history. Every germ,

accordingly, which reaches an unsuitable planet or

a suitable planet at an unsuitable time would be

lost, and in time, by the law of averages (even

taking no account of the germs which must perish

in space), space would be depleted of germs. Nor

could space be resown from fertile planets, since

the germs would presumably evolve, and become

more and more unfit to face such a journey as, say,

the journey from our solar system to its nearest

neighbour. Alpha Centauri.

But even admitting Arrhenius' or Kelvin's

theories workable, they are unsatisfactory ; for, in

the first place, it is almost impossible for the mind

to believe that the tremendously complex and

intricate structure of living tissues composed of

various changeable atoms, and indeed whose very

essence is change, have existed, floating about in

space, from all time, waiting for worlds to be ready

to develop them. Further, it seems to us that a

world in such intimate and intricate correspondence

with a molecular complex as to be able to develop

it from an amoeba into a man would surely, in all
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probability, be able to make the comparatively-

simple beginning for itself.

It is much more likely that the molecular

combinations of primitive plants and animals

began by the ordinary chemical conjunction of

atoms, under special conditions, to form special

ferment-like combinations. Why any combination

of carbon, hydrogen, oxygen, and nitrogen should

have power of assimilative increase we cannot say
;

but such increase is only a more elaborate instance

of the accretion we see in inorganic substances,

and of such interchange of atoms as we see in a

flame.



CHAPTER XV

THE PHYSICAL BASIS OF LIFE

Whenever we find matter which assimilates and

multiplies, we find it consists of a substance with

a certain more or less definite chemical constitu-

tion, and this physical basis which shows the so-

called vital functions is called protoplasm. Cows
and cabbages, microbes and men, midges and

mammoths are all made of this substance, and

they all are able to multiply, and all are able to

assimilate their food, or to weave the food atoms

into this same substance. The atoms that make

the machinery of life are only four—carbon,

hydrogen, oxygen, and nitrogen. Usually in

association with these we find also sulphur,

phosphorus, iron, calcium, sodium, and a few

other elements, but only the quartet carbon,

hydrogen, oxygen, and nitrogen are necessary to

make the compound which is able to unweave

itself, as Penelope unwove her web, and then to

build itself up again just the same from the atoms

176
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of quite dissimilar-looking substances. A man
brings guano from some South American island

and puts it beside the molecules of a rose, and

the molecules of the rose take atoms from the

guano and weave them into the warp and woof

of petals, and stamens, and roots. A man burns

up several pounds of his tissues by violent

exercise, and he puts some cheese or some

potatoes into contact with certain molecules in

his stomach—the molecules of the so-called diges-

tive glands—and the stomach molecules pull the

molecules of the cheese or potatoes to pieces

and rebuild them into protoplasm—into com-

pounds containing carbon, hydrogen, oxygen, and

nitrogen, in certain definite proportions.

Let us look for a moment at the atoms com-

prising the molecule of protoplasm. Oxygen,

nitrogen, and hydrogen are all gases at ordinary

temperatures. Carbon, again, is a solid at ordi-

nary temperatures, and only at very extraordinary

temperatures, a gas : it occurs in such different

forms as graphite, charcoal, diamond, and in com-

bination with oxygen it forms the colourless gas,

carbonic acid gas. Carbon also has an extraordinary

faculty of linking a number of atoms together and

forming large molecules. Thus the carbon com-

pound, stearine;, has a molecule consisting of no

fewer than one jhundred and eighty-three atoms.

\
12
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Oxygen is a most sociable element and weds

on every opportunity, the wedding being often

celebrated by visible flame, e.g. ordinary com-

bustion. Nitrogen is what is known as an inert

gas and weds only under compunction. It is

also a constituent of gunpowder, dynamite, and

most explosives. Hydrogen is a gas so light

and active that the earth is unable to retain it,

and it flies away into space. In combination with

oxygen, hydrogen forms water.

Protoplasm is thus seen to consist of three

remarkable gases and a remarkable solid. It is

very strange to consider that there are about

eighty elements, and that four, and only four, are

essential to life. One would think that silicon, or

gold, or silver might do as well as carbon, but

they are quite useless ; without carbon, life cannot

be. Why should these four elements have such a

remarkable career ^ We cannot tell ; but we can

guess at least that the power possessed by carbon

of linking atoms together may l^e useful ; that

the explosive tendencies of nitrogen may give

protoplasm its mobility, and that the chemical

activity of oxygen must be serviceable. What-

ever the reason, these four elements are the

bearers of life.

Where do they come from } They are found

everywhere. The ocean, as we have seen, is
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oxygen and hydrogen combined. A considerable

proportion of the air and of the crust of the earth

is oxygen. Carbonic acid gas is belched by

volcanoes and expired by plants, and bubbles in

many mineral springs. There are thousands of tons

of nitrogen in the air. Accordingly, the elements

of life are plentiful and ready to hand.

The abundance and availability of the atoms

that go to make protoplasm is a matter of much
importance, which has been usually quite over-

looked. Suppose gold had been an element

necessary for the manufacture of protoplasm,

where should we be ? Suppose carbon had been

utilisable only in its diamond form, how extensive

would the fauna and the flora of the globe be }

The universality and abundance of life is a matter

of the universality and abundance of the elements

that enter into its physical basis, and it is very

remarkable that the seething turmoil of the

cauldron of the molten world should have resulted

in the emergence and emancipation of the very

elements which protoplasm requires. It is very

amazing that the steam of the stewpan, that the re-

sidual atmosphere, and that the breath of volcanoes

should go to the making of microbes and men.

By what calculation were the atoms so arranged as

to have such a miracle-working remainder—such a

magic scum, such a fairy film } Who can say !
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We have looked for a moment at the atoms

which compose protoplasm. Let us look now for a

moment at the molecules they make. A molecule

of water contains two atoms of hydrogen and one

of oxygen ; a molecule of sulphuric acid contains

two atoms of hydrogen, one of sulphur, and four

of oxygen ; but a molecule of protoplasm is much

larger than these, and contains no less than eight

or nine hundred atoms, each of these, again, accord-

ing to modern physics, being a veritable miniature

solar system. The individual atoms, as we have

seen, have no very remarkable properties, and in

certain conjunctions and combinations they seem

as stagnant as a stone
;
yet conjoined and inter-

woven in the massive molecule of the protoplasm,

and grouped together into the structures known

as cells, they have the wonderful properties known

as vitalfunctions.

An individual molecule of protoplasm has

probably as little vital function as the individual

atoms of which it is composed : the physical basis

of life is a contexture of molecules—a tissue of

molecules, not massed together anyhow, but

arranged in a complicated manner so as to show

special structural features—a nucleus, etc.—when

viewed through the microscope. The size of these

molecular units of life varies ; but it has been

calculated that the smallest cell known must con-
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tain at least 100,000,000 large molecules. A liver

cell contains about 4,000,000,000 molecules ; and

Professor McKendrick states that " it is reasonable

from existing data to suppose that the germinal

vesicle might contain a million of millions of organic

molecules." Whatever the size of the cell, how-

ever, it has always structural and functional differ-

entiation, and the powers of contractibility, assimi-

lation, and reproduction. Reproduction is one of

the most mysterious of the so-called vital functions.

Every cell at some period of its life has the power

of reproducing its like by a process of budding

or division, and the so-called germ-cells of the multi-

cellular organisms have the power when fertilised of

initiating a process of growth and division which

ends in the production of an individual composed

of groups of coherent cells differing in appearance

and in function.

Besides their special powers of assimilation, con-

traction, and reproduction, cells have great chemical

energy. " In the infinitesimal liver cells," says Carl

Snyder, " at least ten or twelve distinct ferments

have been found manufacturing various kinds of

sugars, and acids, and urea, and bile, and colour-

stuffs ; they take up various poisons and render

them harmless, bind up the acids with diverse

substances to form others more complex, and in

the meantime must see that they themselves get
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a proper supply of food and water and oxygen,

and that all these are churned up in a state proper

to assimilation.

" What is true of the liver seems equally true

of all the other glands and organs of the body

—

the kidneys, the spleen, the pancreas— and for

each of them there may be a dozen or more dis-

tinct ferments, each with a special and appointed

work to do."

The physical basis of life, therefore, as we know
it, is structurally, kinetically, and chemically a very

complex thing. But still, be it recognised, its

complexity in nowise contradicts its genetic or

kinetic relations with the inorganic, since we have

seen that even inorganic molecules have an intricate

constitution and a complex mechanism.

Certainly the material of matter, dead or living,

organic or inorganic, whether we regard it as

electrons or atoms, is the same, and the motion

is probably in every case of the same orbital

character ; and if we are evolutionists, there is

nothing in our analysis of living matter to hinder

us from believing " that the whole world, living or

not living, is the result of the mutual interaction,

according to definite laws, of the forces possessed

by the molecules of which the primitive nebulosity

of the universe was composed." To conceive of

forces acting for millions and millions of years.
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and capable, by intricate and devious courses, of

eventually evolving an organic molecule, and the

combinations of molecules that make men and trees

—to conceive of forces which, once set agoing in the

nebula, could and must end in living beings, " so

that a sufficient intelligence could from a knowledge

of that vapour have predicted, say, the state of the

fauna of Britain in 1869 with as much certainty

as one can say what will happen to the breath in

a cold winter day "—to conceive of forces working

through vapour, and molten metal, and rocks, and

volcanoes, to flora and fauna, may be difficult, but

there is nothmg in the nature of the material or

in the complexity of the ultimate result to make
the conception impossible.



CHAPTER XVI

THE ORGANIC EVOLUTION OF MAN

Granted that the organic was duly evolved from

the inorganic, and that a cell such as we know now
came sooner or later into being, what line did

evolution take next ?

Most biologists assume that the first organic

matter was a cell—either a bit of green protoplasm

or an amoeba—and even those who see a hiatus

between the organic and inorganic usually find

evolution in the organic, once the organic is started,

comparatively plain sailing.

From the first protoplasmic mass—so runs the

modern biological creed—grew the two great stems,

animals and plants, and these were divided and

subdivided into branches by variation and selec-

tion until one twig is a mushroom and another

twig a rose ; until one twig is a starfish and

another twig a man.

The organic evolution of man is undoubtedly

one of the most interesting problems of science.

184
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Biology affirms that man began millions and

millions of years ago as a microscopic particle of

protoplasm ; and that through variations in this

and in its descendants, and through a selection of

these variations by environment, etc., man was

produced.

That is, according to biology, man's general

organic pedigree, but we naturally wish to know
something more about our family tree.

According to Haeckel, man's family tree is as

follows : firstly a bit of green protoplasm ; then

an amoeba (a bit of protoplasm with power to

move about) ; then, by a process of gradual

development, a worm of sorts ; then a fish with-

out skull, jaws, or limbs ; then an ordinary fish
;

and so on, through mammals, marsupials, lemurs,

Western apes. Eastern apes, speechless ape-men

—

'' The gibbering shape obscene

That was and was not man "

—

to man himself. Thus we have rather a mixed

and fishy ancestry, and include among our ancestors

worms and kangaroos—or at least opossums.

"It is certain," says Haeckel, "that man has

descended from some extinct mammal ; and we
should just as certainly class this in the order of

apes if we had it before us. It is equally certain

that this primitive ape descended in turn from
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an unknown lemur, and this from an extinct

marsupial."

But it must be remembered, he warns us, that

no exact counterpart of the particular ape, lemur,

and marsupial now exists.

Our more distant ancestors and relatives we can

afford to ignore, but our nearer kin have family-

resemblances that tell their own tale. Man
certainly belongs to that great division of animals

known as vertebrates, and to that class of verte-

brates known as mammals ; in other words, he has

a backbone, or at least ought to have, and his

young are suckled, or at least ought to be. By
means of his backbone he may claim kinship even

with an alligator, and through his mammary glands

he is " very like a whale." And if, despite back-

bone and breast-glands, he would fain repudiate

his kin, he will find corroboration in all his bones

;

and when, in current slang, he says " Give me your

flapper," he will find on investigation that he has

spoken a true word in jest, and that fin, and wing,

and arm are variations of the same structure.

Bone by bone, muscle by muscle, cell by cell, he

will discover confirmation of his organic pedigree.

He will find in the inner corner of his eye a small

semilunar fold, the remnant of the third inner

eyelid found in sharks and some other vertebrates.

He will find under his skin, in certain parts, layers
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of muscles which some of the lower animals

employ to shake flies off^ their skin. He will find

in the dangerous little death-trap known as the

"appendix" a relic of an organ which was useful

to his vegetarian ancestors. He will find attached

to his spine the remnant of a tail, and occasion-

ally the tail is something more than rudim^entary,

and may be nearly a foot in length. Granville

Harrison removed from a child such a tail, which

moved briskly when the child cried or was excited,

and was drawn up when at rest. Even the

arrangement of the hairs of his body will " give

him away."

And biologists have not been content with such

evidence in the man : they have found evidence

even more startling in the ovum and the embryo.

They point out that man is not only descended

from a little bit of protoplasm, but that the ovum
from which he is developed is just such a little bit

of protoplasm. They point out, further, the very

remarkable, the astounding fact that the embryo

in course of its development recapitulates part of

the biography of the race, that—to use the technical

expression—" Ontogeny is a recapitulation of

phylogeny." This fact is stated by Haeckel as

follows :

—

" The series of forms through which the indi-

vidual organism passes during its development
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from the ovum to the complete bodily structure is

a brief, condensed repetition of the long series of

forms which the animal ancestors of the said

organism, or the ancestral forms of the species, have

passed through from the earliest period of organic

life down to the present day."

" On the strength of the biogenetic law," says

Weissman, " it could also be predicted that man,

in whom it is well known there are twelve pairs

of ribs, would in his earliest youth possess a

thirteenth pair, for the lower mammals have more

numerous ribs, and even our nearest relatives, the

anthropoid apes, the gorilla and chimpanzee, have

a thirteenth rib, though a very small one, and the

siamang has even a fourteenth. This prediction

has been verified by the examination of young

human embryos, in which a small thirteenth rib is

present, though it rapidly disappears."

This seems hardly credible, yet so it seems to

be. We see in the embryo of man the gills of a

fish and the tail of a monkey ; and at a certain

stage of development we cannot distinguish

between the embryo of a man, a lizard, or a fish.

As the embryo grows, however, it develops dis-

tinctive features, and at birth it is indubitably

human, and with little likeness to any of the animal

kingdom except the apes. But the ape, man must

confess as cousin.
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At what date the ape became man it is difficult

to say. For at least three hundred thousand years

man has manufactured flint instruments, and for at

least that period man has had a body distinctively

human. Nevertheless all biologists agree that at

some remote period " Natural selection began to

favour that increase in the size of the brain of

a large and not very powerful semi-erect ape which

eventuated, after some hundreds of thousands of

years, in the breeding out of a being with a re-

latively enormous brain-case, a skilful hand, and

an inveterate tendency to throw stones, flourish

sticks, protect himself in caves, and in general to

defeat aggression and satisfy his natural appetites

by the use of his wits rather than by strength

alone—in which, however, he was not deficient.

Probably this creature had nearly the full size of

brain and every other physical character of modern
man, although he had not as yet stumbled upon

the art of making fire by friction, nor converted

his conventional grunts and groans, his screams,

laughter, and interjections, into a language cor-

responding to (and thenceforth developing) his

power of thought." ^

It is the " relatively enormous brain-case " that

differentiates a man from an ape ; otherwise, as

Huxley affirmed, " whatever systems of the organs

^ Ray Lankester, The Kingdom of Man.
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we take, the comparison of their modifications in

the series of apes leads to the same result : that

the anatomical differences that separate man from

the gorilla and chimpanzee are not so great as

those that separate the gorilla from the lower apes."

When we compare the skeleton of a man with the

skeleton of the so-called anthropoid apes we find

a startling similarity. Except for the length of

the arms and the size of the hands, the skeleton

of the gibbon might pass for the skeleton of a man.

In every instance, however, the brain-case is a

differentiating feature ; and even if we take the

least type of human skull at present known and

the highest type of ape-skull known, between the

two there is great disparity.

Still, our brain-cases will not save us, for transi-

tional forms of skull between monkey and man
have been discovered. The most famous of these

transitional skulls is the fossil skull discovered by

a military surgeon in Java. This skull is supposed

to have belonged to an erect ape-man—the kind

of creature from which man is believed by most

biologists to be directly descended.

It must be understood that man is not supposed

to be descended directly from any of the anthropoid

apes at present existent : he and the anthropoid

apes are merely cousins ; he and they are supposed

to be branches of a common stem ; and the skull
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in the stem form is supposed to have had such a

formation and capacity as this Javanese fossil skull.

If the theory of the biologists be correct, the

gibbon, the orang, the chimpanzee, the gorilla, and

man can all regard this skull as the skull of a near

relation.

But, after all, brain-cases are not so important

as brains, and perhaps in brains we may find a denial

of our ape ancestry.

Alas ! our brains are also the brains of an ape.

The brains of the anthropoid apes exactly resemble

the brains of a man. They have the same fissures,

the same convolutions, the same lobes, and, so far

as can be determined, the same functional areas.

There is nothing in the brain of a Shakespeare

that cannot be found in the brain of a baboon.

Professor Huxley states :

—

" As to the convolutions, the brains of the apes

exhibit every stage of progress from the almost

smooth brain of the marmoset to the orang and

chimpanzee, which fall but little below man. And
it is most remarkable that as soon as all the

principal sulci (fissures) appear, the pattern accord-

ing to which they are arranged is identical with

that of the corresponding sulci of man .... So

far as cerebral structure goes, therefore, it is clear

that man differs less from the chimpanzee and

orang than these do even from the monkeys, and
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that the difference between the brain of the chim-

panzee and of the man is almost insignificant

when compared with that between the chimpanzee

brain and that of a lemur."

" I confess," says Agassiz, " I could not say in

what the mental faculties of a child differ from

those of a young chimpanzee."

Science therefore affirms that man is descended

from a little particle of protoplasm, and that the

orang, the gibbon, the chimpanzee, and the gorilla

are his cousins.

"• There was an ape in the days that were earlier,

Centuries passed and his hair became curlier.

Centuries more to his thumb gave a twist.

Then he was man and a Positivist."



CHAPTER XVII

SOME THOUGHTS ON THE EVOLUTIONARY THEORY
OF THE ORIGIN OF MAN FROM MATTER

No conception in the vast universe of thought can

have more intellectual and imaginative value than

the evolutionary hypothesis. It is so colossal in

its scope that it dwarfs the sun, yet so meticulous

in its regard that it aligns the infinite with the in-

finitesimal. It calls a cloud of witnesses from all

ages and from all spheres. Its scroll is space, its

alphabet the orbits of the stars, its syllables the

solar system. It exalts and it debases : it sur-

mises man's beginnings in a fire-mist, and surprises

his endings in a monkey. In its cosmic premises

it is superb, in its biological conclusions humiliating.

Yet it is always magnificent. What could be more
magnificent than the vision of the condensation

of the suns and the blossoming of the planets ?

Can we not imagine the hot earth spinning, and

glowing, and hissing, and steaming ? With what

wonder must we watch the first crude crawling life

^93 13
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in the warm silt of the circumpolar seas, and the

gradual apparition of reptiles and roses ! With

what amazement must we decipher in the embryo

of man the bold signatures of man's ancestry !

The conception is so colossal as to be almost

incredible, yet so correlated and so corroborated

as to be almost irresistible.

Yet though the conception is so wonderful and

so wide, it is rejected by many and feared by many

as a base and unprofitable creed. To certain timid

minds there is something profane in the idea of the

evolution of matter. Yet where is the profanity ?

Where is the cause of fear ? Why, the theory is

not even new ; it is as old as philosophy. Many
an old Greek philosopher cried, " Give me matter

and I will make the world." Thales realised that

everything was always becoming something else,

and found the beginning of all things in water.

Heraclitus also discerned the evolution of things,

and chose fire as the origin of the world. Anaxi-

mander taught that there was " one eternal inde-

structible substance out of which everything arises,

and into which everything once more returns," and

that " things arose by separation from a universal

mixture of all " (quite Spencer's definition of

evolution as the production of heterogeneity from

homogeneity), and he even guessed that man began

in muddy water as a fish. What would he have
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thought had he seen the gills in the human
embryo ! Still more precisely, and with an

apparent prescience of the modern doctrine of cor-

puscles, Anaxagoras declared :
" Together were all

things infinite in number and smallness ; nothing

was distinguishable. Before they were sorted,

while all was together, there was no quality notice-

able." The Arabic and Jewish philosophers of

the Middle Ages—Avempace, Abubacer, Maimon-
ides—also believed in the evolution of the organic

from the inorganic.

And we find that the bravest minds of more

modern times discerned and preached the divinity

of matter. The brave Bruno, who was burned at

the stake for asserting the horrible heresy that the

earth went round the sun, declared that matter

was not " that mere empty capacity which philoso-

phers have pictured her to be, but the universal

mother who brings forth all things as the fruit of

her own womb." And Newton, penetrating more
deeply into the mystery of matter, saw the possi-

bilities of the atom, and wrote in his Principia :

—

" Many circumstances lead me to suspect that

all the phenomena (of Nature) may depend upon
certain forces, in virtue of which the particles of

bodies, by causes not yet known, are mutually

repelled against one another, and cohere into

regular figures, and recede from each other, which
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forces being unknown, philosophers have as yet

explored nature in vain."

So Bruno and Newton ; and what they have

held, why fear we to believe ? We shall not be

burnt nowadays if we use our reason ; and we need

not take alarm at the term " materialist " in the

mawkish mouths of the unimaginative.

We may be " dust of a weary satellite of a dying

sun," but when we know the seething secret of

the dust—when we know the infinite force it

conceals—when we know that each atom is a

miniature solar system, with a central sun and

revolving planets—then surely, without profanity,

we may recognise that matter is mother of man,

and mother, even, of the soul of man.

Matter is the miracle of miracles, the most

^mystical of all things mystical. ^

Now, is this not thaumaturgy ? We put the solar

systems called hydrogen beside the solar systems

known as oxygen, and we send a spark through

them, and the planets of the two systems combine

their two mazy orbits ; and behold, where these

were two gases is now the wonderful fluid we call

water. Oxygen, which is the father of flame, has

become the flame-extinguisher, or, as Samuel Laing

picturesquely puts it, " In his nature war-paint

oxygen is a furious savage ; with a hydrogen atom

in each hand he is a polished gentleman," How-
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ever we put it, it is a miracle ; and from whatever

standpoint we regard an atom, an atom is a

wonder-worker.

As we have mentioned, a single atom may have

some hundreds of thousands of corpuscles spinning

and gyrating—flashing round their orbits at the

rate of thousands of miles a second—while in the

immense molecules of living protoplasm there

must be millions of such solar systems. Dr
C. W. Saleeby compares the molecule of haemo-

globin (the colouring matter of the blood) to a

star-cluster such as the Pleiades—each sun in the

cluster with thousands of satellites. If there is

to be any material basis of life at all, could there

be a more magnificent and mysterious mechanism .''

Little wonder that God can make souls when his clay

is star-clusters I .-

Verily, we lose no sense of awe, no sense of

reverence, when we conceive of man as a product

of the atoms, and when we perceive in matter

" the promise and the potency of all terrestrial

life." Nay, see ; .the atoms dance and throb in the

very beard and bones of Death, and in the presence

of such infinite, incorrigible energy our faith in

immortality is surely strengthened. What matter

rigid jaw and stiffened fingers ? The energy that

once made the living soul is still prodigious in the

disintegrating atoms. Can we believe that the
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intricate, complicated, infinite energy that bound
solar systems into a thinking brain can become as

nought ? Even in a corpse " the intense atom

glows," and in eternal energy there is surely

promise of immortality.

And if, in face of these considerations, there

still be some who think matter a mean and mortal

mother, we may point out that nothing more

spiritual than matter can be conceived ; for science

has followed where great philosophic thinkers long

ago led, and has come to the conclusion that matter

is really energy and nothing more—the Energy,

if we will, of the Spirit in whom we live and move
and have our being—the Power

"Which wields the world with never wearied love.

Sustains it from beneath and kindles it above."

The corpuscles of the atom have been proved

to be nothing but electricity ; and electricity, like

light and heat, is nothing but waves of ether.

Matter, which seems so heavy and gross, is only

waves of ether. And what is ether ? What are

these ripples known as heat, light, electricity,

matter ? Ether is nothing save force ; it is no

more solid than a symbol, no heavier than an

hypothesis. We assume something as a medium
for the propagation of waves, even as we formerly

assumed a substance in which the properties of
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matter inhered ; but this something is immaterial.

According to theory, it is imponderable, and yet

more rigid than steel ; and though more rigid than

steel, the planets pass through it without friction.

We cannot weigh ether, we cannot see it, we cannot

conceive it ; and when we analyse matter into ether

waves we dematerialise it ; we prove that the tactile,

and visual, and muscular, and other sensations

which give rise to the phenomena matter are pro-

ducts of force, and that when the force is altered or

abolished the phenomenon is altered or abolished too.

Immaterial energy may seem inconceivable, but

nevertheless it is a scientific fact, and it seems in-

conceivable, simply because the forces with which

we are most familiar are forces in material form^

and because we have believed, despite Berkeley,

that the properties of matter are substantial—that

there is something besides the sensations it implies,

something in which the properties inhere. But

matter is only an idea^ caused by tactile, and visual,

and muscular sensations produced by force. It

is not something called matter or the substance

of matter that makes us see black or white, or

feel heat or cold ; on the contrary, it is these as-

sociated subjective sensations that cause the idea

" matter," and these sensations, again, are caused by

force, and may be altered by altering the direction

or velocity of the forces.
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This is nothing new. Long ago the great

thinkers concluded that the properties of matter,

weight, colour, temperature, etc. had no existence

apart from the thinking mind, and all that new
scientific discovery has done is to give scientific

proof of this philosophic thesis, and to show that

the hypothetical " substance " of matter has no

existence. It has shown this by analysing matter

into ether waves, i.e. into imponderable forces.

It has shown this by showing that all the qualities

of so-called matter are the product, in the mind,

of forms of immaterial force— that matter is

nothing apart from force, and changes in all its

characters as the force changes its form. Water,

steam, ice are not different forms of one substance,

but interchangeable forms of energy. Every

quality of every kind of matter—its colour, its

temperature, even its weight—may be removed by

varying, by ordinary physical processes, the direc-

tions, and velocity, and quantity of so-called inter-

atomic and intra-atomic energy. When the metal

gold combines with the metal chlorine to form a

colourless liquid, where are the substances ? It is

nonsense to say that the gold is still there, that

the chlorine is still there ; they are not there
;

they vanished when the forces which constituted

them—which produced their mental apparition

—

were altered and dissociated, and a quite new
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" matter " has arisen from the redisposition of

force.

Matter, then, is force, and nothing but force

—

nothing but mental effects of a certain kind, pro-

duced by forces which are neither visible nor pon-

derable. All the whirling worlds, all the dancing

atoms, are merely our subjective projections of

various forms of force impinging upon us.

Matter may be quite well pictured as vacuity

bounded by force. " Immaterial as the ether

seems to be," wrote Karl Pearson, " we might even

suggest the possibiHty that an atom is "a small

portion of space in which there is no ether, or, in

other words, void of anything, even the immaterial

ether. A theory which supposes the boundaries

of these voids to be endowed with a certain

amount of energy will indeed account for some of

the phenomena of gravitation and cohesion. I

only refer to this theory as showing how delusive

may be the popular conceptions of matter ; what

we term the atom, the ultimate basis of matter,

may be the negation of all that is currently called

material."

And if we be asked what is meant by force,

the spiritual position brightens. Force, in its

ultimate analysis, is conscious motion resulting in new

conscious experience. We raise a finger and press

it on the eye : the conscious movement is followed
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by a sensation in the eye, and we say we have

applied force. The two factors, conscious move-

ment and a new conscious phenomenon, are essential

to the concept force. When we talk of blind, un-

conscious force, we are guilty of a contradiction

in terms ; force necessarily connotes conscious

movement. We cannot empty the idea of force

of its psychical significance. The term and the

idea are derived from our own conscious action.

The moment we identify matter with force, we

identify it with Conscious Will and Conscious

Being. There is no way out of it. What was

formerly called the substance of matter is now

known to be Force ; and the Force is recognised

to be the Soul or Will of God.
" I consider," says Schopenhauer, " every natural

force as a will [i.e. conscious will]. Will is essenti-

ally identical with all the forces which act in Nature,

the various manifestations of which belong to the

species of which Will is the genus. It is the

direct consciousness which we have of Will which

alone conducts us to the indirect Knowledge of

the other forces."

"In that peculiar mental sensation," says Sir

John Herschell, " clear to the apprehension of every-

one who has ever performed a voluntary act, which

is present at the instant when the determination

to do a thing is carried out into the act of doing
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it (a sensation which, in default of a term more

specifically appropriated to it, we may call that of

effort)^ we have a consciousness of immediate and

personal causation which cannot be disputed or

ignored ; and when we see the same kind of an act

performed by another, we never hesitate in assum-

ing for him that consciousness which we recog-

nise in ourselves .... in every such change

[change occurring in material substance] we recog-

nise the action of Force. And in the only case in

which we are admitted into any personal know-

ledge of the origin of force, we find it connected

(possibly by intermediate links, untraceable by

our faculties, but yet indisputably connected) with

volition, and by inevitable consequence with motive^

with intellect^ and with all those attributes of mind

in which personality consists."

' The grip of the atoms is the grip of the great

Hand of God. Matter is not " an unintelligible

turbulence in an inconceivable ether," it is the

manifestation in force of the Universal Spirit

" Whose dwelling is the light of setting suns.

And the round ocean, and the living air,

And the blue sky, and in the mind of man."
J*

" The ether means, perhaps," says Fourier,

" the all-embracing, all-connecting soul of the

XJniverse."
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This may seem mysticism, but every scientific

thinker must become a mystic. As the great

spiritual teacher Huxley averred :
" The honest

and rigorous following up of the argument which

leads us to materialism inevitably carries us beyond it^

The ultimates of science must be interpreted in

terms of philosophy, and the whole revelation

and gospel of matter may be summed up thus :

All the phenomena of matter are ideas, and the

ideas in aggregate produce the idea " Causal Force,''

which, again, gives rise both to the idea and

emotion, God, even as sensation heat in excess

gives rise to the sensation pain.

But it may be said, this force is not eternal.

The grip of God relaxes ; the atom decays ; the

force becomes ripples ; the ripples die away into

motionless ether, which is cosmic death.
^

" The vibrations of ether," according to Le Bon,
" represent the last stage of the dematerialisation

of matter, the one preceding its final disappearance.

After these ephemeral vibrations the ether returns

to its repose, and matter has definitely disappeared.

It has returned to the primitive ether .... as it

emerged in the far-ofF ages when the first traces

of our universe were outlined on the chaos."

To return to the primitive ether is just, as we

have seen, a way of saying the force ceases. But

does force ever cease ? We have no reason to
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believe so. Complete cessation of force is incred-

ible. Force is not abolished, it is merely redistri-

buted. God does not die ; He is " the same

yesterday, and to-day, and for ever." Behind the

force is the Conscious Will, but even its manifes-

tations in the phenomena of matter seem eternal.

Let us see what the mighty mind of Herbert

Spencer thought on the subject. In a magnificent

passage he says :

—

"This rhythm of evolution and dissolution,

completing itself during short periods in small

aggregates, and in the vast aggregates distributed

through space completing itself in periods which

are immeasurable by human thought, is, so far as

we can see, universal and eternal, each alternating

phase of the process predominating, now in this

region of space and now in that, as local conditions

determine. All these phenomena, from their great

features even to their minutest details, are natural

results of the persistence of force under the forms

of matter and motion. Given these as distributed

through space, and their quantities being unchange-

able either by increase or decrease, there inevitably

result the continuous redistribution distinguishable

as evolution and dissolution, as well as those special

traits above enumerated. That which persists^ un-

changing in quantity^ but ever changing in form^ under

these sensible appearances which the universe presents
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to us, transcends human conception, is an unknown and

unknowable power which we are obliged to recognise

as without limit in space, and without beginning or end

in timer

Evolution and dissolution are merely the systole

and diastole of the Heart of God.

And we ?

We are the tides, fast and slow,

Bitter and sweet

;

We are the tides that come and go.

Ebb and flow.

Throb and beat.

In the Godhead's every vein.

Hands and feet

And body and brain.

The creed may be Pantheism : what creed dare

be other than Pantheistic } " If I ascend up into

heaven, Thou art there ; if I make my bed in hell,

behold. Thou art there. If I take the wings of

the morning, and dwell in the uttermost parts of

the sea ; even there shall Thy hand lead me, and

Thy right hand shall hold me." And Pantheism

may be as personal as love, and as full of emo-

tional value as the Universe it dematerialises and

spiritualises.

" Mortals," said Xenophanes of Colophon,

" think that the gods are born as they are, and

have senses, and a voice and body like their own.

So the Ethiopians make their gods black and snub-
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nosed ; the Thracians give theirs red hair and blue

eyes."

But to Science " there is one God, the greatest

among gods and men, unlike mortals both in mind
and body."

/ The God of Science speaks in the thunder and

smiles in the sunshine. He is so great that the

stars eddy round his feet not ankle-high, yet so

loving that He makes roses and sunsets for the

human heart. »

All ideas give rise to this final, integrating,

emotional idea—God. Nor is the God an un-

known God. If the force of Nature were seen

as oil-engines or watches, our reason would give

birth to a God like a man with engineering and

mechanical talents. But the God that Science

knows is not born of the reason, but is a direct

product of the Consciousness, and coloured with

all the emotional value of the universe which

causes the Idea. Even as certain forces result in

the concept matter, so the result of all the forces

which constitute conscious life result in the

concept God. The substance of the Schoolmen,

the noumenon, the Ding an sich of the German
Philosophers, the points offorce of Boscovitch, the

ether of the modern physicist, can also be conceived
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as Power, and conceived emotionally as a conscious

Power, as the Power that makes Beauty and Love

—

what can it lead to but to that great causal concept,

God?
No instinct is stronger than the instinct to

attribute cause ; and matter is simply a causal

concept, produced by forces which act on us and

give rise to sensation. Matter, as Schopenhauer

saw, is " pure causality," merely the Cause of the

actual ; and when we consider the One Cause of all

consciousness we reach the conception, God.

Self-consciousness, so-called, thus becomes God-

consciousness, or Sense of God ; and the more

vivid and varied the phenomena of consciousness,

the more intense and alive the great connecting

Idea^ God.

In the lower consciousnesses of animals no idea

" matter " is produced by the associated qualities,

hard or soft, white or black, cold or hot, etc.
;

matter, as an idea, belongs to the higher functions

of the mind. And so, in lesser consciousnesses of

man, the idea matter does not connote conscious

force, and does not lead to the idea, God. But as

the brain develops, men will more and more find

the divine emerge from the material. " By the aid

of philosophy, by the aid of poetry," writes Sir

Oliver Lodge, " a great deal can be accomplished.

Mind and matter may be then no longer two but
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one ; this material universe may then become the

living garment of God
;

gross matter may be

regarded as a mere inference, a mode of appre-

hending an idealistic cosmic reality, in which we
live and move and have our being ; the whole of

existence can become infused and suffused with

immanent Deity."

The greatest achievement of modern science has

been its analysis of matter into force—its proof

that when the qualities of matter, colour, heat,

weight, which are admitted to be subjective, are

removed, there is nothing left save the immaterial

activating cause which the mind demands, and

which must be at least as multipotent as the

multiplicity of its products. Schelling declares :

" It is merely a delusion of the imagination that

after man has stripped an object of all its predicates,

yet something, he knows not what, remains be-

hind." Nothing remains behind except the idea

cause^ and this idea is exactly of the same nature as

the idea of a fellow-being's personality.

The great Berkeley taught this long ago.

" If," he writes, " we follow the light of reason,

we shall, from the constant uniform method of our

sensations, collect the goodness and wisdom of the

Spirit who excites them in our minds ; but this is

all that I can see reasonably concluded from thence.

To me, I say, it is evident that the being of a

14
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Spirit infinitely wise, and good, and powerful is

abundantly sufficient to explain all the appearances

of nature ; but as for inert senseless matter^ nothing

that I perceive has the least connection with it, or

leads to thoughts of it." . ..." It is plain, phi-

losophers amuse themselves in vain when they

inquire for any natural efficient cause distinct from

a mind ox spirit^ .... "Thus it is plain we do

not see a man— if by man is meant that which

lives, moves, perceives, and thinks as we do

—

but

only such a certain collection of ideas as direct us

to think there is a distinct principle of thought

and motion like to ourselves, accompanying and

represented by it. And after the same manner we

see God : all the difference is that whereas some

one finite and narrow assemblage of ideas denotes

a particular human mind whithersoever we direct

our view, we do at all times and in all places

perceive by sense, being a sign or effect of the

power of God ; as is our perception of these very

motions which are produced by men."

Spinoza, too, realised that the eternal substance

of all things was God, and that the seen, and felt,

and imagined universe merely presents us with an

infinite number of finite aspects of the infinite

whole. In each case he considered the cause to

be the eternal energy of the whole being. " It is

possible," he wrote, " for the mind to secure that
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all the affections of the body or the images of

things shall be referred to the idea of God."

And what is all this but Plato's :
" You judge

that I have a reasonable soul because you perceive

order in my words and actions. Judge, then, by

a parity of reasoning, from your observation of

the order and regularity of this world, that it is

activated by a soul supremely intelligent"—what is

it all but the still older doctrine of Upanishad of

the Veda, " Hae omnes creaturae in totum ego

sum, and praeter me aliud ens non est " ?

The deep-rooted instinct to find unity in

multiplicity, and identity in diversity, is nothing

more than the instinct groping for the idea of

God. The tendency to ascribe mind or will to

matter is nothing more than the discernment of

intelligent purpose in the mechanics of the universe.

Looked at even in its more popular aspect as

an objective entity, or as objective entities, still

matter demands mind and force to account for its

behaviour. If a table turn without visible cause,

the superstitious exclaim " Lo, a spirit !
" And

when the table is shown to be turning in every

atom—when every molecule is shown to be

thronged with spinning corpuscles that put table-

turning quite in the shade—how are we to dis-

believe in spirit then ? It is idle to say that

motion is as natural as rest : the mind refuses to
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believe that the complex series of motions that

make and maintain a table or a brain are inde-

pendent of conscious instigation and conscious

guidance. If a face should grow out of clay

without any visible hand moulding it, we would

say it must have been moulded by spiritual power
;

and when, in the womb, atoms of carbon, and

hydrogen, and oxygen, and nitrogen run together

in such a way that, as Huxley says, " we are

forcibly reminded of a modeller in clay," surely

we must recognise a conscious purposive hand.

Tyndall talks of " the exquisite sense of the

beautiful displayed by nature in the formation of

a common block of ice."

" All these operations " (of the atoms), says

Le Bon, " so precise, so admirably adapted to one

purpose, are directed by forces of which we have no

conception, which act exactly as if they possessed

a power of clairvoyance very superior to reason.

What they accomplish every moment of our

existence is far above what can be realised by the

most advanced science."

If an amoeba suddenly grew into a man, what a

miracle it would seem ! And when the micro-

scopic ovum becomes an infant it is surely a

miracle quite as wonderful, and we are surely

constrained to believe in a conscious directive

force.
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(^ It is often assumed that the atomic theory has

divested nature of its mystery, and has reduced

natural and evolutionary processes to the level of

ordinary mechanics. But this is not so. The
atomic theory doubles the mystery and the

wonder of life. Any artist might mould a bird

or beast of clay, but where is the artist who
could make so much as a little finger-nail or a

single eyelash out of the dancing molecules ^ And
yet continually this miracle is wrought. The
molecules I take for dinner, the molecules I un-

consciously breathe, will find their way to the little

finger-nail or eyelash, and will take there their

appointed places ; indeed, by molecular mobilisation,

the whole body is built up from the ovum.

( Let us consider even such a minor wonder as a

hen's egg. In the egg are quadrillions of mole-

cules, arranged as the white and the yolk. In this

shape they maintain their molecular integrity and

molecular motion for some time, but let some
tiny germ of putrefaction enter the egg and they

go all to pieces. On the other hand, let the egg

be subjected to gentle warmth, i.e. let certain waves

of ether beat upon the molecules and a few atoms

of oxygen have access to them, and lo and behold !

these millions and millions of molecules change their

structure and change their position, and become the

tissues and organs, the beak and heart, and eyes
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and feathers of a bird. The arrangements, the

collocations, the permutations and combinations of

these millions of atoms and molecules must be

infinite
;
yet every single one must go to its right

place, for eventually every one is used, and rightly

used, and the very same atoms which made the

soft, structureless egg are now built up into a bird.

Were one to take every letter in Shakespeare's

works and jumble them together and shut them

into an eggshell, and were one to find that when

subjected to a gentle heat the letters arranged them-

selves into Plays and Sonnets, the result would not

be in the least more wonderful than the formation

of a chick. Consider what precise proportions of

the atoms must have been contained in the egg to

finish the finest tip of the finest feather. Consider

that there were in the original egg atoms of carbon,

and hydrogen, and oxygen, and nitrogen, and iron,

and calcium, and sulphur, and phosphorus, and

sodium, and potassium, and that all these had to

go to their places in new combinations, with no

more guidance than the heat from a hen's bosom.

Consider even the grosser complexity of a chick

—

a complexity simple compared with the molecular

combinations—its veins, and arteries, and nerves,

and retinae, and ears, and bones—and how all of

these had to be accurately estimated and pre-

ordained in atoms. Consider these things, and we
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will see that the atomic theory has merely deepened

the mystery of life.

Suppose some mathematical and chemical genius

were able to collect somehow the atoms required to

make a chick (just the same atoms that we find in

lucifer matches, and bread, and butter, and soap,

and such-Hke things), suppose he were to combine

them into the white and yolk of an ^^<g^ is it

conceivable tbat he should give these millions and

millions of molecules and atoms such special

unstable equilibrium, such kinetic potentiality, that

when filliped by heat they should rearrange them-

selves into the intricacies of blood, and bone, and

heart, and lungs ? Would it be possible for the

exact number of A's, and B's, and C's, and commas,

and hyphens, necessary for a book, to be gathered

together into an ^gg before the book was even

conceived ? Perhaps ? But would it be possible

to give the individual letters such dynamical

properties that on the application of heat they

should dance together into words, and sentences,

and paragraphs ? It is inconceivable ! Yet each

blood-cell is as purposive as a word, each pause of

the heart as significant as a comma, each affinity of

a molecule as full of meaning as a hyphen, each

nerve-cell as correlated as a sentence.

And think : (these atoms in the ^gg have been

gathered together in a few hours, and have come
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from all quarters of the earth. Not so long ago

the oxygen may have come on the wings of the

wind from the leaf of a lily, the hydrogen from the

teardrop of a maiden, the carbon from a factory

chimney, the nitrogen from the plains of Chili,

the sulphur from Mount Pelee, and the iron from

a meteorite. And behold, there they all are

collected together by red rivers of blood into an

eggshell, ready to make a chicken ! Think, too
;

the atoms are not merely fastened together, but

fastened together with a certain definite fixity, and

by their meetings and partings give rise to the

special phenomena of life. Verily, " all the king's

horses and all the king's men couldn't put

Humpty Dumpty together again."

What makes the atoms come together into such

form ? Heat ? But how could heat, which is simply

an agitation of the ether by vibrating atoms, effect

such a miracle ? What makes oxygen behave as

oxygen, and carbon as carbon, all the universe over ?

These atoms, as we said, had never met before till

they met in the hen's ovary, and yet, like a dis-

ciplined army, they go through the most compli-

cated manoeuvres without a mistake. And once

together, they act together in the most marvel-

lous way to keep intact the form they have taken.

The neck bends, the beak opens, the throat

swallows, the gizzard crushes, the heart beats,
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and molar and molecular activities work hand

in hand.

So much for a hen's egg ; but even more

wonderful is the growth of the ovum in Placentals

when the molecules are selected hour after hour,

day after day, from the placental blood-stream.

It is marvellous that all these atoms should be

collected in the ovum ; it is marvellous that a little

heat should cause them to form such molecular

combinations, with such wonderful molar and mole-

cular activities ; but it is more marvellous still if

we consider (as we must if we accept the modern

evolutionary hypothesis) that the ovum of a man,

the ovum of a hen, and all other ovums there may
be, are ovums from the mighty loins of a fire-mist,

just as certainly and inevitably as an apple is the

fruit of an apple tree. "All our philosophy," said

Tyndall, " all our poetry, all our science, all our

art—Plato, Shakespeare, Newton, and Raphael

—

are potential in the fires of sun." The orbits of

the electrons in every drop of ink on this page

were predetermined in the nebula.

When we consider the complexity of an atom,

and the myriads of permutations and combinations

through which every atom has passed on itsjourney

through space and time to the brain of a man, we

realise that only the hand of Purpose could have

ever brought it safely there. The evolution of
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the molecules in an eggshell, wonderful though

such evolution may be, is only a moment in their

evolutionary career, and the vis a tergo began as far

back as the nebula, millions and millions of years

ago, and will impel them yet for millions and

millions of years to come.

It is sometimes suggested that chemists will in

time be able to make protoplasm in their labora-

tories. It is quite possible that protoplasm may
be produced ; but the chemist who produces it

will be no more the maker of the protoplasm than

the man who winds up a watch is a watch-maker,

or the man who sows an acorn is an oak-maker, or

than the man who feeds his brain is a brain-maker,

or than Bastian is a microbe-maker. All that

chemists will ever be able to do will be to set

certain molecules at work to collect others. But,

as in chess, it is the opening moves that count
;

and they may never be able to find the openings,

which in the case of Nature were nebulas.



CHAPTER XVIll

WHAT HAS EVOLUTION IN STORE ?

Granted that the world, as we know it, is an

evolutionary product, can we see what evolution

has still in store ?

The moon is dead, just a piece of slag in a

sling, but the world is still alive ; and if modern

physicists are right, it has still millions of years to

live. What is likely to become of it and us,

under conditions more or less like those at present

prevailing ?

The crust of the earth will alter ; continents

and seas may change places ; but our earth is

pretty safe from collisions, and from freezings and

fryings, and will probably lead a sober and orderly

life for many million years. But what will

happen to its flora and fauna ? If, in the past,

man grew from an amoeba, what may amoebas

still produce ? If man has already climbed so

high, how much further will he yet climb ?

According to the doctrine of evolution as com-

219
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monly held, development is the result of germinal

variation and selection. No offspring exactly

resembles its parents, and germinal variations

which favour in the struggle for existence will

survive, and thus the type may change. The
theory that variations due to use and disuse, or

otherwise acquired^ are inheritable, and may lead to

racial variation, is not now held, and only germinal

variations—variations due to peculiarities in the

germ-plasm—are considered to be inheritable,

and to have evolutionary influence.

In considering, then, what the future will bring

forth, we have to consider what germinal varia-

tions may occur, and which of these are likely to

have survival-value. Such a consideration is really

beyond us. We cannot tell what variations are

likely to arise, and we can tell only very roughly

how they would be likely to fare. Who could

guess that an amoeba would evolve into a man
;

and what wonderful possibilities may not birds,

and beetles, and seals, and simians yet hold }

Regarded as an evolutionary product, man owes

his pre-eminence chiefly to favourable variations

in the muscles of his thumb and backbone, and in

the brain-cells in his third left frontal convolution.

An erect position set his forelimbs free ; apposition

of his thumb and forefinger gave him new manual

dexterity ; and the new cells in his brain gave him
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power of speech and of abstract thought. Who
would have imagined that such apparently trivial

variations would have had such momentous conse-

quences ? And who can say what variations may
yet arise to overthrow the dynasty of man ? Per-

chance some new branch of the ape family may
oust man from his kingdom. What possibilities

of favourable variation multitudes of animals may
yet contain we cannot guess.

When, however, we confine our prophecies to

man we are more likely to prophesy rightly. We
know what germinal variations usually occur, and

we know something of their survival-value. And
from a study of man's evolution in the past, and

of his present environments and variations, we can

see how he is likely to evolve in the next epochs.

Within geological periods, man has gradually

arisen to an erect attitude, and he now stands

straight, under the stars. Here, in this respect

—

in this respect so important to the human race

—

evolution has apparently finished. The hand also

seems a perfect instrument, and one can imagine

no marked variation of any organ or part which

would have any marked survival-value. Man's

physical adaptation to his physical environment

seems in many respects almost perfected. Better

than any other animal he is able to endure extremes

of heat and cold. More easily also than any other
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animal can he change his habitat, his food, his

clothing, according to his needs ; and this power

he possesses of choosing and arranging his environ-

ment prevents environment from freely choosing

and arranging and varying him.

Further, the multitudinous and interrelated

nature of his adaptations render improbable the

perpetuation of any single corporeal variation,

and make for the stability of the species. The
chief factors in modern life of much evolutionary

force are microbes and marriage : microbes, as a

selector of obscure variations ; marriage, both as a

producer and selector of variations. These two

factors it is which will make the man of the future,

and their selection probably will not much affect

the present physical type of man.

Let us look first at microbes.

Nature, as we have seen, has brought man's

body so far into correspondence with its environ-

ment that it is difficult to see how it can be much
further evolved ; but in one respect it is certainly

still lacking— it has little or no power to resist

certain microbes of disease ; and probably during

the next few thousand years breeds of men will

be evolved, by the weeding out of the vulnerable,

which will be immune to certain microbic diseases.

Already such a process of immunisation by selec-

tion has commenced. We find, for instance, among
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civilised men much more resistance to tuberculosis

that is found among savage races, and, again, we find

more immunity to malaria among races that have

been for long exposed to it. Why such selection

should favour men rather that microbes has not

been explained. The microbes, which multiply

with enormous rapidity, must also undergo a

process of stringent selection, and one would

think that, century by century, they would become

more vigorous and vicious, but this seems not to

be the case. The reason probably is that the

microbes have not the faculty of variation in so

high a degree as the cells of man ; and it is

probably just for that reason they have remained

microbes, and have not become monkeys or some-

thing. It is interesting to think that the final

selection of men regarded as physical organisms

is being made by these blind, cruel cohorts of

death which seem to regard nothing save cellular

chemistry, and which may pass by the vicious and

the foolish and slay the good and wise. Did not

the bacillus of tuberculosis slay Spinoza, and

Keats, and Chopin, and R. L. Stevenson ; and how

many famous men have died of pneumonia or

typhoid ? It seems a process of selection about as

sensible as might be made by spinning a coin,

and yet no doubt Nature knows what she is about,

and perhaps immunity is correlated with most
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valuable qualities of character in esse or in posse.

Nature seemed very wanton when she engulfed

the great primaeval forests, but she was looking

some hundreds and thousands of years ahead, and

preparing coal .to drive the "Mauretania" across

the Atlantic. Nature never errs in the long-run.

She made man from a shred of the Milky Way,
and she may be trusted to look after the creature

she has made. /

A similar selection is being made by alcohol
;

it has killed off most of the Red Indians, and also

a pretty fair percentage of Englishmen.

When Nature has finished with man's body it

will be exempt from most, if not from all, the

diseases flesh is at present heir to, but the muscle

and bone and nerve changes are not likely to be

great. We have no reason to believe that man's

body has much further capacity for variation,

and less reason still to believe that any muscular

or bone or nerve variations would have much
survival-value.

Let us look next at marriage—a much more im-

portant evolutionary factor.

The germinal variations, then, which are making

mankind are produced by marriage, and can be

perpetuated only by marriage ; and therefore, if we

wish to foresee the future of mankind, we must

give special regard to the marriage both in its
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productive and selective aspects. If we can see

how people are marrying, we can see what posterity-

is likely to be.

Marriage at present, as an evolutionary factor in

civilised countries, is instigated by two broad

motives—love and money. In a broad way, the

former motive is eugenic and the latter dysgenic,

so far, at least, as physical qualities are concerned.

For love in most cases is physical attraction, and

implies, on the average, health ; and selects, on

the average, the physically fit ; whereas money

guarantees only money, and implies that physical

attraction has had only a very subordinate place

in the transaction.

But the situation is not quite so simple as that

;

we must consider the effect of the two motives on

the offspring. The offspring of the love-marriage

will probably have love, and the offspring of the

money-marriage money ; and even granting that

the offspring of the former marriage are the finer

men and women, will not the offspring of the

latter marriage, with all the advantages of money,

be the likelier to survive in the struggle for exist-

ence and to perpetuate their kind, and will not

the very same qualities that made money make
them also succeed in life ? If this be so, then

granting that money-marriages and love-marriages

are about equal in number, the general effect

15

\

\
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might seem dysgenic under modern conditions

of society, since no amount of natural advantages

will remedy the disadvantages of poverty, and

since the very advantages money can bestow will

result in the survival and marriage of an excess

of unfits. But happily this is not so ; the force

that brought us from the fire-mist will not abort

us now in the womb of wealth. The same lack of

courage, and love, and wisdom that makes men
and women slave for money and marry for money

will make them bad fathers and mothers, and in

the majority of instances will mean that their

children, brought up in an ignoble and selfish

atmosphere, will lack the moral stamina to survive

through many generations. Indeed, it is notorious

how many rich men's sons "go to the dogs " even

in the first generation. Further, heirs and heir-

esses are very often the final representatives of a

dying stock, and they rarely have large families.

Given, then, equal numbers of love-marriages

and money-marriages, the likelihood is that the

seed of the former will possess the earth.

Even in face of the present preponderance of

money-marriages there is no need for alarm ; the

worship of Mammon is merely a passing stupidity,

due partially to social and economic conditions

that cannot last ; and evolution is certainly not

likely to be much hampered and hindered by any
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temporary cessation or retrogression due to this

cause, and may even have a wise purpose in it.

We may assume, then, that selection by money
is not likely to continue long, nor to exercise any

permanent effects on the race. On what lines,

then, is matrimonial selection likely to proceed ?

Evolution in man will probably proceed in

future chiefly on mental and moral lines. " The
cosmic evolution of Nature," wrote Kant, " is

continued in the historic development of humanity,

and completed in the moral perfection of the

individual." Already evolution has started the

second chapter of man's development : no longer

is she chiefly concerned with his body, but with his

mind ; and the Eugenic Society, which has started

to improve the human breed, is perhaps both too

late and too previous. It is too late to do muck

for man's body, and too soon to do much for his

higher nature. Too soon, we say, for his higher

nature ; for whither nature would lead him, and to

what goal he should aspire, he hardly yet knows.

Love has been the lever wherewith evolution

has raised mankind, and, so far, has acted chiefly

through the physical attraction of the fit ; but now,

love is assuming new characters and man seems to

be entering on a new course of development. Is

it not the case that in the more highly developed

nations love is growing to mean something more

V
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than mere physical attraction ? Is there not a

mental and spiritual affinity that sometimes irre-

sistibly impels lovers into marriages which may

be physically imperfect, and even reprehensible ?

In the more modern world man's work becomes

less and less muscular, more and more mental,

and his environment less and less material, more

and more spiritual ; and who can say where this

will lead, or where it should lead, and who will

undertake to rule the appetencies of minds and

souls ? Let us check by all means marriages that

will result in physical and mental misery ; but let

us be careful not too easily to admit impediments

to the marriage of true minds. We were not put

into the world merely to propagate, merely to give

nature material to evolve muscle and bone. Surely

the formation of individual and racial character is

the final goal of evolution ; and perchance the

marriage of a Robert Browning and an invalid

poetess is of more value to the world, and to the

world to come, than the marriage of a Hebe and

Hercules, resulting in twenty stupid and sturdy

children.

The drawing together of male and female has

been the mainspring of evolution : it has produced

the germinal physical variations that natural en-

vironment in the widest sense has perpetuated or

rejected. Now, variations for selection are likely
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to be mental, moral, and spiritual, and selection

will be almost entirely sexual selection. So if we

find now that the drawing together of man and

woman is often a matter of subtle mental and

spiritual need and affinity rather than the attraction

of physical fitness, we must recognise that nature

has now almost finished with the body, and is

now beginning the crown of her whole work—the

evolution of the soul—and we must not too readily

interfere. It may be said that, given good, strong

bodies, the mind will evolve. That is untrue.

Mind has its own breeds, and strains, and crosses,

and we know little of their interactions. How
subtly character and character represented in the

germ plasm may affect each other ! What remark-

able variations they may bring forth !

So convinced am I of the eternal value of mind

as compared with body, of the marriage of souls

as compared with the mere propagation of healthy

animals, that I say, if a man and woman love each

other, and are drawn towards each other by the

cravings of character, let no impediments be too

readily admitted. Again, in the words of Kant :

" The cosmic evolution of Nature is continued in

the historic development of humanity, and com-

pleted in the moral perfection of the individual."

Love is the crown and consummation of all things

—the great purpose that throbbed in the fire-

\

\
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mist, and worked through amoeba and monkey

to man.

Nature is much wiser than we are apt to believe.

When an ape with a curious thumb married an

ape with a similar deformity, the whole ape

community were no doubt scandalised, and talked

of preventive legislation and so forth ; and yet,

look what the thumb has meant. When man and

woman nowadays are blind to all the beauty of

love, and marry for financial reasons, the wiser of

us with hearts and heads are shocked ; and yet

perhaps nature is using lust-for-gold to kill off

morally unsound stock. And when Angelina

marries Edwin for reasons which no mortal can

discover, there is no doubt nature has reasons, and

good reasons too.

The physical basis of mind and character is so

complex and so obscure that it is almost impossible

to foresee what will be the character of the off-

spring of any two parents, and quite impossible to

improve the race by serial increments of desirable

traits. Who imagines that by carefully assorted

marriage or by any method of stirpiculture he

could produce a Newton, or a Kelvin, or a

Shakespeare, or a Tennyson, or a Caesar, or a

Heraclitus ! What may be a virtue, too, in the

parents may become a vice in the offspring.

Prudence may reappear as timidity, courage as

//
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recklessness, love as lust. There are only thin

partitions, after all, between a virtue and a vice.

Moreover, even if character could be bred as

speed is bred in horses, who shall say what

character it is best to produce ? The best is the

fittest for its environment ; and while the character

of a Kitchener may do very well in Khartoum, it

might not do so well in the City Temple ; and

while the character of a bishop may look very well

in gaiters, it might not look so well in gold-

braided uniform. Again, ideals of character vary

with race : the Celtic and Anglo-Saxon ideals are

very different,—each no doubt, like other things,

the result of germinal variation and of natural

selection.

On the whole, then, it will be best to leave the

evolution of character in the hands of sex.

But can we not perceive in a general way what

type of character is likely to be evolved—what

type of character has survival-value ? Only very

vaguely. The mutual choice of male and female

has evolved the animal world, but hitherto it

has worked mainly through physical attraction
;

character^ as a dominant determinant, is a compara-

tively new factor ; and the material with which it

has to work is so infinitely various and variable

that it is almost impossible to discover either the

rules that regulate the choice or the result of the
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selection. In most cases the choice seems purely-

personal, and the result fortuitous.

Still, in a very general way, we can see that the

elements that enter, whether consciously or un-

consciously, into sexual selection are twofold, and

vary in the sexes. In a very general way we can

foresee, too, that the woman of the future is likely

to choose the man for strength of mind, even as

she formerly chose him for strength of body ; and

the man to choose the woman for beauty of mind,

even as he formerly chose her for beauty of body.

Indeed, in many cases now the attraction of money

is, on the one side, the attraction of strength
;

and, on the other hand, the attraction of beauty
;

for, on the one hand, the woman attributes to the

man the power which exists only in his money, and,

on the other hand, the man attributes to the woman
the beauty due really to her golden setting. Both

illusions originate in stupidity, and they often end

in the Divorce Court.

It may be objected that the terms "strength"

and "beauty" are rather vague; but it is impos-

sible to define features of character otherwise than

vaguely, and the terms probably indicate definitely

enough what may be called the negative and positive

electricities of sexual attraction in the future. A
man who has intellectual grip and wide mental

horizons—a man who does good work with his

f
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mind and who has a virile outlook on the universe

—

will be more likely to mate (in future centuries at

least) than will a man who has merely a successful

business or a coronet. A woman who has a

beautiful womanly mind will be more attractive to

men than any strong-minded advocate of woman's

rights. And probably mating on such principles

of selection will result in a general elevation of the

mental and moral qualities of the race, and in an

increase of its capacity for happiness, till man a

million years hence will be to man of the present

day as man of the present day is to a monkey.

The progeny of marriage determined merely or

chiefly by physical qualities of strength and beauty

cannot survive under modern conditions. We
have in the aristocracy of England an example of

such unfitness to survive. The aristocracy have

beauty and physique, and probably physical energy

superior to the beauty and physique and energy

of the middle and lower classes, but they have

not the qualities of mind fit to survive in modern

environment ; and though their doom may be

averted for a time by the dollars of American heir-

esses, yet unless the dollars also bring new brains,

the aristocracy, as a race, are doomed to die out.

The future is certain to be a future of brains, and

probably of brains leavened with imaginative and

emotional qualities, and with the great quality love.
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In the past, the environment that evolved man
was wild beasts, then intertribal and international

wars. In future it will be chiefly character in its

relationship to marriage ; and since women are in

the majority, it will be chiefly man's sexual predilec-

tions with respect of womanly character that will

determine the race. Where sexual selection is in

abeyance—where, for instance, the community is

small, or where matrimony is due merely to house-

keeping considerations, or where the men out-

number the women—racial degeneration frequently

follows. The larger the proportion of unmarried

women, the more stringent the selection and the

more rapid the evolution.

The difficulty in foreseeing the intellectual and

social future of the race is greatly increased by the

fact that many unforeseen psychical variations may
arise, and by the fact that even actual variations

are not always at once manifest. The mental and

moral difference between man and man is very

much greater than any physical difference, and may
be infinitely deepened by a very small physical

variation. The bodily difference between a

Hottentot and a Tennyson is small, the difference

in character and intellect very great. Moreover,

the mental difference is probably much greater

than it appears. We know that a few cells in the

third left frontal convolution give man his great
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gift of speech ; we know that a slight difference in

physical conditions during sleep causes an enormous

difference in the mental functions ; we know that

a few drops of morphia in the blood completely

alters a man's character ; and knowing these things,

it is impossible to doubt that the difference (which

undoubtedly subsisted) in the number and arrange-

ment of the brain-cells in different individuals

must mean very great differences in their mental

processes, and in their apprehension of the so-

called objective world. A considerable percentage

of the population are colour-blind, and it is prob-

able that perception of some of the colours has

been acquired in comparatively recent years.

Henry James, the great American psychologist,

says : "The Object which the numerous inpouring

currents of the baby bring to his consciousness is

one big, blooming, buzzing Confusion. That

confusion is the baby's universe. ..." And
there can be no doubt that there are many big

babies in the world, and that most of us are babies

compared with great minds. It is probably hardly

an exaggeration to say that there is not one world,

but as many worlds as there are minds.

The difference, then, between man and man and

woman and woman is very great, and there is great

scope for selective evolution, and great possibility

for further differentiation. It is possible, almost
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likely, that in a few more thousands of years we
shall not only be able to make and break atoms at

will, but that we shall have new faculties and

senses—perhaps an electric sense, for instance. It

may be noted that the world, as we know it, seems

purely a matter of waves. As the writer of

Confessio Medici remarks :
" The tint of walls, the

pattern of the carpet, the warmth of the fire, the

sound of my voice, the fragrance of your smoking,

the sight of your faces—all are waves of which I

know nothing, agitating an invisible something of

which I know less than nothing." And yet the

waves that make the world—the waves of ether

and the waves of air—are very few in number,

and there are many other waves—the ultra-violet

and infra-red, for instance—of which we know
nothing. Surely there is at least some likelihood

that our octaves of sight and sound may be

extended. There seems little doubt that even the

insects and flowers have senses and faculties that

we do not yet possess.

One fact seems to the writer particularly sug-

gestive. Perhaps the most characteristic physical

features of man are his prominent frontal lobes.

These lobes are always considered the seat of the

higher mental faculties, and yet there seems no

doubt that various parts of these are still quite

functionless and unused. Cases have been known
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where large parts of the lobes have been lost

without the least effect on the patient's body or

mind. In a Lumleian lecture, Dr Baddeley quotes

the case of a boy who lost a portion of his brain

through a fissure in his skull caused by violent

injury, and who was so little affected that he

earnestly requested that the part of his brains

might be sent to his schoolmaster, who had often

asserted that he had no brains.

The Anthropological Review also gives the follow-

ing instances of brain injury without correspond-

ing mental injury. "A young man at Ghent
lost by a pistol-shot two teacupsful of brain,

and more at subsequent dressings. He lived for

two years with his intellect vastly improved,

having been before of limited intelligence."

Paroisse {Opuscules de Chirurgie^ Paris, 1806)

received, after the battle of Landrecies, in the

hospital at Soissons, twenty-two wounded soldiers.

In all of them a considerable portion of the

cranium, integuments, and brain had been cleanly

cut off in battle by sharp swords. All of them
marched, with their wounds, thirty-five leagues,

about five leagues a day, to the hospital. Ten of

these soldiers, in whom the loss of bone, integu-

ment, and brain was less, recovered completely

within six or seven weeks. The remaining twelve

were carried off in about three weeks. In none
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of these were the intellectual faculties much
disturbed.

Many other similar instances might be cited.

It is therefore certain that a considerable part of

the brain is not essential either to thought or to

organic life, and it is quite legitimate to infer that

these parts are rudimentary and in process of

evolution, and that the day will come (as it has

come in the case of other rudimentary structures)

when they will play an important part in the

conscious life of the individual. Perhaps, then,

ether-waves, of which we have now no cognisance,

may be more to us than even waves of light and

sound. Perhaps we shall discover space peopled

with intangible presences. Perhaps we shall be able

to communicate thought direct from brain to brain.

Seeing what the brain already can do, seeing how

few cells may give origin to most wonderful

faculties, we have a right to be sanguine about

the possibilities of the future. To the brain all

things are possible, for it is the instrument of

God, played upon by an infinite variety of forces,

and giving rise, according to its constitution, to

very different tunes. The same forces which,

acting upon a sane brain, produce a rose in the

consciousness, may, acting upon an insane brain,

produce a demon ; and what they may produce in

the brain of a bettle, or a cat, or dog, who can say ?
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Certainly what is a rose to us is something very

different through different eyes and in different

brains.

To sum up, then, the future evolution of man
will be, on the objective side, evolution of brain,

and on the subjective side, evolution of character
;

and this evolution will be guided and conditioned

not by the exigencies of physical environment so

much as by sexual selection of mental and spiritual

variations. The evolution will probably result

in an accentuation of those qualities commonly
distinguished as womanly and manly, by the

development of mental powers, and possibly by

the acquisition of quite new faculties ; and it is

quite possible that ultimately races of men may
be produced as divergent in mental and moral

characteristics as man and monkey.



CHAPTER XIX

IS SERIAL ORGANIC EVOLUTION PROVEN ?

So far, we have dealt with evolution as a chose

jugee ; but now let us ask the question, " Is

organic evolution of species really proven ?
" Must

we accept such evolution up a series as a fact in

science and philosophy ?

Evolution is not proven. The question is still

open. It has not been really proved that we came

from a fire-mist, and that we are cousins of the

monkey ; and organic evolution is merely a great,

plausible, and unifying hypothesis.

That different species have structural and

functional similarities, and that different species

vary within wide limits, is quite certain ; but that

all the species of animals and plants in the world

have risen from a primitive piece of protoplasm is

very doubtful ; and if they have so risen, it is also

very doubtful if they can have arisen by a selection

of more or less tentative variations^ by one or all of

the various agencies suggested. So far as we can

240
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see, all species of animals vary only a certain distance

from their mean, and tend always to recur to the

average type. But granting even much wider

variations, it is almost impossible to conceive of any

selective processes, though acting for millions of

years, adequate to evolve a man from an amoeba.

It seems to us that we must confine selective

evolution to the variations within a species, and

the establishment of the variations most fitted to

survive, and must conceive of serial evolution

from amoeba to man as an inevitable process

of development as accurate and unerring as the

growth of an acorn into an oak. The acorn does

not try experiments ; it does not first attempt to

be a honeysuckle, and then a turnip ; it is not

transmogrified by the influence of environment
;

in every case it becomes an oak. And so with the

first hypothetical protoplasm : it probably did not

try this and that variation ; it probably varied

along certain preordained lines, just as a growing

finger or tooth does, and became reptile, fish,

marsupial, ape, man. It is quite easy to under-

stand how each species may have been modified

by the selective action of environment (including

sexual selection) on its variations ; but it is very

difficult indeed, as we have said, to conceive of

variations great enough, and of selective action

stringent enough, to account for the tremendous
16
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differences between, say, a starfish and a man.

It may be easy to conceive of the translation of

two similar species—to picture the circumstances

that might make an ape into a man ; but if varia-

tions at present tend to swing to and fro about

a mean, and if we cannot conceive of variations

and selective action sufficient to translate species

into species all along the supposed genealogical

line, we cannot accept selective evolution as a

whole. It must be realised that it is a very differ-

ent thing to believe that one species may turn into

another species, and that hundreds of species, by a

process of variation and selection, may be consecu-

tively transformed along the arborescent line from

amoeba to man. Each succeeding transformation

becomes more and more mathematically improbable,

since, species by species, the number of possible

variations involved in the evolution increases, and,

species by species, some new variation in the

selective process must be invented. Say that the

chances are ten to one against an amoeba being

converted into a starfish ; they are about a million

to one against its conversion into a codfish, and so

on in increasing ratio.

Granting infinite germinal variations, we have

yet to find machinery sufficient to select the right

ones, and such machinery we have not found.

The selective agencies that have been suggested
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might prune an oak certainly, but would never

shape a single leaf of it.

If we are to make selection the determinant of

species, and believe that, save for selection, variation

could never have produced the species, we have

to assume selective influences at least as subtle

and as sensitive as a sculptor's hands, and variations

almost infinite in number. And if we are consist-

ent, we must carry this principle back to the fire-

mist, and believe that the orbit of every electron

and the permanent position of every atom in the

earth was the result of numerous tentative com-

binations, with a survival of the fittest. We must

believe that the position of every atom and every

cell in an oak tree was the result of selective

addition and superposition. We must believe

that every tgg was an experiment ; and when we
remember that every Q,gg has to produce not only

an organism, but an organism with the capacity of

repeating itself, the odds against the adequacy of

variation and selection seem hopelessly great.

There is nothing new about the idea of evolu-

tion ; it is at least as old as Empedocles, probably

much older ; and Aristotle stated the position

almost as it is to-day when he wrote :
" Yet it may

be said that they (the teeth) were not made for this

purpose, but that this purposive arrangement came

about by chance ; and the same reasoning is applied
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to other parts of the body in which existence for

some purpose is apparent. And it is argued that

where all things happened as if they were made
for some purpose, being aptly united by chance

they were preserved, but such as were not aptly

made, these were lost, and still perish according to

what Empedocles says concerning the bull-species

with human heads. This, therefore, and similar

reasoning, may lead some to doubt on this subject.

" It is, however, impossible that these parts

should arise in this manner, for these parts, and

everything which is produced in Nature, are either

always or for the most part thus (adaptively) pro-

duced, and this is not the case with anything which

is produced by fortune or chance, even as it does

not appear to be fortune or chance that it frequently

rains in winter. ..." " Similarly, it may be

argued that there should be an accidental genera-

tion of the germs of things ; but he who asserts this

subverts Nature herself, for Nature produces these

things which, being continually moved by a certain

principle contained in themselves, arrive at a

certain end."

There is the whole point : Does Nature produce

these things which, being continually moved by a

certain principle contained in themselves^ arrive at a

certain end ; or does the end depend on the selection

by environment of variations offered for selection }
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In view of the character of evolution—in view

of the extraordinarily complex nature of its final

products—we find it difficult to believe that varia-

tion offered many alternatives to selection, or that

selection had much to do with the essential

characters of the species evolved, and certainly we
find it almost impossible to believe that all the

species from amoeba to man were produced by

environment acting upon variation.

Why, after all, should there be such a desire to

trace all organisms, animal and vegetable, to a

single organic prototype ? Go back to the begin-

ning ! When the corpuscles ran together they

probably formed various atoms ; when the atoms

ran together into inorganic molecules, the molecules

were varied in their composition and potentialities
;

and there seems little reason to believe that Nature

showed more lack of imagination and versatility

when she proceeded to produce organic life.

The assumption made by almost all biologists,

that the first form of life resembled the simplest

form of life now known {i.e. was a minute mass of

naked protoplasm, capable of assimilation, growth,

and reproduction), and that by the interplay of vari-

tion and environment there sprang from this all

the flora and fauna of the world, is so audacious

as to capture at once the reason and the imagina-

tion ; but, we ask again, is the assumption sound.
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and have we any right to assume that any proto-

type mass of protoplasm could contain such infinite

capacity for variation as is implied by all the species

of plants and animals now existent ; and admitting

such infinite capacity, can we conceive of such pro-

longed and extreme difference of environment as

would produce the differentiation now prevailing ?

If there were in such an elementary particle of

protoplasm such infinite possibility of variation

—

if environment has been so hard at work selecting

and perfecting these variations—how is it that at

the present day, after millions of years, we find

elementary particles of protoplasm still quite un-

altered from their hypothetical primordial condi-

tion ? How is it that the amoebae in the blood, sub-

jected as they are to an environment as variable as

the blood, still remain amoebae and nothing more ?

How is it that the pathological microbes, which, by

reason of their enormous progeny and of their

constant struggle for existence, ought to exhibit

great variations, remain true to a type apparently

primaeval ?

Here is an amoeba ! Here is a man ! Can

any sane thinker affirm that one amoeba has been

stationary for millions of years, while the other

has become fish, monkey, man ? If this have

actually occurred, then there must have been enor-

mous molecular differences from the first ; and to
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call both molecular combinations " amoebae " would

be a misuse of nomenclature.

Ray Lankester admits :
" We have no reason to

suppose that the offspring of the beetle could in

the course of any number of generations present

variations on which selection could operate so as

to eventually produce a mammalian vertebrate
;

or that, in fact, the general result of the pro-

cess of selection of favourable variations in the

past has not been ah initio limited by the definite

and restricted possibilities characteristic of the

living substance of the parental organisms of each

divergent line or branch of the pedigree."

Good ! but why begin at beetles } Why not

go a step farther back and say that we have no

reason to suppose that the offspring of the amoeba

could in the course of any number of generations

present variations on which selection could operate

so as to eventually produce a mammalian verte-

brate ? Why not also admit that we have no

reason to suppose that the twins of an amoeba

could present such different variations and be

exposed to such different environments that in the

course of a million years one should become a

beetle and the other a man }

It is all very well to limit the possibilities of

each branch of the biological tree by the possi-

bilities of its progenitor, but how about the stem r
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Did one piece of stem protoplasm contain the

possibilities of all the branches ? And why did

the branches which all sprang from a parent stem,

and which were all under the laws of heredity, come

to vary to such an extraordinary extent ? If we

are to assume a primordial progenitor of all life,

we must attribute to it such potentialities that it

seems superfluous to call in Selection to correct

its mistakes. Unless, indeed, in the first cell it

foresaw the last ; unless each variation was on the

way to somethings evolution from a bit of proto-

plasm into all th.Q physiologically competent vegetables

and animals of the world could not have occurred.

There must have been such a formative spirit as

Plato supposed torturing " the unwilling dross that

checked its flight into beasts and birds" ; or the

developing beings must have been " continually

moved by a certain principle contained in them-

selves." We cannot otherwise account for so

many births and so few abortions. As Aristotle

pointed out, it is not a few things that show

apparent purposive adaption, " for these parts and

everything which is produced in Nature are either

always or for the most part purposively produced."

We cannot believe that so many living things

were successfully produced by evolution unless the

general process was inevitable, and independent of

the accidents of environment.
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John Gerard puts the matter well thus :
" It is

not simply because iron is hammered and filed that

a railway-engine is produced ; nor is it sufficient

that a block of marble be chipped with mallet and

chisel in order to obtain a statue of Apollo. Unless

some influence comes in to direct the forces in

such cases to their respective results, the results

will never by any possibility be secured. And in

the processes of Nature such direction or deter-

mination must be exercised in particulars incon-

ceivably intricate, to which the works of man
furnish no parallel."

" If a tree," writes Mr Croll, " is to be formed,

the lines of least resistance must all be determined

and adjusted in relation to the objective idea of

the tree ; of the root, of the branches, of the leaves,

of the bud, of the fruit, and of every part of the tree.

But this is not all : the tree is built up molecule by

molecule, each of which requires a special deter-

mination, and beyond all this we have the structure-

less protoplasm [protoplasm is not structureless],

which must be differentiated according to the

objective idea of the whole. What produces this

marvellous adjustment of means to ends ?''

And Mr Croll insists, in another passage :
" The

determinations which take place in nature occur

not at random, but according to a plan—an

objective idea. Thus the question is not simply
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what causes a body to take some direction, but

what causes it to take, among the infinite number

of possible directions, the proper direction in

relation to the idea. In the formation of, say, the

leaf of a tree, no two molecules move in identi-

cally the same direction, or take identically the

same path. But each molecule must move in

relation to the objective idea of the leaf, or no leaf

would be formed. The grand question therefore

is : What is it that selects from among the infinite

number of possible directions the proper one in

relation to the idea ?
"

" And this sort of thing is going on in every

blossom, and leaf, and blade of grass, in every hair

and every feather, over the surface of the earth."

Mr Croll, in the passages quoted, deals of course

with the tree and leaf as completed by evolution,

and as produced from a seed ; but the determina-

tions of the molecule as seen in the productions of

the tree with its leaves from a seed are, according

to theory, simply the summation of evolutionary

additions ; and, in view of the multitude and in-

tricacy of the determinations, it cannot be believed

that evolution reached them by any painful process

of experimentation, and it must be believed that

Nature knew where she was going.

In fine, whatever view we take of evolution,

we cannot give muck shaping or directive value to
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the selective influence of environment. Moreover,

all the latest researches into heredity have tended

to reduce the shaping value of environment, by

showing that only germinal variations are inherit-

able. Up to quite recent date it was believed

that acquired dijfferences might be inherited, and

thus aid in the moulding of species, but now it is

almost universally held that only germinal char-

acteristics are transmitted to offspring. Germinal

variations, again, can only be selected by sexual

selection or by death.

The more we examine the matter, the more

certain it seems that evolution of species owed as

little to environment as any pictures painted by

an artist, or any statues carved by a sculptor.

And this being so, is it necessary or advantageous

to consider evolution as a slow process, requiring

long ages }

We have said that all life is usually supposed to

have sprung from one prototype. But nothing is

gained by this assumption, and it is not probable.

The common stem of all life was the cooling world,

but it is surely likely that, at various points on its

surface, various protoplasmic combinations with

different potentialities of variation arose, and that

from these were evolved most of the present-day

species. A mere likeness between species, not

even embryonic resemblances, does not necessarily
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mean serial genetic relationship. The assumption

—which is a quite legitimate assumption—that

life began at various parts of the world in varying

forms, greatly simplifies the process of evolution.

But personally we are prepared to go a step

further, and to say that it is quite possible that

many existent species from amoeba to man began

in some form very much like their present form,

and have varied since their birth only within very

narrow limits. It is quite possible, since we find

that existent species do vary only within narrow

limits. It is quite possible, since it is as easy to

conceive the evolution of self-contained species

as to conceive the translation of species to species

by any process of evolution. Organic evolution

was brought forward to explain the origin of

species ; but it itself can only be explained by

assuming a formative force working consistently

down the centuries, aided hardly at all by the

suggested means of selection ; and it is quite as

easy to imagine that this force acted quickly as

slowly—indeed, it is more easy to imagine it acting

straightway, since every day we see such action in

the formation of an ^gg^ and in the development

from the tgg of the individual. To bring man

from an amoeba in some hundreds of thousands of

years is no less a miracle than to bring him from

an ovum in a few months. And, after all, the
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difference between an amoeba and a man, con-

sidered dynamically, is not so great if we regard

them in their atomic aspect. The real difficulty

is the origin of the first protoplasm ; and if we beg

the first amoeba, we may almost as well beg the

first monkey and man. If we can educe an amoeba

from a fire-mist, it seems to me there is little we

cannot educe ; and to put a few more organisms

between the inorganic and, say, a worm, does not

make the worm's eduction any simpler.

The imagination may bogle at the idea of the

origin of the first worm or the first coelenterate

from the dust of the ground—from inorganic

molecules ; but the imagination that is able to

picture the origin of an amoeba from a fire-mist,

of an oak from an acorn, of a lily from a seed in

the soil, of a man from a seed in the womb, has

no right to decline to imagine a worm born from

the sea-slime.

Even the story in the first chapter of Genesis is

almost as plausible as the usual evolutionary hypo-

thesis of the origin of species. Whichever way

we turn we meet miracles ; we are beset with

them—there is no escape.

Whatever force made the first molecular com-

binations of organic life must have been so

strange and prodigious that all things must have

been possible to it.
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As Tyndall admits :
" The whole process of

evolution is the manifestation of a power ab-

solutely inscrutable to the intellect of man. As

little in our day as in the days of Job can man by

searching find this Power out. Considered funda-

mentally, then, it is by the operation of an insoluble

mystery that life on earth is evolved, species differ-

entiated, and mind unfolded from their prepotent

elements in the immeasurable past."

In fine, God made the world ; and all our ex-

planations—all our attempts to get behind the

first mystery of creation and the continual miracles

of birth—are as vain as our attempts to solve the

mystery of matter. Ignoramus and Ignorahimus !

But this we know, that form including colour

has some special significance and is a mystery—an

emotional mystery of its own. We feel that form

and colour are more than mere form and colour
;

we feel that the shaping of things has some divine

significance. Wtfeel that the idea preceded the

form and is the Final Cause ; that form is not a

matter of mere mechanic variation, that there is

"a mysterious architectonic principle, which has

not yet been detected," which we may call, if we

will, the Imagination of God. When Tennyson

looked into a stream and saw it swarming with

strange water-creatures, he wondered at the imagi-

nation of the Almighty ; and it is not difficult to
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imagine that in the imagination of the Almighty

we all come into being. " In the beginning was

the Word^' says the old Chaldaean cosmogony
;

but "In the Beginning was the Thought''' might

be truer still. As some German poet sings :

" Die Rose die allhier dem irdisch Auge siehet

Die hat von Anbeginn in Gott also gebluhet."

The emotion Beauty is produced by certain lines

and colours, and never do we seem more in

sympathy with the Divine Mind than when it

moves us. Beauty is perhaps a Final Cause of

organic Evolution, and Watson has perhaps reached

higher truths than Darwin when he sings :

—

" Beauty the Vision whereunto
In joy, with pantings, from afar

Thro' sound and odour, form and hue,

And mind and clay, and worm and star.

Now touching goal, now backward hurled,

Toils the indomitable world."



CHAPTER XX

SCIENCE AND MIND

According to Science, the brain is the organ of

the mind.

We have grown so accustomed to think of the

brain as the organ of the mind that it is difficult

to realise that any other opinion could ever have

been held. Yet in the Bible the word " brain " is

never used, and thoughts and emotions are

attributed to quite other organs. Thus in the

Psalms we read :
" His reins instruct him in the

night seasons," and " The Lord trieth the heart and

the kidneys."

Among the early Greek thinkers there was a

difference of opinion. Plato and Alcmaeon taught

that the brain was the seat of the mind. Aristotle,

again, taught that the brain was merely a sponge

to cool the heart.

Not till experimental physiology was practised

at Alexandria was the position of the brain as

the centre, of mind established, and not till the

256
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time of Galen was the doctrine of intellectual

and sensory functions of the brain generally

accepted.

Now, of course, the doctrine is such a common-
place that the term " brains " is often used as a

synonym for mind.

But what is the brain ? From one standpoint it is

ninety or ninety-five per cent, water and essenti-

ally highly phosphorised fats in a weak salt solution
;

from another standpoint it consists of some hundred
of millions of cells connected with each other, and

with all the tissues of the body, by means of nerve-

fibres ; from still another standpoint, it consists

of a mass of molecules particularly responsive to

vibrations of the ether and air. When it is

removed from the skull it is found to have certain

furrows and fissures running in definite directions,

and dividing it into lobes and convolutions, and the

lobes and convolutions correspond, in the main,

with those of the higher apes. There are about

three pounds weight of brain in man, but the

lower animals have comparatively small brains
;

yet " whether it be the brain-cell of a glowworm
or one trembling with the harmonies of Tristan

und Isolde^ the stuff it is made of is much the

same " ; it is merely a specialised form of pro-

toplasm, containing considerable quantities of

phosphorus.

17
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Physiologically considered, the molecular vibra-

tions which are the concomitants of sensation and

thought are situated in the nerve-cells spread over

the surface of the brain, forming a layer known as

the " grey layer." When these cells are destroyed,

thought and sensation and voluntary movement

are abolished. Certain areas of grey matter are

concerned specially with movements, others with

hearing, others with thinking. Thus, if a certain

group of cells in the posterior part of the third left

frontal convolution is destroyed, power of speech

is lost. Thinking powers seem to be located

chiefly if not entirely in the frontal lobes (those

behind the brow), but the special faculties, mathe-

matical, philosophical, etc., have not been located

—

indeed it is doubtful if there be such a thing as

separate faculties, and the " bumps " of the phren-

ologists have no sort of relation to the faculties

they are said to represent.

In a general way it may be said that good

frontal development is usually associated with

mental power ; but between the total weight of

the brain and mental ability there is no constant

connection. Idiots have sometimes very large

brains and clever men sometimes small ones, and

the following tables will show how little connection

there is between weight or size and ability.
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Average human brain 1 400 cubic centimetres.

Dr Dollinger

Harley .

Gambetta
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It must be remembered that only a small fraction

of brain is intellectual in function, and it is

probable that mental ability depends more on the

architectural or textural arrangement of the cells

and their special molecular activity than upon

their total bulk and weight.

The brain, then, is in some way and in some

sense the organ of thought ; thought is in some

way and in some sense dependent on its structural

integrity and functional activity ; and yet it is

impossible to find the causal connection, and it

may well be doubted whether the relationship is

causal at all. How can movements or conditions

of material atoms, or, if you will, of ethereal

vortices, produce sensation and conscious thought
;

and why should the production be limited to the

special molecular combinations of the cells of the

brain ? Waves of ether of a certain length break

on the retina of the eye and cause its molecules to

vibrate in new ways, and the molecular disturbance

spreads up the optical nerve to certain brain-cells

and we have consciousness of red. But why have

we consciousness of red ? The waves have no

colour, the molecular agitations have no colour
;

why, then, do we see red ^ By altering the length

of the wave, again, we can alter the colour ; but

what has length to do with colour } Colour is not

fast, or slow, or long, or short. So with sound.
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Certain waves of air beat upon the drum of the ear

and in certain brain-cells produce a sensation of

sound, varying with the rapidity, amplitude, etc. of

the waves ; but the waves qua waves are quite silent,

and the vibration of the cells of hearing is silent,

and there is no evident connection between the

size or rate of waves of air and the consciousness

of sound. How is it ?

Tyndall, in his famous Belfast Address, imagines

Bishop Butler arguing thus :
" I can follow the

waves of sound until their tremors reach the water

of the labyrinth and set the otoliths and Corte's

fibres in motion ; I can also visualise the waves of

ether as they cross the eye and hit the retina.

Nay, more ; I am able to pursue to the central

organ the motion thus imparted at the periphery,

and to see in idea the very molecules of the brain

thrown into tremors. My insight is not baffled

by these physical processes. What baffles and

bewilders me is the notion that from these physical

tremors things so utterly incongruous with them

as sensation, thought, emotion can be derived.

You may say or think that this issue of conscious-

ness from the clash of atoms is not more incon-

gruous than the flash of light from the union of

oxygen and hydrogen, but I beg to say that it is.

For such incongruity as the flash possesses is that

which I now force upon your attention. The
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* flash ' is an affair of consciousness, the (?) ob-

jective counterpart of which is a vibration. It

is a flash only by your interpretation. Ton are

the cause of the apparent incongruity, and you are

the thing that puzzles me."

If the cells of the brain are the source of thought,

how do they produce it } We can hardly be

satisfied with the explanation of Karl Vogt and

Cabanis that the brain secretes thought just as the

liver secretes bile.

All scientific explanation amounts to identifica-

tion of the unfamiliar with the familiar. Thus we
explain the moon's motion by identifying it with

the motion of a falling stone ; we explain the heat

of the body by identifying it with the heat of

ordinary exudation ; and we explain the aurora

borealis by identifying its colours with the colours

produced in a Crooke's tube by electrical dis-

charges through gases.

But what identity can we detect between mo-

lecular motion and thought 1 " Are you likely,"

asks Tyndall, " to extract Homer out of the rattling

of dice, or the Diff^erential Calculus out of the

clash of billiard-balls }
"

And, from another point of view, what is

molecular motion } Molecular motion is itself

thought, and exists only in thought ; it is really an

abstract idea—a concept, as much as height or
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whiteness ; it is simply an abstraction of certain

properties or qualities we suppose or assume to be

present in all matter. We find that material

objects differ in colour and shape, and we strip

them of all points of unlikeness, and find that

there remains a point in which they all agree, i.e.

particles in motion ; and we talk as if the particles

in motion had an objective existence : they have

not ; they are merely an hypostatised concept—

a

summum genus. Sir William Hamilton defines a

concept as " the cognition of general character,

point or points in which a plurality of objects

coincide" ; and molecular motion is just such a

concept. To try to explain thought or conception

by a concept is obviously absurd.

Suppose we put aside the abstract idea, motion.

Suppose we allow the particular molecules concrete

existence ; suppose we make each of them, not a

hypothetical dynamic basis of matter, but material,

with the ordinary tangible and visible qualities of

matter (which, of course, is quite contrary to the

ordinary conception of matter as motion) ; suppose

we are able to magnify or modify the molecules

till they become apparent to the sight and touch

—

1 do not think that will help us to understand the

causal connection between the particles and the

thought ; for the particles are merely the sum of

their qualities, and every quality is a subjective
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experience, and exists merely in and as thought.

If the molecular particles are grey, the greyness is

surely in the perceiving mind ; if hard or soft, the

hardness or softness is surely in the perceiving

mind. And we surely cannot attempt to explain

thought merely by a reference to some of its

contents. A brain-cell, and all its properties and

motions, is simply a part of the consciousness we

seek to explain. As Stallo {Concepts of Modern

Physics) well puts it :
" However much, and in what-

ever sense, it may be contended that the intellect

and its object are both real and distinct entities,

it cannot for a moment be denied that the object

of which the intellect has cognisance is a synthesis

of objective and subjective elements, and is thus

primarily, in the very act of its apprehension and to

the full extent of its cognisable existence, affected

by the determinations of the cognising faculty."

From whatever point of view we approach the

question we are met with mystery. "We can,"

says Tyndall, "form a coherent picture of the

physical processes—the stirring of the brain, the

thrilling of the nerves, the discharging of the

muscles, and all the subsequent motions of the

organism. But we can present to our minds no

picture of the process whereby consciousness

emerges, either as a necessary link or as an acci-

dental by-product of this series of actions."
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All we do know is that thought is in some way-

dependent on the brain, and that the dependence is

not of that kind usually known as causal.

Could we understand the relationship of brain

and mind, we might understand the whole mystery

of existence.



CHAPTER XXI

SCIENCE AND DEATH

We do not understand life, neither can we under-

stand death ; but it seems certain that, regarding

matter from a mechanical standpoint, we cannot

draw such a hard and fast line as for some

centuries we were wont to draw. As we have

shown in previous chapters, to talk of dead, inert,

passive matter is nonsense. Dead matter so-called

is an enormous reservoir of energy.

We can find no better definition of life, as con-

trasted with death,—and we offer the definition most

diffidently,—than combinations of molecules which

are constantly breaking down and as constantly

being renewed, which, despite such flux, retain

constantly the same general chemical composition,

and which always show molar as well as molecular

motion, resulting in locomotion and reproduction.

What we call death is a change in the combination,

resulting in abolition of molar movement and de-

composition of the molecular aggregate. In the

266
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case of conscious animals, the change is supposed

to be followed by permanent loss of consciousness.

Now, what is the cause of the change ? Is death

some mysterious force, or is it just the forces we
see ordinarily at work among atoms and molecules ?

The decomposition it causes is of exactly the same

class as any other chemical decomposition, and

follows similar laws. Chemically speaking, it is a

breaking down of large, complex, unstable mole-

cules into simpler molecules, such as water and

ammonia. What takes place after death—after

abolition of molar movement—is simply a series of

ordinary chemical processes, which can be hastened

or retarded by ordinary chemical methods.

But what is it that initiates these new actions "^

Merely some mechanical or chemical interference

with the ordinary molar or molecular movements

commonly called vital. We may mechanically

prevent the entrance of oxygen to the tissues ; and

the protoplasm, debarred from its ordinary ex-

change of atoms, will undergo the molecular re-

arrangement we know as " rigor mortis "—an

arrangement that no longer gives and takes, but

gradually, under the chemical influence of the air

or of putrefactive germs, breaks down. We may

put a bare bodkin into the so-called "vital knot"

at the base of the brain, and by disturbing the

ordinary molecular vibrations of the cells of the
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" respiratory centre " prevent the propagation to the

respiratory muscles of those molecular waves which

cause respiratory movements, and thus, again, by

depriving the protoplasm of oxygen, cause perma-

nent molecular changes in it, incompatible with the

processes known as vital^ which it had previously

shown.

Life in living tissue is like nothing perhaps so

much as a candle-flame. In the candle-flame the

molecules are composed and decomposed, yet the

candle-flame keeps always the same shape ; but let us

change the environment of these dancing, partner-

changing molecules—let us conduct away their heat

by means of some copper wire, or let us deprive

the flame of oxygen—and out goes the candle.

Protoplasm is only a slow flame, easily extin-

guished. It is easy to understand how a little thing

—a needle, a few grains of poison—may destroy

a large organism when we remember how intri-

cately correlated it is in its minutest parts. Break

but a single thread in the warp and woof of life

and the whole wonderful web, with its pictures and

patterns, all comes asunder. Take but a single

brick out of the great house of life and it falls into

ruin. The construction of the wonderful organ-

isms of vegetables and animals is a miracle and

mystery, but their death is merely a chemical or

mechanical commonplace.
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To man, death means pre-eminently loss of con-

sciousness. Consciousness, we have seen, is in some

way connected with brain. When a man sleeps,

when molecular and molar motion are diminished,

and when the brain, supplied with less blood and

less oxygen, has less chemical activity, consciousness

is dulled. So in illness or old age, when the brain

is starved, consciousness usually becomes less

acute ; and finally, death is usually preceded by im-

pairment or loss of consciousness, and seems always

to mean unconsciousness, with loss of power of

molar motion, and chemical change. The dead man
hears not, sees not, feels not, and moves not ; and

the consciousness—the mind that thought and

discerned—seems quite abolished.

All this seems to imply that thought and con-

sciousness are a transient chemical phenomenon, and

that they cannot exist apart from certain molecular

structure and action. That seems to be the clear

logical implication of the facts. Disturbance of

the chemistry of the cells of brain causes disturbance

of the consciousness in varying degrees, and de-

struction of the chemical structure of the cells

destruction of consciousness. We cannot expect

the same molecular edifices ever to be built again :

the atoms are scattered far and wide :

" Imperial Caesar, dead and turned to clay,

Might stop a hole to keep the wind away,"
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or might be dew in the heart of a rose, or car-

bonic acid gas in a bottle of soda-water. There

can be no remobilising of the molecules that made

a man. They were carefully extracted from the

nebula, they were carefully stored in the mother's

ovary, they were carefully gathered from the

mother's blood, they were carefully and wondrously

built up into the magic machinery of the body
;

but once they are disarranged, and rearranged, and

jumbled together, and torn apart, they can never

go together again. There is no power known
which can remake the digested or decayed egg, or

rebuild the structure it evolved when once that

structure is destroyed.

If, then, consciousness depends on a certain

motion and disposition of molecules, death, with

its rigor mortis, and its corruption and decay, is

the end of consciousness for ever. Can science give

us no hope of conscious life beyond death ? Even

up to the very moment when the heart stops and

the jaws stiffen, the mind may be quite clear and

the senses most acute; and men who have been mis-

taken for dead, or who have been considered com-

pletely unconscious, have reported, on recovery,

that they were quite conscious all the time. In

cases of drowning, too, it is well known that just

before unconsciousness the brain often works with

extraordinary rapidity. Is it not possible that
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even the post-mortem molecular arrangements may-

mean some kind of consciousness ? Is it possible

that, all in a moment, by a mere rearrangement of

minute molecules, the tremendous, almost infinite

universe of a clear, strong mind can be annulled ?

Science can give no hope either of a resurrection

of the body or of a bodiless consciousness. The

very most science can say (and, so far as I know,

she has not said it) is simply that it is possible that

consciousness may exist for a little time after

apparent death. It is indeed scientifically possible,

almost scientifically probable, that the tremendous

molecular perturbation in the cells of the brain

may mean a period of intense consciousness of

some sort. It is scientifically possible that the brain-

cells die last, and that the molecular messages from

the dying muscles may be translated into some

beautiful mental picture. These things are scien-

tifically possible, but it is scientifically impossible

that after disruption of the molecules of the brain-

cell consciousness can still persist. Science believes

that consciousness depends on certain molecular

machinery, and it can no more believe that con-

sciousness can exist after the machinery is broken

than it can believe that a watch can go without

works.

That is the verdict of science ; and yet our mind

declines to believe it, and it appeals to philosophy.
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Can philosophy give no hope ? Philosophy can.

Philosophy admits that from one point of view

—

the point of view of science—the mind is depend-

ent on the integrity of the brain, and that logically

there seems no way out of it ; but still there is a

philosophic way out of it—the way we have in-

dicated in the previous chapter.

The cells of the brain—the cells upon which con-

sciousness seems so certainly to depend, as can be

shown by many experiments—are nevertheless only

items of consciousness. Every quality they possess

simply exists by virtue of the consciousness which

seems to depend upon them : they have certainly no

separate existence outside the consciousness. How,
then, can they be the source of consciousness ?

Science says certain cells are the cells of sight and

see ; but it is quite conceivable that a man might

be trepanned, and might by means of mirrors and

microscopes see these very cells which are supposed

to be the seat of sight. How can that be ? How
can the cells get outside themselves and see them-

selves ? They cannot ! It is absurd ! Therefore

sight cannot depend on them. But, says Science,

and says truly, " if you destroyed these cells you

could not see." " Likewise," retorts Philosophy,

" if you destroyed the eye you would not see ; but

you do not say, therefore, that the eye sees."

The eye seems to see, and the man in the street
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says he sees with his eyes ; but Science asserts that

sight is further back, and believes that it is in certain

brain-cells. " Further hack stilly'' says Philosophy,

since these cells which are supposed to see can

themselves be seen, and consist, after all, only of a

bundle of subjective sensations.

Such a mess and a muddle Science and Philo-

sophy make of it between them
;
yet out of the

mess and the muddle of contradictions certainly

springs the hope of immortality ; for we at least

discern quite plainly that the whole thing is a great,

inexplicable mystery, and that the logic of science

is too superficial to solve the problem of conscious-

ness and immortality. The question is at least

left open—Science herself must admit that her

methods are not infallible ; and if the question

is left open, then Faith, and Love, and Beauty

settle it in a moment, and we know that beyond

this strange thing called death there is immortal

life.

Death should be to men a beautiful hope, and

not a fear. It cannot be the end. The scientific

logic that would say so is easily refuted by

philosophy, and philosophy can easily go further
;

it can show that when we talk of beginnings and

ends of consciousness we talk nonsense. Birth and

death are only finite terms, useful enough for the

finite judgments required in everyday life ; but
18
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used with respect to consciousness, they are mean-

ingless. The question is not even fit to be dis-

cussed. Beginning and end may be used with

regard to parts of consciousness : this pen has a

beginning and an end ; this chapter has a beginning

and an end : but with regard to consciousness as a

whole^ it cannot be used. Unless we can get outside

consciousness, which we cannot, and look on it as

something separate from ourselves, which we can-

not, we cannot legitimately speak of consciousness

as having a beginning and end, either in space or

time. What is time^ forsooth }—it is merely a form

of thought imposed by the limitations of the in-

tellect. An infinite mind has " no time, neither

shadow of a turning." Time depends on con-

secutive mental fields ; but with an infinite field

there would be neither past, present, nor future ; for

past, present, and future would be consentaneous.

What is time } Why, the stars we see now may

have been extinguished thousands of years ago.

We cannot talk about the beginning and end of

consciousness ; and the mental tendency that makes

us do so simply because certain facts seem to show

it, is false and mistaken, as the tendency makes us

still think of the sun going round the earth.

The sun certainly seems to go round the earth,

and we certainly find it almost impossible to conceive

of the earth turning on its axis, and still talk and
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think of the rising and setting of the sun ; but still

we know that the earth really does go round the sun.

So, with the birth and death of a man, conscious-

ness does most certainly seem to begin and end

—

to be born and cease ; and yet, nevertheless, a larger

view assures us that this must be a delusion ; and,

in spite of the protest of methods of reasoning that

are justified by their results in the affairs of every-

day life, we are bound to believe the broader, deeper

view, and to trust the larger hope. The earth goes

round the sun ; there is no matter apart from con-

sciousness ; and there is really no death.

Those who face the facts will reach a firm faith,

and will meet death with wonder and without fear,

believing that it is the portal of a fuller con-

sciousness.

Yet to many life is good as it is, and in all a

love of life is implanted as a first condition of

survival ; and it may be asked, has science done

anything and can science do anything to pro-

long life as we know it ?

Science has prolonged human life and is still pro-

longing life in many ways. We have explained

that death is a destructive interference with certain

modes of molecular machinery. The interference

may be either mechanical, as when a man falls on

his head or cuts his throat ; or chemical, as when he

swallows prussic acid or typhoid bacilli, or an excess
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of alcohol. With accidental mechanical interference

with the machinery of life science is only indirectly

concerned, but chemical interference is her special

province, and she battles this under such titles as

pharmacy, pathology, and medicine. Science,

within the last sixty years, has found a host of

poisonous microscopic vegetables that grow in the

human tissues and chemically interfere with the

chemical processes of life, and science has not only

found these vegetables but has found ways and

means of avoiding or destroying them and their

poisons. We cannot here enter into the big sub-

ject of bacteriological medicine, but we may just

recall here how science has found an antitoxin able

to neutralise the poison of diphtheria, and has thus

saved thousands of children's lives.

Not only thus, but in many other ways, such as

by providing fresh air or advocating wise feeding,

or by killing rats and mosquitoes, science has also

checked the chemical assaults of death, and has

lengthened the average life of civilised man.

Still, even when such recognised attacks of death

are all baffled—still, what are called old age and

natural death are inevitable, and cannot be long

postponed by any known means.

Metchnikov is of the opinion that old age is

in most cases due chiefly to poisons secreted by

microbes in the intestine, and he suggests that these
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microbes may be kept in check by the microbes of

sour milk. He points out that the Bulgarians,

who consume large quantities of milk, usually live

to an old age.

However that may be, there can be little doubt

that the average length of life of the human race

is likely to increase, both because length of life is

a variation with survival-value (i.e. it gives offspring

of long-surviving parents, who have a better con-

stitutional and environmental chance of surviving),

and because surgical and medical art and better

conditions of living all tend to prolong life.

It is probable also that life will not only grow

longer but happier ; that old age will become the

happiest time of life, and that the foolish fear of

death will be replaced by a wondering desire for

the " undiscovered country."

Many fear death not because of the mystery of

it, not because of the terrors with which a blas-

phemous theology has tried to invest it, but simply

because of the pain of it. But in most cases death

is as painless as sleep, and in many cases death is

like a beatitude, full of peace and beauty. Even
when the breath is panting and the pulse flagging,

the conscious mind may be filled with visions of

joy. Many die with a smile on their hps. And
what though there be pain and struggle, shall we
not face it, so long as conscious will is left in
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us, in the spirit of Browning, when he wrote

his "Prospice":

" Fear death ?—to feel the fog in my throat,

The mist in my face,

When the snows begin, and the blasts denote

I am nearing the place.

The power of the night, the press of the storm.

The post of the foe
j

Where he stands, the Arch Fear in a visible form.

Yet the strong man must go :

For the journey is done and the summit attained.

And the barriers fall,

Though a battle's to fight ere the guerdon be

gained.

The reward of it all.

I was ever a fighter, so—one fight more,

The best and the last !

I would hate that death bandaged my eyes, and

forebore.

And bade me creep past.

No ! let me taste the whole of it, fare like my
peers

The heroes of old.

Bear the brunt, in a minute pay glad fife's arrears

Of pain, darkness and cold.

For sudden the worst turns the best to the brave.

The black minute's at end.

And the elements' rage, the fiend-voices that rave.

Shall dwindle, shall blend.

Shall change, shall become first a peace out of pain.

Then a Hght, then thy breast,

O thou soul of my soul ! I shall clasp thee again.

And with God be the rest !

"



CHAPTER XXII

SCIENCE AND CHRISTIAN SCIENCE

" Primus in orbe deos fecit timor " surmised

Petronius ; and the primaeval gods of primaeval

fear were capricious and emotional deities, dis-

pensing thunderbolts and smiles much as the fancy

took them. In a world ruled by divine caprice,

all superstitions throve ; augurs and sibyls drove

as prosperous a trade as any Piccadilly palmist,

and love philtres had as large a sale as any modern

liver-pill. But the wiser men soon grew tired of

an incoherent universe, and Epicurus and the

atomic school, rising in rebellion, endeavoured to

reduce to atoms the drunken and dissolute gods.

That was the birth of science ; and the work of

science for nearly two and a half millenniums may

be epitomised as the atomisation of the gods. How
far science has failed, and how far it has succeeded,

the preceding chapters will show. But science

has not only destroyed ; it has constructed. It

has destroyed the old capricious gods, but it has

279
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constructed of the atoms a God in whom there is

no variableness, neither shadow of turning. It has

destroyed the gods of fear, but has revealed the

God of Law—a God who promises and fulfils
;

who says do this, and I shall do that ; who says

that what a man sows that shall he also reap ; who
says " sow tares and ye shall reap them, sow flesh

and ye shall reap corruption." This is the God of

Science : a God who hears no prayer but labour,

and whose answer to prayer is the reward of labour

according to His laws—a God whose words are

deeds, and whose deeds are not capricious, but as

coherent as a star. God's past deeds say that a

certain comet will return at a certain time. It

flashes out millions of miles into the invisible
;

generations live and die as it speeds its way through

space. But in God's own time it will return.

In 1682 the astronomer Halley saw a comet,

and from the laws of the deeds of God he learned

that it would return in 1758. It was a long con-

tract to make with law, and before his prophecy

was fulfilled Halley died ; but the promises of God
are always kept, and on Christmas Day 1758 the

comet duly appeared. Through similar faith in

the truth of God's deeds, we know that the same

comet is returning even as I write, and may flash

into view at any moment ; through similar faith

we know that Venus will make a transit across the
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sun in 2004. Not only in large things—in

comets, and planets, and suns—is law faithful and

just ; but even in infinitesimal things it never fails

us. We know that if we add a certain amount of

oxygen to a certain amount of hydrogen we can

get a certain amount of water, and we get exactly that

amount. We may buy oil from an oil-merchant

under guarantee, and we may find that it fulfils its

guarantee or that it does not ; but the guarantee

of law never fails. Law guarantees that hydrogen

will always act in certain ways ; it may come from

a volcano on the Andes, it may come from the pores

of a meteorite ; but it will perform its appointed

functions with an exactitude beyond all exactitude

of man-made laws. Even the atoms of hydrogen

ninety-three million miles away in the sun are found

to throb in exactly the same rhythm as the hydrogen

obtained from a grain of Dead-Sea salt. The millions

and millions of atoms have each their own role, and

play it always in exactly the same fashion.

Every proposition of science may be regarded

as a formulation of the promises of God, and every

successful application of the proposition as a practical

proof that the promises are true. Thus the pro-

position that oxygen is the agent of combustion is

proved every time we burn magnesium in oxygen

gas. The steam-engine, the motor-car, the clothes

we wear, the food we eat, the poisons we eschew.
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the diseases of which we die, are all repeated proofs

of the constancy of law, of the faithfulness of the

deeds of God.

However science may conceive of cause and

effect, whether in terms of matter, or in terms of

force, or in terms of Deity, the fact remains that

for two or three thousand years all the great thinkers

of the world have found laws in the universe, and

have spent their best powers in understanding and

applying them. However science may interpret

the uniformity of law in things great and small

—

in moons and microbes, in suns and cells—still the

fact remains that science preaches and teaches uni-

formity of law with no uncertain sound, and that

on uniformity of law are based the equanimity and

progress of modern civilisation.

And lo and behold ! at the end of the nineteenth

century there appears in America a woman called

Mrs Eddy, who coolly proceeds to subvert both

science and philosophy. An illiterate woman, with

a history of hysteria, with no knowledge either of

science or of philosophy, with no mental training of

any kind, with no particular intellectual capacity, she

writes a book which every accredited scientific and

philosophic expert in the world knows to be preten-

tious nonsense, and yet such are the credulity and

ignorance of mankind that she has made not only

a large fortune but also thousands of converts.
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What exactly Mrs Eddy means it is impossible to

discover, since most of her statements mean noth-

ing, and since those which mean anything are self-

contradictory. Still, the fundamental article of her

creed—the article which is the fulcrum of her in-

fluence—seems to be, that there can be no disease

and no pain because God is good, and that there-

fore disease and pain are due to the sinful imagina-

tion of the sufferers or of mankind. The reasoning

is, of course, logically, philosophically, and ethically

unsound, and probably Mrs Eddy and her neurotic

worshippers do not know the difficulties of the

terms they use so glibly ; but still it may be inter-

esting to glance at the broad relationship of this

pseudo-creed to the creed of science.

Science says that disease is due to certain struc-

tural or functional abnormalities caused by material

agencies. When a man breaks his leg. Science says

that the incident is of the same nature as the break-

ing of any other bone, e.g, breaking of a bone of

beef by a butcher, or the breaking of a child's leg

by a surgeon to straighten the bone. Christian

Science, on the other hand, professes to believe that

the fracture of a man's leg is not real—that in

fact the bone is not broken, and cannot be broken,

because God is good. Again, Science says that

typhoid fever is due to tiny germs whose vital

chemistry disturbs the vital chemistry of man ; and
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to Science the germs are as real as the man, and

the digestion of a man by a germ is quite as real

as the digestion of a man by a cannibal. But

Christian Science asserts that the germ is imaginary,

and that fever, and no doubt the rise in the ther-

mometer, are imaginary, and that the disease has

no real existence. Again, Science says that the

burning of a man's hand is just as real as the burn-

ing of King Alfred's cakes, or the frying of bacon
;

while Christian Science declares that the burn and

pain are only imaginary. Yet, again. Science

declares that poison acts, just as food acts, by means

of molecular and chemical affinities, and that the

narcotic action of opium is just as real as the

nourishing action of red herrings ; while Christian

Science asserts that poisons do not poison ; and I

believe that a novel by a well-known novelist (may

he be forgiven !) represents that a Christian Scientist

swallows a fatal dose of poison without bad effect.

Truth is known by its consiliences and consist-

encies, and such views as these of Christian Science

which we have noted obviously lead to a multitude

of contradictions before they proceed two feet. If

the fracture of a bone is merely imaginary, why
not try the skull of a Christian Scientist beneath a

steam-hammer ? If germs are only imaginary, why
not inject a few pyogenic organisms into Mrs
Eddy's jugular vein ? If germs are only imaginary,
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why not garden weeds, and tigers too ? If a burn

is only imaginary, why not sit on a bonfire at once ?

If poisons do not poison, why not flavour milk with

prussic acid ?

Indeed, the views of Christian Science are so

absurd that failure to see their absurdity certainly

implies mental deficiency, and we cannot here under-

take to try to enlighten the mentally deficient. It

would be easy to show to the ordinary sane man
the practical dangers of Christian Scientist teaching,

which have already been painfully and tragically

demonstrated in the police courts ; it would be

easy to show to the healthy-minded man that the

denial of pain and disease empties the world of

half its nobility and heroism ; it would be easy

to prove that the statements of cures made by

Christian Science are wholly untrustworthy, and

that most Christian Scientists belong to stock

neurotic and mentally unstable ; but such demon-

stration must be superfluous, for no clear-headed

man is at all likely to be duped by Christian Science,

and the muddle-headed who are duped are incap-

able of reasoning.

What we wish to do here is not to demonstrate

the folly of the most cowardly and vulgar religion

ever preached, but merely to point out the very

interesting fact that the mind able to believe such

muddy inconsistencies is really a case of reversion
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to the primitive savage mind. For hundreds of

years the human mind has been evolving a type

able to appreciate and able to use the machinery of

law—able to imagine the unseen, and able to dis-

cern real identity in apparent diversity. Century

after century the stronger minds of men have

fought upwards from a tangled wilderness of in-

consistencies to a knowledge of consistent law—to

the knowledge that " it is absolutely decreed what

each thing can do and what it cannot do, according

to the conditions of Nature," and that " each thing

has its properties fixed and its deepest boundary-

mark." To the primitive mind, on the other hand,

nature is incoherent, inconsequent, and capricious
;

and incoherent, inconsequent, and capricious is

nature as seen by the Christian Scientist. The

Christian Scientist cooks his dinner over a fire, yet if

he happens to cook his finger the latter cookery is

merely a wicked imagination. The resemblance

between his finger and a beefsteak is beyond him.

The Christian Scientist believes that lions and fleas

and midges can bite and digest people, but the idea

that microbes can bite and digest people is quite

beyond his grasp, and is to him a wicked imagination.

His world is a world at the mercy of the caprice of

the individual, and he cannot grasp its larger

relationships. He has no scientific imagination ;

he has no philosophic insight ; he has indeed the
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primitive mind of a savage. A broad generalisation

merely bewilders him, as it might bewilder a child.

One may point out to him that the tubercle bacillus

is as much a plant as a dock, and as real as the

weeds in his garden. He cannot grasp that ; he sees

things merely in their superficial aspect. One may
point out to him that to deny the action of a

poison is to deny chemical action of all sorts, and

that it is impossible to pick out one kind of chemi-

cal action and to call it unreal and imaginary. He
cannot see that ; he is no more able to see it than

a savage or a child. He denies law when he

chooses, or when he is unable to comprehend it
;

and he breaks the warp and woof of the web of

the universe at his own sweet will. It is partly

amusing and partly tragic.

And yet Nature is not mocked. If the Christian

Scientist deny law and tamper with truth, law and

truth will have their revenge : the tubercle bacillus

will gnaw away lips and nostrils ; the diseased

heart will suddenly insist on the truth by ceasing

to beat ; the septic joint will sow death in the

blood; the starved and stunted character will

become undeniably decrepid.

Mrs Eddy may claim that she can cure pain and

disease, and that these have no real existence—but

the stars laugh at her, and every sunrise ridicules

her pretentious folly.



CHAPTER XXIII

THE PLACE OF SCIENCE

In one of his purple passages Robert Louis Steven-

son declares :'" Science writes of the world with the

cold finger of a starfish ; -it is all true, but what

is it when compared to the reality of which it dis-

courses ? where hearts beat high in April, and

death strikes, and hills totter in the earthquake,

and there is glamour over all the objects of sight,

and a thrill in all noises of the ear, and Romance
herself has made her dwelling among men. So we
come back to the old myth, and hear the goat-footed

piper making the music which is itself the charm

and terror of things ; and when a glen invites our

visiting footsteps, fancy that Pan leads us thither

with a gracious tremolo ; or when our hearts quail

at the thunder of the cataract, tell ourselves that

he has stamped his hoof in the nigh thicket."

But Stevenson is surely wrong. Science writes

not with the cold finger of a starfish, but with the

radiant finger of a star. She deals not merely with

288
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truth but with beauty, and in her eyes "seven snow-

drops sister the Pleiades," and a grain of dust is big

with the mystery of the whole Cosmos. Science

—the discovery, acceptation, and utilisation of the

Consistent—has not only saved man from fear

and impotence, has not only given man peace and

power ; it has also opened to him wide, wonderful,

and mysterious horizons.

What is there narrow and cold in the scientific

conception of matter, of man, of the universe ?

Is it not rather a thrilling picture—the shred of a

nebula woven into a world, and the world, with its

wonderful burden, reeling round the sun, between

Venus and Mars ! Does not the idea of the atom

as a microcosm appeal to the imagination ?

To maintain that science is purely utilitarian and

material—to try to fetter her within the horizons

of a coleopterist—is to have a complete miscon-

ception of her dominion and destiny. All related

knowledge is the province of science ; and if she

be at all wise and deep-seeing science, she walks

through her domains hand in hand with poetry and

philosophy.

Why, then, should Robert Louis Stevenson

attribute to science the cold finger of a starfish ?

Simply because science has perils for her votaries.

Her province is so large, her problems so multi-

tudinous, her details so imperative, that many find

19
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even the field of a microscope sufficient for

their curiosity. Again, her deeds are so practical

that many forget their divine applications, and her

facts are so definite that many miss their infinite

relationships. Hence many scientists become one-

sided, narrow, cold, and dogmatic.

Even the great Darwin suffered from a too great

devotion to his special department of science. In

his autobiography he writes :
" I have said that in

one respect my mind has changed during the last

twenty or thirty years. Up to the age of thirty,

or beyond it, poetry of many kinds, such as the

works of Milton, Gray, Byron, Wordsworth, Cole-

ridge, and Shelley, gave me great pleasure, and even

as a schoolboy I took intense delight in Shakes-

peare, especially in the historical plays. I have also

said that formerly pictures gave me considerable,

and music very great, delight. But now for many
years I cannot endure to read a line of poetry ; I

have tried lately to read Shakespeare, and found it

so intolerably dull that it nauseated me. I have also

almost lost my taste for pictures or music. . . . My
mind seems to have become a kind of machine for

grinding general laws out of large collections of

facts, but why this should have caused the atrophy

of that part of the brain alone on which the higher

tastes depend I cannot conceive. A man with a

mind more highly organised or better constituted
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than mine would not, I suppose, have thus suffered

;

and if I had to live my life again, I would have

made a rule to read some poetry and listen to some
poetry at least once every week, for perhaps the

parts of my brain now atrophied would thus have

been kept active through use. The loss of these

tastes is a loss of happiness, and may possibly be

injurious to the intellect, and more probably to

the moral character, by enfeebling the emotional

part of our nature."

There can be no doubt at all that an exclusive

devotion to any branch of science which deals ex-

clusively with limited areas of objective relation-

ships does damage, derange, and desiccate the

higher emotional faculties, and that the term " dry-

as-dust," so commonly applied to scientific men, is

not without its justification. Objective science,

starting from the false if convenient assumption of

objective existence, sees life only from certain

standpoints and certain sides ; and though it may
make pills or aeroplanes, it cannot of itself make
creeds ; and if it is to be a power in life outside the

workshop and laboratory, it must seek assistance

from its elder sisters, poetry and philosophy. A
very limited acquaintance with philosophy would

have saved Carl Vogt, for instance, from such an

absurd assertion as that the brain secretes thought

even as the liver secretes bile.
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( Science is great and wonderful only when she dis-

covers her limitations, and sees behind the barriers,

the mystery of the infinite. Let Science analyse

a red rose into whirling colourless atoms, let her

analyse sight and hearing into a dance of molecules,

let her analyse marble into a seething sea, and let

her show, if she will, that by such analyses she can

build up a consistent scheme of the universe, and

weigh the sun, and harness Niagara, and vanquish

disease. But let Science nevertheless recognise

that, starting from the false postulate of the separate

objective existence of matter, her extreme results,

however convenient and consistent, are not abso-

lutely true. Let her recognise that her scheme is

nothing more than a convenient working hypothesis,

and that she is no nearer the truth when she analyses

a rose into whirling atoms than a wind when it

analyses it into whirling petals,
j
Let her, indeed,

recognise that the red rose is more real and more

true than the dancing hypothesis, to whatsoever

practical results the hypothesis may lead, and that

the world, as we see and feel it, is more real and

more true than the phantasmal things she invents

and supposes in order to harmonise and co-ordinate

its facts. It is probably more true to say that this

paper is white and still than that it is colourless

and whirling, since it is the former properties that

help to make the concept, paper. It is probably
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more true to say that / see and that / think than

to say that cells in the brain see and think. I am
writing in the British Museum, under the great

dome, with its dado of books ; and the scientific

statement that the vision of the dome and books

is an agitation of molecules in my brain seems to

me either false or meaningless—the ultimate

" reductio ad absurdum " of the primary postulate

of science {i.e. that the objective has separate

existence).

Let it be granted that by assuming that the eye

sees, and that brain-cells think, and that the earth

goes round the sun, we can draw many useful

practical inferences ; still, the assumptions are only

convenient symbolism, and as far away from real

truth as the mathematical symbol x may be from

the star it may represent.

The most materialistic of philosophers must

admit that all objects are subject-objects^ and that

the ultimate atoms of science

—

pace Tyndall—are

simply and purely conceptual ; and both admis-

sions involve that the conclusions of science are

only provisional. True Science grants and re-

cognises all this.

The great achievement of modern science seems

to me not so much its mechanical inventions as

its rapprochement to philosophy and religion—

a

rapprochement necessitated by its own progress
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and by its recognition of its own limitations. It

has discovered that the objective is merely force
;

it has abolished the barrier between mind and

matter ; and where it ends, philosophy and religion

may begin.

The working hypotheses of science beginning

in an unsound postulate have ended in mystery,

and symbolism, and contradiction ; and now science

must frankly, and gladly, and tolerantly surrender

ultimate questions of beginnings and endings to

Religion and Philosophy. If Religion finds a

working hypothesis in a God—the Alpha and

Omega, the Beginning and the End—Science

will not, cannot, say her " Nay." The hypothesis

of a God of Love is just as warrantable as her

hypothesis of electrons, and perhaps works better.

Where Science can find only force. Religion and

Philosophy can find Will ; and even crude and

anthropomorphic views of God must be given

value, as working hypotheses, on a level with such

scientific working hypotheses as the mighty atom

and the ether waves.

In all departments of practical life Science is

supreme. She builds bridges ; she constructs

dams ; she cultivates germs and potatoes ; she

mends men's bones and boots, she heals his diseases
;

and anyone who denies the value of her postulates

and laws in such connections will suffer as suffer
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the Christian Scientists. But further—and this is

the point too apt to be ignored and forgotten

—

she has opened new vistas to the imagination : she

has shown that the little twinkling stars are really

suns ; she has shown how worlds are made ; she

has given to man the marvellous hypothesis of

evolution^ and has opened up tremendous horizons

before and after. As soon as man learns to take

an imaginative view of the slow results of Science,

Science will take a place in his daily life that will

increase tenfold— even apart from its practical

advantages—the joy and the interest of living.

We must get out of the dust of dry detail on to

the heights of great generalisations and conceptions.

We must let Science capture the imagination.

Why should the moon be only a yellow disc of

varying shape to most men } Does it not have

more meaning and beauty when we imagine its

origin torn from the molten world, when we can

see in it not " the man in the moon," but the

mighty craters of dead volcanoes } Does it not stand

out better from the sky when we see in the curved

line of its crescent or gibbous phase sign that it is

a globe, and not a merely flat disc ? Does not Mars
have more interest when we imagine the sun shin-

ing on its red sands, and living creatures wander-

ing along the green banks of its canals } Does not

the earth seem a more marvellous dwelling-place
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when we consider its past history, when we try to

realise it spinning in its axis and rushing through

space towards the constellation of Hercules ? Does

not the heart of man seem more wonderful when

we understand something of its mechanism ?

Nor is Science fascinating merely in what it has

shown and done : more fascinating still are its

hopes and aspirations, and prophecies and questions.

What is to happen in future ? What is man to

become ? Will disease be finally extirpated ? Is the

philanthropic effort to keep the diseased alive

wise and far-sighted, or foolish and short-sighted ?

Will man ever be able to create life out of in-

organic molecules ?

From whatever point regarded, science has both

practical importance and theoretical interest ; and it

is sad that it should be so unjustly neglected by

the man in the street, and so unjustly maligned by

the man in the pulpit.

When, at the last meeting of the British Associa-

tion, subjects of the most fascinating interest were

discussed, the newspaper placards advertised only

cricket matches and breach of promise cases.

During the last few years Science has made the

most marvellous discoveries— discoveries more

marvellous than any romance, more kindling to

the imagination than any poem, and yet the great

majority of people know and care nothing about
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them. "The ordinary run of men," says Sir

Oliver Lodge, " live among phenomena of which

they care nothing and know less. They see bodies

fall to the earth, they hear sounds, they kindle fires,

they see the heavens roll above them, but of the

causes and inner workings of the whole they are

ignorant, and with their ignorance they are content."

Why is this ? Is it not strange ?

We cannot all be practical scientists, but we
can all take an interest in scientific problems and

achievements, and in their imaginative references
;

and there is no interest in the world more living

and lasting. " Science," says Renan, " will always

remain the gratification of the noblest craving of

our nature curiosity ; it will always supply man
with the sole means of improving his lot."

^ It is time that men knew that Science does not

write with the cold finger of a starfish ; it is time

that men realised that true science is not a mere

compilation of dead facts ; it is time that men
understood that Science is flamboyant and alive. .)

The religious have shunned Science because its

premises lead logically to irreligious conclusions

—

to the belief that mind is a transient function of a

perishable brain—to the belief that the earth is only

a bubble in the ocean of space and time. But Science

now gives up her dogmatism—birth and death, the

beginnings and endings of things, the nature of
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matter, and many other things, are beyond her

—

and she finds herself a mighty mystic in the midst

of a mightier mystery.

A certain type of mind, again, is out of sympathy

with the great generalisations of science, and pre-

fers a more simple and childlike view. This is,

perhaps, a wise and good preference :
—" What

matter to me if their star is a world } mine has

opened its heart to me, therefore I love it."

" Except ye become as little children ye will in no

wise inherit the kingdom of God " is one of the

wisest of all wise sayings. The eyes that interpret

the moon, and the stars, and flowers, and men, and

beasts, in simple terms of form, and colour, and

character, are perhaps the happiest and wisest eyes.

The soul that lives without thought of the past,

without thought of the morrow—the soul that

symbolises infinite power simply as a God-man

—

is perhaps the wisest and happiest, after all ; and

perhaps the conveniences and weapons of modern

scientific civilisation have been bought at the ex-

pense of things more excellent. After all, no

analytic knowledge of a rose or a star can surpass

the rose itself or the star itself. After all, life

and death remain mysteries, and the chief things

necessary for happiness are food, and raiment, and

love. After all, civilisation is'artificial, and science,

as we have seen, is largely symbolic artifice. After
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all, the happy girl in an environment of faith, and

beauty, and love, praying to her Saint, is per-

haps wiser and happier than the careworn scientist

bowed under a burden of wisdom, amid the ruins

of an ancient creed. Perhaps the out-of-door man,

brown, robust, and empty-headed, is wiser and

happier than the great philosopher " sicklied o'er

with the pale cast of thought." What is it all but

words, and what are words compared with the

sweetness and bitterness of life itself ? Better let

a man give all his time to selling groceries if he

win thereby the means of winning love, and a

home, and children, than give all his time to the

problems of life and fail to live.

For such views there is much to be said ; but

they are not necessarily wholly antagonistic to the

scientific spirit, and they may live and thrive side

by side with the views of science. A man may
both admire the constellations with the eyes of a

child and with the eyes of an astronomer ; a man
may both rest on a chair and enjoy the scientific

conception of it as an infinity of infinitesimal solar

systems. A man may both believe in inevitable

law and yet believe in God. A man may both

understand the scientific view of brain-cells and
yet have a simple faith in immortality. Moreover,
it seems to us that faith, reached over the stormy

seas and rugged mountains of philosophy and
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science, is firmer, deeper, higher, more beautiful

than the faith of a child. We must become as

little children through fighting and adventuring

Jike men.

\ Conceived aright, science must always lead to

belief in the unseen and to hope of immortality
;

but Science must learn to recognise her own limita-

tions—must learn to recognise that her logic is not

conclusive when her postulates are dubious—and

that she can only become a ruler of men's souls and

a brightener of men's lives if she takes Poetry and

Philosophy by the hand, and dwells with them in

the temple of Beauty and Reverence. ')

" Let knowledge grow from more to more.

Yet more of reverence in us dwell,

That Mind and Soul according well

May make one music as before."
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The following- Volumes are published at ids. 6d. per Volume,
excepting Vols. XIX. and XX.

Vol. XXT.

ST. PAUL: The Man and his Work. By Prof. H. Weinel of

the University of Jena. Translated by Rev. G. A. Bienemann,
M.A. Edited by Rev. W. D. Morrison, M.A., LL.D.

" Prof. Weinel may be described as the Dean Farrar of Germany ; the work
is quite equal to Dean Farrar's work on the same subject. In some respects it

is better."

—

Daily News.

Vols. XIX. and XX.

THE MISSION AND EXPANSION OF CHRISTIANITY
IN THE FIRST THREE CENTURIES. By Adolf
Harnack, Ordinary Professor of Church History in the University,

and Fellow of the Royal Academy of the Sciences, Berlin.

Second, revised and much enlarged edition, 25^-. net.

Vol. XVIII.

CHRISTIAN LIFE IN THE PRIMITIVE CHURCH. By
Ernst von Dobschutz, D.D., Professor of New Testament Theology
in the University of Strassburg Translated by Rev. G. Bremner,
and edited b) the Rev. W. D. Morrison, LL.D.

" It is only in the very best English work that we meet with the scientific

thoroughness and all-round competency of which this volume is a good speci-

men; while such splendid historical veracity and outspokenness would hardly
be possible in the present or would-be holder of an English theological chair."
—Dr Rashdall in The Speaker.

Vol. XVI.

THE RELIGIONS OF AUTHORITY AND THE RE-
LIGION OF THE SPIRIT. By the late Auguste Sabatier,

Professor of the University of Paris, Dean of the Protestant Theo-
logical Faculty.

"Without any exaggeration, this is to be described as a great book, the
finest legacy of the author to the Protestant Church of France and to the theo-
logical thought of the age. "

—

Glasgow Herald.
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Vols. XV. and XVII.

THE BEGINNINGS OF CHRISTIANITY. By Paul Wernle,

Professor Extraordinary of Modern Chvirch History at the Uni-

versity of Basel. Revised by the Author, and translated by the

Rev. G. A. Bienemann, M.A., and edited, with an Introduction,

by the Rev. W. D. Morrison, LL.D.

Vol. I. The Rise of the Religion.

Vol. II. The Development of the Church.

Dr. Marcus Dods in the British Weekly—" We cannot recall any work by
a foreign theologian which is likely to have a more powerful influence on the

thought of this country than Wernle's Beginnings of Christianity. It is well

written and well translated ; it is earnest, clear, and persuasive, and above all

it is well adapted to catch the large class of thinking men who are at present

seeking some non-miraculous explanation of Christianity."

The Earlier Works included in the Library are :

—

HISTORY OF DOGMA. By Adolf Harnack, Berlin. Translated

from the Third German Edition. Edited by the Rev. Prof. A.

B. Bruce, D.D. 7 vols. (New Series, Vols. II., VII., VIII., IX.,

X., XL, XII.) 8vo, cloth, each ioj-. dd. ; half-leather, suitable for

presentation, 12s. 6d.

ABBREVIATED LIST OF CONTENTS :—Vol L: Intro-
ductory Division :— I. Prolegomena to the Study of the History

of Dogma. 11. The Presuppositions of the History of Dogma.
Division I.—The Genesis of Ecclesiastical Dogma, or the

Genesis of the Catholic Apostolic Dogmatic Theology, and the

first Scientific Ecclesiastical System of Doctrine. Book I. :

—

The Preparaiioti. Vol. II. : Division I. Book II. -.— The
Laying of the Fotmdafion.— I. Plistorical Survey.—/. Fixing and
g7-adual Secularising of Christiaiiiiy as a Church.—//. Fixing and
gradual Hellenising of Christianity as a Systein of Doctrine. Vol.

III. : Division I. Book II.:— The Laying of the Foundation—
continued. Division II.—The Development of Ecclesiastical

Dogma, Book I. :

—

The Histoiy of the Develop7nent ofDogma as

the Doctrifle of the God-man on the basis of Natural Theology.

A. Presuppositions of Doctrine of Redemption or Natural Theology.

B. The Doctrine of Redemption in the Person of the God-man in

its historical development. Vol. IV. : Division II. Book I. :—
The History of the Developfuent of Dogma as the Doctrine of the

God-man on the basis of Natural 77/^c'^ojj'—continued. Vol. V.

:

Division II. Book II, :

—

Expajtsion and Remodelling ofDogma
into a Doctrine of Siti, Grace, and Means of Grace on the basis of

the Church. Vol. VI. : Division II. Book II. -.—Expansion
and Remodelling of Dogma into a Doctrine of Sin, Grace, ana
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Means of Grace on the basis of ike Church—continued. Vol. VII.

:

Division II. Book III. :

—

The Threefold Issue of the History of
Dog?na.—Full Index.

"No work on Church history in recent tinnes has had the influence of Prof.

Harnack's History ofDogma.

"

— Times.

" A book which is admitted to be one of the most important theological works
of the time."

—

Daily News.

WHAT IS CHRISTIANITY? Sixteen Lectures delivered in

the University of Berlin during the Winter Term, 1899-1900. By
Adolf Harnack. Translated by Thomas Bailey Saunders. (New
Series, Vol. XIV.) Demy 8vo, cloth, los. 6d. ; can only be

supplied when complete set of the New Series is ordered.

Prof. W, Sanday of Oxford, in the examination of the work, says :
—" I may

assume that Harnack's book, which has attracted a good deal of attention in this

country as in German}', is by this time well known, and that its merits are
recognised—its fresh and vivid descriptions, its breadth of view and skilful

selection of points, its frankness, its genuine enthusiasm, its persistent effort to

get at the living realities of religion."

"Seldom has a treatise of the sort been at once so suggestive and so
stimulating. Seldom have the results of so much learning been brought to bear
on the religious problems which address themselves to the modern mind."

—

Pilot.

"In many respects this is the most notable work of Prof. Harnack. . . .

These lectures are most remarkable, both for the historical insight they display
and for their elevation of tone and purpose."

—

Literature.

THE COMMUNION OF THE CHRISTIAN WITH GOD :

A Discussion in Agreement with the View of Luther. By
W. Herrmann, Dr. Theol., Professor of Dogmatic Theology in the

University of Marburg. Translated from the Second thoroughly
revised Edition, with Special Annotations by the Author, by J.
Sandys Stanyon, M.A. (New Series, Vol. IV.) 8vo, cloth.

\os. 6d.

" It will be seen from what has been said that this book is a very important
one. . . . The translation is also exceedingly well done."

—

Critical Review.

" We trust the book will be widely read, and should advise those who read it

to do so twice."

—

Primitive Methodist Quarterly.

"Instinct with genuine religious feeling; . . . exceedingly interesting and
suggestive."

—

Glasgow Herald.

A HISTORY OF THE HEBREWS. By R. Kittel, Ordinary
Professor of Theology in the University of Breslau. In 2 vols.

(New Series, Vols. III. and VI.) 8vo, cloth. Each volume,
IOJ-. 6d.

Vol. I. Sources of Information and History of the Period
up to the Death of Joshua. Translated by John Taylor,

D.Lit., M.A.
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Vol. II. Sources of Information and History of the
Period down to the Babylonian Exile. Translated by Hope
W. Hogg, 13. D., and E. B. Speirs, D.D.

" It is a sober and earnest reconstruction, for which every earnest student of

the Old Testament should be grateful."

—

Christian IVorld.

"It will be a happy day for pulpit and pew when a well-thumbed copy of

the History of the Hebrews is to be found m every manse and parsonage."

—

Literary World.

" It is a work which cannot fail to attract the attention of thoughtful people
in this country."

—

Pall Mall Gazette.

AN INTRODUCTION TO THE TEXTUAL CRITICISM
OF THE GREEK NEW TESTAMENT. By Professor

Eberhard Nestle, of Maulbronn. Translated from the Second
Edition, with Corrections and Additions by the Author, by William
Edie, B.D., and edited, with a Preface, by Allan Menzies, D.D.,
Professor of Divinity and Biblical Criticism in the University of St.

Andrews. (New Series, Vol. XIII.) With eleven reproductions

of Texts. Demy 8vo, los. 6d. ; half-leather, 12s. 6d.

"We have no living scholar more capable of accomplishing the fascinating

task of preparing a complete introduction on the new and acknowledged prin-

ciples than Prof. Nestle. This book will stand the most rigorous scrutiny ; it

will surpass the highest expectation."

—

Expository Times.

"Nothing could be better than Dr. Nestle's account of the materials which
New Testament textual criticism has to deal with. "

—

Spectator.

'We know of no book of its size which can be recommended more cordially

to the student, alike for general interest and for the clearness of its arrangement.
. . . In smoothness of rendering, the translation is one of the best we have
come across for a considerable time."

—

Manchester Guardian.

THE APOSTOLIC AGE. By Prof. Carl von Weizsacker. Trans-

lated by James Millar, B.D. 2 vols. (New Series, Vols. I. and
V.) Demy 8vo, cloth. Each los. 6d.

" Weizsacker is an authority of the very first rank. The present work marks
an epoch in New Testament criticism. The English reader is fortunate in

having a masterpiece of this kind rendered accessible to him."

—

Expository
Times.

"
. . . No student of theology or of the early history of Christianity can

afford to leave Weizsacker's great book unread."

—

Manchester Guardian.

" In every direction in this work we find the mark of the independent
thinker and investigator . . . this remarkable volume . . , this able and
learned work. . . ."

—

Christian World.

" The book itself . . . is of great interest, and the work of the translation

has been done in a most satisfactory way."

—

Critical Review.
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BAUR (F. C). CHURCH HISTORY OF THE FIRST
THREE CENTURIES. Translated from the Third German
Edition. Edited by Rev. Allan Menzies. 2 vols. 8vo, cloth. 12S.

PAUL, THE APOSTLE OF JESUS CHRIST, HIS
LIFE AND WORK, HIS EPISTLES AND DOC-
TRINE. A Contribution to a Critical History of Primitive

Christianity. Edited by Rev. Allan Menzies. 2nd Edition.

2 vols. 8vo, cloth. 12S.

BLEEK (F.). LECTURES ON THE APOCALYPSE.
Translated. Edited by the Rev. Dr. S. Davidson. 8vo, cloth.

6s.

EWALD'S (Dr. H.) COMMENTARY ON THE PRO-
PHETS OF THE OLD TESTAMENT. Translated by
the Rev. J. F. Smith. [Vol. I. General Introduction, Yoel, Amos,
Hosea, and Zakharya 9-1 1. Vol. II. Yesaya, Obadya, and Mikah.
Vol. III. Nahilm, Ssephanya, Habaqquq, Zakharya, Yeremya.
Vol. IV. Hezekiel, Yesaya xl.-lxvi. Vol. V. Haggai, Zakharya,
Malaki, Jona, Baruc, Daniel, Appendix and Index.] 5 vols. 8vo,

cloth. 30J-.

COMMENTARY ON THE PSALMS. Translated by
the Rev. E. Johnson, M.A. 2 vols. 8vo, cloth. 12s.

COMMENTARY ON THE BOOK OF JOB, with
Translation. Translated from the German by the Rev. J.
Frederick Smith. Svo, cloth. 6s.

HAUSRATH (Prof. A.). HISTORY OF THE NEW
TESTAMENT TIMES. The Time of Jesus. Translated

by the Revs. C. T. Poynting and P. Quenzer. 2 vols. Svo, cloth.

12S.

The second portion of this work, "The Times of the Apostles,"

was issued apart from the Library, but in uniform volumes ; see

p. 18.

KEIM'S HISTORY OF JESUS OF NAZARA : Considered
in its connection with the National Life of Israel, and
related in detail. Translated from the German by Arthur Ransom
and the Rev. E. M. Geldart. [Vol. I. Second Edition. Intro-

duction, Survey of Sources, Sacred and Political Groundwork.
Religious Grovmdwork. Vol. II. The Sacred Youth, Self-recog-

nition, Decision. Vol. III. The First Preaching, the Works of
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Jesus, ihe Disciples, and Aposlolic Mission. Vol. IV. Conflicts

and Disillusions, Strengthened Self-confidence, Last Efforts in

Galilee, Signs of the Approaching Fall, Recognition of the Messiah.

Vol. V. The Messianic Progress to Jerusalem, the Entry into

Jerusalem, the Decisive Struggle, the Farewell, the Last Supper.

Vol. VI. The Messianic Death at Jerusalem. Arrest and Pseudo-

Trial, the Death on the Cross, Burial and Resurrection, the

Messiah's Place in History, Indices,] Complete in 6 vols.

8vo. ^6s.

(Vol. I. only to be had when a complete set of the work is

ordered.)

KUENEN (Dr. A.). THE RELIGION OF ISRAEL TO
THE FALL OF THE JEWISH STATE. By Dr. A.

Kuenen, Professor of Theology at the University, Leiden. Trans-

lated from the Dutch by A. H. May. 3 vols. 8vo, cloth. iSs.

PFLEIDERER (O.). PAULINISM : A Contribution to the

History of Primitive Christian Theology. Translated by E.

Peters. 2nd Edition. 2 vols, 8vo, cloth. 12s.

PHILOSOPHY OF RELIGION ON THE BASIS OF
ITS HISTORY. (Vols. I. II. History of the Philosophy of

Religion from Spinoza to the Present Day ; Vols. III. IV. Genetic-

Speculative Philosophy of Religion.) Translated by Prof. Allan

Menzies and the Rev. Alex. Stewart. 4 vols, 8vo, cloth. 24J.

REVILLE (Dr. A.). PROLEGOMENA OF THE HIS-
TORY OF RELIGIONS. With an Introduction by Prof.

F. Max Miiiler. 8vo, cloth. 6s.

PROTESTANT COMMENTARY ON THE NEW TES-
TAMENT. With General and Special Introductions. Edited

by Profs. P. W. Schmidt and F. von Holzendorff. Translated

from the Third German Edition by the Rev. F. H. Jones, B.A.

3 vols. 8vo, cloth. i8i-.

SCHRADER (Prof. E.). THE CUNEIFORM INSCRIP-
TIONS AND THE OLD TESTAMENT. Translated

from the Second Enlarged Edition, with Additions by the Author,

and an Introduction by the Rev. Owen C. Whitehouse, M.A.
2 vols. (Vol. I. not sold separately.) With a Map. 8vo, cloth.

12s.

ZELLER (Dr. E.). THE CONTENTS AND ORIGIN OF
THE ACTS OF THE APOSTLES CRITICALLY
INVESTIGATED. Preceded by Dr, Fr. Overbeck's Intro-

duction to the Acts of the Apostles from De Wette's Handbook.
Translated by Joseph Dare. 2 vols. 8vo, cloth. 12s.
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The volumes are tinifortn in size [crown octavo) and binding, but the

price varies according to the size and importance of the work.

Vol. I. BABEL AND BIBLE. By Dr. Friedrich Delitzsch, Pro-

fessor of Assyriology in the University of Berlin. Authorised
Translation. Edited, with an Introduction, by Rev. C. H. W.
Johns. Crown 8vo, with 77 illustrations, cloth, ^s.

Vol. II. THE VIRGIN BIRTH OF CHRIST: An Historical
and Critical Essay. By Paul Lobstein, Professor of Dogmatics
in the University of Strassburg. Translated by Victor Leuliette,

A. K.C, B. -es-L., Paris. Edited, with an Introduction, by Rev.
W. D. Morrison, LL.D. Crown 8vo. 3^-.

Vol. III. MY STRUGGLE FOR LIGHT: Confessions of a
Preacher. By R. Wimmer, Pastor of Weisweil-am-Rhein in

Baden. Crown 8vo, cloth. 3^-. ()d.

Vol. ly. LIBERAL CHRISTIANITY: Its Origin, Nature, and
Mission. By Jean Reville, Professeur adjoint a la Faculte de
Theologie Protestante de I'Universite de Paris. Translated and
edited by Victor Leuliette, A. K.C, B.-es-L. Crown 8vo,

cloth. dfS.

Vol. V. WHAT IS CHRISTIANITY? By Adolf Harnack,
Professor of Church Plistory in the University, Berlin. Translated

by Thomas Bailey Saunders. Third and Revised Edition. Crown
8vo. 5i-.

Vol. VI. FAITH AND MORALS. By W. Herrmann, Professor of

Systematic Theology at the University of Marburg ; Author of
'

' The
Communion of the Christian with God." Crown 8vo, cloth, z^s.

Vol. VII. EARLY HEBREV7 STORY. A Study of the Origin,

the Value, and the Historical Background of the Legends of Israel.

By John P. Peters, D.D., Rector of St. Michael's Church, New
York; author of "Nippur, or Explorations and Adventures on the

Euphrates." Crown 8vo, cloth. 55.

Vol. VIII. BIBLE PROBLEMS AND THE NEW
MATERIAL FOR THEIR SOLUTION. A Plea for

Thoroughness of Investigation, addressed to Churchmen
and Scholars. By the Rev. T. K. Cheyne, D.Litt., D.D.,
Fellow of the British Academy ; Oriel Professor of Interpretation

in the University of Oxford, and Canon of Rochester. Crown
8vo. 5^.
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Vol. IX. THE DOCTRINE OF THE ATONEMENT AND
ITS HISTORICAL EVOLUTION; and RELIGION
AND MODERN CULTURE. By the late Auguste Sabatier,

Professor in the University of Paris. Translated by Victor Leuliette,

A.K.C., B.-es-L. Crown 8vo. 4J-. dd.

Vol. X. THE EARLY CHRISTIAN CONCEPTION OF
CHRIST: Its Value and Sig-nificance in the History of
Religion. By Otto Pfleiderer, D.D. , Professor of Practical

Theology in the University, Berlin. Crown 8vo. 3^-. 6d.

Vol. XL THE CHILD AND RELIGION. Eleven Essays. By
Prof. Henry Jones, M.A., LL.D., University of Glasgow ; C. F. G.
Masterman, M.A. ; Prof. George T. Ladd, D.D., LL.D., Uni-
versity of Yale; Rev. F. R. Tennant, M.A., B.Sc, Hulsean
Lecturer ; Rev. J. Cynddylan Jones, D.D. ; Rev. Canon Hensley
Henson, M.A. ; Rev. Robert F. Horton, M.A., D.D. ; Rev. G.
Hill, M.A., D.D. ; Rev. J. J. Thornton; Rev. Rabbi A. A.
Green ; Prof. Joseph Agar Beet, D. D. Edited by Thomas
Stephens, B.A. Crown 8vo. 6s.

" No fresher and more instructive book on this question has been issued for

years, and the study of its pages will often prove a godsend to many perplexed
minds in the church and in the Christian home."

—

British Weekly.

Vol. XII. THE EVOLUTION OF RELIGION: An Anthro-
pological Study. By L. R. Farnell, D.Litt., Fellow and Tutor
of Exeter College, Oxford ; University Lecturer in Classical

Archaeology, etc., etc. Crown Svo, cloth. 55.

Vol. XIII. THE BOOKS OF THE NEW TESTAMENT.
By H. von Soden, D.D., Professor of Theology in the University

of Berlin. Translated by the Rev. J. R. Wilkinson, and edited by
Rev. W. D. Morrison, LL.D. Crown Svo, cloth. 55-.

Vol. XIV. JESUS. By Wilhelm Bousset, Professor of Theology in

Gottingen. Translated by Janet Penrose Trevelyan, and edited by
Rev. W. D. Morrison, LL.D. Crown Svo. 4^-.

" It is true the writers, von Soden and Bousset, have in the course of their

papers said things that I regard as as nothing less than admirable. I very
much doubt whether we have anything so admirable in English."

—

Rev. Dr.
Sanday in the Guardian.

Vol. XV. THE COMMUNION OF THE CHRISTIAN
WITH GOD. By Prof. Wilhelm Herrmann. Translated from
the new German Edition by Rev. J. S. Stanyon, M.A., and Rev.
R. W. Stewart, B.D., B.Sc. Crown Svo, cloth, ^s.
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Vol. XVL HEBREW RELIGION TO THE ESTABLISH-
MENT OF JUDAISM UNDER EZRA. By W. E. Addis,

M.A. Crown 8vo, cloth, $s.

Vol. XVII. NATURALISM AND RELIGION. By Rudolf

Otto, Professor of Theology in the University of Gottingen. Trans-

lated by J. Arthur Thomson, Professor of Natural History in the

University of Aberdeen, and Margaret R. Thomson. Edited

with an Introduction by Rev. W. D. Morrison, LL.D. Crown
8vo. 6s.

"... A valuable survey, and a critical estimate of scientific theory and
kindred ideas as they concern the religious view of the world. ... It is well

written, clear, and even eloquent." —£jt:/oszfory Times.

Vol. XVIII. ESSAYS ON THE SOCIAL GOSPEL. By Pro-

fessor Adolf Harnack, of Berlin, and Professor W. Herrmann, of

Marburg. Crown Svo, cloth. 4J-. 6d.

Vol. XIX. THE RELIGION OF THE OLD TESTAMENT:
Its Place among the Religions of the Nearer East. By
Karl Marti, Professor of Old Testament Exegesis, Bern. Crown
Svo, cloth. 4^-. 6d.

In a leading review The Spectator says :—" It is a valuable contribution

to a great theme by one who has devoted his life to its study.
_
Not only the

general reader, for whom it is specially intended, but the theologian will learn

not a little from its pages."

Vol. XX. LUKE, THE PHYSICIAN. By Adolf Harnack, D.D.

Translated by the Rev. J. R. Wilkinson, M.A. Crown Svo,

cloth. 6s.

"What is new and interesting and valuable is the ratiocination, the theorising,

and the personal point of view in the book under review. We study it to under-

stand Professor Harnack, not to understand Luke ; and the study is well worth

the time and work. Personally, I feel specially interested in the questionof
Luke's nationality. On this the author has some admirable and suggestive

pages."—Prof. Sir W. M. Ramsay in The Expositor.

Vol. XXL THE HISTORICAL EVIDENCE FOR THE
RESURRECTION OF JESUS CHRIST. By Kirsopp

Lake, Professor of New Testament Exegesis in the University of

Leiden, Holland. Crown Svo, cloth. 5^-,

Vol. XXIL THE APOLOGETIC OF THE NEW TESTA-
MENT. By E. F. Scott, M.A., author of " The Fourth Gospel

:

Its Purpose and Theology." Crown Svo, cloth. 55.
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Vol. XXIII. THE SAYINGS OF JESUS. By Adolf Harnack,
D.D. Being Vol. II. of Dr Ilarnack's New Testament Studies.

Crown 8vo, cloth. 6s.

Vol. XXIV. ANGLICAN LIBERALISM. By Twelve Church-
men. Rev. Hubert Handley, Prof. F. C. Burkitt, M.A., D.D.,

Rev. J. R, Wilkinson, M.A., Rev. C. R. Shaw Stewart, M.A.,
Rev. Hastings Rashdall, D.Litt., D.C.L., Prof. Percy Gardner,

Litt.D., LL.D., Sir C. T. Dyke Acland, Rev. A. J. Carlyle, M.A.,
Rev. H. G. Woods, D.D., Rev. A. Caldecott, D.Litt., D.D., Rev.

W. D. Morrison, LL.D., Rev. A. L. Lilley, M.A. Crown 8vo,

cloth. 5s.

"This is a stimulating volume^ and we are glad to .see an able body of
writers uniting to claim the free atmosphere as the condition of spiritual

progress. "

—

JVesttninster Gazette.

Vol. XXV. THE FUNDAMENTAL TRUTHS OF THE
CHRISTIAN RELIGION. By R. Seeberg, Professor of

Systematic Theology in Berlin. Sixteen Lectures delivered before

the Students of all Faculties in the University of Berlin. Crown
8vo, 350 pp. 5.y.

Vol. XXVI. THE ACTS OF THE APOSTLES. By Adolf
Harnack, D.D. Being Vol. III. of Dr Harnack's New Testament
Studies. Crown Svo, cloth. 65-.

Vol. XXVII. THE LIFE OF THE SPIRIT. By Rudolf
Eucken, Professor of Philosophy in Jena. Second Edition. Svo,

cloth. 5J.

Vol. XXVIII. MONASTICISM: Its Ideals and History; and
THE CONFESSIONS OF ST. AUGUSTINE. Two
Lectures by Adolf Harnack, D.D. Translated into English by
E. E. Kellett, M.A., and F. H. Marseille, Ph.D. Crown Svo,

cloth. 4J.

" One might read all the ponderous works of Montalembert without obtaining
so clear a view or so rare a judgment of this immense subject as are offered in

these luminous pages."

—

Christian IVorld.

Vol. XXIX. MODERNITY AND THE CHURCHES. By
Prof. Percy Gardner, Litt.D., of Oxford. Crown Svo, cloth.

Vol. XXX. THE OLD EGYPTIAN FAITH. By Edouard
Naville, Hon. LL.D., Ph.D., Litt.D., Fellow of King's College,

London, Professor of Egyptology at the University of Geneva.
Translated by Colin Campbell, M.A., D.D. Illustrated.
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THE HIBBERT LECTURES.
Library Edition, demy 8vo, los. 6d. per volume. Cheap Popular

Edition, 3^-. 6d. per volume.

ALVIELLA (Count GOBLET D'). LECTURES ON THE
ORIGIN AND THE GROWTH OF THE CONCEP-
TION OF GOD AS ILLUSTRATED BY ANTHRO-
POLOGY AND HISTORY. Translated by the Rev. P. H.
Wicksteed. (Hibbert Lectures, 1 891.) Cloth, los. 6d. Cheap
Edition, 3^-. 6d.

BEARD (Rev. Dr. C). LECTURES ON THE REFORMA-
TION OF THE SIXTEENTH CENTURY IN ITS
RELATION TO MODERN THOUGHT AND KNOW-
LEDGE. (Hibbert Lectures, 1883.) 8vo, cloth. los. 6d.

Cheap Edition, 3rd Edition, 35-. 6d.

DAVIDS (T. W. RHYS). LECTURES ON SOME POINTS
IN THE HISTORY OF INDIAN BUDDHISM. (Hib.

Lee, 1881.) 2nd Ed. 8vo, cloth, los. 6d. Cheap Ed., 3^. 6d.

DRUMMOND (Dr.) VIA, VERITAS, VITA. Lectures on
Christianity in its most Simple and Intelligible Form. (The
Hibbert Lectures, 1894.) los. 6d. Cheap Edition, 35-. 6d.

HATCH (Rev. Dr.). LECTURES ON THE INFLUENCE
OF GREEK IDEAS AND USAGES UPON THE
CHRISTIAN CHURCH. Edited by Dr. Fairbairn. (Hibbert
Lectures, 1888.) 3rd Edition. 8vo, cloth, los. 6d. Cheap
Edition, 35-. 6d.

KUENEN (Dr. A.). LECTURES ON NATIONAL
RELIGIONS AND UNIVERSAL RELIGION. (The
Hibbert Lectures, 1882.) 8vo, cloth, los. 6d. Cheap Edition,

Zs. 6d.

MONTEFIORE (C. G.). ORIGIN AND GROWTH OF
RELIGION AS ILLUSTRATED BY THE RELIGION
OF THE ANCIENT HEBREWS. (The Hibbert Lectures,

1892.) 2nd Edition. 8vo, cloth, los. 6d. Cheap Edition, 3^. 6d.

PFLEIDERER (Dr. O.). LECTURES ON THE IN-
FLUENCE OF THE APOSTLE PAUL ON THE
DEVELOPMENT OF CHRISTIANITY. Translated by
the Rev. J. Frederick Smith. (Hibbert Lectures, 1885.) 2nd
Edition. 8vo, cloth. 10^. 6d. Cheap Edition, t,s. 6d.

RENAN (E.). ON THE INFLUENCE OF THE INSTITU-
TIONS, THOUGHT, AND CULTURE OF ROME
ON CHRISTIANITY AND THE DEVELOPMENT
OF THE CATHOLIC CHURCH. Translated by the Rev.
Charles Beard. (Hibbert Lectures, 1880.) 8vo, cloth. iQs. 6d.

Cheap Edition, 3rd Edition, 35-. 6d.
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RENOUF (P. LE PAGE). ON THE RELIGION OF
ANCIENT EGYPT, (liibbert Lectures, 1879.) 3rd Edition.

8vo, cloth. 10s. 6d. Cheap Edition, 3^-. 6d.

RHYS (Prof. J.). ON THE ORIGIN AND GROWTH
OF RELIGION AS ILLUSTRATED BY CELTIC
HEATHENDOM. (Ilibbert Lectures, 1886.) 8vo, cloth.

los. bd. Cheap Edition, t^s. 6d.

R^VILLE (Dr. A.). ON THE NATIVE RELIGIONS OF
MEXICO AND PERU. Translated by the Rev. P. H.
Wicksteed. (Hibbert Lectures, 1884.) 8vo, cloth. los. 6d.

Cheap Edition, 3^-. 6d.

SAYCE (Prof. A. H.). ON THE RELIGION OF
ANCIENT ASSYRIA AND BABYLONIA. 4th Edition.

(Hibbeit Lectures, 1887.) 8vo, cloth, los.bd. Cheap Ed., 35-. 6^.

UPTON (Rev. C. B.). ON THE BASES OF RE-
LIGIOUS BELIEF. (Hibbert Lectures, 1893.) Demy 8vo,

cloth, los. 6d. Cheap Edition, 3^. 6^-/.

ALPHABETICAL LIST.

ADDIS (W. E.). HEBREW RELIGION. 5^. See Crown
Theological Library, p. 11.

ALLIN (Rev. THOS.). UNIVERSALISM ASSERTED
AS THE HOPE OF THE GOSPEL ON THE
AUTHORITY OF REASON, THE FATHERS, AND
HOLY SCRIPTURE. With a Preface by Edna Lyall, and a

Letter from Canon VVilberforce. Crown 8vo, cloth. 2s. 6d. net.

ALVIELLA (Count GOBLET D'). THE CONTEMPOR-
ARY EVOLUTION OF RELIGIOUS THOUGHT IN
ENGLAND, AMis-RICA. AND INDIA. Translated from

the French by the Rev. J. Moden. Svo, cloth, los. 6d.

EVOLUTION OF THE IDEA OF GOD. See The
Hibbert Lectures, p. 13.

ANGLICAN LIBERALISM. By Twelve Churchmen. 55-. See

Crown Theological Library, p. 12.

BAUR (F. C). CHURCH HISTORY OF THE FIRST
THREE CENTURIES. 2 vols., 12s. See Theological

Translation Library, Old Series, p. 7.

PAUL, THE APOSTLE OF JESUS CHRIST.
2 vols., I2s. See Theological Translation Library, Old Series, p. 7.

BEARD (Rev. Dr. C). THE UNIVERSAL CHRIST.
AND OTHER SERMONS. Crown Svo, cloth. 7.^. 6d
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BEARD (Rev. Dr. C). LECTURES ON THE REFORMA-
TION OF THE SIXTEENTH CENTURY IN ITS
RELATION TO MODERN THOUGHT AND KNOW-
LEDGE. See The Hibbert Lectures, p. 13.

BEEBY (Rev. C. E., B.D., Author of "Creed and Life").
DOCTRINE AND PRINCIPLES. Popular Lectures on
Primary Questions. Demy ^vo, cloth. 4^-. 6d.

BEVAN (Rev. J. O., M.A., F.G.S., F.S.A., etc., Rector of
Chillenden, Dover). THE GENESIS AND EVOLUTION
OF THE INDIVIDUAL SOUL SCIENTIFICALLY
TREATED. Including; also Problems relating to Science
and Immortality. Crown 8vo, cloth. 2s. 6d. net.

" Meets the much debated questions which are raised by the more thought-
ful, and perhaps able, opponents of l)elief in a second life, and is a woik of great
value, and one that is opportune in its publication, and besides, />fr j^, emphati-
cally interesting reading."

—

Manchester Courier.

BIBLE. Translated by Samuel Sharpe, being a Revision of the
Authorised English Version. 6th Edition of the Old, loth Edition
of the New Testament. 8vo, roan. 5J-. .S"^*? a/j-^ Testament.

BLEEK(F.). LECTURES ON THE APOCALYPSE. See
Theological Tran^lation Library, Old Series, p. 7.

BREMOND (HENRI). THE MYSTERY OF NEWMAN.
Wiih an Introduction by Rev. George Tyrrell, M.A. Medium 8vo,
cloth. loj bd. net.

"From I^rance comes a remarkable volume, excellently translated, which
endeavours to probe the mystery ; to realise, as it were, the soul of Newman,
to describe to us justly and truthfully the personality of the man."

—

Daily
Chronicle.

" No subsequent work can deprive M. Bremond's book of its great psycho-
logical interest ; it is a work that, unlike many books on Newman and the
Tractarians, no student of modern Christianity can afford to miss."

—

Pall Mali
Gazette.

CAMPBELL (Rev. Canon COLIN, M.A., D.D.,). FIRST
THREE GOSPELS IN GREEK. 3^-. 6^. net. See Testa-
ment, New, p. 26.

CAMPBELL (Rev. R. J., M.A.). NEW THEOLOGY
SERMONS. Grown 8vo, cloth, ds.

CHANNING'S COMPLETE WORKS. Including "The
Perfect Life," with a Memoir. Centennial Edition. 4to Edition.

Cloth. -]$. 6d.

CHEYNE (Prof. T. K.). BIBLE PROBLEMS AND THE
NEW MATERIAL FOR THEIR SOLUTION. sx.

See Crown Theological Library, p. 9.

CHILD AND RELIGION. Edited by Thomas Stephens, B. A.
6s. Seg Grown Theological Library, p. 10.

CHRISTIAN CREED (OUR). 2nd and greatly Revised Edition.

Grown 8vo, cloth. 3j'. ()d.
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COIT (STANTON, Ph.D.). NATIONAL IDEALISM AND
A STATE CHURCH.

" No one reading this IjooIc could miss its interest and ability. . . . Criticises

existing Christianity along lines almost literally opposite to those of Herbert
Spencer and the majority of the critics. . . . Great clearness and eloquence."

—

G. K. CiiFCSTrcKTON in 'I'lie Nation.

NATIONAL IDEALISM AND THE BOOK OF
COMMON PRAYER. An Essay in Re-Interpretation and
Revision. Demy 8vo, cloth. lo^. da. net.

COMMON PRAYER FOR CHRISTIAN WORSHIP: in

Ten Services for Morning and Evening. 32010, cloth. \s.(>d.

Also in 8vo, clolh. 3^'.

CONWAY (MONCURE D.). CENTENARY HISTORY
OF THE SOUTH PLACE ETHICAL SOCIETY.
With numerous Portraits, a facsimile of the original MS. of the

hymn, "Nearer, my God, to Thee," and Appendices. Crown
8vo, half vellum, paper sides, ^s.

CORNILL (Prof. CARL). INTRODUCTION TO THE
CANONICAL BOOKS OF THE OLD TESTAMENT.
Demy 8vo, cloth. \os. 6d. 7iet. See Theological Translation

Library, New Series, p. 3,

DAVIDS (T. W. RHYS). LECTURES ON SOME
POINTS IN THE HISTORY OF INDIAN BUDDH-
ISM. See The Hibbert Lectures, p. 13.

DELITZSCH (F.). BABEL AND BIBLE. Two Lectures

delivered before the Deutsche Orient-Gesellschaft in the presence

of the German Emperor. 5^. See Crown Theological Library,

p. 9. See also Harnack, A., ** Letter to Preuss. /ahrbucher,'^ ^gt. 18.

DOBSCHUTZ (E. VON). CHRISTIAN LIFE IN THE
PRIMITIVE CHURCH. Demy Svo. los. 6d. 5^^ Theo-
logical Translation Library, New Series, p. 3.

DOLE (CHARLES F.). THE ETHICS OF PROGRESS,
or the Theory and the Practice by which Civilisation

proceeds. Small demy 8vo, cloth. 6s. net.

DRIVER (S. R.). See Mosheh ben Shesheth, p. 22.

DRUMMOND (JAMES, M.A., LL.D., Hon. Litt.D., late

Principal of Manchester College, Oxford). AN INQUIRY
INTO THE CHARACTER AND AUTHORSHIP OF
THE FOURTH GOSPEL. Neiv Edilion hi Preparation.

" The book is not only learned, but also reverent and spiritual in tone, and
ought to find its way into the libraries of students of all shades of belief, as a
very notable attempt to solve one of the most important of New Testament
problems. "

—

Christian U'orld.

VIA, VERITAS, VITA. See The Hibbert Lectures, p. 13.

PHILO JUDiEUS. See p. 28.
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ECHOES OF HOLY THOUGHTS : Arranged as Private
Meditations before a First Communion. 2nd Edition, with a

Preface by Rev. J. Hamilton Thorn. Printed with red lines.

Fcap. 8vo, cloth, is.

EUCKEN (Prof. RUDOLF). THE LIFE OF THE SPIRIT.
5^-. See page 12.

EWALD (H.). COMMENTARY ON THE PROPHETS
OF THE OLD TESTAMENT. See Theological Transla-
tion Library, Old Series, p. 7.

COMMENTARY ON THE PSALMS. See Theological
Translation Libraiy, Old Series, p. 7.

EWALD (H.). COMMENTARY ON THE BOOK OF
JOB. See Theological Translation Library, Old Series, p. 7.

FARNELL (L. R.). THE EVOLUTION OF RELIGION.
An Anthropological Study. By L. R. Farnell, D.Litt., Fellow
and Tutor of Exeter College, Oxford. 5^-. See Crown Theo-
logical Library, p. 10.

FIGG (E. G.). ANALYSIS OF THEOLOGY, NATURAL
AND REVEALED. Crown 8vo, cloth. 6^.

FORMBY (Rev. C. W.). RE-CREATION: A New Aspect
of Evolution. Large Crown 8vo, cloth. 5^'

FOUR GOSPELS (THE) AS HISTORICAL RECORDS.
Svo, cloth. 155-.

GILL (C). THE EVOLUTION OF CHRISTIANITY.
By Charles Gill. 2nd Edition. With Dissertations in answer to

Criticism. Svo, cloth. I2s.

THE BOOK OF ENOCH THE PROPHET. Trans-
lated from an Ethiopic MS. in the Bodleian Library, by the late

Richard Laurence, LL.D., Archbishop of Cashel. The Text
corrected from his latest Notes by Charles Gill. Re-issue, Svo,

cloth. 5^.

HARNACK (ADOLF). ACTS OF THE APOSTLES. 6s.

See Crown Thecjlogical Library, p. 12,

MONASTICISM : Its Ideals and History ; and THE
CONFESSIONS OF ST. AUGUSTINE. Two Lectures

by Adolf Harnack. Translated into English by E. E. Kellett,

M.A., and F. H. Marseille, Ph.D., M.A. Crown Svo, cloth. 4s.

" The lectures impart to these old subjects a new and vivid interest which
cannot but win this faithful version many admiring readers."

—

Scotsman.
" One might read all the ponderous volumes of Montalembert without

obtaining so clear a view or so rare a judgment of this immense subject as are
offered in these luminous pages. . . . The translation is excellent, antl gives us
Harnack in pure and vigorous English."

—

Christian World.
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HARNACK (ADOLF). LETTER to the " Preussische Jahr-
biicher " on the German Emperor's Criticism of Prof.

Dehtzsch's Lectures on " Babel and Bible." Translated into

English Ijy Thomas Bailey Saunders, dd. net.

LUKE, THE PHYSICIAN. 6^. .S>^ Crown Theological
Library, p. II.

HISTORY OF DOGMA. 7 vols., 10^. 6d. each. See Theo-
logical Translation Library, New Series, p. 4.

THE SAYINGS OF JESUS. 6^. 6"^^ Crown Theological

Library, p. 12.

WHAT IS CHRISTIANITY? See Theological Trans-
lation Library, New Series, p. 5. Also Crown Theological Library,

p. 10. 5^-. See Saunders (T. B.), "Professor Harnack and his

Oxford Critics," p. 24.

MISSION AND EXPANSION OF CHRISTIANITY
IN THE FIRST THREE CENTURIES. By Adolf
Harnack, D. D., Berlin. Entirely new edition, re-written, with
numerous additions and maps. 2 vols, demy 8vo, cloth, 25^'. net.

and HERRMANN (Dr. WILHELM). ESSAYS ON
THE SOCIAL GOSPEL. 4^. 6^. Translation edited by
Maurice A. Canney, M. A. See Crown Theological Library, p. 11

HATCH (Rev. Dr.). LECTURES ON THE INFLUENCE
OF GREEK IDEAS AND USAGES UPON THE
CHRISTIAN CHURCH. See The Hibbert Lectures, p. 13.

HAUSRATH (Prof. A.). HISTORY OF THE NEW
TESTAMENT TIMES. The Time of the Apostles. Trans-
lated by Leonard Huxley. With a Pieface by Mrs Humphry
Ward. 4 vols. 8vo, cloth. 42J. (Uniform with the Theological
Translation Library, Old Series.)

NEW TESTAMENT TIMES. The Times of Jesus.

2 vols. I2J-. See Theological Translation Library, Old Series, p. 7.

HEBREW TEXTS, in lar^e type for Classes :

Genesis. 2nd Edition. i6rno, cloth. \s. 6d.

Psalms. i6mo, cloth, is.

Isaiah. i6mo, cloth. \s.

Job. i6mo, cloth, is.

HENSLOW(Rev. G.). THE ARGUMENT OF ADAPTA-
TION ; or. Natural Theolog-y reconsidered. 8vo, cloth, is.

SPIRITUAL TEACHINGS OF BIBLE PLANTS;
or, The Garden of God. 8vo, cloth, is.

THE AT-OwE-MENT ; or, The Gospel of Reconciliation.
8vo, cloth. IS.
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HENSLOW (Rev. G.). THE SPIRITUAL TEACHING
OF CHRIST'S LIFE. 8vo, cloth. 51. net.

CHRIST NO PRODUCT OF EVOLUTION. 8vo,
cloth. IS.

VULGATE, THE: The Source of False Doctrines.
A work specially applicable to the Clergy, Bible Teachers, and
other exponents of the Gospel of Christ. Crown 8vo, cloth.

2s. 6d. net.

HERFORD (R. TRAVERS, B.A.). CHRISTIANITY IN
TALMUD AND MIDRASH. Demy 8vo, cloth. i8j. net.

CONTENTS :—Introduction. Division I. Passages from the

Rabbinical Literature : A. Passages relating to Jesus. B. Passages
relating to Minim, Minuth. Division II. General Results. Appen-
dix containing the Original Texts of the Passages translated.

Indices.
"It is no exaggeration to say that it will prove indispensable not only to

scholars interested in Talmudic literature, but to all who study the subject of
the evangelical tradition. It will introduce the reader into a new world—that
of Jewish thought in the centuries after Christ."

—

Cambridge Review.

HERRMANN (W.). THE COMMUNION OF THE
CHRISTIAN WITH GOD. 55-. ^"^^ Theological Translation
Library, New Series, p. 5.

FAITH AND MORALS. 5^. See Crown Theological
Library, p. 9.

and HARNACK (ADOLF.). ESSAYS ON THE SOCIAL
GOSPEL. 4J-. 6d. See Crown Theological Library, p. 11.

HIBBERT JOURNAL : A Quarterly Review of Religion,
Theology, and Philosophy. Edited by L. P. Jacks and G.
Dawes Hicks. Vol, I. Royal 8vo, 856 pp. Vol. II., 864 pp.
Vol. III., 869 pp. Vols. IV., v., VI., and VII., 960 pp. Cloth.

Each I2s. 6d. net. Annual Subscription, los. post free.

HIBBERT JOURNAL SUPPLEMENT, 1909, entitled

JESUS OR CHRIST? Containing Essays by the following

writers :—The late Rev. George Tyrrell, The Bishop of Southwark,
Professor H. Weinel, Professor Percy Gardner, Professor P.

Schmiedel, Professor Henry Jones, The Rev. Richard Morris, B. D.

,

Sir Oliver Lodge, Canon H. Scott Holland, The Rev. Father
Joseph Rickaby, S.J., Professor Nathan Soderblom (Upsala). , Rev.
Principal A. E. Garvie, D.D., The Rev. R. J. Campbell, M.A.,
The Rev. James Drummond, D. D. , Professor B. W. Bacon, D. D.

,

Rev. Principal J. E. Carpenter, D.D. , Mr James Collier, The
Rev. R. Roberts. Super-royal 8vo, cloth. $s. net.

HOERNING (Dr. R.). THE KARAITE MSS., BRITISH
MUSEUM. The Karaite Exodus (i. to viii. 5) in Forty-two
Autotype Facsimiles, with a Transcription in ordinary Arabic type.

Together with Descriptions and Collation of that and five other

MSS. of portions of the Hebrew Bible in Arabic characters in the

same Collection. Royal 4to, cloth, gilt top. 20s.
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HUNTER (Rev. J., D.D.). DE PROFUNDIS CLAMAVI,
and Other Sermons. Large Ciovmi 8vo, cloth. 5.^ net.

THE COMING CHURCH. A Plea for a Church simply
Christian. Cl^th. is. 6d. net.

JOHNSON (EDWIN, M.A.). THE RISE OF CHRISTEN-
DOM. Demy 8vo, cloth. 7^. 6d.

JOHNSON (EDWIN, M.A.). ANTIQUA MATER : A Study
of Christian Origins. Crown 8vo, cloth. 2s. 6d.

. THE RISE OF ENGLISH CULTURE. Demy 8vo,

cloth. 155-. net.

JONES (Rev. R. CROMPTON). HYMNS OF DUTY AND
FAITH. Selected and Arranged. 247 pp. Fcap. 8vo, cloth.

2nd Edition. 3^-. 6d.

CHANTS, PSALMS, AND CANTICLES. Selected

and Pointed for Chanting. i8mo, cloth, is. 6d.

ANTHEMS. With Indexes and References to the Music.

iSmo, cloth. IS. ^d.

THE CHANTS AND ANTHEMS. Together in i vol.,

cloth. 2S.

A BOOK OF PRAYER. In Thirty Orders of Worship, with

Additional Prayers and Thanksgivings. i8mo, cloth. 2s. 6d.

With Chants, in i vol. i8mo, cloth. 35-.

KAUTZSCH (E.). AN OUTLINE OF THE HISTORY
OF THE LITERATURE OF THE OLD TESTA-
P/IENT. With Chronological Tables for the History of the

Israelites, and other Aids to the Explanation of the Old Testament.

Reprinted from the "Supplement to the Translation of the Old
Testament." By E. Kauizsch, Professor of Theology at the Uni-

versity of Halle. Edited by the Author. Translated by John
Taylor, D.Lit, M.A., etc. Demy 8vo, cloth. 6s. 6d.

" This English translation ... is likely to prove very acceptable to all those

students who desire to see for themselves the view taken by the 'higher critics

'

of the growth of the Old Testament."

—

T/ie Gtiardian.
"Dr. Taylor has rendered a great service to the English readers by his

excellent translation of this important work."

—

British Weekly.

KEIM'S HISTORY OF JESUS OF NAZARA. 6 vols.

ds. each. See Theological Translation Library, Old Series, p. 7.

KENNEDY (Rev. JAS.). BIBLICAL HEBREW. 12s.

See p. 34.

KITTEL (R.). HISTORY OF THE HEBREWS. 2 vols.

105. dd. each. See Theological Translation Library, New Series, p. 5.

KUENEN (Dr. A.). LECTURES ON NATIONAL AND
UNIVERSAL RELIGIONS. See The Hibbert Lectures,

P- ^3-
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KUENEN (Dr. A.). THE RELIGION OF ISRAEL TO

THE FALL OF THE JEWISH STATE. 3 vols. iSs.

See Theological Translation Library, Old Series, p. 8.

LAKE (Professor KIRSOPP). THE HISTORICAL EVI-
DENCE FOR THE RESURRECTION OF JESUS
CHRIST. 55. See Crown Theological Library,, p. IL

LEA (HENRY CHARLES, LL.D.). HISTORY OF SAC-
ERDOTAL CELIBACY IN THE CHRISTIAN
CHURCH. Third Edition. Thoroughly Revised and Reset.

2 vols. Medium 8vo, cloth. 2 is. net.

LOBSTEIN(P.). THEDOGMAOFTHEVIRGIN BIRTH
OF CHRIST. 3s, 6"^^ Crown Theological Library, p. 9.

LODGE (Sir O.). LIFE AND MATTER. An Exposition
of Part of the Philosophy of Science, with Special References
to the Influence of Professor Haeckel. Second Edition, with
an Appendix of Definitions and Explanations. Crown Svo, cloth.

2s. 6d. net. Popular Edition. Paper cover. 6d. net.

MACAN (R. W.). THE RESURRECTION OF JESUS
CHRIST. An Essay in Three Chapters. Svo, cloth. 5^.

MACFIE, (RONALD C, M.A., M.B.). SCIENCE,
MATTER, AND IMMORTALITY. Crown Svo, cloth.

^s. net.

MACKAY (R. W.). SKETCH OF THE RISE AND
PROGRESS OF CHRISTIANITY. Svo, cloth. 6^.

MARCHANT (JAMES). THEORIES OF THE RESUR-
RECTION OF JESUS CHRIST. Crown Svo, stiff covers,

2j. net ; superior cloth binding, 3^-.

MARTI (KARL). RELIGION OF THE OLD TESTA-
MENT. 4s. 6d. See Crown Theological Library, p. ii.

MARTINEAU (Rev. Dr. JAMES). THE RELATION
BETWEEN ETHICS AND RELIGION. An Address.

Svo, sewed, is.

MODERN MATERIALISM : ITS ATTITUDE TO-
WARDS THEOLOGY. A Critique and Defence. Svo,

sewed. 2s. 6d.

MENEGOZ (E.). RELIGION AND THEOLOGY. By E.

Menegoz, Professor of the Faculty of Protestant Theology, Paris.

Stiff boards, is. net.

MERCER (Right Rev. J. EDWARD, D.D.). THE SOUL
OF PROGRESS. Being the Moorhouse Lectures for 1907.
Crown Svo, cloth. 6s. For Moorhouse Lectures vide also Stephen,

page 25.
" To be congratulated on an eftective and freshly thought out exposure of

the familiar failure of materialism to account for evolution, humanity or

progress in any intelligible sense."

—

The Christian World.
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MITCHELL (Rev. A. F.). HOW TO TEACH THE BIBLE.
2nd Edition, Ihoroughly revised and reset. Crown 8vo, cloth.

2s. 6ci.

" The lectures are marked Ijy much insight and moderation. The book is

notable also for its gracious and cultured note, and for the quiet persuasiveness

with which a revolutionary leform is advocated."

—

Sunday School Chronicle.

MONTEFIORE (C. G.). ORIGIN AND GROWTH OF
RELIGION AS ILLUSTRATED BY THE RELIGION
OF THE ANCIENT HEBREV/S. See The Hibbert Lec-

tures, p. 13.

MOSHEH BEN SHESHETH'S COMMENTARY ON
JEREMIAH AND EZEKIEL. Edited from a Bodleian

jMS., with a Translation and Notes, by S. R. Driver. 8vo,

sewed. 3^.

MiJNSTERBERG (Prof. HUGO). THE AMERICANS.
I2J-, dd. net. See p. 29.

NESTLE (E). INTRODUCTION TO THE TEXTUAL
CRITICISM OF THE GREEK NEW TESTAMENT.
See Theological Translation Library, New Series, p. 6.

OTTO (R.). NATURALISM AND RELIGION. 6s. See

Crown Theological Library, p. 11.

PERCIVAL (G. H.). THE INCARNATE PURPOSE.
Essays on the Spiritual Unity of Life. Crown 8vo, cloth. 2s. 6d.

net.

PERRIN (R. S.). THE EVOLUTION OF KNOWLEDGE.
A Review of Philosophy. Crown Svo, cloth. 6s.

PERSONAL AND FAMILY PRAYERS. Svo, buckram.

IS. net.

PETERS (JOHN P.). EARLY HEBREW STORY. A
Study of the Origin, the Value, and the Historical Background

of the Legends of Israel. 51. See Crown Theological Library,

p. 10.

PFLEIDERER (Dr. O.). LECTURES ON THE IN-
FLUENCE OF THE APOSTLE PAUL ON THE
DEVELOPMENT OF CHRISTIANITY. See The
Hibbert Lectures, p. 13.

PAULINISM : A Contribution to the History of Primitive

Christianity. 2 vols. 12s. See Theological Translation Library,

Old Series, p. 8.

PHILOSOPHY OF RELIGION ON THE BASIS OF
ITS HISTORY. 4 vols. 24s. See Theological Translation

Library, Old Series, p. 8.
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PFLEIDERER (Dr. O.). THE EARLY CHRISTIAN
CONCEPTION OF CHRIST: Its Significance and
Value in the History of Religion. y.6d. See Crown Theo-
logical Library, p. 10,

PRIMITIVE CHRISTIANITY. Vols. I. and II. Demy
8vo, cloth, los. 6d. net each. See Theological Translation Library,
New Series, p. 2.

PICTON, (J. ALLANSON, M.A., Lond.). MAN AND THE
BIBLE. A Review of the Place of the Bible in Human
History. Demy 8vo, cloth. 6s. net.

POOLE (REG. LANE). ILLUSTRATIONS OF THE
HISTORY OF MEDIEVAL THOUGHT IN THE
DEPARTMENTS OF THEOLOGY AND ECCLESI-
ASTICAL POLITICS. 8vo, cloth, los. 6d.

PROTESTANT COMMENTARY ON THE NEW TES-
TAMENT. 3 vols. i'6s. See Theological Translation Library,

Old Series, p. 8.

RENAN (E.). ON THE INFLUENCE OF THE INSTI-
TUTIONS, THOUGHT, AND CULTURE OF ROME
ON CHRISTIANITY AND THE DEVELOPMENT
OF THE CATHOLIC CHURCH. See Hibbert Lectures,

P- I3.

RENOUF (P. LE PAGE). ON THE RELIGION OF
ANCIENT EGYPT. See Hibbert Lectures, p. 14.

REVILLE (A.). THE SONG OF SONGS, Commonly called

the Song of Solomon, or the Canticle. Translated from the

French. Crown 8vo, cloth, is. 6d.

ON NATIVE RELIGIONS OF MEXICO AND PERU.
See Hibbert Lectures, p. 14.

PROLEGOMENA OF THE HISTORY OF RE-
LIGIONS. 6s. See Theological Translation Library, Old
Series, p. 8.

RfeVILLE (JEAN). LIBERAL CHRISTIANITY. 4.^. See

Crown Theological Library, p. lo.

RIX (HERBERT). TENT AND TESTAMENT. A Camp-
ing Tour in Palestine, with some Notes on Scripture Sites. VVuh
61 Illustrations, Frontispiece, and Maps. Demy 8vo, cloth.

2>s. 6d. net.

" His narrative of travel is that of an intelligent and well-informed traveller

who went without prepossessions and was both able and willing to weigh
evidence. . . . Mr. Rix's contribution is one that must be taken into account."—Spectator.

" The result is a thoughtful, well-written, even learned work, far from the
vain outpourings of the tourist. The narrative, though heavily charged with
information, is wonderfully unembarrassed, and the woid-pictures which abound
are true to life."

—

Athenceum.
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RIX (HERBERT). A DAWNING FAITH. Crown 8vo,

cloth, 5^-.

ROBINSON (ALEX., M.A., B.D.). A STUDY OF
THE SAVIOUR IN THE NEWER LIGHT. 2nd

Edition. Revised and jmrtly ie-\vritten. Demy 8vo, cloth. $s. net

OLD AND NEW CERTAINTY OF THE GOSPEL:
A Sketch. Crown 8vo, cU)th. 2s. 6d.

SABATIER (AUGUSTE). THE RELIGIONS OF AU-
THORITY AND THE RELIGION OF THE SPIRIT.
With a Memoir by Professor J. Reville. loj-. 6d. See Theologi-

cal Translation Library, New Series, p. 3.

THE DOCTRINE OF THE ATONEMENT AND
ITS HISTORICAL EVOLUTION ; and RELIGION
AND MODERN CULTURE. 4^. 6d. See Crown Theo-

logical Library, p. 10.

SADLER (Rev. Dr.). PRAYERS FOR CHRISTIAN
WORSHIP. Crown Svo, cloth. 3s. 6d.

CLOSET PRAYERS, Original and Compiled. iSmo,

cloth. IS. 6d.

SAUNDERS (T. BAILEY). PROFESSOR HARNACK
AND HIS OXFORD CRITICS. Crown Svo, cloth.

IS. 6d. net.

"It gives thouglitful and acutely reasoned support to the great historical

student of Christianity who represents "Berlin in theology against the pig-

tailed opposition which Oxford has offered to his learning. A spirited piece of

controversial writing, it cannot but prove stimulating to readers interested in

modern divinity, no matter to which side of the debate their private preposses-

sions incline them."

—

Scotsman.
"Mr. Saunders writes with sobriety and with a knowledge of the points

at issue. Readers of ' Harnack and his Critics ' will do well to read his

comments."

—

Sheffield Daily Telegraph.

SAVAGE (M. J.). BELIEFS ABOUT THE BIBLE. Svo,

cloth. Ts. 6d.

SAYCE (A. H.). ON THE RELIGION OF ANCIENT
ASSYRIA AND BABYLONIA. See Hibbert Lectures,

p. 14.

SCHRADER (E.). CUNEIFORM INSCRIPTIONS AND
THE OLD TESTAMENT. 2 vols. 12s. See Theological

Translation Library, Old Series, p. 8.

SCHUBERT (HANS VON). OUTLINES OF CHURCH
HISTORY. See Theological Translation Library, New Series,

P- 3-
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SCOTT (Rev. E. F., M.A.). THE APOLOGETIC OF THE
NEW TESTAMENT. 5^. ^"^^ Crown Theological Library,

p. II.

SCULLARD (Rev. Prof. H. H., M.A., D.D.). EARLY
CHRISTIAN ETHICS IN THE V7EST, FROM
CLEMENT TO AMBROSE. Large crown 8vo, cloth. 6s.

SEEBERG (R.). THE FUNDAMENTAL TRUTHS OF
THE CHRISTIAN RELIGION. By R. Seeberg, Pro-

fessor of Systematic Theology in Berlin. 5^-. See Crown Theo-
logical Library, p. 12.

SEVERUS (Patriarch of Antioch). THE SIXTH BOOK
OF THE SELECT LETTERS OF SEVERUS,
PATRIARCH OF ANTIOCH, in the Syriac Version of

Athanasius of Nisibis. Edited and translated by E. W. Brooks.

Vol. I. (Text), Part I, and Vol. II. (Translation). Part I. 2 vols.

8vo, cloth. 42J. net. Vol. I. (Text), Part 2, and Vol. II. (Trans-

lation), Part 2. 2 vols. 8vo, cloth. 42J-. net. See Text and
Translation Society, p. 37.

SHARPE (SAMUEL). CRITICAL NOTES ON THE
AUTHORISED ENGLISH VERSION OF THE NEW
TESTAMENT. 2nd Edition. i2mo, cloth, is. 6d

SODEN (H. von, D.D.). THE BOOKS OF THE NEW
TESTAMENT. 5^. See Crown Theological Library, p. 10.

STEPHEN (Rev. Canon REGINALD, M.A.). DEMOC-
RACY AND CHARACTER. Being the Moorhouse Lectures

for 1908. Crown Svo, cloth, 5^-.

" Canon Stephen's book is much too clear and thoughtful to be neglected in

this country. Within the narrow limits of seven lectures he has discussed some
important issues of politics in a democratic country with strong practical common
sense and the right kind of theoretical learning."

—

Athenceu7H.

THE STATUTES OF THE APOSTLES. The hitherto

unedited Ethiopic and Arabic Texts. Edited, with an Introduc-

tion and Translations of the Ethiopic, Arabic, and Coptic Texts,

by Rev. G. Plorner, M.A. With an Appendix—a recently dis-

covered variant of the Coptic Text. \%s. net.

TAYLER (Rev. JOHN JAMES). AN ATTEMPT TO
ASCERTAIN THE CHARACTER OF THE FOURTH
GOSPEL, especially in its Relation to the First Three.

2nd Edition. Svo, cloth. 5^-.

TAYLOR (Rev. C). THE DIRGE OF COHELETH IN
ECCLES. XII. DISCUSSED AND LITERALLY
INTERPRETED. Svo, cloth. 3^.
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TAYLOR (Rev. Dr. J.). THE MASSORETIC TEXT AND
THE ANCIENT VERSIONS OF THE BOOK OF
MICAH. Crown 8vo, cloth. 5^.

See also Kautzsch, "Outline," p. 20.

TEN SERVICES OF PUBLIC PRAYER, with Special
Collects, 8vo, cloth, 3J-. ; or 32010, cloth, is. 6d.

PSALMS AND CANTICLES. 8vo, cloth, u. 6d.

PSALMS AND CANTICLES, with Anthems. Svo,

cloth. 2S.

TEN SERVICES OF PUBLIC PRAYER, taken in Sub-
stance from the Common Prayer for Christian Worship,
with a few additional Prayers for particular Days. Svo,

cloth, 2s. 6d. ; or 32mo, cloth, IJ-.

TESTAMENT, THE NEW. TISCHENDORF (C).
NOVUM TESTAMENTUM GR^CE. 3 vols. Svo.

70.;. net.

CAMPBELL (Rev. Canon COLIN, M.A., D.D.). THE
FIRST THREE GOSPELS IN GREEK. Arranged in

parallel columns. 2nd Ediiion, Revised. Crown Svo, cloth.

3J-. 6d. net.

THOMAS (Rev. J. M. LLOYD). A FREE CATHOLIC
CHURCH. Crown Svo, cloth, is. 6d. net.

UPTON (C. B.). ON THE BASES OF RELIGIOUS
BELIEF. See Hibbert Lectures, p. 14.

WEIR (T. H., B.D.). A SHORT HISTORY OF THE
HEBREW TEXT OF THE OLD TESTAMENT. By
Thomas H. Weir, Assistant to the Professor of Oriental Languages
in the University of Glasgow. 2nd Edition, with Additions.

Crown Svo, cloth. 6s.

WEIZSACKER (C. von). THE APOSTOLIC AGE. 2 vols.

Demy Svo. 215. See Theological Translation Library, New
Series, p. 6.

WERNLE (PAUL). THE BEGINNINGS OF CHRIS-
TIANITY. 2 vols. Svo. 2is. See Theological Translation

Library, New Series, p. 4.

WICKSTEED (Rev. P. H.). THE ECCLESIASTICAL
INSTITUTIONS OF HOLLAND, treated with Special
Reference to the Position and Prospects of the Modern
School of Theology. A Report presented to the Hibbert
Trustees, and published by their direction. Svo, sewed, is.
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WIMMER (R.). MY STRUGGLE FOR LIGHT: Con-
fessions of a Preacher. 3^-. 6d. See Crown Theological
Library, p. 9.

WOODS (C. E.) THE GOSPEL OF RIGHTNESS. A
Study in Pauline Philosophy. 300 pages, cloth. 5J-. net.

The chief purpose in the author's mind has been to present a book to a class

of thinkers and readers who are not so widely catered for as might be, and by
whom the writings of the great Apostle have been shelved as no longer in

keeping with the liberal thought of to-day. The attempt is made to present the

Apostle in a somewhat new light as a philosopher who develops a remarkable
scheme of spiritual thought from one or two very simple and self-evident

principles.

WRIGHT (Rev. C. H. H.). BOOK OF GENESIS IN
HEBREW TEXT. With a critically revised Text, various

Readings, and Grammatical and Critical Notes. Demy 8vo.

Zs. 6d.

' BOOK OF RUTH IN HEBREW TEXT. With a criti-

cally revised Text, various Readings, including a new Collation of

Twenty-eight Hebrew MSS., and a Grammatical and Critical

Commentary ; to which is appended the Chaldee Targum. Demy
8vo. 7J-. 6d.

DANIEL AND HIS PROPHECIES. Demy 8vo,

cloth. Is. 6d.

DANIEL AND ITS CRITICS. A Critical and Gram-
matical Commentary with Appendix. Demy Svo, cloth, ^s. 6d.

LIGHT FROM EGYPTIAN PAPYRI ON JEWISH
HISTORY BEFORE CHRIST. Crown Svo, cloth. 3^. net.

WRIGHT (G. H. BATESON). THE BOOK OF JOB. A
new critically revised Translation, with Essays on Scansion, Date,

etc. Svo, cloth. 6s.

WAS ISRAEL EVER IN EGYPT? or, A Lost
Tradition. By G. H. Bateson Wright, D.D., Queen's College,

Oxford ; Headmaster Queen's College, Hong-Kong ; Author of

"A Critical Revised Translation of the Book of Job." Svo, art

linen. 7^-. 6d.

WRIGHT (W. ALDIS), Edited by, and Dr S. A. HIRSCH.
A COMMENTARY ON THE BOOK OF JOB. From
a Hebrew MS. in the University Library, Cambridge. Med. Svo,

cloth. 2is. net.

ZELLER (E.). CONTENTS AND ORIGIN OF THE
ACTS OF THE APOSTLES. ^^^ Theological Translation

Library, Old Series, p. S.
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11. Philosophy, Psychology,

BACON (ROGER), THE "OPUS MAJUS" OF. Edi

Introduction and Analytical Table, by John Henry Bridge
. c T^ 1 /^ 11. _, _r T)i : _: «.: c„li„... „f /^„;„i

lited, with

jL..i.v.w..v,i.v,.. .w.v» ^x..c..;..^.w ^c.w.^, .,_, J J Bridges, Fellow

of Royal College of Physicians, sometime Fellow of Oriel College.

Complete in 3 vols., 31^. 6d. ; Vol. III. sold separately, ys. 6d.

BREWSTER (H. B.). THE THEORIES OF ANARCHY
AND OF LAW. A Midnight Debate. Crown 8vo, parch-

ment. 5^.

THE PRISON. A Dialogue. Crown 8vo, parchment. 5^.

THE STATUETTE AND THE BACKGROUND.
Crown 8vo, parchment. 4s.

COLLINS (F. H.). AN EPITOME OF THE SYNTHETIC
PHILOSOPHY. By F. Howard Collins. With a Preface by

Herbert Spencer. 5th Edition. The Synthetic Philosophy Com-
pleted. 8vo, cloth. 21s.

DRUMMOND (Dr.). PHILO JUD^EUS; or, The Jewish
Alexandrian Philosophy in its Development and Completion.
By James Drummond, LL.D., late Principal of Manchester New
College, Oxford. 2 vols. 8vo, cloth. 215-.

HODGSON (S. H.). PHILOSOPHY AND EXPERIENCE.
An Address delivered before the Aristotelian Society. Svo,

sewed. 2s.

THE REORGANISATION OF PHILOSOPHY.
Address. Svo, sewed, is.

JORDAN (HUMFREY R., B.A.). BLAISE PASCAL. A
Study in Religious Psychology. Crown Svo, cloth. 4s. 6d. net.

JESUS OR CHRIST? The Hibbert Journal Supplement for

1909. Containing Essays by the following writers :—The late Rev.

George Tyrrell, the Bishop of Southwark, Professor H. Wcinel,

Professor Percy Gardner, Professor P. Schmiedel, Professor Henry
Jones, The Rev. Richard Morris, B.D., Sir Oliver Lodge, Canon H.
Scott Holland, The Rev. Father Joseph Rickaby, S.J., Professor

Nathan Soderblom (Upsala), Rev. Principal A. E. Garvie, D.D.

,

The Rev. R. J. Campbell, M.A., The Rev. James Drummond,
D.D., Professor B. W. Bacon, D.D., Rev. Principal J. E. Car-

penter, D.D., Mr. James Collier, The Rev. R. Roberts. Super-

royal 8vo, cloth. <^s. net.
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LAURIE (Professor SIMON). ETHICA: or, The Ethics of
Reason. By Scotus Novanticus. 2nd Edition. Svo, cloth. 6s.

METAPHYSICA NOVA ET VETUSTA : A Return to

Dualism. 2nd Edition. Crown Svo, cloth. 6s.

LODGE (Sir O.). LIFE AND MATTER. 2s. 6d. net. Sec

Religion, p. 21.

MACCOLL (HUGH). MAN'S ORIGIN, DESTINY, AND
DUTY. Crown Svo, cloth. d,s. 6d. net.

Professor A. E. Taylor in Mind:—"On the main issues involved the
writer of the present notice must avow himself entirely on the author's side, and
would unreservedly express his admiration for the skill and luminosity with
which the chief points are made, and the happiness of the illustrations.

"Would that some public-minded society would provide the funds for

circulating a book like the present in a sixpenny edition as a counterblast to the
sorry stuff which the secularist press is providing as spiritual pabulum for the
inquiring artisan.

"The tenth essay, on the 'fallacies of Haeckel,' in particular, is a most
admirable piece of work, at once clear, untechnical, and unanswerable."

MUNSTERBERG (HUGO, Professor of Psychology at
Harvard University). THE AMERICANS. Translated by
Edwin B. Holt, Ph.D., Instructor at Harvard University. Royal
Svo, cloth. I2i-, 6d. net.

PERRIN (R. S.). EVOLUTION OF KNOWLEDGE,
THE. A Review of Philosophy. 6^. See Religion, p. 22.

PIKLER (JUL.). THE PSYCHOLOGY OF THE
BELIEF IN OBJECTIVE EXISTENCE. Part I. Svo,

ciolh. 4J-. 6d.

PROCEEDINGS OF THE ARISTOTELIAN SOCIETY
FOR THE SYSTEMATIC STUDY OF PHILOS-
OPHY. Proceeding's. Vol. I., 4 Nos., 1890-91. Svo, 12s.

Discontinued after Vol. III. Part 2. Or each Part separately.

Vol. I. No. I, 2s. 6d. ; No. 2, 2s. 6d. ; No. 3, Part i, is. 6d.
;

Part 2, 2s. ; No. 4, Part I, is. 6d. ; Part 2, 2s, Vol. II. No. i,

Part I, IS. 6d. ; Part 2, 2s. ; No. 2, Part I, IJ-. 6d. ; Part 2, 2s. ;

No. 3, Part I, 2s. ; Part 2, 2s. Vol. III. Part i, 2s. 6d.
;

Part 2, 2s. NEW SERIES, Vols. I.-IX. Demy Svo, buckram,
each los. 6d. net.

SALEEBY (C. W., M.D., F.R.S.). INDIVIDUALISM
AND COLLECTIVISM. Crown Svo, cloth. 2s.

SCHURMAN (J. GOULD). KANTIAN ETHICS AND
THE ETHICS OF EVOLUTION. Svo, cloth. 5^.

THE ETHICAL IMPORT OF DARWINISM. Crown
Svo, cloth. 5^'.
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SCRIPTURE (EDWARD W., Ph.D.). STUDIES FROM
THE YALE PSYCHOLOGICAL LABORATORY. Vols.

I. -\'I,, each 4.r. zd. net.

SCULLARD (Rev. Prof. H.H., M.A., D.D.). EARLY
CHRISTIAN ETHICS IN THE WEST, FROM
CLEMENT TO AMBROSE. Large crown 8vo, cloth, ds,

SHEARMAN (A. T., M.A.). THE DEVELOPMENT OF
SYMBOLIC LOGIC. A Critical Historical Study of the
Logical Calculus. Crown 8vo, cloth. 55-. net.

From the Contents.

Symbols as representing Terms and as representing Propositions

—Symbols of Operation—The Process of Solution—Concerning a

Calculus Based on Intension—The Doctrines of Jevons and of Mr.
MacCoU— Later Logical Doctrines—The Utility of Symbolic
Logic.

"Its style is smooth, pleasant, and lucid."

—

Aihentpuin.

SPENCER (HERBERT). AN AUTOBIOGRAPHY.
2 vols, demy 8vo. With Portraits. Popular Edition, 12s. 6d. net.

Library Edition, 2^s. net.

" It is not too much to say that we close this book, the most interesting, and
certainly one of the most important we have ever opened, feeling better, wiser,

and humbler for having thus hastily read it."

—

Academy.
"It is a book for all men and for all time. In its pages the thinker may

trace, step by step, the synthesis of synthetic philosophy. Here the poet will

find not only a worthy inspiration, but a possibly surprising vein of sympathy.
The statesman, the inventor, the litterateur, the man of theory, and the man of
practice will find alike, within the covers of these two massive volumes, an
almost inexhaustible treasury of interest and constructive thought. There is

suggestion and instruction for all the world, and an almost indefinable fascina-

tion—whether it be due to the mere intrinsic beauty of the picture itself, or to

the dignity of its execution, or to the sense of its almost laborious faithfulness,

or to the combined attraction of all three."

—

Si. James's Gazette.

A SYSTEM OF SYNTHETIC PHILOSOPHY—
Vol. I, First Principles. With an Appendix and a

Portrait. Finally revised. New Edition, large crown 8vo, cloth.

7^. dd.

Vols. II. and III. The Principles of Biology. 6th

Thousand. 8vo, cloth. Revised and greatly enlarged. Vols. I.

and II. i8j-. each.

Vols. IV, and V, The Principles of Psychology. 5th

Thousand. 2 vols. 8vo, cloth. 36^-.

Vol. VI, The Principles of Sociology. Vol. I. Part i,

The Data of Sociology ; Part 2, The Inductions of Sociology
;

Part 3, Domestic Institutions. 4th Thousand, revised and
enlarged. 8vo, cloth. 2\s.
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A SYSTEM OF SYNTHETIC PHILOSOPHY-Continued.

Vol. VII. The Principles of Sociology. Vol. II. Part 4,

Ceremonial Institutions ; Part 5, Political Institutions. 3rd

Thousand. 8vo, cloth. 18s.

Vol. VIII. The Principles of Sociology. Vol. III. Part 6,

Ecclesiastical Institutions ; Part 7, Professional Institutions ; Part

8, Industrial Institutions. 2nd Thousand. Svo, cloth. i6s.

Vol. IX. The Principles of Ethics. Vol. I. Part i, The
Data of Ethics ; Part 2, The Inductions of Ethics ; Part 3, The
Ethics of Individual Life. 2nd Thousand. Svo, cloth, i^s.

Vol. X. The Principles of Ethics. Vol. II. Part 4,

Justice ; Part 5, Negative Beneficence ; Part 6, Positive

Beneficence ; Appendices. Demy Svo, cloth. 12s. 6d,

Also to be had separately :

SPENCER (HERBERT). DATA OF ETHICS. Reset
uniform with popular edition of " First Principles." Sewed, 2s. 6d.

net ; cloth, 3s. net.

JUSTICE. Being Part 4 of the Principles of Ethics. 2nd
Thousand. Svo, cloth. 6s.

Other Works.

THE STUDY OF SOCIOLOGY. Library Edition (21st

Thousand), with a Postscript. Svo, cloth, \os. 6d.

EDUCATION : Intellectual, Moral, and Physical. Cheap
Edition. Entirely reset. 46th Thousand. Crown Svo, cloth.

2s. 6d.

ESSAYS : Scientific, Political, and Speculative. A new
Edition, rearranged, with additional Essays. 3 vols. Svo, cloth.

(Each 10s.) 2ps.

SOCIAL STATICS. Abridged and revised, together with

"The Man v. The State." Svo, cloth. lOs.

VARIOUS FRAGMENTS. Uniform in Library binding.

Demy 8vo, cloth. Enlarged Edition. 6s.

FACTS AND COMMENTS. Demy Svo, cloth. 6s.

THE MAN versus THE STATE. 14th Thousand.
Sewed, is.

A REJOINDER TO PROFESSOR WEISMANN.
Sewed. 6d.
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SPENCER (HERBERT). REASONS FOR DISSENTING
FROM THE PHILOSOPHY OF M. COMTE. Sewed.
(id.

DESCRIPTIVE SOCIOLOGY; or, Groups of Socio-
logical Facts. Compiled and ahstracted by Professor D.
Duncan of Madras, Dr. Richard Scheppig, and James Collier.

Folio, boards.

No. I. English. i'6s.

No. 2, Ancient American Races. i6s.

No. 3. Lowest Races, Negritto Races, Polynesians. 185-.

No. 4. African Races, ids.

No, 5. Asiatic Races. i8i-.

No. 6. American Races. iSi-.

No. 7. Hebrews and Phoenicians. 21s.

No. 8. The French Civilisation. 30^-.

In Preparation.

Edited by Henry R. Tedder, Secretary and Librarian of the

Athenaeum Club,

Chinese. Compiled and abstracted by E. T. C. Werner,
H.M.'s Consular Service, China.

Ancient Egyptians.
Hellenic Greeks. By Rev. Dr J. P. Mahaffy, and Pro-

fessor W. A. Goligher, Trinity College, Dublin.

Hellenistic Greeks. By the same.

Romans. By Mr E. H. Alton, F.T.C.D., and Professor

W. A. Goligher.

COLLINS (F. H.). AN EPITOME OF THE SYN-
THETIC PHILOSOPHY. By F. Howard Collins. Being
a Digest of Mr. Herbert Spencer's Works. 5th Edition, the

Synthetic Philosophy Completed. With a Preface by Herbert
Spencer. 8vo, cloth. 2is.

SPINOZA : Four Essays. By Professors Land, Van Vloten, and
Kuno Fischer, and by E. Renan. Edited by Professor Knight, of

St. Andrews. Crown Svo, cloth. 5-^'

STUDIES FROM THE YALE PSYCHOLOGICAL
LABORATORY. Edited by Professor E. W. Scripture.

With many Illustrations. Svo, sewed. 4^'. id. each net. Vol. I.

1892-93, 100 pages. Vol. II. 1894, 124 pages. Vol. III. 1895,
no pages. Vol. IV. 1896, 141 pages. Vol. V. 1897, 105 pages.

Vol. VI. 1898, 105 pages.

WUNDT (WILHELM). OUTLINES OF PSYCHOL-
OGY. Translated, with the co-operation of the Author, by
Charles Hubbard Judd, Ph.D., Instructor in the Wesleyan
University. 3rd Enlarged Edition Demy 8vo, cloth. 8.r. net.
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III. Oriental Languages, Literature,

and History.

ABHIDHANARATNAMALA (THE) OF HALAYUDHA.
A Sanskrit Vocabulary (120 pp.)- Edited, Math a Sanskrit-English
Glossary (180 pp.), by Dr. T. Aufrecht. 8vo, cloth. (Published
at iSs.) los.

AVESTI, PAHLAVI, and ANCIENT PERSIAN STUDIES
in Honour of the late SHAMS-UL-ULAMA DASTUR
PESHOTANJI BEHRAMJI SANJANA, M.A., Ph.D.
Paper cover, 12s. 6d. net; cloth, 13^-, 6d. net.

BERNSTEIN and KIRSCH. SYRIAC CHRESTOMATHY
AND LEXICON (Chrestomathia Syriaca cum Lexico).
2 vols, in I. Svo, cloth boards, js. 6d, I. Chrestomathia,
separately. Sewed. 35-.

DAVIDS (T. W. RHYS). LECTURES ON SOME POINTS
IN THE HISTORY OF INDIAN BUDDHISM. See

The Hibbert Lectures, p. 13.

DELITZSCH (Prof. F.). ASSYRIAN GRAMMAR. With
Paradigms, Exercises, Glossary, and Bibliography. Translated by
the Rev. Prof. A. R. S. Kennedy. Crown Svo, cloth. 15^-.

THE HEBREW LANGUAGE VIEWED IN THE
LIGHT OF ASSYRIAN RESEARCH. Demy Svo,

cloth. 4J-.

BABEL AND BIBLE. 5^. ^<?^ Crown Theological Library,

p. 9.

DILLMANN (A.). ETHIOPIC GRAMMAR. Translated
from C. Bezold's Second German Edition. By Rev. J. A.
Crichton, D.D., with Index of Passages, Philological Tables, etc.

I vol., Royal Svo. 25^-. net.

DiPAVAMSA (THE): A Buddhist Historical Record in the
Pali Language. Edited, with an English Translation, by Dr.

H. Oldenberg. Svo, cloth. 21s.

The "Dipavamsa" is the most ancient historical work of the Ceylonese ; it

contains an account of the ecclesiastical history of the Buddhist Church, of the
conversion of the Ceylonese to the Buddhist faith, and of the ancient history of
Ceylon.

14 Henrietta Street, Covent Garden, London, W.C.
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ERMAN'S EGYPTIAN GRAMMAR. Translated, under
Professor Erman's supervision, by J. H. Breasted, Professor of

Egyptology in the University of Chicago. Crown 8vo, cloth. iSs.

EVANS (GEORGE). AN ESSAY ON ASSYRIOLOGY.
With 4to Tables of Assyrian Inscriptions. 8vo, cloth. 5^.

FAIZULLAH-BHAI (Shaikh, B.D.). A MOSLEM
PRESENT. Part I. , containing the famous poem of Al-Busaree.

With an English Version and Notes. 8vo, cloth. 4^.

AN ESSAY ON THE PRE-ISLAMITIC ARABIC
POETRY, with special reference to the Seven Suspended
Poems. Svo, sewed. 4^.

FLINDERS PETRIE PAPYRI. See Cunningham Memoirs,

pp. 43. 44-

FRANKFURTER (Dr. O.). HANDBOOK OF PALI : Being
an Elementary Grammar, a Chrestomathy, and a Glossary.
Svo, cloth. i6i-.

FUERST (Dr. JUL.). HEBREW AND CHALDEE
LEXICON TO THE OLD TESTAMENT. 5th Edition,

improved and enlarged. Translated by Rev. Dr. Samuel Davidson.

Royal Svo, cloth. 21s.

HEBREW TEXTS. Large type. i6mo, cloth.

Genesis. (2nd Edition. Baer and Delitzsch's Text. ) is. 6d.

Psalms. IS,

Job. IS.

Isaiah, is.

KENNEDY (Rev. JAS.). INTRODUCTION TO BIBLICAL
HEBREW, presenting Graduated Instruction in the
Language of the Old Testament. By James Kennedy, B.D.,
Acting Librarian in the New College, and one of the additional

Examiners in Divinity at the University, Edinburgh. Svo, cloth.

12S.

STUDIES IN HEBREW SYNONYMS. Demy Svo,

cloth. 5^.

LYALL (C. J., M.A., K.C.I.E.). ANCIENT ARABIAN
POETRY, CHIEFLY PR^E-ISLAMIC. Translations, with
an Introduction and Notes. Fcap. 410, cloth, los. 6d.

14 Henrietta Street, Covent Garden, London, W.C.
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MACHBEROTH ITHIEL. By Yehuda ben Shelomoh Alcharizi.

Edited from the MS. in the Bodleian Library, by Thomas
Chenery, M.A. 8vo, cloth. 3^.

MILANDA PANHO, THE: Being Dialogues between King
Milanda and the Buddhist Sage Nagasena. The Pali Text,
edited by V. Trenckner. 440 pp. 8vo, sewed. 21s. See also

"Pali Miscellany."

MOSHEH BEN SHESHETH'S COMMENTARY ON
JEREMIAH AND EZEKIEL. Seep. 22.

MUSS-ARNOLT (W.). A CONCISE DICTIONARY OF
THE ASSYRIAN LANGUAGE (Assyrian-English—
German). By W. Muss-Arnolt. Completed in 19 parts. Each
5J. net. ; or bound in 2 vols., ;^5 net.

NEW HEBREW SCHOOL of POETS of the SPANISH-
ARABIAN EPOCH. Selected Texts with Introduction, Notes,
and Dictionary. Edited by H. Brody, Ph.D., Rabbi in Nachod
(Bohemia), and K. Albrecht, Ph.D., Professor in Oldenburg
(Grand Duchy). English translation of the Introduction, etc., by
Mrs Karl Albrecht. Cloth. 7s. 6d. net.

NOLDEKE (THEODOR, Professor of Oriental Languages
in the University of Strassburg). COMPENDIOUS
SYRIAC GRAMMAR. With a Table of Characters by Julius

Euting. Translated (with the sanction of the author) from the

second and improved German Edition by Rev. James A. Crichton,

D.D. Royal 8vo. 185-. net.

DELECTUS VETERUM CARMINUM ARABI-
CORUM GLOSSARIUM CONFECIT A. MULLER.
Crown 8vo, cloth, ys. 6d.

NORRIS (E.). ASSYRIAN DICTIONARY. Intended to

further the Study of the Cuneiform Inscriptions of Assyria and
Babylonia. Vols. I. to III. 4to, cloth. Each 28^.

OLDENBERG (Prof. H.). BUDDHA : His Life, his Doctrine,
his Order. By Dr. Hermann Oldenberg, Professor at the

University of Berlin. Translated by W. Hoey, M.A. 8vo, cloth

gilt. iSs.

PALI MISCELLANY. By V. Trenckner. Part I. The Intro-

ductory Part of the Milanda Panho, with an English Translation

and Notes. 8vo, sewed. 4^-.

14 Henrietta Street, Covent Garden, London, W.C.
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PLATTS (J. T.). A GRAMMAR OF THE PERSIAN
LANGUAGE. By John T. Platts, Hon. M.A. (Oxon.), Teacher
of Persian in the University of Oxford ; late Inspector of Schools in

the Central Provinces of India. Part I. Accidence. Broad crown
8vo. los. 6d.

RENOUF (P. LE PAGE). LECTURES ON THE RE-
LIGION OF ANCIENT EGYPT. See Hibbert Lectures,

p. 14.

SADI. THE GULISTAN (ROSE GARDEN) OF SHAIK
SADI OF SHIRAZ. A new Edition of the Persian Text, with

a Vocabulary, by F. Johnson. Square royal 8vo, cloth. 15^.

SAYCE (Prof. A. H.). LECTURES ON THE RELIGIONS
OF ANCIENT BABYLONIA AND SYRIA. See the

Hibbert Lectures, p. 14.

SCHRADER (E.). THE CUNEIFORM INSCRIPTIONS
AND THE OLD TESTAMENT. 2 vols. 12s. See

Theological Translation Library, Old Series, p. 8.

SHIHAB AL DIN. FUTOH AL-HABASHAH ; or, The
Conquest of Abyssinia. By Shinab al Din Ahmad B. 'Abd al

Kadir B. Salim B. 'Uthman, Edited, from an Arabic MS., by

S. Arthur Strong. Part I. 8vo, sewed. 31. net.

SORENSEN (S., Ph.D.), Compiled by. AN INDEX TO
THE NAMES IN THE MAHABHARATA. With short

explanations. Royal 4to, in twelve parts, which are not sold

separately, at "js. 6d. per part net. Parts I. and V. now ready.

STATUTES, THE, OF THE APOSTLES. The hitherto

unedited Ethiopic and Arabic Texts, with translations of Ethiopic,

Arabic, and Coptic Texts, by G. Horner, M.A. See p. 25.

TEXT AND TRANSLATION SOCIETY. Establishedfor the

pu7-pose of editing and translating Oriental Texts chiefly preserved

in the B7'itish Museum.

THE SIXTH BOOK OF THE SELECT LETTERS
OF SEVERUS, PATRIARCH OF ANTIOCH, in

the Syriac Version of Athanasius of Nisibis. Edited

and translated by E. W. Brooks, M.A. Vol. I. Text, Parts I.

and II. Vol. II. Translation, Parts I. and II. 84^-. net.

THE CANONS OF ATHANASIUS OF ALEX-
ANDRIA, in Arabic, Ethiopic, and Coptic. Edited

and Translated by Prof. W. Riedel (Griefswald) and W. E.

Crum. 2IJ-. net.

14 Henrietta Street, Covent Garden, London, W.C.
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TEXT AND TRANSLATION SOCIETY—continued. .

Volumes already issued—
A RABBINIC COMMENTARY ON THE BOOK OF

JOB, contained in a unique MS. at Cambridge.
Edited, with Translation and Commentary, by W. Aldis

Wright, LL.D. z\s. net.

AN ANCIENT ARMENIAN VERSION OF THE
APOCALYPSE OF ST JOHN; also THE ARME-
NIAN TEXTS OF CYRIL OF ALEXANDRIA,
SCHOLIA DE INCARNATIONE and EPISTLE
TO THEODOSIUS UPON EASTER, the former in-

completely preserved in Greek, the latter unknown in Greek
or Latin. All edited, with English versions, etc., by F. C.

Conybeare, formerly Fellow of University College, Oxford.

REMNANTS OF THE LATER SYRIAC VERSIONS
OF THE BIBLE. Tart I. (Sixth Century). The Four

Minor Catholic Epistles. Reconstructed Text, with Apparatus

Criticus. Part II. (Seventh Century). Extracts, hitherto un-

edited, from the Syro-Hexaplar Text of Chronicles, Nehemiah,

etc. All edited, with Greek versions, etc., by John Gwynn,
D. D., Regius Professor of Divinity, Dublin.

In the Press,

THE REFUTATION OF MANI, MARCION, AND
BARDAISAN OF ST EPHRAIM. Edited by the

Rev. C. W. Mitchell.

TURPIE (Dr. D. McC). MANUAL OF THE CHALDEE
LANGUAGE. Containing Grammar of the Biblical Chaldee

and of the Targums, and a Chrestomathy, with a Vocabulary.

Square 8vo, cloth, ^s.

VINAYA PITAKAM : One of the Principal Buddhist Holy
Scriptures. Edited in Pali by Dr. W. Oldenberg. 5 vols. 8vo,

cloth. Each 2U.

WALLIS (H. W.). THE COSMOLOGY OF THE RIG-
VEDA : An Essay. 8vo, cloth. 5.^.

14 Henrietta Street, Covent Garden, London, W.C.
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IV. Modern Languages & Literature.

A complete list of Messrs. Williams (Sr^ Norgate^s Educational Publi-

cations on Modern Languages may be had on application.

ARMY SERIES OF FRENCH AND GERMAN NOVELS.
Edited, with short Notes, by J. T. W, Perowne, M.A.

This series is equally well adapted for general reading, and for those
preparing for the Army, Oxford and Cambridge Certificates, and other
Examinations—in fact, for all who wish to keep up or improve their French
and German. The notes are as concise as possible, with an occasional
etymology or illustration to assist the memory. The books selected being
by recent or living authors, are adapted for the study of most modern French
and German.

LE COUP DE PISTOLET, etc. Prosper Merimee. 2s. 6d.

"A book more admirably suited to its purpose could not be desired. The
Editors deserve to be congratulated."

—

National Observer.

VAILLANTE. Jacques Vincent. 2s. 6d.

" The books are well got up, and in Vaillante an excellent choice has been
made. "

—

Guardian.

AUF VERLORNEM POSTEN AND NAZZARENA
DANTI. Johannes v. Dewall. ^s.

"Well piinted, well bound, and annotated just sufficiently to make the
reading of them sure as well as easy."

—

Educational Times.

CONTES MILITAIRES. A. Daudet. 2s. 6d.

"These stories are mainly culled from a series called Contes du Lundi,
originally contributed by their author to the Figaro. Written at fever heat
immediately after the great 1870 war, they show Daudet's power in many ways
at its highest. . . . We therefore do more than recommend—we urge all

readers of French to get the stories in some form, and the present one is both
good and cheap."

—

The Schoolmaster.

ERZAHLUNGEN. E. Hofer. 3^.

"The series has brought fascinating examples of fiction under the eyes of
English readers in a neat and handy form. Besides having the military flavour,

they are models of style. "

—

Scotsman.

BAYLDON (Rev. G.). ICELANDIC GRAMMAR. An
Elementary Grammar of the Old Norse or Icelandic Language.

8vo, cloth. 7j, 6d.

14 Henrietta Street, Covent Garden, London, W.C.
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BOlELLE (JAS.). FRENCH COMPOSITION THROUGH
LORD MACAULAY'S ENGLISH. Edited, with Notes,

Hints, and Introduction, by the late James Boielle, B.A. (Univ.

Gall), Officier d'Academic, Senior French Master, Dulwich
College, etc., etc. Crown 8vo, cloth. Vol. I. Frederick the

Great. 3J. Vol. II. Warren Hastings. 3^. Vol. III. Lord
Clive. 3J.

See Victor Hugo, "Les Miserables" and "Notre Dame."

DELBOS (L.). NAUTICAL TERMS IN ENGLISH
AND FRENCH AND FRENCH AND ENGLISH.
With Notes and Tables. For the use of Naval Officers and Naval

Cadets. By Leon Delbos, M.A., of H.M.S. Britannia, Dart-

mouth. 4th Edition, thoroughly revised and considerably

enlarged, with additional Plates. Crown 8vo, cloth. Is. 6d. net.

THE STUDENT'S GRADUATED FRENCH
READER. Remodelled and rewritten. Edited, with Notes and

a Complete Vocabulary. First Year—Part I. Anecdotes, Tales,

and Exercises, Part II. Tales, Historical Pieces, and Exercises.

IS. 6d. each. Second Year—Parts I. and II. in the Press.

EUGENE'S STUDENT'S COMPARATIVE GRAMMAR
OF THE FRENCH LANGUAGE, with an Historical

Sketch of the Formation of French. For the use of Public

Schools. With Exercises. By G, Eugene-Fasnacht, late French

Master, Westminster School. 23rd Edition, thoroughly revised.

Square crown 8vo, cloth, 5^. ; or separately, Grammar, 31. ;

Exercises, 2s. 6d.

GOETHE (W. v.). ANNOTATED TEXTS. ^-^^ Educational

Catalogue.

HAGMANN (J.G., Ph.D.). REFORM IN PRIMARY EDU-
CATION. Translated from Second German Edition by R. H.
Hoar, Ph.D., and Richmond Barker, M.A. Cr. Svo, cl, 2s. 6d. net.

HUGO (VICTOR). LES MISERABLES: Les Principaux
Episodes. Edited, with Life and Notes, by the late J. Boielle.

2 vols. 6th Edition. Crown Svo, cloth. Each 3^. 6d.

NOTRE DAME DE PARIS. Adapted for the use of

Schools and Colleges. By the late J. Boielle. 2 vols. 2nd
Edition. Crown Svo, cloth. Each 3i-.

KYRIAKIDES (A.). MODERN GREEK-ENGLISH DIC-
TIONARY. With a Cypriote Vocabulary. 2nd Edition,

revised throughout. Medium Svo. 920 pages. Cloth, i5j.net.

14 Henrietta Street, Covent Garden, London, W.C.
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LEABHAR BREAC. The ''Speckled Book," otherwise styled,

"The Great Book of Dun Doighre": a Collection of Pieces in

Irish and Latin, transcribed towards the close of the Fourteenth

Century. "The oldest and best Irish MS. relating to Church

History now preserved" (6*. Petrie). Now first published, from

the original MS. in the Royal Irish Academy's Library. In

imperial folio, on toned paper. In one vol., half-calf, £/\,, 4^.

(200 copies only printed.)

LEABHAR NA H-UIDHRI. A Collection of Pieces in Prose

and Verse, in the Irish Language, transcribed about a.d. iioo;

the oldest volume now known entirely in the Irish language,

and one of the chief surviving native literary monuments—not

ecclesiastical—of ancient Ireland ; now for the first time pub-

lished, from the original in the Library of the Royal Irish

Academy, with account of the Manuscript, description of its

contents, index, and facsimiles in colours. In folio on toned

paper, half-calf. £% y. (200 copies only printed.)

LILJA (The Lily). An Icelandic Religious Poem. By Eystein

Asgrimson. Edited, with Translation, Notes, and Glossary, by
E. Magnusson. Crown 8vo, cloth extra. lOJ. dd.

LODGE (Sir O.). SCHOOL TEACHING AND SCHOOL
REFORM. A Course of Four Lectures on School Curricula

and Methods, delivered to Secondary Teachers and Teachers in

Training at Birmingham during February 1905. 31.

" The work of a sensible iconoclast, who does not pull down for the sake of

mere destruction, but is anxious to set up something more worthy in place of

the medicevalism he ^XXja-f^^J" —Outlook.

" Let me commend this wise volume not only to teachers but to all concerned
in national education. And especially to the politician. Half an hour with

Sir Oliver Lodge would make him realise that there are problems on the inner

side of the school door not dreamt of in his philosophy—would make him feel

that the more he knows of these the better will he be able wisely to handle_ those

others about which he is glibly talking every day."—Dr Macnamara in the

Daily Chronicle.

MAORI. NEW AND COMPLETE MANUAL OF
MAORI CONVERSATIONS. Containing Phrases and
Dialogues on a variety of Topics, together with a few general

rules of Grammar, and a comprehensive Vocabulary. 4J-. net.

See also Williams.

MARKHAM (Sir CLEMENTS, K.C.B.). VOCABULARIES
OF THE GENERAL LANGUAGE OF THE INCAS
OF PERU. Crown 8vo, cloth, ^s. ed. net.

NIBELUNGENLIED. "The Fall of the Nibelungens," other-

wise "The Book of Kriemhild." An English Translation by
W. N. Lettsom. 5th Edition. 8vo, cloth. 5^.

14 Henrietta Street, Covent Garden, London, W.C.
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O'GRADY (STANDISH H.). SILVA GADELICA (L-
XXXI.). A Collection of Tales in Irish, with Extracts illus-

trating Persons and Places. Edited from MSS. and translated.

2 vols, royal 8vo, cloth. ^2s. Or separately, Vol. I., Irish

Text; and Vol. II., Translation and Notes. Each vol. 21 s.

OORDT (J. F. VAN, B.A.). CAPE DUTCH. Phrases and
Dialogues, with Translations, preceded by short Grammatical
Notes. Crown 8vo, cloth. 2s. 6d. net.

PHILLIPPS (V., B.A.). A SHORT SKETCH OF
GERMAN LITERATURE, for Schools. By Vivian

Phillipps, B.A., Assistant Master at Fettes College, Edinburgh.
2nd Edition, revised. Pott 8vo, cloth, is.

ROGET (F. F.). AN INTRODUCTION TO OLD
FRENCH. History, Grammar, Chrestomathy, and Glossary,

2nd Edition. Crown 8vo, cloth. 6s.

FIRST STEPS IN FRENCH HISTORY, LITERA-
TURE, AND PHILOLOGY. For Candidates for the Scotch
Leaving Certificate Examinations, the various Universities Local
Examinations, and the Army Examinations. 4th Edition. Crown
8vo, cloth. 5^.

ROSING (S.). ENGLISH-DANISH DICTIONARY. New
Edition. Large 8vo, strongly bound, half-roan. iij-. 6d.

SCHILLER (F. VON). ANNOTATED TEXTS. See Educa-
tional Catalogue,

SULLIVAN (W. K.). CELTIC STUDIES FROM THE
GERMAN OF EBEL. With an Introduction on the Roots,

Stems, and Derivatives, and on Case-endings of Nouns in the

Indo-European Languages. Svo, cloth. los.

VELASQUEZ. LARGER SPANISH DICTIONARY.
Composed from the Dictionaries of the Spanish Academy, Terreros

and Salva. Spanish-English and English-Spanish. 1279 pp.,
triple columns. 2 vols, in i. Imp. Svo, cloth. 24^.

VIGA GLUMS SAGA. Translated from the Icelandic, with Notes
and an Introduction, by Sir Edmund Head, Bart. Fcap. Svo,
cloth. 5^.

WEISSE (T. H.). ELEMENTS OF GERMAN. With a

Course of Exercises instructing in Simpler Composition. Crown
Svo, cloth. 3J.

14 Henrietta Street, Covent Garden, London, W.C.
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WEISSE (T. H.). SYSTEMATIC CONVERSATIONAL
EXERCISES FOR TRANSLATING INTO GERMAN,
adapted to his Grammar. New Edition. Crown 8vo, cloth.

(Key, 5J. net.) y. 6d.

A SHORT GUIDE TO GERMAN IDIOMS: being a

Collection of the Idioms most in use. With Examination

Papers. 3rd Edition. Cloth. 2s.

WERNER'S ELEMENTARY LESSONS IN CAPE
DUTCH (AFRIKANDER TAAL). By A. Werner and

G. Hunt. i6mo, cloth, is. 6d.

" We most cordially recommend this book to anyone going out to settle in

South Africa. . . . The dialogues and exercises are admirably planned."

—

Reformer.

"To those outward bound such a book is sure to be useful."

—

Practical

Teacher,

WILLIAMS (The Rig-ht Rev. W. L., D.C.L.). A DICTION-
ARY OF THE NEW ZEALAND LANGUAGE. 4th

Edition. Edited by the Right Rev. Bishop W. L. Williams, with

numerous additions and corrections. Demy 8vo, cloth. 12s. 6d.

LESSONS IN MAORI. 3rd Edition. Fcap. 8vo, cloth.

YELLOW BOOK OF LECAN. A Collection of Pieces (Prose

and Verse) in the Irish Language, in part compiled at the end of

the Fourteenth Century ; now for the first time published from the

original Manuscript in the Library of Trinity College, DubUn, by

the Royal Irish Academy. With Introduction, Analysis of Con-

tents, and Index, by Robert Atkinson. 30 and 468 pp. (Royal

Irish Academy's Irish facsimiles.) Large post folio, 1896, half-

roan, Roxburghe, cloth sides. £^, 4J.

ZOEGA (G. T.). ENGLISH-ICELANDIC DICTIONARY.
8vo, cloth. 6s. net.

ZOMPOLIDES (Dr. D.). A COURSE OF MODERN
GREEK ; or, The Greek Language of the Present Day.
I. The Elementary Method. Crown 8vo, cloth. 5^-.

14 Henrietta Street, Covent Garden, London, W.C.
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V. Science.
MEDICINE—CHEMISTRY—BOTANY—ZOOLOGY-

MATHEMATICS.

BASTIAN (H. CHARLTON, M.A., M.D., F.R.S.).
STUDIES IN HETEROGENESIS. With 825 Illustra-

tions from Photomicrographs. Royal 8vo, cloth. 315-. 6d.

BENEDICT (F. E., Ph.D.). ELEMENTARY ORGANIC
ANALYSIS. Small Svo. Pages vi + 82. 15 Illustrations.

4J-. 6d. net.

BERGEY (D. G.). HANDBOOK OF PRACTICAL HY-
GIENE. Small 8vo. Pages v + 164. 6j-. 6^. net.

BILTZ (HENRY). THE PRACTICAL METHODS OF
DETERMINING MOLECULAR WEIGHTS. Trans-

lated by Jones. Small Svo. Pages viii + 245. 44 Illustrations.

2>s. 6d. net.

BOLTON. HISTORY OF THE THERMOMETER.
i2mo. 96 pages. 6 Illustrations. 4^-. 6d. net.

BRUCE (ALEX., M.A., M.D., F.R.C.P.E., F.R.S.E.). A
TOPOGRAPHICAL ATLAS OF THE SPINAL CORD.
Fcap. foUo, half-leather. £2, 2s. net.

COLBY (ALBERT LADD). REINFORCED CONCRETE
IN EUROPE. Demy Svo, cloth. 14^. 6d. net.

CREIGHTON (CHAS., M.D.). CANCER AND OTHER
TUMOURS OF THE BREAST. Researches showing
their true seat and cause. With 24 Lithographic Plates containing

138 figures from the Author's drawings. Royal Svo, cloth.

xis. 6d. net.

CONTRIBUTIONS TO THE PHYSIOLOGICAL
THEORY OF TUBERCULOSIS. By Charles Creighton,

M.D., sometime Demonstrator of Anatomy, Cambridge Medical

School, author of " Bovine Tuberculosis in Man," etc. Royal Svo,

cloth. I2s. 6d. net.

CUNNINGHAM MEMOIRS-
1. Cubic Transformations. By John Casey, LL.D. 4to,

sewed. 2s. 6d.

2. On the Lumbar Curve in Man and the Apes. By
D. J. Cunningham, M.D. 13 Plates. 4to, sewed. 55-.

3. New Researches on Sun-heat, Terrestrial Radiation,

etc. By Rev. Samuel Haughton, M.A., M.D. 9 Plates. 4to,

sewed, is. 6d.

4. Dynamics and Modern Geometry. A New Chapter in

the Theory of Screws. By Sir Robert S. Ball, LL.D. 4to,

sewed. 2s.

14 Henrietta Street, Covent Garden, London, W.C.
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CUNNINGHAM MEMOIRS—Continued.

5. The Red Stars. Observations and Catalogue. New
Edition. Edited by Rev. T. Espin, M.A. 4to, severed. 35. (id.

6. On the Morphology of the Duck Tribe and the Auk
Tribe. By W. K. Parker, F.R.S. 9 Plates. 4to, sewed, y. 6d.

7. Contribution to the Surface Anatomy of the Cerebral
Hemispheres. By D. J. Cunningham, M.D. With a Chapter

upon Cranio-Cerebral Topography by Victor Horsley, M.B.,
F.R.S. 4to, sewed. 8^. 6d.

8. On the Flinders Petrie Papyri. Part I. Out of Print.

9. On the Flinders Petrie Papyri. Part II. With 18 Auto-

types. 4to, sewed. 42.?. net. Appendix to 8 and 9. t^s. net.

ID. The Decorative Art of British New Guinea. A Study

in Papuan Ethnography. By Alfred C. Haddon, M.A. With
12 Plates, and numerous other Illustrations. 4to, sewed. 14J. net.

II. On the Flinders Petrie Papyri. With Transcriptions,

Commentaries, and Index. By John P. Mahaffy, D.D., and Prof.

J. Gilbert Smyly. With 7 Autotypes. 4to, sewed. 42J. net.

EMERY (F. B., M.A.). ELEMENTARY CHEMISTRY.
With numerous Illustrations. 85-. 6d. net.

ENGELHARDT (V.). THE ELECTROLYSIS OF
WATER. Svo. Pages x+ 140, 90 Illustrations. 5j-.net.

FISCHER (Prof. EMIL, of Berlin University). INTRO-
DUCTION TO THE PREPARATION OF ORGANIC
COMPOUNDS. Translated with the author's sanction from
the new German edition by R. V. Stanford, B.Sc, Ph.D. With
figures in the text. Crown Svo, cloth 4^. net.

HANTZSCH (A.). ELEMENTS OF STEREOCHEM-
ISTRY. Translated by Wolf. i2mo. Pages viii + 206. 26

Figures. 6s. 6d. net.

HARDY. ELEMENTS OF ANALYTICAL GEOMETRY.
Svo. Pages iv + 365. 163 Figures. Si-. 6^. net.

INFINITESIMALS AND LIMITS. Sm. i2mo, paper.

22 pp. 6 Figures. IJ-. net.

HARNACK (AXEL). INTRODUCTION TO THE ELE-
MENTS OF THE DIFFERENTIAL AND INTEGRAL
CALCULUS. From the German. Royal Svo, cloth, ioj. 6d.

HART (EDWARD, Ph.D.). CHEMISTRY FOR BE-
GINNERS. Small i2mo.

Vol. I. Inorganic. Pages viii+188. 55 Illustrations and 2

Plates. Fourth Edition. 4^. 6d. net.

Vol. II. Organic. Pages iv + 98. 11 Illustrations. 2s. net.

Vol. III. Experiments. Separately. 60 pages, is. net.

SECOND YEAR CHEMISTRY. Small i2mo. 165 pages.

31 Illustrations. 53-. net.

14 Henrietta Street, Covent Garden, London, W.C.
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HOFF (J. H. VAN'T). STUDIES IN CHEMICAL
DYNAMICS. Revised and enlarged by Dr. Ernst Cohen,
Assistant in the Chemical Laboratory of the University of Amster-
dam. Translated by Thomas Ewan, M.Sc, Ph.D., Demonstrator
of Chemistry in the Yorkshire Collie, Leeds. Royal 8vo, cloth.

los. 6d.

HORNELL (JAMES, F.L.S.). REPORT TO THE
GOVERNMENT OF BARODA ON THE MARINE
ZOOLOGY OF OKHAMANDAL IN KATTIAWAR.
With Supplementary Reports on Special Groups by other
Zoologists. Demy 4to, cloth, with full-page Plates. Part I.

I5J-. net.

HOWE (J. L.). INORGANIC CHEMISTRY FOR
SCHOOLS AND COLLEGES. By Jas. Lewis Howe,
Washington and Lee University. Being a Second Edition of

"Inorganic Chemistry according to the Periodic Law." By
F. P. Venable and J. L. Howe. Demy 8vo, cloth. 12s. 6d. net.

JOHNSTONE (J.). BRITISH FISHERIES: Their Ad-
ministration and their Problems. A short account of the

Origin and Growth of British Sea Fishery Authorities and Regu-
lations, los. 6d. net.

JONES (J. T. SHARE-). SURGICAL ANATOMY OF
THE HORSE. To be completed in 4 Parts. With above 100
Illustrations, a number being in colour. Part I. Head and Neck.
Part II. Fore Limb. Part III. Hind Limb. Price per part, 15J.

net, sewed; cloth, i6s. 6d. net.

LIFE-SIZE MODELS, Illustrating the Superficial
Anatomy of the Limbs of the Horse. Price per set of four

models, £21 ; or separately

—

Fore Limb, Inner and Outer
Aspects, £6, i6s. 6d. each; Hind Limb, Inner and Outer
Aspects, £6, 6s. each.

JONES. THE FREEZING POINT, BOILING POINT,
AND CONDUCTIVITY METHODS. i2mo. Pages
vii + 64. 14 Illustrations. 3i-.net.

JOURNAL OF THE LINNEAN SOCIETY. Botany. At
various prices. Index to Journal (Botany), 20s. Zoology. At
various prices. General Index to the first 20 vols, of the Journal
(Zoology) and the Zoological portion of the Proceedings, 20j.

JOURNAL OF THE ROYAL MICROSCOPICAL
SOCIETY, containing its transactions and Proceedings, with
other Microscopical information. Bi-monthly. Previous to 1893
at various prices ; after that date bi-monthly, each 6^. net.

JOURNAL OF THE QUEKETT MICROSCOPICAL
CLUB. Nos. 1-26, i^. net; Nos. 27-31, 2s. 6d. net. 1893,
No. 32, and following Nos., half-yearly, 2,s. 6d. net.
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LANDOLT (Dr. HANS). THE OPTICAL ROTATING
POWER OF ORGANIC SUBSTANCES AND ITS
PRACTICAL APPLICATIONS. 8vo. Pp. xxi + 751. 83
Illustrations. 3U. 6^. net.

LEAVENWORTH (Prof. W. S., M.Sc). INORGANIC
QUALITATIVE CHEMICAL ANALYSIS FOR AD-
VANCED SCHOOLS AND COLLEGES. 8vo. Pages
vi+ 154. 65-. (>d. net.

LEBLANC (Dr. MAX). THE PRODUCTION OF
CHROMIUM AND ITS COMPOUNDS BY THE AID
OFTHE ELECTRIC CURRENT. 8vo. 122 pages. 5^. net.

LIVERPOOL MARINE BIOLOGY COMMITTEE.
MEMOIRS ON TYPICAL BRITISH MARINE
PLANTS AND ANIMALS. Edited by W. A. Herdman,
D.Sc, F.R.S. All demy 8vo, stifiF boards.

1. Ascidia. By W. A. Herdman. With 5 Plates. Price 2.s. net.

2. Cardium. By J. Johnstone, Fisheries Assistant, University

College, Liverpool. With 7 Plates. Price 2s. 6d. net.

3. Echinus. By Herbert CUfton Chadwick, Curator of the Port

Erin Biological Station. With 5 Plates. Price 2s. net.

4. Codium. By R. J. Harvey Gibson, M. A. , F.L.S., Professor of

Botany in University College, Liverpool, and Helen P. Auld, B.Sc,
With 3 Plates. Price is. 6d. net.

5. Alcyonium. By Sydney J. Hickson, M.A., D.Sc, F.R.S.,

Beyer Professor of Zoology in Owens College, Manchester. With
3 Plates. Price \s. 6d. net.

6. Lepeophtheirus and Lernea. By Andrew Scott, Resident

Fisheries Assistant at the Peel Hatchery. With 5 Plates. 2s. net.

7. Lineus. By R. C. Punnett, B.A., with 4 Plates. 2s. net.

8. Pleuronectes. By Frank J. Cole, Jesus College, Oxford,

Lecturer in the Victoria University, Demonstrator of Zoology,

University, Liverpool, and James Johnstone, B. Sc. Lond. , Fisheries

Assistant, University, Liverpool. With il Plates. 7^. net.

9. Chondrus. By Otto V. Darbishire, Owens College, Man-
chester. With 7 Plates. 2s. 6d. net.

10. Patella (the Common Limpet). By J. R. Ainsworth
Davis, M.A., Professor of Zoology in the University College of

Wales, Aberystwyth, and H. J. Fleure, B.Sc, Fellow of the

University of Wales. With 4 Plates. 2s. 6d. net.

11. Arenicola (the Lug-Worm). By J. H. Ashworth, D.Sc,
Lecturer in Invertebrate Zoology in the University of Edinburgh.

With 8 Plates. Price 4^. 6d. net.

12. Gammarus. By Margaret Cussans, B.Sc, Zoological

Department, University of Liverpool. With 4 Plates. 2s. net.

13. Anurida. By A. D. Imms, B.Sc. (Lond.). With 7
Plates. Price 4^. net.

14. Ligia. By C. Gordon Hewitt, B.Sc, Demonstrator in

Zoology, University of Manchester. With 4 Plates. 2s. net.
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LIVERPOOL MARINE BIOLOGY COMMITTEE MEMOIRS-Contd.

15. Antedon. By Herbert Clifton Chadwick. With 7 Plates.

2s. 6d. net,

16. Cancer. By Joseph Pearson, M.Sc, Demonstrator in

Zoology, University of Liverpool. With 13 Plates. 6s. 6d. net.

17. Pecton. By W. J. Dakin, M.Sc. With 9 plates. 4J. 6d.

net.

18. Eledone. By Annie Isgrove, M.Sc. With 10 plates.

4J-. 6d. net.

19. Polychael Larvae. By F. H. Gravely, M.Sc. With 4
plates. 2s. 6d. net.

LONG (J. H.). A TEXT-BOOK OF URINE ANALYSIS.
Small 8vo. Pages v + 249. 31 Illustrations. 65-. 6d. net.

MACFIE (RONALD C, M.A., M.B.). SCIENCE, MAT-
TER, AND IMMORTALITY. Crown 8vo, cloth. 5^. net.

MARRINER (GEORGE R., F.R.M.S.). THE KEA : A
New Zealand Problem. With Illustrations. Demy 8vo, cloth.

7^-. 6d. net.

MASON (W. P., Prof, of Chem.). NOTES ON QUALITA-
TIVE ANALYSIS. Sm. i2mo. 56 pp. 3^. 6d. net.

MEADE (RICHARD K., B.Sc.) CHEMIST'S POCKET
MANUAL. i6mo. Leather. Pocket Edition, Pages vii + 204.

Out of Print. 2>s. 6d. net.

PORTLAND CEMENT: ITS COMPOSITION, RAW
MATERIALS, MANUFACTURE, TESTING, AND
ANALYSIS. Second Edition. With 100 Illustrations, i^s. 6d.

net.

MOISSON (HENRI). THE ELECTRIC FURNACE. 8vo.

Pages x + 305. 41 Illustrations, los. 6d. net.

NISSENSON. THE ARRANGEMENTS OF ELECTRO-
LYTIC LABORATORIES. 8vo. 81 pages. 52 Illustra-

tions. 55-, net.

NOYES (ARTHUR A., Ph.D.) ORGANIC CHEMISTRY
FOR THE LABORATORY. Small i2mo. Pages xii + 257.
22 Illustrations, 6s. 6d. net.

and MULLIKEN (SAMUEL P., Ph.D.). LABORA-
TORY EXPERIMENTS ON CLASS REACTIONS
AND IDENTIFICATION OF ORGANIC SUB-
STANCES. 8vo. 81 pp. 2s. net.

OTTO (RUDOLF). NATURALISM AND RELIGION.
See Crown Theological Library, p. ii.

PFANHAUSER (Dr. W.). PRODUCTION OF METAL-
LIC OBJECTS ELECTROLYTICALLY. 5^. net.
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PHILLIPS(FRANCISC.). METHODS FORTHEANALY-
SIS OF ORES, PIG IRON AND STEEL. Second
Edition. 8vo. Pages viii+ 170. 3 Illustrations. 4i-.6flf.net.

PIDDINGTON (HENRY). THE SAILORS' HORN-BOOK
FOR THE LAW OF STORMS. Being a Practical Exposi-

tion of the Theory of the Law of Storms, and its uses to Mariners of

all Classes in all Parts of the World. Shown by transparent Storm
Cards and useful Lessons. 7th Ed. Demy 8vo, cloth, los. 6d.

PRAY (Dr.). ASTIGMATIC LETTERS. Printed on Mill-

board, size 22 by 14 inches, is.

PROCEEDINGS OF THE OPTICAL CONVENTION,
No. I, 1905. Crown 4to, cloth, los. net.

RANSOM (W. H., M.D., F.R.S., F.R.C.P.). THE IN-
FLAMMATION IDEA IN GENERAL PATHOLOGY.
Demy 8vo, cloth, 'js. 6d.

RAY (Prof. P. C). A HISTORY OF HINDU CHEMISTRY
FROM THE EARLIEST TIMES TO THE MIDDLE
OF THE SIXTEENTH CENTURY A.D. With Sanskrit

Texts, Variants, Translation, and Illustrations. Vol. I. Second
Edition, Revised and Enlarged. Crown Svo. iQs. 6d. net.

Vol. II. Cloth, los. ed. net.

SANG'S LOGARITHMS. A new Table of Seven-place Loga-
rithms of all Numbers continuously up to 200,000. 2nd Edition.

Royal Svo, cloth. 21s,

SCHREBER (D. G. M.). MEDICAL INDOOR GYMNAS-
TICS, or a System of Hygienic Exercises for Home Use, to be

practised anywhere, without apparatus or assistance, by young and
old of either sex, for the preservation of health and general activity.

Revised and Supplemented by Rudolf Graefe, M.D. With a

large plate and 45 illustrations in the text. Royal Svo, cloth.

3^-. net.

" The exercises described, when efficiently used, will undoubtedly be of value
in strengthening and developing the muscular system. The descriptions of the
exercises and the figures in the text are excellent."

—

Physician and Surgeon.
"Well worthy of the attention of those who go in for regular physical train-

ing as a means for the preservation of health."

—

Scotsman.
"A very sensible little treatise."

—

Glasgow Herald.

SCHROEN (L.). SEVEN-FIGURE LOGARITHMS OF
NUMBERS from i to 108,000, and of Sines, Cosines,
Tangents, Cotangents to every 10 Seconds of the Quad-
rant. With a Table of Proportional Parts. By Dr. Ludwig
Schroen, Director of the Observatory of Jena, etc., etc. 5th

Edition, corrected and stereotyped. With a description of the

Tables by A. De Morgan, Professor of Mathematics in University

College, London. Imp. Svo, cloth, printed on light green paper.

14 Henrietta Street, Covent Garden, London, W.C.
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SEGER. COLLECTED WRITINGS OF HERMAN
AUGUST SEGER. (Papers on Manufacture of Pottery.)
2 vols. Large 8vo. £2, 3^. net per set

; per volume, 2^s. 6d.

net.

SNELLEN'S OPHTHALMIC TEST TYPES. Best Types
for the Determination of the Acuteness of Vision. 14th Edition,

considerably augmented and improved. 8vo, sewed. 4i-. Single
Sheets : E T B, MOV, B D E, UJ UJ UJ, and Large Clock Sheet.
^d. each. Small Clock Sheet and R T V Z. 4^. each.

SNYDER (HARRY, B.Sc). SOILS AND FERTILISERS.
Second Edition. 8vo. Pages x + 294. i Plate. 40 Illustrations.

6s. 6d. net.

SONNTAG (C. O.). A POCKET FLORA OF EDIN-
BURGH AND THE SURROUNDING DISTRICT.
A Collection and full Description of all Phanerogamic and the

principal Cryptogamic Plants, classified after the Natural System,
with an artificial Key and a Glossary of Botanical Terms. By the

late C. O. Sonntag, the Royal High School, Edinburgh ; formerly

Secretary of the Microscopical Society of Glasgow, etc. Fcap. 8vo,

limp cloth, round corners, with Map of the Environs of Edinburgh.
3J. 6d. net.

STILLMAN (THOS. B., M.Sc, Ph.D.). ENGINEERING
CHEMISTRY. Third Edition. 8vo. Pages x + 597. 139
Illustrations, igs. net.

TOWER (O. F., Ph.D.). THE CONDUCTIVITY OF
LIQUIDS. 8vo. Pages iv+190. 20 Illustrations. 6s. 6d.

net.

TRANSACTIONS OF THE ROYAL SOCIETY OF
EDINBURGH. Vol. XXXVIII. Part i, 40^. Part 2, 25^-.

Part 3, 30J. Part 4, 7J-. 6^. Vol. XXXIX. Part i, 30J. Part

2, igs. Part 3, 43^^. Part 4, gs. Vol. XL. Part i, 2^s. Part 2,

^2s. 6d. Part 3, 26s. Part 4, 20s. Vol. XLI. Part I, 20s.

Part 2, 2gs. 6d. Part 3, 45^. Vol. XLII. 425. Vol. XLIII. 42s.

Vol. XLV. Part i, 29^. Part 2, 2ys. Part 3, 33^. gd. Part 4,

4s. 6d. Vol. XLVI. Part i, 21s. lod. Part 2, 255-. 8d. Part 3,

275-. 3^. General Index to First Thirty-four Volumes (1783-

1888), with History of the Institution. 4to, cloth. 21s.

TRANSACTIONS OF THE ROYAL IRISH ACADEMY,
DUBLIN. Vols. I.-XX. 410. ;^22, 5j. 6d. Vols. XXI.-
XXXI. Various prices.

TRANSACTIONS OF THE ROYAL DUBLIN SOCIETY.
Various volumes at various prices.

14 Henrietta Street, Covent Garden, London, W.C.
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VEGA. LOGARITHMIC TABLES OF NUMBERS AND
TRIGONOMETRICAL FUNCTIONS. Translated from

the 40th, or Dr. Bremiker's Edition, thoroughly revised and en-

larged, by W. L. F. Fischer, M.A., F.R.S., Fellow of Clare

College, Cambridge ; Professor of Natural Philosophy in the

University of St. Andrews. 75th Stereotyped Edition. Royal 8vo,

cloth. Ts.

VENABLE (T. C, Ph.D.). THE DEVELOPMENT OF
THE PERIODIC LAW. Small i2mo. Pages viii + 321.

Illustrated. loj-. 6d. net.

THE STUDY OF THE ATOM. i2mo. Pages vi + 290.

2,s. 6d. net.

and HOWE. INORGANIC CHEMISTRY ACCORD-
ING TO THE PERIODIC LAW. Second Edition. See
tinder Howe, p. 45.

WILEY (HARVEY W., A.M., Ph.D.). PRINCIPLES AND
PRACTICE OF AGRICULTURAL CHEMICAL
ANALYSIS. 3 vols. 8vo. New Edition in preparation. Vol.1.

Soils. Ready. i8j. net. Vol. II. Fertilizers.

WYSOR (HENRY, B.S., Assistant Professor of Analytical
Chemistry, Lafayette College). METALLURGY. A
Condensed Treatise. Demy Svo, cloth. \2s. 6d. net.
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VI. Miscellaneous.

ANTHROPOLOGY—SOCIOLOGY—MYTHOLOGY—
BIBLIOGRAPHY-BIOGRAPHY, ETC.

AVEBURY (Lord, D.C.L., F.R.S., etc.) (Sir John Lubbock).
PREHISTORIC TIMES, as Illustrated by Ancient Re-
mains and the Manners and Customs of Modern Savages.
6th Edition, revised, with 239 Illustrations, a large number of

which are specially prepared for this Edition. Demy 8vo, cloth,

gilt tops. iSs.

" To anyone who wishes to obtain a succinct conspectus of the present state

of knowledge on the subject of early man, we recommend the perusal of this

comprehensive volume."—/^w^- Br^'i. Archctolog. Assoc.

" The fact that this well-known standard work has reached a sixth edition is

evidence of its value to ethnologists and archjeologists. The many and beautiful
illustrations are most helpful in better understanding the plain but accurate
letterpress. Lord Avebury is to be congratulated on the new edition, which
is sure to further popularise a fascinating subject for investigation by cultured
people. "

—

Science Gossip.

" It is necessary to compare the present volume with the fifth edition in

order to see how much it has been improved. The illustrations to this sixth

edition are immeasurably superior to the fifth."

—

Knowledge.

BLACKBURN (HELEN). WOMEN'S SUFFRAGE. A
Record of the Women's Suffrage Movement in the British Isles,

with a Biographical Sketch of Miss Becker. Portraits. Crown 8vo,

cloth, ds,

See also Vynne, Nora, and Blackburn, " Women under the Factory

Acts."

CATALOGUE OF THE LONDON LIBRARY, St James's

Square. By C. T. Hagberg Wright, LL.D., etc. xiv+1626 pp.

4to, cloth. 425-. net. Supplement I., 1902-3. Buckram, i vol.,

196 pp. 5^. net. Supplement II. 198 pp. 1903-4. Buckram.

5^. net. Supplement IV. 1905-6. 5^. net.

" The present catalogue is essentially a working catalogue. . . . The general

level of accuracy in the printing and editing of the work appears to us to be an
unusually high one. . . . We heartily applaud the work, both as a landmark
in library land, and as a monument standing upon a firm foundation of its own."
—The Times.
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ENGELHARDT (C). DENMARK IN THE EARLY
IRON AGE. Illustrated by recent Discoveries in the Peat-

Mosses of Slesvig. 33 Plates (giving representations of upwards of

a thousand objects), Maps, and numerous other Illustrations on

wood. 1866. 4to, cloth. 3 1 J. dd.

GOLDAMMER (H.). THE KINDERGARTEN. A Guide

to Frobel's Method of Education. 2 vols, in i. 120 pp. of Illus-

trations. 8vo, cloth. 10^. dd,

GRIEBEN'S ENGLISH GUIDES. Practical and handy; size,

suitable for the pocket, 6^ x 4J, and bound in cloth.

Switzerland. A practical guide with seven maps. Cloth.

35. net. Ready.

Norway and Copenhagen. With six maps. Cloth. 3^. net.

Ready.

Ostend and other Belgium Watering Places. With two
maps. Cloth. \s. 6d. net. Ready.

Lakes of Northern Italy. With maps. Cloth. 3^. net.

Ready.

The Rhine. With maps. Cloth. 35'. net. In the press.

North Sea Watering Places. Cloth. 3^-. net. In the press.

Belgium. With maps. Cloth. 3^-. net. In the press.

Brussels and the Universal Exhibition 1910. With maps.
Cloth, i^. 6d. net. In the press.

Holland. With maps. Cloth, y. net. In the press.

The Riviera. With maps. Cloth. 35-. net. In the press.

Dresden and Environs. With maps. Cloth. \s. 6d. net.

In the press.

HENRY (JAMES). iENEIDEA ; or, Critical, Exegetical and
iEsthetical Remarks on the jEneis. With a personal collation

of all the first-class MSS., and upwards of 100 second-class MSS.,
and all the principal editions. Vol. I. (3 Parts), Vol. II. (3 Parts),

Vol. III. (3 Parts), Vol. IV. (i Part). Royal 8vo, sewed.

£2^ 2.S. net.

HERBERT (Hon. A.). THE SACRIFICE OF EDUCA-
TION TO EXAMINATION. Letters from "All Sorts and
Conditions of Men." Edited by Auberon Herbert. Half-cloth

boards. 2s.

and WAGER (HAROLD). BAD AIR AND BAD
HEALTH. Dedicated to Professor Clifford Allbutt. Reprinted
from the " Contemporary Review." Svo, cloth, \s. 6d. ; sewed, is.
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JOHNSON (E.). THE RISE OF ENGLISH CULTURE.
With a brief account of the Author's Life and Writings. Demy
8vo, cloth. 15^. net.

KIEPERT'S NEW ATLAS ANTIQUUS. Twelve Maps of

the Ancient World, for Schools and Colleges, Third hundred
thousand. 12th Edition, with a complete Geographical Index.

Folio, boards. 6s. Strongly bound in cloth. 7^. 6d.

WALL-MAPS OF THE ANCIENT WORLD—
Wall-map of Ancient Italy. Italia antiqua. For the study of

Livy, Sallust, Cicero, Dionysius, etc. Scale i : 800,000. Mounted
on rollers, varnished. 20s.

General Wall-map of the Old World. Tabula orbis terrarum

antiqui ad illustrandam potissimum antiquissimi aevi usque ad Alex-

andrum M. historiam. For the study of ancient history, espe-

cially the history of the Oriental peoples : the Indians, Medes.
Persians, Babylonians, Assyrians, Egyptians, Phoenicians, etc.

Scale I : 5,400,000. Mounted on rollers, varnished, 2Qs.

General Wall-map of the Roman Empire. Imperii Romani
tabula geographica. For the study of the development of the Roman
Empire. Scale i : 300,000. Mounted on rollers, varnished. 24s.

Wall-map of Ancient Latium. Latii Veteris et finitimarum

regionum tabula. For the study of Livy, Dionysius, etc. Scale

I : 125,000. With supplement : Environs of Rome. Scale

I : 25,000. Mounted on rollers, varnished. i8j.

Wall-map of Ancient Greece. Graeci^ Antiquse tabula. For
the study of Herodotus, Thucydides, Xenophon, Strabo, Cornelius

Nepos, etc. Scale i : 500,000. Mounted on rollers, varnished.

24s.

Wall-Map of the Empires of the Persians and of

Alexander the Great. Imperia Persarum et Macedonum. For
the study of Herodotus, Xenophon, Justinian, Arian, Curtius.

Scale I : 300,000. Mounted on rollers and varnished. 20s.

Wall-Map of Gaul, with portions of Ancient Britain and
Ancient Germany. Galliae Cisalpinae et Transalpinse cum parti-

bus Britannise et Germanise tabula. For the study of Caesar,

Justinian, Livy, Tacitus, etc. Scale i : 1,000,000. Mounted on
rollers and varnished. 24s.

Wall-Map of Ancient Asia Minor. Asise Minoris Antiquse

Tabula. For the study of Herodotus, Xenophon, Justinian, Arian,

Curtius, etc. Scale i : 800,000. Mounted on rollers and var-

nished. 20s.
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LONDON LIBRARY SUBJECT INDEX. To be issued about
the end of November. A quarto volume of about 1200 pages in

three columns, bound in buckram. 315. 6d. net.

Opinions ofsome of those zvho have read through the proof-sheets :

"... My admiration for the Index increases daily. . .
."—Professor Bury,

Regius Professor of Modern History, Cambridge.

"... I feel certain that this Index will become a standard book of reference,

and will be a vacte 7necuni to every man of letters. . .
."

—

Frederic
Harrison.

"... This Index will have a signal educational value. There never was a
piece of work better worth doing, or, I think, better done. . .

."—Dr Ward,
Master of Peterhouse, Cambridge.

". . . As far as I have seen the proof-sheets I am satisfied that the new
Subject Index will be one of the best Catalogues of the kind ever produced.
. . ."—H. R. Tedder.

"... The specimen page is exceedingly neat. A good Catalogue is one of

the few human works that can do no harm. . .
."—Sir Frederick Pollock,

Bart.

". . . I am more than surprised at its accuracy and fulness. . . ."—Sir
Frank Marzials, C.B.

MARCKS (ERICH, Professor of Modern History at the

University of Leipzig). ENGLAND AND GERMANY:
Their Relations in the Great Crises of European History,

1500-1900. Demy 8vo, stiff v^^rapper. \s.

PEDDIE (R. A.). PRINTING AT BRESCIA IN THE
FIFTEENTH CENTURY. A List of the Issues. 5^. net.

RING OF POPE XYSTUS, THE. A Collection of Aphorisms
and Short Sayings in use among the Christian Communities as

early as the Second Century of our Era. There is no question that

it was widely read, for Latin, Syriac, and Coptic versions are

known besides in the original Greek. The original Greek was
discovered at the end of last century, and is now translated into

English for the first time. Beautifully printed on hand-made paper,

and bound suitable for presentation.

SCHLOSS (DAVID F.). METHODS OF INDUSTRIAL
REMUNERATION. 3rd Edition, revised and enlarged.

Crown 8vo, cloth, 'js. 6d. Popular Edition, 3^-. 6d.

"In its new as in its old form the book is well nigh indispensable tothe
student who desires to get some insight into the actual facts about the_ various

methods of industrial remuneration, and the degree of success with which they

have been applied in the various trades."

—

Manchester Guardian.
" More useful than ever to the students of the labour ^xohl^m."—Political

Science Quarterly.

SPENCER (HERBERT). A'N AUTOBIOGRAPHY. See

P'30 ^
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SPENCER (HERBERT). PRINCIPLES OF SOCIOLOGY.
See p. 30.

STUDY OF SOCIOLOGY. See p. 31.

DESCRIPTIVE SOCIOLOGY. See p. 31.

STEPHENS (GEORGE). PROFESSOR BUGGE'S
STUDIES ON NORTHERN MYTHOLOGY EX-
AMINED. Illustrations. 8vo, cloth. 8^.

THE RUNES, WHENCE CAME THEY? 4to, sewed.
6j.

OLD NORTHERN RUNIC MONUMENTS. Vol. IV.
Folio. 20s. net.

VEILED FIGURE (THE), and Other Poems. Large post Svo,

buckram, gilt, cover designed by Mr. T. Blake Wirgman.
2s. 6d.

VYNNE (NORA) and HELEN BLACKBURN, and with
the Assistance of H. W. ALLASON. WOMEN UNDER
THE FACTORY ACTS. lart i. Position of the Employer.
Part 2. Position of the Employed. Crown Svo, cloth, i^, net.

WELD (A. G.). GLIMPSES OF TENNYSON AND OF
SOME OF HIS FRIENDS. With an Appendix by the late

Bertram Tennyson. Illustrated with Portraits in photogravure

and colour, and with a facsimile of a MS. poem. Fcap. Svo,

art linen. 45-. 6d. net.

" This is a delightful little book, written by one who has all the qualifications

for the task—the opportunities of observation, the interest of relationship, and the

sympathetic and appreciative temper. . . . We do not attempt to criticise,

but only to give such a description as will send our readers to it."

—

Spectator.

" Everyone who reads the book will understand Tennyson a little better,

and many will view him in a new aspect for the first time."

—

Daily Chronicle.

" It is quite worthy of a place side by side with the larger ' Life.' "

—

Glasgow
Herald.
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LIST OF PERIODICALS, REVIEWS, AND
TRANSACTIONS AND PROCEEDINGS

OF LEARNED SOCIETIES

PUBLISHED BY WILLIAMS & NORGATE.

THE HIBBERT JOURNAL: A Quarterly Review of
Religion, Theology, and Philosophy. Single numbers, 2s. 6J.

net. Subscription, loj. per annum, post free.

JOURNAL OF THE FEDERATED MALAY STATES
MUSEUMS. Issued quarterly. Single numbers, is. 6d. net.

Subscription, ^s. per annum.

JOURNAL OF THE ROYAL MICROSCOPICAL
SOCIETY, containing its Transactions and Proceedings, with

other Microscopical Information. Bi-monthly. 6s. net. Yearly
subscriptions, yjs. 6d., post free.

JOURNAL OF THE QUEKETT MICROSCOPICAL
CLUB. Issued half-yearly, April and November. Price 3^. 6d.

net. 7J. 6d. per annum, post free.

LINNEAN SOCIETY OF LONDON. Journal of Botany and

Journal of Zoology. Published irregularly at various prices. Also
Transactions, published irregularly.

ROYAL SOCIETY OF EDINBURGH. Transactions. Issued

irregularly at various prices.

LIVERPOOL MARINE BIOLOGY COMMITTEE.
Memoirs. I.-XIX. already published at various prices. Fauna of

Liverpool Bay. Fifth Report written by Members of the Com-
mittee and other Naturalists. Cloth. 8s. 6d. net. See p. 47.

ROYAL ASTRONOMICAL SOCIETY. Memoirs and iVIonthly

Notices. Yearly volumes at various prices.

ROYAL IRISH ACADEMY. Transactions and Proceedings
issued irregialarly ; prices vary. Cunningham Memoirs. Vols.

I. -XI. already issued at various prices. Vide pp. 43-44.

ROYAL DUBLIN SOCIETY. Transactions and Proceedings.
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